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SUMMARY

The work in this thesis has been motivated by the challenges of third generation mobile 

communication systems and fixed wireless applications using high data rates. In particular, we 

have investigated receiver structures that employ the relevant coding techniques and channel 

equalisation strategies in multi-carrier CDMA systems and multipath faded channels.

In fixed wireless access (FWA) and mobile cellular systems it has been shown that the 

correlation statistics on the link level between the subscriber and basestation can have dramatic 

effects on the inter-cell interference. The use of highly directional antennas and stationary users 

has shown that the effects of shadowing depend heavily on the correlation of the fading signals 

on the uplink. The anticipated inter-cell frequency re-use factor for realistic values o f decay 

index (2 to 4) will unlikely drop below 0.85. For mobile cellular applications it has been found 

that this value can be as low as 0.2, therefore having a significant effect on the overall cellular 

capacity.

The performance of low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes and novel low-rate hyper- 

orthogonal codes has been studied in a single-user and multi-user AWGN environment and 

multipath Rayleigh faded channels. Considerable performance improvements have been found 

for both coding strategies compared to conventional rate Vi convolutional coding strategies.

The simulation of a rate 1/32, constraint length 5 low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding 

scheme in a 4-path Rayleigh faded channel with a Doppler of 300Hz has shown to provide 

extremely good coding gains. Compared to uncoded faded channels, a coding gain in the order 

of 6dB was found for bit-error rates of 10’5 using low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding 

structures with BPSK modulation. Using low-rate hyper-orthogonal coding with a constraint 

length of 8 and rate 1/64 has shown to increase the coding gain to over lOdB at bit-error rates of 

10-6. O f course, this is achieved at the expense of increased hardware complexity.

The primary advantage of MC-CDMA is its ability to operate in a high user rate system that has 

only a limited system bandwidth available for spreading. Because MC-CDMA strategically tries 

to reduce the effects of multi-user interference through sub-carriers and guard intervals, MC- 

CDMA does not become less efficient in terms of bits/s/Hz when the spreading factor is 

reduced, as in DS-CDMA systems. Therefore, the goal of MC-CDMA is to address the area of 

weakness of the DS-CDMA system by supporting higher data-rates. Since a MC-CDMA system

v



is able to adjust the number of sub-carriers per user signal, MC-CDMA is highly flexible with 

respect to variable rate traffic. This thesis has analysed and simulated the effects of imperfect 

channel estimation, convolutional coding, time and frequency diversity requirements, 

equalisation, time-guard bands and interference cancellation using MC-CDMA on the uplink 

and downlink.

The use of guard bands has shown that the irreducible bit-error rate dominates the performance 

degradation in a multipath faded channel when using convolutional coding and insufficient 

time-guard band lengths. The use of interference cancellation schemes may only provide 

reasonable capacity gains on the uplink if the channel parameters can be estimated accurately 

and when the level of interference from other users is relatively low. On the downlink, however, 

the use of interference cancellation presents little problem and serves to improve the capacity at 

all levels of EJN0 and full user capacity.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Future Mobile Communications

The demand for wireless communications is driving a rapid advance in the technologies that 

provide these services and has become a significant area of growth within the last decade. 

There is currently a diverse range of products and services on the market, but cellular and 

personal communication services (PCS) radio networks probably have the highest public 

profile. Some 750,000 new subscribers are joining the European digital networks every month 

[1] and nearly a million hours of calls are made daily. The future size of this fast expanding 

market is estimated at 100 million subscribers [1] in Europe alone by the end of the decade. For 

successful network operators and equipment suppliers rewards are potentially high and as a 

consequence, competition in the mobile communications market place is fierce.

At present, the cellular network comprises the ‘first generation’ analogue systems such as 

AMPS, TACSl and NMT, which are now being superseded by second generation digital 

systems, including D-AMPS, GSM, PDC, CDMA and DCS 1800. The pan-European GSM 

(Global System for Mobile Communications) is typical of second generation systems, allowing 

the user to roam through most countries in Europe with the same handset in addition to 

providing limited paging, fax and data facilities. The American equivalent standard is based on 

the North American IS-54 access protocols. Analogue systems still account for the majority of 

market share with over a million subscribers to the two major network operators in the UK 

alone. However, within the next few years second generation systems are likely to dominate the 

market.

For the year 2000 and beyond, increased numbers of users and the growing demand for 

personal communication networks which can combine voice, data, fax and paging facilities into 

a single portable handset will require third generation mobile systems such as the Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) in Europe and the equivalent IMT2000 in the 

United States. The progression from the initial first generation systems, launched in the UK in 

January 1985, to third generation has been expedious and spans less than two decades.

1 The UK will in fact discontinue its analogue system by the end o f 2005.
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UMTS is a communications concept which will attempt to integrate the disparate services 

currently provided on private mobile radio (PMR), cordless systems, and cellular radio into a 

common standard. It is expected that UMTS will provide the following services to the user [2]:

• Existing mobile and fixed telecommunications services at data rates of up to 2 Mb/s.

• Pan-European mobile navigation, vehicle location and traffic information services.

• Handsets capable of being used anywhere; in rural areas, within urban office en

vironments and which support transparent roaming from one European country to 

another and possibly global roaming at a later date.

• The range of UMTS receivers available will extend from low cost pocket handsets to 

sophisticated terminals supporting video and high data rate services.

• It could be likely that users will purchase bandwidth, rather than time, on the system, 

with low-rate voice communications at the bottom of the tariff range and video and 

data services the most expensive.

• Friendly inter-operator roaming will ensure that the user receives a single bill from 

their service provider, irrespective of which country and whose network they have been 

using.

The technological issues that must be resolved in order to provide the user with these services 

are extensive. The decision on which type of multiple access technique to employ in UMTS has 

now finally been completed, with a decision to use a similar system to the wideband CDMA 

(W-CDMA) as found in the NTT Japan standard and additionally paired with Time-Division 

CDMA (TD-CDMA).

One of the most daring ventures o f the world-wide telecom industry is being launched before 

the end of the century. Indeed, several international consortia are planning to introduce satellite 

services with the ultimate telecommunications solution: global connectivity to and from any 

spot on the earth’s surface. In the United States, the goals of IMT2000 are essentially the same 

as UMTS and a common spectrum of 230 MHz in the 1.885-2.200 GHz band has been 

allocated to the two systems. The similarity of IMT2000/UMTS opens up the possibility of
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truly global wireless communications and several consortiums have to date been formed with 

the intention of offering global mobile satellite services. Iridium, ICO and Globalstar are all 

currently in operation[3,4], which all gravitate towards TDMA rather than CDMA.

Globalstar is a consortium that has Qualcomm Inc. of the United States and Vodafone (UK) 

amongst its many partners. The network is based on a constellation of 48 low Earth orbit 

satellites which will provide a communications pipeline from one part of the globe to another. 

Globalstar estimate that the final cost of their system will be $1.8 billion, with call costs 

roughly equal to that o f current US cellular networks. Iridium is a more sophisticated system 

than Globalstar, as its 66 low Earth orbit satellites will have the capability to hand on calls from 

one satellite to another. Each satellite will effectively act as a mobile base station, encircling 

the earth in six low-earth orbital planes at 780km altitude. The consortium is headed by 

Motorola and has committed $800 million to the project. Inmarsat already operates a satellite 

communications network, including its Inmarsat C and Inmarsat M services, which have 

briefcase-sized terminals.

The change which wireless communications is about to undergo has been likened with that 

which personal computing underwent a few years ago [5]. In the early 1980s, personal 

computers supported a large number of features and a high degree o f functionality, but the level 

of knowledge required to exploit these features to the full prohibited their use by the layman. 

With the advent of applications such as Microsoft's Windows, PCs suddenly became far more 

accessible and personal computing was revolutionised. In wireless communications many of 

the services that a user might wish for exist at the current time, but it will take a unifying 

concept, such as IMT2000, to make them accessible to everyone. Ultimately, th:: worldwide 

digital telecommunications system will offer wireless telephone and other digital services, such 

as data transmission, paging facsimile and position location. The phrase Personal Digital 

Assistant (PDA) has been coined to describe the portable device that will integrate all of these 

communications services.

1.2 Multiple Access Techniques

To provide an efficient service to a large number of simultaneous users places great importance 

on the multiple access capabilities of the system. Traditionally, each user of a multiple access 

system is provided with certain resources, such as frequency or time slots, or both, which are
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disjoint from those of any other user. In this way, the multiple access channel reduces to a 

multiplicity of single point-to-point channels, assuming perfect isolation of each user’s 

transmission resources from those of all other users. Each channel’s capacity is limited only by 

the bandwidth and time allotted to it, the degradation caused by background noise, mostly of 

thermal origin, other-user noise through loss of orthogonality and propagation anomalies, 

which produce multipath fading and shadowing effects.

While broadcasting is a one-to-many channel, with one transmitter serving many users, 

multiple access is a many-to-one channel, with one terrestrial base-station or satellite hub 

station receiving from multiple users. Until the advent of cellular wireless mobile telephony, 

multiple access systems were limited to one cell. This cell covered either an urban area from a 

single base-station in a high place, or a larger geographical region (sometimes nation-wide) 

from a single satellite transponder accessed by only a few earth terminals. In fact, satellites are 

the “grandfather” of multiple access in wireless radio because they are a single frequency. With 

the arrival of cellular services, frequency re-use became central to realising multiple access for 

a much larger user population scattered over many, often contiguous, metropolitan areas.

Transmissions at different frequencies can be rendered mutually orthogonal by suitable 

frequency domain filtering. This is the most common of all methods of securing mutual 

orthogonality, and is the basis of frequency division multiple access (FDMA). In the frequency 

domain it has become commonplace for signals to hop (i.e. be modulated onto carriers which 

change frequency in discrete jumps in a pre-determined sequence) or chirp (i.e. be modulated 

onto carriers which change frequency in a continuous fashion with time).

Another method of achieving multiple access over a channel is to make use of sequency 

domain orthogonality. An extended binary sequence, such as a pseudo random sequence, can 

be orthogonal to another such if their integral over the sequence period is zero. Thus, if one 

sequence is made the carrier for a binary digital transmission it can be isolated by another such 

message by multiplying and integrating over the sequence period. This process of correlation is 

mathematically closely analogous to frequency domain filtering, which has led to some 

describing it as filtering in the sequency domain - a space so defined that each sequence has a 

unique identity within it. Because a sequence will in general require more than a single 

parameter to define it, the sequency domain is a hyperspace in its most general form. Each 

unique sequence may be identified as a point in this hyperspace. By contrast, since ordinarily
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frequency may be uniquely specified by a single parameter, the frequency domain may be 

regarded as a one-space, in which each frequency is a point.

Sequency domain orthogonality is the basis of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), where 

a family of mutually orthogonal codes are used to carry messages independently of each other. 

There are many different variations of Spread-Spectrum Multiple Access (SSMA), but this 

thesis will only focus on the use of one particular scheme, namely Direct-Sequence Code 

Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA).

DS-CDMA techniques are one way to separate all users transmitting in a common channel as 

long as some specific rules are adhered to. The potential resource used to define a DS-CDMA 

system is usually measured in terms of the processing gain available. In the white noise 

definition this is given by dividing the total bandwidth by the aggregate data-rate of the system. 

The orthogonal sequences introduced earlier may therefore be used to spread the bandwidth of 

the original data to a level proportional to the length of the orthogonal sequence length.

Since all users transmit in the same bandwidth using the same carrier frequency it is convenient 

to employ such systems for land-mobile wireless radio systems using a universal frequency for 

every cell, termed universal frequency re-use. Of course, for non-stationary channel conditions 

the problem of determining which basestation the user should be communicating to becomes a 

problem. As the size of the cells becomes consistently smaller, such as in micro-cellular 

applications, for example, the problem of hand-offs to neighbouring basestations dominates the 

capacity o f these systems. Therefore, this may present an upper limit on the cell size.

The use of DS-CDMA techniques also requires every user to be received at the same power on 

the uplink. Otherwise, every user communicating to their own basestation in a cellular 

environment using the same frequency will “swamp” out the other users in the same cell by 

transmitting at power levels which may be too high. To determine the attenuation of the 

channel for every user, the basestation transmits a known pilot tone that is measured by the 

individual user to adjust their own transmitter power level.
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Figure 1-1. Multiple access techniques

Fundamental to the specification o f  any future m obile com m unications system  is the multiple 

access technique that w ill be em ployed. Frequency division, tim e division and code division  

m ultiple access (FD M A , TD M A  and CDM A respectively) have all been proposed at som e  

stage or other for future system s. Each method has its proponents and antagonists, and the 

debate over w hich technique offers the greatest bandwidth efficiency, which w ill support the 

highest number o f  users and which has the low est com plexity w ill continue for som e tim e.

In Europe the considerable effort and expenditure which went into the developm ent o f  GSM  

and related standards, w hich utilise the TDM A access technique, means that many equipment 

manufacturers and network operators favour TDM A for future system s. It is indisputable, 

nevertheless, that the future UM TS network will require to support a high data-rate which is 

progressively seen to increase in future years. With greater m obility requirements o f  

subscribers it w ill be difficult to satisfy both requirements using traditional m ethods, calling for 

more research into alternative and more com plex strategies. The harshness o f  the channel and 

increased levels o f  inter-sym bol interference are the lim iting factor on the data-rates that can be 

accom plished. With second generation m obile system s, in particular, this requires more 

com plex equalisation and coding strategies, and therefore this thesis pays particular attention to 

these issues. For next generation digital radio services it w ill be necessary to suggest simpler 

alternative solutions that w ill accom plish these tasks, and current research is focusing on
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systems that will be simpler to implement in practice and at the same time provide adequate 

data throughput.

Multi-carrier orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems are one alternative 

solution that is receiving considerable attention with regard to these current issues. These 

systems solve the problem of increased equaliser complexity by shifting the problem of ISI into 

the frequency domain, but it looks unlikely that these systems will be able to give any 

significant gains in high Doppler faded environments. The problem of frequency selectivity in 

faded channels presents a smaller problem to multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC-CDMA) systems 

than conventional DS-CDMA systems, and a variety of papers have shown improved 

performance results using these methods [7-20]. In this thesis we will investigate some 

alternative methods to provide insight into what methods may be utilised to give a higher data 

throughput than conventional designs for fixed and mobile systems.

1.3 Main Areas of Original Work

• Cellular applications of CDMA for FWA systems. This includes a novel study on the 

correlation statistics o f a FWA uplink using highly directional antenna in a hexagonal and 

circular cell layout.

•  Low-rate orthogonal codes have been investigated in more detail for multiple access 

channels, introducing the concept of a switching matrix for different users.

• Hyper-orthogonal codes are introduced as an alternative method of encoding and spreading 

the data in a DS-CDMA system. These are simulated in different channel environments.

• The effects of guard-bands in a convolutional ly coded OFDM system have been studied 

and investigated.

• A novel MC-CDMA system has been proposed, using LROCC coding and non-coherent 

demodulation techniques. Novel equalisation structures together with two-stage 

interference cancellation techniques have also been proposed for coherent downlink 

designs. The effects of coding, equalisation, interference cancellation and channel 

estimation techniques in this context are all novel areas of work.

• Capacity calculations using new results with regard to FWA systems are applied.
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1.4 Text Outline

This thesis is concerned with the theory, design and implementation of multi-carrier DS- 

CDMA systems employing forward error correction techniques such as high-rate convolutional 

codes, low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC) and a novel low-rate hyper- 

orthogonal convolutional coding scheme. The proposed schemes are intended to provide an 

alternative solution to conventional single-carrier DS-CDMA systems using pseudo-random 

noise (PN) spreading sequences and time-domain RAKE receivers.

Chapter 2 serves as an introduction to the mobile channel environment. The statistics of 

Rayleigh and Ricean fading are presented together with some more fundamental work on the 

properties of time and frequency selective fading. The categorisation of the different channel 

properties through the time-delay spread, Doppler spread, rms delay spread, number of taps and 

the different COST channel models is presented with an outline on how to simulate a 

continuous power delay profile in the discrete-time domain. A discrete-time model representing 

a multipath channel with ISI is also shown.

Chapter 3 gives an analysis of the effects of inter-cell interference on the system capacity of a 

mobile and fixed wireless access system. The use of highly directional antenna for fixed 

wireless access systems and their effect on the correlation statistics is presented with regards to 

cellular structures. A comparison between mobile omni-directional and directional antennas is 

made for different hexagonal and circular cell structures.

Chapter 4 is an introduction to conventional DS-CDMA mobile communications, with 

particular emphasis on the different convolutional coding techniques that may be employed. A 

description of the propagation mechanisms in the wireless environment is given for mobile and 

fixed channels, and in particular, the effect of these on communication through these channels. 

The relative merits of using coherent and non-coherent modulation and coding techniques are 

also outlined in this chapter.

In Chapter 5, the concept of using DS-CDMA techniques for multiple-access communications 

is introduced with some upper bounds on the bit-error rate performance for synchronous and 

asynchronous channels.
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Chapter 6 gives a detailed analysis of the LROCC implementation for FEC techniques with 

particular emphasis on the natural attributes of such coding schemes within wideband spread- 

spectrum applications. A novel concept based on a hyper-orthogonal coding scheme is also 

simulated and shown in comparison to conventional coding techniques. Methods of achieving 

multiple access using LROCC for fading channels are presented.

Chapter 7 provides an introduction and detailed analysis of OFDM systems and their 

application to a variety of systems proposed to date. The concept of guard-band intervals, 

orthogonal basis functions and channel estimation is also introduced here.

Chapter 8 introduces the different implementations of OFDM in direct-sequence spread- 

spectrum systems and a summary of the different designs proposed to date. The application of 

OFDM together with DS-CDMA techniques is presented using non-coherent demodulation 

methods, and the relative merits and disadvantages of each system are outlined. A new multi- 

carrier DS-CDMA (MC-CDMA) concept is presented for future mobile wireless systems with 

considerable performance improvements in the bit-error rate. A comparison between high-rate 

convolutional encoded DS-CDMA and LROCC coding for MC-CDMA is also presented.

Chapter 9 presents simulation results for the uplink and downlink channel using MC-CDMA 

techniques in a multiple-access environment. The use of interference cancellation techniques 

for the removal of multiple access interference (MAI) within the same cell is also introduced in 

this chapter. The different equalisation strategies for coherent demodulation in the frequency 

domain are introduced and compared in the up- and downlink.

A detailed capacity analysis for FWA applications using MC-CDMA and conventional 

ATDMA designs in a wideband cellular environment is shown in chapter 10. This analysis 

concentrates in particular on the service provision of voice and ISDN.

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are then finally given in Chapter 11.
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2.1 The Mobile Propagation Environment

Propagation through a m obile channel environment presents a variety o f  obstacles for a 

successful com m unications link. For typical carrier frequencies o f  900 M Hz or above, the local 

geographic region may lead to a variety o f  different signal arrival m echanism s in the urban 

environment. Figure (2 -1) show s the distribution o f  scatters in the m obile radio environment, 

ranging from line-of-sight (LO S) paths, diffraction shadowing to reflections and scattering. This 

results in the received signal being received by several different paths, causing multipath fading.

Diffraction Shadowing Far-Out Region

Line-of-Sight
Building & R eflecting  
Terrain

Local Region

Figure 2-1. Distribution of scatters in a mobile radio environment

Each ray has a different amplitude, time delay and phase, causing the com bined received signal 

to fade by up to 40dB  below  the mean signal level. This problem is intensified when the m obile 

unit m oves through the environment, causing a significant rapid fade in the signal level. This is 

dependent on the speed o f  the subscriber unit. The average duration o f  fades o f  a Rayleigh faded 

signal in the time domain as w ell as the level crossing rates (ler), measured at lOdB below  the 

average power o f  a signal, is a function o f  vehicle speed V and wavelength X, given as [1]:

fade duration = 0.132 T
<Vj

sec

lcr = 0.75
(2- 1)

crossings/sec

For a carrier frequency o f  1.6 G H z and a speed o f  60 km/h the average fade duration obtained 

from (2-1) is 1.485 m s and the level crossing rate is 67 crossings per second.

A s described earlier, a single sym bol transmitted from one end and received at the other end in a 

m obile environment receives not only its own sym bol but also many echoes o f  its sym bol. This
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phenom enon occurs if  a tim e dispersive channel is present and can be measured by the time 

delay spread o f  the channel. The time delay spread intervals, which are measured from the first 

sym bol to the last detectable echo, are different in different built environm ents. The average 

tim e delay spread due to the local scatterers in suburban areas is 0 .5p s and in urban areas it is 

3jis. These local scatterers are in the near-end region, as shown in figure (2-1), and the time 

delay spread corresponding to this region is illustrated in figure (2-2).

Log Scale 
A_

Linear Scale

Near-In Region

-A .

Far-Out Region

Mountain Region

0 2 4 6 8 10 20 30 40 60 80 100

Time delay, ps

Figure 2-2. An illustration of time delay spread

A s this figure show s, there are other types o f  tim e delay spreads. One type o f  delayed wave is 

caused by the reflection o f  high-rise buildings (far out region), and another kind by reflection  

from mountains. In certain mountain areas the tim e delay spread can be up to 10bps. These time 

delay spreads w ould cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) for data transmission. To avoid ISI, 

the transmission rate RD should not exceed the inverse value o f  the mean delay spread Tg if  the 

m obile unit is at a standstill (non-fading case):

Rd < —  Tg
(2-2)

or Rd should not exceed the inverse value o f  27rT  ̂i f  the m obile unit is in m otion (fading case):

Rd <
2kT„

(2-3)

If the transm ission rate, RD, is higher than that given in equation (2-2) and equation (2-3), both 

FDM A and T D M A  need equalisers capable o f  reducing ISI to som e degree depending on the 

com plication o f  the time delay spread length and the wave arrival distribution. An FDM A  

system  alw ays requires a slower transmission rate than a TDM A system when both system s 

offer the sam e radio capacity. Usually, an FDM A system can overcom e the need for
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equalisation as long as its transmission rate does not rise too high above 10 ksam ples/sec. 

C D M A  system s do not need an equaliser, but can use sophisticated RAKE receivers and 

correlators if  the chip rate is sufficiently high to allow  the multipath spread to be resolved.

In the event that there are fixed scatters or signal reflectors in the medium, in addition to 

randomly m oving scatters, the impulse response can no longer be m odelled as having zero 

mean. In this case, the envelope has a Rice distribution and the channel is said to be a Ricean 

fading channel. When the impulse response is m odelled as a zero-mean com plex valued 

Gaussian process, the envelope at any instant t is Rayleigh distributed. In this case the channel is 

said to be a Rayleigh fading channel.

2.2 Fast fading

The received signal in the m obile environment is the resultant o f  the line-of-sight and all 

multipath com ponents at the receiver location, as shown in figure (2-3).

O-component

Multipath
components

Resultant signal

Slow fading 
LOS
com ponent 
(Ricean 
fading only)

I-com ponent

Figure 2-3. Phasor addition of received signal components

The received signal, r(t), undergoing fading is given as:

r(t) = A(t) c o s ( h >  0t + 0(t)) (2-4)

where Aft) and Oft) are the envelope and phase o f  rft) respectively, and w0 is the carrier 

frequency. Rice [2] has shown that equation (2-4) can be expressed as:

r(t) = Tc cos[w 0t ) - T s s i n ( » y ) (2-5)

where Tc and Ts are the envelopes o f  a narrowband Gaussian random process with zero mean 

(i.e. no line-of-sight signal com ponent exists) and equal variance. These represent the real and
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imaginary components of the received signal and have probability distributions described by the 

normal distribution:

P(x) = exp
71(7*  V 2C7 J (2-6)

The variables Tc and Ts can be expressed as:

rc(o = tc,cos(^ (/)^ ,)
l=l

Ts(t) = t l Cl sin{wl (t) + l̂ )
(2-7)

1=1

These expressions represent the summation of all L propagation paths arriving at the receiver, 

with the /th path having an amplitude at and phase (fa uniformly distributed on (0,2n). The 

Doppler shift vv/, associated with each ray results from the transmitter-receiver relative velocity:

2 71V /  \
w, = —— cos [y, ) (2-8)

where v is the relative velocity, X the carrier wavelength and yi the arrival angle of the /th ray, 

uniformly distributed on (0,27t]. From equation (2-5), the envelope and phase of the received 

signal can be expressed as:

A(t) = 'Jt? (t) + T; (t) 

Ts( t j6(f) = arctan
Tc(t)

(2-9)

The probability distribution of the received signal is derived from equations (2-5) and (2-6) and 

is given by:

p(r) = —  exp
'  r 2N

2<r (2-10)

Equation (2-10) is the well-known Rayleigh distribution function and is shown along with the 

Gaussian distribution in figure (2-4).
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P(x) or P(r)

f \ .Gaussian

/ v
I -̂---------- Rayleigh

/
\

Figure 2-4. Gaussian and Rayleigh distribution functions

The Rayleigh or fast fading signal envelope Aft) exhibits deep fades o f  up to 40dB below  the 

mean signal level, accom panied by rapid phase fluctuations o f  up to it radians. Tracking the 

signal phase under these conditions can be particularly difficult, especially  for high fade rates in 

the order o f  m icroseconds or less.

The Rayleigh distribution assum es that no line-of-sight com ponent is present, and if  such a 

com ponent does exist, it is no longer possible to assum e that the variables Tc(t) and Ts{t) will 

have zero mean. The envelope now assum es a Ricean distribution, given by:

p ( z )  =
2/rcr'

e x p
z 2 + m 2 

2 <j 2
/.i i f

<7

(2- 11)

where Ia(x) is the m odified Bessel function o f  the first kind and zero order:

1
L ( x ) = —  fe x p (x c o s # ) i0  

2jt j
(2- 12)

The term n?l2cf in equation (2-11) is often called the K-factor and describes the ratio o f  the 

power in the LOS com ponent to that in the scattered signal com ponents. For high K  factors, the 

received signal statistics are dominated by those o f  the LOS path, while for K= 0 the Rayleigh  

distribution is obtained.
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In general it is harder to achieve successful communications under Rayleigh fading conditions 

than Ricean, as the lack of line-of-sight path leads to deeper fades in the signal envelope. The 

LOS path is likely to be absent in the urban environment, where buildings obscure the 

basestation. Thus, Rayleigh fading statistics are assumed for this work which is primarily aimed 

at achieving successful communication in the urban mobile and fixed wireless access 

environment. A CDMA receiver which is tolerant of Rayleigh fading can be expected to offer 

further improved performance under less harsh Ricean conditions.

2.3Slow fading

If the rapid time-varying fluctuations in signal strength experienced by a mobile receiver 

undergoing Rayleigh fading are removed from the signal by averaging long term variations in 

signal strength, an inherent slow fading signal will remain. In addition to the short-term 

statistics of the mobile radio channel, which lead to time- and frequency-selective fading, the 

presence of location dependent obstacles leads to long-term fading. These variations, which 

appear over tens of wavelengths, are termed shadowing and are caused by buildings and other 

structures in the mobile environment obscuring rays. Although shadowing results in a time- 

varying received signal, this fading phenomenon is unlike time-selective fading as vehicle speed 

is not a factor in determining the fading statistics. Instead, the nature of the terrain, surrounding 

the base and mobile antennas, as well as the respective antenna heights with respect to the 

terrain determines the extent of shadowing. Since obstacles in the propagation path between the 

base and the mobile or fixed antenna lead to shadowing, frequently simply moving the location 

will change the effects of shadowing.

Shadowing may be modelled as a multiplicative, slowly time-varying log-normal random 

process. Slow fading therefore arises through the changing average of rays, rather than the fast 

changing phasor addition of the Rayleigh fading mechanism.

The shadowing random process is generally assumed to be log-normally distributed (i.e. the 

distribution function associated with the long-term fading process is a normal distribution when 

the values are measured in decibels). Suzuki [3] has shown by extensive measurement that, for 

most purposes, slow fading can be modelled by a log-normal distribution, with a standard 

deviation between 5 and 12dB.

The standard normal distribution is given by:
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By defining z = 1 (f/20, the log-normal distribution is then given by substitution of z into equation 

(2-13):

y  2 =
s[2k

exp (2-14)

The standard deviation a  and mean n  can be incorporated into the distribution by utilising the 

transformation:

, X - f l  x = ------ (2-15)

Provided that all parameters are measured in decibels (as is customary in propagation 

measurements), the density function usually dealt with is the Gaussian density function. In this 

case the mean // and standard deviation cr are measured in decibels.

2.4 Characterisation of the mobile radio channel

The mobile radio channel exhibits the short-term statistics of a doubly-spread Gaussian wide- 

sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (GWSSUS) model [4]. Doubly-spread channels are so 

called because they spread the time and frequency waveforms of a signal transmitted through 

the channel. Short-term fading over these channels is often such that the short-term fading 

statistics are approximately stationary over time. Hence it is convenient to define a subclass of 

the general fading channel model known as wide-sense stationary (WSS) channels. In addition, 

due to the specific environment in which a mobile radio operates, the mobile radio channel is 

often characterised by long-term statistics that are distributed on a log-normal basis. This was 

introduced earlier. In the following subsections, each of the foregoing properties of the mobile 

radio channel will be described further.

2.4.1 Time-selective fading

A doubly-spread GWSSUS channel model exhibits both time- and frequency-selective fading. 

The earliest studies of the mobile radio channel [7] indicated the presence of time-selective 

fading on both narrowband and wideband radio channels. The time-selective fading manifests 

itself as rapid variations of the received signal envelope as the mobile receiver moves through a 

field of local scatterers.
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A time-selective fading channel may be characterised in terms of its Doppler power spectrum, 

correlation time etc. As Gans [9] has noted, the statistical characteristics o f the received signal 

for a mobile radio channel are functions of the polarisation of the antenna with respect to the 

received signal. While this would lead to three separate characterisations of time-selective 

fading for the mobile radio channel, in the following, only one such characterisation (the 

"vertical monopole" case) is considered, with the other two cases of polarisation described in 

the literature [9,10]. From consideration of the angle of arrival and the polarisation of the 

antenna, the auto-correlation function of the signal received by a mobile radio receiver 

corresponding to a constant, unmodulated carrier transmitted signal is given by:

R (z)= Ic(27zfdT) (2-16)

where /<,(•) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind and f d is the maximum Doppler 

frequency shift, given by:

f * = J  = VA  P*17)X C

in which v is the vehicle speed (in m/s), X the wavelength of the transmitted signal, c the speed 

o f light (= 3  x 108 m/s in a vacuum), and f 0 the frequency of the transmitted signal (in Hertz). 

The Doppler spectrum is the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function and is given by:

1 1 \f\< f  (2- 18>

V ' - ( / / / J 2
elsewhere

Equation (2-18) is valid only for vertical monopole antennas and scatterers uniformly 

distributed around the antenna. A plot of the Doppler spectrum for a mobile radio channel is 

shown in figure (2-5).

S(f)

o

Figure 2-5. Plot of Doppler spectrum for a mobile radio channel
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Note the abrupt frequency cut-off of the Doppler spectrum as a function of the maximum 

Doppler frequency fd. The correlation (or coherence) time of this channel is usually assumed to 

be given by:

r ' = 4  (2-19)

In addition to the correlation time of the channel, in the digital communications literature, the 

term normalized Doppler appears. The normalised Doppler is defined to be the product of the 

maximum Doppler frequency and the symbol duration of the transmitted signal. As indicated 

above, the duration of a fade is a function of the vehicle speed and the mobile radio frequency. 

It can be shown [1,6] that for a vertically polarized monopole in a Rayleigh fading mobile radio 

environment, the duration o f a fade, defined to be the average duration of a fade below a given 

threshold A, is given by:

t = V - i )’ (2-20)

where,

R=i h  <2-2 i>

in which 2c? is the average power of the received signal.

2.4.2 Frequency-selective multipath fading

In addition to exhibiting time-selective fading, the mobile radio channel also exhibits frequency- 

selective fading. The fundamental difference between the narrow and wideband channel is that 

fading becomes frequency selective in nature through the multipath time dispersion of the 

received rays in the wideband channel. The coherence bandwidth, A / defined as the frequency 

separation over which two tones have a correlation greater than 0.92 describes the extent to 

which a channel is wideband or frequency selective. If techniques to mitigate multipath in 

systems with a bandwidth greater than the channel coherence bandwidth are not employed, the 

resulting inter-symbol interference introduces irreducible bit error rate floors.
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The wideband behaviour o f  a channel is fully characterised by its power delay profile, which is 

a measure o f  received power versus excess time delay for a transmitted im pulse. In a typical 

profile, multipath ‘ech oes’ o f  a transmitted impulse are clearly visible, as seen in figure (2-6).

A

propagation
delay

-M-
multipath spread, Tm 

Figure 2-6. Typical wideband channel impulse response

time, t

The power delay profile o f  a channel describes com pletely the variation o f  received power with 

tim e, but it is often more convenient to sim plify this to a single quantity, termed the rms delay 

spread, sm, which is calculated as the temporal dispersion o f  the received power around the half 

power point o f  the delay profile. The terms are defined as follow s.

Let ) denote the average power delay profile, where r/ is the propagation delay from the 

transmitter to the receiver. Then,

mean excess delay h d m = ^ ~ p j ~ ta (2 -22)

where rA is the first arrival delay. Similarly,

rms delay spread = s m = E ( f/ ~ d " ~ TAYPm(jl)  

Z M O
(2-23)

and maximum excess delay =  Tm =  m ax(r/- ta).

The rms delay spread values are on the order o f  1 to 3 ps for urban terrain, 0.1 to 1 ps for 

suburban terrain, and 6 to 7 ps for rural mountainous terrain, respectively. Care should be 

exercised when using rms delay spread to predict the deleterious effects o f  ISI, as the inclusion  

o f  low  power multipaths at large excess time delays can unduly influence the value o f  sm.

In addition to the various delay profile parameters noted above, in characterizing spread- 

spectrum system s operating over m obile radio channels it is often necessary to specify the
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power delay profile o f  the channel. Because the power delay profile is location dependent, this 

is often a very difficult task. N onetheless, in 1986, a scientific study group in Europe specified  

several “average” power delay profiles that m odeled the m obile radio channel at 900 M Hz quite 

w ell and were in fact used later in specifying the performance o f  the GSM  digital cellular 

system . Figure (2 -7 ) plots tw o o f  these profiles for the typical urban environment and for the 

hilly terrain environm ent. Although both o f  these average power delay profiles are decaying  

exponentials in delay, indicating a minimum phase channel characteristic (i.e ., the channel 

impulse response decays as time increases), non-m inim um -phase channels can exist in the 

m obile radio environm ent and must be taken into account in designing digital com m unication  

system s.

0 < r  < 7  /js 

elsewhere

exp(-r)

-10
P(dB)

-20

-30
0 1 2 3 4 65 7

t ( |IS )
exp(-3.5r)
0. Iexp(l5 -  r)

-10
P(dB)

-20

-30
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

0 < r < 2 ^ s

elsewhere

t(ns)

Figure 2-7. COST 207 average power delay profiles: (a) typical delay profile for 
suburban and urban areas; (b) typical “bad”-case delay profile for hilly terrain

2.4.3 Approximation of the delay power profiles by discrete taps

Hardware multi-tap simulators can only be set to discrete values in both amplitude and delay. 

Different types o f  fading simulators may differ in the parameters to be set, and therefore the 

approximation o f  the delay power profiles needs to be performed according to som e specific  

rules [5]. A discrete approximation o f  the continuous power delay profiles, given in figure (2-7), 

requires the definition o f  certain parameters such as the delay spread, delay interval, total 

number o f  taps and the delay spacing. These are summarised as follows:
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(i) The delay spread is defined as in equation (2-23), with a value (and tolerance) of l.Ofis

± O.l^s for the typical urban profile and S.Ofis ± 0.2/zs for the bad-case hilly terrain 

profile.

(ii) The delay interval defines the period within which 90% of the total received energy of a

short pulse is detected. For discrete taps, this value usually does not exist and must 

therefore be linearly interpolated between the delays of the tap where a value is just 

below 90% of the energy and the next tap where the energy is just above 90%. These 

values lie within 2.3/is + 0.6/zs for typical urban profiles and 6 .6/^s ± l.O^s for bad-case 

hilly terrain profiles.

(iii) The total number of taps should not be smaller than 3 for the rural (non-hilly) area, 4 for

the typical urban profile and 6 for the bad urban and hilly terrain models

(iv) The delay spacing between the taps should be chosen to avoid a regular spacing as this

will ensure that the frequency transfer function of the radio channel will not have large 

periodicities

The final parameters of a typical channel simulation for different power delay profiles is given 

below in tables (2-l)-(2-4). Note that the Doppler classifications Class, Rice, Gausl and Gaus2 

refer to the type of Doppler spectra present on each particular path. For the purpose of 

simulations, we have chosen to use the worst case of the time variance of the radio channel by 

applying the classical Doppler spectra as defined by equation (2-18) to all taps.
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Tap
No

Delay
(jus)

Power
(dB)

Doppler
Category

Delay
Spread

(as)
1 0 0 Rice
2 0.1 -4 Class
3 0.2 -8 Class
4 0.3 -12 Class 0.1
5 0.4 -16 Class
6 0.5 -20 Class

Table 2-1. Rural (non-hilly) area

Tap
No

Delay
(ws)

Power
(dB)

Doppler
Category

Delay
Spread

(as)
1 0 -2 Class
2 0.2 0 Class
3 0.6 -2 Gausl
4 1.5 -6 Gausl 1.1
5 2.4 -8 Gaus2
6 5.0 -10 Gaus2

Table 2-2. Typical urban (non-hilly) area

Tap
No

Delay
(us)

Power
(dB)

Doppler
Category

Delay
Spread

(as)
1 0 -3 Class
2 0.4 0 Class
3 1.0 -3 Gausl
4 1.6 -5 . Gausl 2.4
5 5.0 -2 Gaus2
6 6.6 -4 Gaus2

Table 2-3. Bad urban (hilly) area

Tap
No

Delay
(as)

Power
(dB)

Doppler
Category

Delay
Spread

(//s)
1 0 0 Class
2 0.2 -2 Class
3 0.4 -4 Class
4 0.6 -7 Class 5.0
5 15.0 -6 Gaus2
6 17.2 -12 Gaus2

Table 2-4. Hilly terrain
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2.5Equivalent baseband model of channel

The multipath phenomena ultimately provides a significant performance degradation to 

narrowband signals over mobile channels, causing severe ISI. This can be used to advantage if 

the bandwidth of the signal is selected to be as wide as possible, allowing the ISI to be resolved 

with the use of RAKE receivers. In this case the multipath is said to give diversity through 

different paths. Obtaining an equivalent baseband model of the channel with a discrete number 

of independent taps can therefore be accomplished in the following way.

We assume that there are L multipath components (diversity channels), carrying the same 

information-bearing signal. Each channel is assumed to be frequency-nonselective and slowly 

fading with Rayleigh distributed envelope statistics. The fading and noise processes among the 

L diversity channels are assumed to be mutually statistically independent. Thus, at baseband, 

this multipath mobile channel can be represented by its low-pass equivalent complex impulse 

response:

L

hit) = Yj a i exP(M W* “ Ti) (2_24)
/= i

where a/ and $  are the magnitude and phase of the /th element in an impulse response with L 

samples and Sit-zf) is an impulse delayed by 17.

This equivalent low-pass channel model is frequently used in the analysis of mobile and fixed 

wireless digital communication systems.

2.6A discrete-time model fora channel with ISI

In dealing with band-limited channels that result in ISI, it is convenient to develop an equivalent 

discrete-time model for the analog (continuous-time) system. It has been shown in [16] that the 

filter in the receiver matched to the channel impulse response h(t) is given by the complex 

conjugate h*(-t). Since the transmitter sends discrete-time symbols at a rate 1/7* symbols per 

second and the sampled output of the matched filter at the receiver is also a discrete-time signal 

with samples occuring at a rate 1/7* per second, it follows that the cascade of the analog filter at 

the transmitter with impulse response g(t), the channel with impulse response c(t), the matched 

filter at the receiver with impulse response h*(-t) and the sampler can be represented by an 

equivalent discrete-time transversal filter having tap gain coefficients a/. Its input is the 

sequence of information symbols s* and its output is the discrete-time sequence y*. The 

equivalent discrete-time model is shown in figure (2-8).
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Figure 2-8. Equivalent discrete-time model of ISI channel with AWGN

The output sequence y* can be expressed as:

L

y„ =  + , 7* (2-25)
1=0

where T]k is a white Gaussian noise sequence with zero mean and variance Na, and ai is a set o f  

tap coefficients o f  an equivalent discrete-time transversal filter.

In summary, the cascade o f  the transmitting filter, the channel and the matched filter and 

sam pling function can be represented as an equivalent discrete-time transversal filter having the 

set ai as its tap coefficients.

The coefficients a/ w ill be com plex tim e-varying fading signals with an average power 

attenuation given by tables (2-1 )-(2-4). The tim e-varying fading can be classified as Doppler 

spectra, obtained from filtering tw o independent Gaussian distributed variables with the 

equivalent Doppler filter approximation. To simulate the Doppler spectra defined by equation 

(2-18) o f  the channel it is possible to approximate the frequency response by a sim ple two-stage 

cascaded Butterworth filter. The first stage provides a ‘ringing’ at frequency fd and the second  

filter is a low -pass filter to reduce the transition bandwidth, therefore giving the response a 

sharper cut-off. The filter approximation in the s-plane is given by:

H(s) =
s +s V2 + 1 s 2 +  0.02 • s +  1

(2-26)
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U sing the bilinear transform w e can pre-warp the denominator poles and obtain the 

corresponding z-plane filter transfer functions. For a Doppler frequency f<j=300 Hz and 

sam pling frequency /s=8000 Hz w e obtain:

G}(z) =
0.014 (z 2 + 2z + 1)

1.1814 z 2 -1 .9 7 2 z  + 0.8466 (2-27)

for the first stage, and

0 .0 1 4 (z2 +  2z + 1)
GAz) =

1.016 3 6 z 2 -1 .9 7 2 z  + 1.01163
(2-28)

for the second stage. This g ives a successful approximation to the Doppler spectra; for different 

sam pling frequencies and Doppler frequency settings the total power from the cascaded second  

order filters need to be weighted by an appropriate scaling factor to g ive unity power. The 

simulated Doppler frequency response can be seen in figure (2-9).
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Figure 2-9. Simulated Doppler spectrum with fs=8000 Hz, fd=300 Hz
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2.7 Summary

In section (2-1) the propagation mechanisms of the mobile channel were discussed and it was 

demonstrated that the combination of line-of-sight, diffracted, reflected and scattered rays at the 

receiver can give rise to a signal which may rapidly fade in and out by as much as -40 dB below 

the mean signal level over a distance of less than a wavelength. Fading is most severe when the 

line-of-sight path is obscured and under these conditions the signal envelope exhibits a Rayleigh 

distribution. The typical delay spread of a mobile radio environment is displayed graphically to 

show the harshness of the channel properties.

The main differences between fast and slow fading and diffraction shadowing have been 

outlined in conjunction with line-of-sight communication, using the Ricean distribution, and 

non line-of-sight communication using the Rayleigh distribution on the reflected multipath 

signals. These may include the effects of Doppler to represent the movement of the mobile 

transmitter and receiver. Of course, for FWA systems the effects of Doppler are minimal. The 

log-normal distribution has been introduced as a concept of classifying the severity of the 

shadowing effects in the channel, especially in time-selective faded channels.

In a wideband system, such as that considered in this work, the problems due to fading are exac

erbated as multipaths give rise to signal echoes which can severely degrade system performance 

through the introduction of ISI. The multipath time dispersion of a channel can be characterised 

by the temporal dispersion of the received power around the half power point, known as the rms 

delay spread, sm. A channel with significant multipath activity will be wideband in nature and 

give rise to fading which is frequency selective. The mechanisms described above are also 

compounded by the effects of thermal noise and propagation loss, prevalent in all wireless 

communication systems. Frequency-selective multipath channels are classified by their 

coherence bandwidth, delay spread and maximum excess delay.

The power delay profiles of the hilly terrain, bad urban, typical urban and rural areas have been 

outlined together with the appropriate approximations of the delay power profiles using discrete 

taps. The equivalent baseband model of the channel is an important feature for successful 

simulation of the channel over which the basestation and subscriber are communicating. The 

discrete-time model for a channel with ISI can be used to model the cascade of the transmitting 

filter, the channel and receiver’s matched filter. By providing a time-varying signal on the 

complex tap coefficients of the equivalent discrete-time transversal filter we can simulate the 

time-varying properties such as Doppler on the channel. The two-stage cascaded 2nd order
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Butterworth filter has been shown to provide a good approximation for simulation of the 

Doppler spectrum.
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3.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters have introduced some of the multiple-access strategies that may be 

used when communicating through channels of fading and noise. These designs can be used in a 

variety of applications, such as satellite-land-mobile radio communication, mobile cellular 

wireless applications and fixed wireless systems. All these systems profit from designs 

employing efficient multiple-access strategies to provide reliable communication over the 

particular channels in question.

This chapter deals with wireless mobile and fixed radio communication in cellular structures. In 

particular, we focus on the different cell shapes that are used to approximate the geometric 

coverage over a particular area and the effects this can have on the interference approximations 

of cellular structures. The method of interference rejection through directional antenna and cell 

sectorisation is also included in the analysis, with some novel investigations into the effects this 

has on the shadowing and correlation statistics on the uplink.

There has been significant interest in the use of DS-CDMA for a variety of mobile and fixed 

user applications, and many of the current designs which focus on particular aspects of cellular 

designs must be suitable for the environment they are used in. Mobile channels introduce the 

worst possible interference and fading effects, as detailed earlier in chapter 2, whereas fixed 

wireless access (FWA) systems offer the chance to provide high quality links with better error 

performance due to less severe channel environments. The next two sections will introduce 

some of the significant differences between mobile and fixed cellular structures.

3.2 Introduction to FWA systems

Local loop fixed access wireless (FWA) systems are currently being developed to offer high 

quality data channels directly to the fixed subscriber (e.g. home users) without the need for 

copper wire technology run from a local exchange. Deregulation of telecommunication services 

has focused attention on finding more economic methods of connecting customers which would 

allow new companies to enter the marketplace without the large investments needed to replicate 

this “access network”. Fixed radio access - “wireless local loop” - is one very attractive 

technology for this application.

Fixed access wireless local loop systems offer a means of very rapid network deployment which 

avoid local access constraints and infra-structure problems. This is particularly important in a 

number of key markets where there is a large potential demand for telephony and high-rate data
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applications capable o f  delivering ISDN services. This requirement for a high quality service 

has placed great em phasis on establishing a com m unication link which is both robust and 

spectrally efficient. Central to this work are the technological advances that are being made in 

m odulation and coding schem es which provide an efficient use o f  frequency spectrum and the 

use o f  adaptive schem es, particularly with regard to flexible frequency planning, for 

applications in countries with different frequency allocations and different geographical 

environm ents.

A fixed system  can take advantage o f  an external, directional antenna to optim ise the 

performance o f  the radio link. This avoids several artifacts o f  m obile system s, including fast 

fading, excessive  multipath delay spread, building attenuation, and severe shadowing, and o f  

course the fixed system  w ill not need hand-off. If a system is engineered for satisfactory fixed  

coverage, these factors w ill badly affect the quality o f  service for a “partially m obile” user. 

C onversely, if  the system  is engineered for the m obile user it w ill probably be grossly over

engineered for the fixed users. It is essential that the system should work properly in the user’s 

prem ises (in the sam e w ay as a normal fixed telephone) and it is unlikely that a m obile system  

can provide good in-prem ises service quality without hand-off. W hilst m obile air-interfaces can 

be applied to providing fixed service, the quality and bandwidth requirements o f  fixed radio 

access, seen as an alternative to wired connections, imply that optim ised technologies are 

preferred.

Backhaul
network Cell boundaries

Local
Exchange

Fax

Phone
Custom er prem ises Base-stations

M odem

Figure 3-1. Outline radio access system

D S-C D M A  techniques are being considered as likely contenders for the next generation cellular 

m obile radio schem es, and their application to the fixed w ireless environment is also under 

consideration, largely on the promise o f  reasonable capacity and flexib le use o f  contingent
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bandwidth. There are various methods which may lead to improved performance efficiency, 

many of which form the basis of this thesis.

Subject to the differences in the channel environment outlined earlier, the capacity of both fixed 

access and mobile links are limited by statistical effects such as multipath fading, inter-cell 

interference and ‘other-user’ interference.

Fixed access wireless schemes have the advantage that the remote subscribers can make use of 

highly directional antennas, as opposed to omni-directional antennas found in mobile radio 

systems. These reduce the power requirements of both the base-station and the remote 

transmitter and give greater interference rejection both to inter-cell interference and intra-cell 

interference. They also reduce the outer-cell interference in a universal frequency re-use plan, 

and both these factors have a significant effect on capacity. The inter-cell degradation factor 

should, therefore, be as close to 1.0 as possible.

The basestation will receive all users power controlled to their own basestation with a margin of 

error, especially in strong fading environments. In addition, all users transmit through their own 

channel and are non-orthogonal to each other on the uplink. Therefore, the capacity of a DS- 

CDMA system is inherently smaller on the uplink than the downlink. The strongest interference 

will be seen from “other-user” noise in the same cell which can only be minimised through the 

use of perfectly time-aligned orthogonal sequences or multi-user interference cancellation. This 

places the requirements for a coherent link where the channel parameters can be estimated on a 

continuous basis. One approach to achieving a coherent uplink is to use a pilot tone transmitted 

from each user within the same bandwidth. Each pilot tone will require a minimum of energy 

from each user, however, and this will affect the capacity of the system.

A second approach which does not require a pilot tone is to use non-coherent modulation 

techniques, whereby the orthogonality between users is strictly reduced to quasi-orthogonality, 

since a knowledge of the phase and amplitude statistics is now more difficult to establish. This 

causes an inherent reduction in capacity, though, which may be significantly smaller than the 

loss in capacity through the use of pilot tones. Simulation results and theoretical studies are 

combined in this thesis to show fruitful capacity advantages on the uplink and downlink of these 

systems.
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3.3 Inter-cell interference analysis

In D S-C D M A  system s, the interference seen by a single basestation on the uplink com prises not 

only o f  other users in the wanted cell, but also all users in the surrounding cells. This is due to 

the fact that all users are operating on the same frequency in every cell (universal frequency re

use). The interference from other subscribers in surrounding cells com m unicating with their 

own local base-station can have significant interference effects on the uplink capacity o f  the 

wanted cell. There are many types o f  cell structures to be considered for future personal 

networks and depending on factors such as terrain features, data rates, etc., certain cell 

arrangements may be more advantageous than others. For the follow ing C D M A  cell structure, 

the interference effects from only 6 surrounding cells have been studied and further interference 

effects from other interfering cells have been neglected. These cells are assumed circular with 

overlapping boundaries, but other cellular structures, such as hexagonal cells and non

overlapping circular cells are investigated later in the report.

A s the neighbouring subscribers w ill be power controlled to their own base-station, the 

interference effects w ill inevitably depend on the position o f  each subscriber within the 

particular neighbouring cell. A valid mathematical model can be constructed by assum ing each 

base-station to have its subscribers uniformly distributed within the cell area.

Mobile j

Figure 3-2. O uter cell interference for a 7 cell cluster on the uplink

Figure (3-2) show s the 1st tier o f  interfering cells to a central basestation in a D S-C D M A  uplink 

scenario. The yth subscriber com m unicating to his own basestation, to which he is power 

controlled, is at a distance rtj  from his own basestation. The distance between all basestations is
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assumed to be D and each mobile will interfere to the /th basestation from his own cell,y. 0  is 

the corresponding angle between the direct line D and riJt and will have values ranging between 

[0,27r].

At the outset it is assumed that the subscriber j  in the /th cell is perfectly power controlled. To 

determine the transmitted power PtJ from each subscriber it is necessary to define this power 

relative to cell site / which is power controlled by basestation /:

(3-1)

where P is the power received at the base-station from all subscribers, Nu is the number of 

simultaneous users in one cell and r'a is the attenuation of the transmitted power at a distance r 

from the subscriber. For free space radiation from an isotropic source, a=2, but for a multipath 

fading channel a  empirically takes on a value of 3 to 6. If a two-ray attenuation model is 

assumed, the value of a  will take on a different value at different radii. The effective 

interference power seen at the base-station from a subscriber in a surrounding cell will decay 

proportionally to R if1:

Interference I ( j = (3-2)

Let the area of a cell be approximated to a circular area of nrd where rd is the radius o f the cell 

and the received power P be normalised by the number of active users Nu. This enables the 

interference to be described per unit area:

d l P
r \  

rij
dA n.rA

n.rA

\ a
(3-3)

D 2 + r 2ij - I D f i  j cos#

since R if = D} + r j  - 2 Z), rtJ cos 6.

The unit area cIA for a segment is related to the radius r^  by:
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dA -  dr. rt j .d 0  (3-4)

To obtain an expression for the total average interference from one surrounding cell it is 

necessary to integrate equation (3-3) over the complete area of a circle. Assuming an equal 

average loading of all cells the interference from one surrounding cell can then be extended to a 

total of Nc cells:

=     j - r . y d r - d O
***  ( a 2 +ri j1 -2D ,r , j  cos6>)t

P  2r rf r a+l
Ji = — J j --------------------------------- 'd r - d O

n ' rd o o + r 2 - 2 D(r c o s 0} * (3-5)

for all cells N c,
p  Nc - \  2 n  ^ a +1

'  =  f J ~ T - * - d O
n r ,  „ "(d i  + r 2 - 2 D trcos0) id  /'=! 0 0

This expression can be analysed analytically to obtain a value for the interference power from 

all surrounding cells on the wanted base-station.

In order to gain an estimate of the influence of the outer cell interference on the number of 

simultaneous users it is necessary to calculate a scaling factor which can be substituted directly 

into the capacity equation for Nu. Assuming that all users in the wanted and interfering cells are 

uncorrelated, the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the receiver of the basestation is given by:

where P\ is the power received from any one subscriber and N0 is the noise power spectral 

density due to thermal noise at the front end of the receiver. The denominator consists of the 

three main terms of interference: (i) the first term represents the intra-cell interference, (ii) the 

second term is the inter-cell interference, and the last term (iii) represents the thermal noise 

effects. If the spreading ratio is given by W/Rb, where W is the bandwidth occupied by the 

spread signal and Rb is the total data-rate to be transmitted, and the noise power N0 is assumed to 

be much smaller than the other-cell interference, 7, equation (3-6) can be re-written as:
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W I R b I
N ^ T n r - T  <3-7>E b /  N„ P{

where Et/N0 is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the receiver. The reduction in the 

number of simultaneous users in one cell due to the inter-cell interference can be described by 

the inter-cell degradation factor, Fm, given by the ratio of the number of users in a multi-cell 

environment to the number o f users in a single cell environment. Therefore:

m u
W / Rb

N..
(3-8)

n . + / Pi

1

l + / P

where P is the total power received from all subscribers within a cell, and,

p  Ne—l 2jt f a+1
7 = r T T Z  /  J-  --------------- r - * - "  (3-9)

" “ (z>,2 +  r 2 - 2£>fr c o s # ) 2d  /= !  0 0

Figure (3-3) shows the variation of interference level with respect to P for a 7 cell cluster for 

different values of decay index a. The interference level increases for low values of a  since the 

interfering signals in surrounding cells need a longer distance to decay and hence the average 

interference power as seen by the central basestation increases.
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a

Figure 3-3. Graph displaying the inter-cell interference level for 
a 7 cell cluster for different decay index values

3.4 FWA interference statistics

The m obile radio channel statistics are very severe at high frequencies, being dominated by 

strong Rayleigh fading with multipath interference and diffraction shadowing effects. In a fixed  

access system , the use o f  stationary subscribers with highly directional antenna reduces the 

severity o f  the interference statistics in the channel medium. The temporal change in channel 

statistics for a fixed access system is much slower than that for the m obile channel, hence the 

phase and amplitude information acquired through the possible use o f  a pilot channel does not 

change as rapidly as for a m obile com m unication system. For this reason it may not be 

profitable to sacrifice spectrum for a pilot channel on the uplink to achieve coherency. 

N evertheless, the interference statistics o f  the fixed access w ireless system  play an important 

role in the estim ation o f  the subscriber capacity per bandwidth allocation per unit area.

3.4.1 Interference Rejection through Directional Antenna

The use o f  directional antennas and multiple elem ent com bining arrays in the receiver 

introduces spatial interference rejection. An ideal antenna pattern would produce a radiation 

pattern that is highly uniform in the horizontal plane, as shown in figure (3-4).
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0 elsewherej

Figure 3-4. Ideal antenna pattern

If a wireless link carries one call continuously for one hour it is said to carry one Erlang of 

traffic. The Erlang, named after the Danish pioneer of teletraffic theory, A. K. Erlang [33], is 

expressed in mathematical terms as:

where Erl = traffic in Erlangs, X = mean call arrival rate (=calls per unit time) and 1/// = mean

same for each sector of the antenna pattern. Hence, if the beamwidth B. W=2n/3, the capacity is 

theoretically tripled. In real life, though, the antenna radiation patterns are not ideal and lead to

directly related to the directivity of the antenna pattern. First, the antenna gain GA must be 

defined:

amplitude in wanted direction /t u x
Cj  ̂ _ \ /

average pattern amplitude over 2k

If the beamwidth B. W=2n/$, where there are j  antennas and j<N0ut outputs, the capacity of one 

sector is given by:

Erl = X/(i (3-10)

call holding time measured in the same time units as X. The Erlang capacity is therefore the

overlapping patterns. This reduces the effective gain through tri-sectorisation by an amount

Capacity of sector = Capacity x — -
 ̂" rt%tout

(3-12)

Therefore, the difference in path loss between two base stations can be expressed as:

TdB =  -a-101og(r1/r2)-101og(Gi4) (3-13)

where r{ is the distance of the interfering subscriber to its own base station and r2 is the distance 

from the interfering subscriber to the wanted base station, as shown in figure (3-5).
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Figure 3-5. Distance of interfering subscriber to wanted basestation

It w ill becom e apparent that, for cell areas o f  equal size and perfect power control, the worst 

position is the farthest point from the neighboring cell (point A in figure 3-5). For any general 

re-use pattern m the fo llow ing difference in path losses are reported in table (3-1).

Re-use pattern (m) Difference in path loss (L /a  dB)

1 -10-log( 1/3)
3 -1 0 1 o g (l/4 )
4 -10 lo g (l/5 )
7 -10-log( 1/6)

Table 3-1

At any one particular tim e there could be 6Nu interfering subscribers located at the worst site. 

For a cluster size o f  m= 1 and W/Rh= 32 the worst value o f  C/I will therefore be:

C/I =  -1 0-log( 1/3) - 101og(32) - 101og(6) (3-14)

= -8.5 dB

Similarly, for m=3, the worst value o f  C/I is:

C/I =  -1 0-log( 1/4) - 101og(32) - 10 log(6) (3-15)

= -5 dB

In general, it is possible to show that the reduction o f  interference with respect to the worst case 

becom es greater with the increase in the cluster size. This could be explained by looking at 

figure (3-6), where w e consider the cases m- 1 and m=4. In this figure w e see that the user’s

antenna radiates toward the interfered cell with different angles, even though placed at the same

site for both interfering cell. In particular, a greater cluster size leads to a larger radiation pattern 

angle, producing as a consequence a lower amount o f  interference, not only due to better path 

loss. Such a fact leads to the fo llow ing consideration: A very strong frequency re-use {m= 1)
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must be accom plished by a very good user’s antenna in order to reduce as much as possible the 

interference from adjacent cells. On the other hand, a higher cluster size leads to more 

negligible interference, path loss reduction increases with m as w ell known, but, in addition, the 

interference from adjacent cells reduces because o f  the larger radiation angle path.

m=4User

75.9°

User

63.5°

Interfered Cell

Figure 3-6. Radiation angle path for user’s antenna (/w=l, m= 4)

3.4.2 Inter-Cell Interference Analysis including shadowing

The propagation loss is generally m odeled as the product o f  the tfth power o f  distance and a log

normal com ponent representing shadowing losses. This model represents slow ly  varying 

signals, even for users in motion, and applies to both the uplink and downlink. For FW A  

applications this represents a valid model o f  the fading characteristics. Thus, for any subscriber 

at a di^ance r from the basestation, attenuation is proportional to:

attenuation  o c r a -10^ 10 (3-16)

where (f> is the decibel attenuation due to shadowing, with zero mean and standard deviation a ; 

which is typically 8dB for the case o f  an omni-directional antenna [34,35]. N ote that in this case 

the shadowing term refers to power attenuation and therefore yields a value o f  10 in the 

denominator o f  the power term. The received power, Pr, at the subscriber or base-station site 

can then be directly related to the transmitted power, Ph by the relation:
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P . ^  P .

(  £ \  
1010

(3-17)

where a  is the decay index and (f> is the Gaussian randomly distributed variable with mean /s=0 

and standard deviation cr. For values of (f> which give a value greater than one the mobile 

experiences a handover to the nearest base-stations. Since the fixed access link rarely has 

greater than 2 independent paths, the influence of multipath fading has been neglected in the 

study of the channel statistics.

Consider a cellular structure where each interfering fixed user in neighbouring cells is power- 

controlled to its own base-station in order to counter the effects of shadowing (which is assumed 

to have Gaussian statistics fa with regard to its own cell and Gaussian statistics <f>i on the uplink 

to the base-station it is interfering with). Each variable fa is distributed with a variance of (?, 

hence the overall shadowing effects, fa are described by a Gaussian distribution with a variance 

of 2<? and mean of zero. Each individual shadowing component of fa is made of two separate 

shadowing components:

<j>,=af+bfi (3-18)

were a2 + b2= 1 and fa is the shadowing component common to all base-stations. The terms a 

and b represent the weighting between fa and fa. These can be of equal value in mobile 

applications, but for FWA systems it is shown later that these values may differ. Considering 

the interference statistics of two basestations in a cellular structure, the overall shadowing 

component is related by:

(/>= fa -fa

= b (io -ii)-  (3-19)

It is important to note that in mobile communications, where omni-directional antenna are used, 

the constants a and b can be considered independent variables of equal amplitude, hence a2 = b2 

= 1/2. Therefore, the variables fa0 and fa are also considered to be independent random variables 

with a mean of zero and standard deviation 8dB. The overall standard deviation of the 

interference effects due to two base-stations is then given as:
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s.d  =  10 lo g (2 c r 2 )' 2

=  5 lo g  2 - 1 0

=  9 .5 d B
(3-20)

Conventional designs em ploy closed-loop power control to adjust the transmitting power o f  the 

fixed subscriber. A s a consequence, shadowing on the uplink o f  the outer cells (within the line- 

of-sight o f  the base-station o f  the wanted cell) causes the interference power at the wanted c e ll’s 

base-station to be modulated. The highly directional structure o f  the antenna from the interfering 

subscriber, positioned on the line-of-sight path as shown in figure (3-7), w ill inevitably 

experience shadow ing on the same path as the power-control uplink to its ow n base-station. 

Therefore, som e degree o f  correlation between the two shadowing com ponents a and b will be 

seen, hence a and b are now no longer o f  equal value, since the channel through which the 

m obile is power controlled is shared also by the interference from the subscriber to the base

station experiencing outer-cell interference.

Fixed subscriber

B.S

Interference area

Figure 3-7. Directional antenna interference analysis

To show how the typical values o f  a and b may vary, figure (3-8) considers the different simple 

scenarios o f  a lorry parked at different positions in the line-of-sight o f  the propagation paths.
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N l/ NY
\ | /

^=0
62=i

a2=l
Z>2=0

a2=\/2
b2= \/2

Figure 3-8. Variation of correlation statistics a and b

Using equation (3-9), it is possible to m odify the outer-cell interference statistics in section 3.4.2  

from a circular cell design to a hexagonal cell structure, taking into account the interference 

levels due to the highly directional antenna used. The major differences in the calculation can be 

seen in figure (3 -9 ), where the interfering arc from the circle is related to a triangle as a function 

o f  Ri and &.

figu re  3-9. Sector analysis

N ow , the value o f  RN can be found as:

R,yl3

2 c o s ( # )
(3-21)

As discussed earlier, the area o f  an arc can be formulated as:

n/6 radius

Area\arc =  |  j r.dr.dO
-nl 6 0

(3-22 )

Using the same equation, the area o f  the triangle can be given by the relation:
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*/V3 
n/6 2cos(0)

Areal A = f  jr .d r .d 0  (3-23)
-nl 6 0

The user density for the hexagonal cell is given by:

= (3' 24)

and the angle 0can be related as:

0 +  y=7t (3-25)

For the hexagonal cell structure, assuming that each subscriber is perfectly power-controlled in

its own cell, the total interference seen by the central base-station can be now given as:

In SR,
n p  6 2cos(r-*) /  \a+1

I  = l j S R > \  ^ -------------------------------------- T-dr-dr (3' 26)
' si  0 ((V3«,)! +r! -2(V3fl,)rcosr)!

where,

P,= Transmit power o f subscriber in interfering cell 

Rf = Radius of cells

r = Distance of interfering subscriber from its own base-station

y=  Angle over which integral is valid (integral bound over 360° for omni-directional subscriber 

antenna, 60° for directional antenna of beamwidth ±20°)

The total outer-cell interference, Is , including the effects of shadowing is related to equation (3- 

26) by:

/  = /  E 10Vo
t \ /

10 Ao

Next, the expected value of equation (3-27) must be found. This is obtained from:

(3-27)
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1 0  1° = E ex
In 10(^o ~<f>\) 

10

= E[exp(5(^0 - (f>\))\
= E[exp(£fo)]

J cry} An

(3-28)

dx

= exp (b2(Bcr)2) 

where B=(lnl0)/10 and x=£o-£i

U sing equation (3-27) and equation (3-28) the interference level due to outer cells can be 

determined and the inter-cell degradation factor (i.e. the frequency re-use efficiency) including 

the effects o f  shadowing, F , defined as:

F = 1

1 + ^  
P

(3-29)

Figure (3-10) show s the variation o f  F  in a hexagonal cell structure using a directional antenna 

o f  beamwidth 25° for different correlation statistics. For high correlation between the two links, 

a low value o f  b w ill give a nearly optimum value for the (nter cell degradation factor. These 

results are also plotted for different propagation decay factors a.

1.2

LL
2 0.8 o ro »♦—<D</>
3
0) 0.6
>>oc0)
3O’(Uk—

u_ — *—  decay=2 

decay=3 

— a— decay=4

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Coefficient, b

Figure 3-10. Directional antenna, B.W. = 25°, hexagonal cells
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The variation in F  for a hexagonal cell structure with a larger beam width o f  40° can be seen in 

figure (3-11). At higher values o f  b a slight performance degradation in the inter-cell 

degradation factor F  can be seen.

1.2

oit
a)
<D

1

0.8

0.6

0.4
— *—  decay=2 

decay=3 

— * —  decay =4
0.2

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Coefficient, b

Figure 3-11. Directional antenna, B.W. = 40", hexagonal cells

Figure (3-12) show s a comparison using directional antenna with the same previous beamwidth 

o f  40°, but circular cells with overlapping boundaries inside a hexagonal cell layout. Since the 

total area covered by the interfering users is considerably lower in this case, it can be clearly 

seen that this cellular layout assumption for FW A system s with directional antenna gives a 

considerable potential improvement in the inter-cell degradation factor.

5
cr
2
^  0.2 I?

— • —  

. . . . . .
--- * —

-decay=2 

decay=3 

. decay=4

0
() 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Coefficient, b

Figure 3-12. Directional antenna, B.W.=40°, overlapping circular cells
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These curves show  that as the correlation between fades in the wanted cell and outer cell (within 

the bore-sight o f  the directional antenna) is increased (i.e. coefficient b—>0), the frequency re

use effic iency  approaches 100%. For typical m obile radio cellular structures the correlation 

between a and b is assum ed equal, hence 1/2 (i.e. 6=0.707). A s expected, if  the decay index 

is increased, the path loss between the outer cell and the wanted cell is increased and the inter

cell interference is reduced, again resulting in a higher frequency re-use efficiency.

3.5 Cellular mobile systems

In this section a specific  exam ple o f  the general fading channel m odel, the m obile radio channel, 

w ill be characterised in terms o f  its statistical properties due to the om ni-directionality o f  the 

antenna. Due to the specific environment in w hich a m obile radio operates, the m obile radio 

channel is also characterised by long-term statistics that are distributed on a log-normal basis. 

This long-term statistic is caused by shadowing by various obstacles in the direct path o f  the 

m obile radio w ave. Because the presence or absence o f  these obstacles varies from location to 

location, the ability to com m unicate with any given m obile radio station may be statistically 

characterised in terms o f  a coverage reliability parameter. This section w ill present a 

m odification to the analysis o f  the earlier section to take into account the m obile subscribers in a 

hexagonal cell structure.

The inherent design o f  cellular m obile applications in spread-spectrum designs introduces 

higher interference levels on the uplink due to omni-directional antenna from active m obile 

users. The calculations must now  be extended to include all interfering users within the total 

area o f  the hexagon.

Figure 3-13. Hexagonal cell interference analysis

The total outer-cell interference from one cell in the first tier o f  interfering cells is given by:

hotai = + h  + h  + A ) (3-30)

where,
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This y ields new  values for the total interference / 5, which can be related to the frequency re-use 

effic iency , F , seen in figure (3-14) for the case o f  omni-directional antennas. Comparing figure 

(3-14) with figure (3 -10 ) clearly show s the reduction in frequency re-use efficiency through the 

use o f  om ni-directional antennas in hexagonal cell structures.
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Figure 3-14. Hexagonal cell structure using omni-directional antenna
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Figure (3-15) show s the inter-cell interference degradation factor for om ni-directional antenna 

in a circular cell layout with the sides o f  all circles touching, rather than overlapping. This 

obviously leads to potential blackspots in the cellular coverage. A significant improvement in 

the inter-cell degradation factor, nevertheless, can be found.
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Figure 3-15. C ircular cell structure (touching cells) using omni-directional antenna

Considering circular cells with overlapping edges, as shown in figure (3-16), w ill invariably 

increase the inter-cell degradation factor but reduce the area o f  ‘blackspots’ in the coverage
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Figure 3-16. Circular cell structure (overlapping cells) using omni-directional
antenna
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area. Of course, the potential number of interferers to the wanted basestation will increase, 

therefore reducing the value of F.

3.6 Summary

DS-CDMA techniques provide a spectrally efficient technique of multiplexing a large user base 

to a central basestation for fixed and mobile wireless access systems. Whilst mobile air- 

interfaces can be applied to providing a fixed service, the quality and bandwidth requirements of 

fixed radio access imply that optimised technologies are preferred. Since DS-CDMA systems 

are inherently interference limited, it is of great importance to estimate the worst level of 

interference from other users in the surrounding tier of cells.

It has been shown how the assumptions about the type of cells used in the interference 

estimation can have a dramatic effect on the degradation in performance. With overlapping 

edges on circular cells the area of ‘blackspots’ is reduced at the expense of an increased level of 

inter-cell degradation factors.

For FWA systems, the interference levels are dominated by the effects of shadowing, which are 

directly related to the correlation between signals on the up- and downlink. This correlation 

between signals on the uplink of the interfering subscriber to his own basestation and the signal 

from the interfering subscriber to the unwanted basestation is higher than in mobile systems. 

This is due to the relative line-of-sight path that both links share, therefore giving, on average, a 

stronger weighting on correlated signals than an evenly distributed correlation. This result has 

been included in the interference analysis and has been shown to give dramatic interference 

reductions.

The use of highly directional antenna, on the other hand, reduces the interference from other 

users but is limited by the scattering effects and lack of direct line-of-sight paths. It can be seen 

that the use of highly directional antenna of beamwidth 40 degrees in a hexagonal cellular 

structure and assuming a decay factor of 3 will give a frequency re-use factor of nearly 0.9. This 

assumes that the correlation coefficient b2=l/2. For overlapping circular cells, the frequency re

use factor F  will not deviate much from its original value of 0.9.

An antenna beamwidth of less than 40 degrees will most likely be inappropriate for realistic 

FWA designs in urban hilly environments and the use of omni-directional antenna can be 

considered realistic for mobile applications. Indeed, the value of F  for omni-directional antenna
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and the same parameters as before using a hexagonal cell structure will give a value of 0.3 for 

the frequency re-use factor. A circular cell structure with touching cells will increase the level of 

F to  0.55.

In summary, we have shown that the correlation statistics for FWA applications are not the 

same as in mobile applications and lead to an increase in the frequency re-use efficiency. The 

use of directional antenna, in particular, leads to increased interference rejection and provides 

substantial capacity improvements. For these systems, the frequency re-use factor F  is not as 

dependent on the type of cellular structure (i.e. hexagonal, circular overlapping or circular 

touching cells) as for mobile systems employing omni-directional antenna.

The overall effects on the total system capacity of FWA systems using the theory presented here 

can be seen in chapter 10.
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Chapter 4 Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the concept of direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) modulation and 

how it forms the heart of a code-division multiple access scheme (DS-CDMA). The benefits of 

DS-SS in providing diversity in the mobile channel, through the use of a RAKE receiver, is 

discussed. In particular, the chapter describes different types of coding strategy that can be used 

in conjunction with DS-SS to enhance the performance of the DS-CDMA system. The use of 

orthogonal spreading sequences in combination with coding is described and a new spread- 

spectrum system that combines orthogonal coding and spreading is introduced. Finally the 

chapter describes a new high-performance orthogonal spreading/coding system. The 

performance of these new systems is presented in chapter 6.

DS-SS techniques are currently receiving considerable attention as likely contenders for the next 

generation cellular digital personal communications network (PCN). In particular, the use of 

DS-CDMA systems is at present looking very promising, compared to the conventional 

advanced Time Division Multiplex Access (TDMA) systems, and are only now implementable 

due to the availability of increased signal processing power. The ultimate goal is to maximise 

the potential number of simultaneous users sharing the same bandwidth within any specific cell 

boundary per unit area.

Some of the claimed CDMA advantages [1] are:

• High spectrum efficiency (high traffic capacity)

• No frequency planning required

• Soft hand-off and macrodiversity

• Graceful degradation (soft capacity)

• Low power consumption

• Flexible data rates, suitable for packet data

Conventional spread-spectrum systems rely on an internally generated PN sequence to spread 

the data in the receiver by means of modulo-2 addition. This causes the original data to be 

spread in bandwidth by a factor dependant on the PN sequence chip rate. If the PN sequence is 

of repetition length N , and one data period lasts for the whole repetition length, as is often the 

case, then the data will experience a spread in bandwidth proportional to N, as seen in figure (4- 

1). The factor N, by which the data is increased in bandwidth, can be termed the spreading ratio
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o f  the base-station transmitter, and from this spreading ratio may be obtained a process gain 

representing the ratio that additive noise from the channel is reduced prior to data demodulation.

Data bit period =  N chips 

<4------------------------------ ►

PN 
Sequence 
Length ;V

Data
Source

Data bit

PN sequence

Output is spread by 
high speed PN code

Figure 4-1. A simple spread-spectrum system design principle

In the receiver, the wideband spread signal is multiplied by the same synchronised PN sequence 

to obtain the original data information, and through a demodulator such as matched filters or 

integrate-and-dump system s (used for rectangular signals) follow ed by threshold detection can 

be successfully  detected. The matched filter for any signal has an impulse response that is the 

shifted time reverse o f  the signal (conjugate tim e reverse for a com plex signal). The typical 

layout o f  a spread-spectrum modem is shown in figure (4-2).

Digital
W aveform

W ideband N oise Sinusoidal
Carrier Carrier

Digital
W aveform

Sinusoidal
Carrier

Filter ■ * 0 — 1► Demodulator

W ideband N oise  
Carrier

Figure 4-2. Spread-spectrum modem

This is not the only way o f  spreading the bandwidth o f  the data in the transmitter base-station, 

however. Figure (4-3) shows how a convolutional encoder o f  rate 1 IN  also introduces a 

redundancy o f  N  sym bols and hence also provides bandwidth spreading. If the PN sequence
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spreading process is now replaced by an equivalently low-rate convolutional code, the complete 

spread-spectrum implementation could be re-configured to incorporate spreading and coding 

within the same unit. It is this type of spreading that is analysed in this chapter.

Data
Sink

Data
Source

Viterbi
Decoder
(R=l/N)

Convolutional
Encoder
(R=l/N)

Figure 4-3. Spread-spectrum using convolutional coding

4.2 Signature Waveform Generation

In a multi-user system, the data for all Nu users in the system is spread using a unique signature 

code or waveform for each user. One seeks codes that exhibit high auto-correlation values and 

consistently low periodic cross-correlation statistics, such as the well-known Gold codes [2]. 

These codes are therefore particularly well suited to DS-CDMA applications.

The basis for using pseudo-random noise generators is contained within their auto-correlation 

properties, in other words, the result of multiplying the code by a delayed version of itself, and 

then adding linearly a predetermined number of successive resulting binary digits should be 

very small for all delays other than zero. Here we need to consider delays only in terms of 

whole numbers of code bits or clock periods (for a DS-CDMA system these are termed chips). 

There are many ways in which such a sequence can be generated.

It is important to note that because of the auto-correlation properties of the code, it is vital to 

ensure perfect synchronisation between transmitter and receiver, otherwise the correlation of 

these codes would significantly degrade the performance. Since any PN sequence has the 

property of having numbers of Os and Is differing by one, there is great advantage for clock 

synchronisation since no long periods of zeros or ones will be present in the signal. For maximal 

length sequences (/w-sequences), the length of a run is a maximum of m code symbols.

Because of its excellent auto-correlation function and good cross-correlation characteristics, the 

/w-sequence is probably the most useful PN sequence for many DS-CDMA applications. The 

usual way of generating a maximal length sequence is with a linear feedback shift register 

circuit. The typical auto-correlation function of a maximal-length sequence is illustrated in 

figure (4-4).
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R (t)

- l /N

delay t

Figure 4-4. Auto-correlation function of an m-sequence

N ote, that on a norm alised basis, figure (4-4) has a maximum value o f  one that repeats itself 

every period, but between the peaks, the level is o f  constant value - l/N .  I f  N  is a very large 

number, the auto-correlation function will be very small in this region. It is thus possible to 

obtain a set o f  codes that are almost mutually orthogonal by sim ply em ploying delayed versions 

o f  the same sequence. This is one way o f  generating codes for users in a D S-C D M A  system. It 

is this property w hich produces excellent user isolation within a D S-C D M A  system , and is 

therefore also called code division multiple access (C D M A ), since direct-sequence spread- 

spectrum transm issions can co-exist in the same bandwidth. M ost CD M A  system s rely on 

spreading codes that g ive low  cross-correlation between users and a high auto-correlation peak 

for delays directly proportional to the sequence length.

An alternative m ethod o f  generating orthogonal codes for users in a D S-C D M A  system can be 

accom plished by cascading 2 m-sequence generators as shown in figure 4-5. For different users 

thus enables each user to cause ,:ttle interference to the others. O f course, in realistic channel 

m odels where multipath fading dom inates, the orthogonality between users is significantly 

degraded, or even com pletely destroyed.

i r G old sequence

Figure 4-5. Generation of a Gold code
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Gold codes are another important class of PN sequence and generated by the modulo two

addition of a preferred pair of m-sequences, say a = [ai, a2, an] and b = [bi, b2, ......, bn]. The

characteristics of preferred pairs of m-sequences are defined later in this section. Figure (4-5) 

shows how each /w-sequence is generated from a chip-spaced cyclic shift register with feedback 

connections corresponding to a preferred polynomial. In figure (4-5), two 6th order sequences 

are used with taps corresponding to the polynomials:

an = n5 © n2 © 1

b„ = n5 © n4 © n2 © n © 1 (4-1)

For this simulation preferred polynomial pairs have been taken from the tables produced by 

Peterson and Weldon [3].

A full set of Gold codes is constructed by modulo 2 addition of a with cyclically shifted 

versions of b or vice versa. Thus, for wth order w-sequences, 2m- 1 Gold codes can be generated. 

Since a and b also constitute members themselves, there are a total of 2ffl+l Gold sequences in

the set. This is the upper limit on the number of users in a DS-CDMA system before sequence

re-use has to be considered. However, other factors such as the bit-error rate dictate the 

maximum number of users.

It is desirable to find reasonably large sets of spreading sequences that have small auto

correlation sidelobes in the time intervals during which delayed signals with significant power 

are expected. This will minimise the self-interference due to multipath. The spreading sequences 

must have small cross-correlation sidelobes over all delays because the uplink transmissions are 

asynchronous. A subset of the Gold sequences can be constructed having these desirable 

correlation properties. Gold [4] showed that the cross-correlation function between any pair of 

sequences from the set of 2W+1 Gold codes and the off-peak auto correlation functions take one 

of the three possible values - 1, -t(m), t(m)-2 where,

j 2 (m+l)/2+ 1 m odd
' W - j 2(m+2>/2+1 meyen (4_2)

These are known as preferred pairs o f w-sequences. O f these 2* + 1 sequences, 2m'n+] + 1 of 

them will have their first auto-correlation [t{m)-2 or -t(m)] at least n chip durations from the 

main lobe. Consequently, this subset of sequences will introduce negligible self-interference if 

used on a channel having n or fewer significant paths.Throughout this dissertation Gold codes 

are set equal in length to the system symbol period. A length 31 chip code will therefore have a
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processing gain or bandwidth spreading factor equivalent to its length; a system  with chip rate 

o f  1 M Hz and 14.9dB (lO log 31) o f  processing gain will have a sym bol rate o f  32 .26 kbaud.

An alternative approach to the generation o f  orthogonal signature w aveform s is to em ploy  

W alsh-Hadamard sequences. These sequences provide orthogonal code set isolation between 

individual users, but exhibit bad auto-correlation properties. In a fully synchronous downlink  

m obile radio com m unication channel we can use Hadamard W alsh codes as an optimum  

orthogonal set, because w e do not have to pay attention to the auto-correlation characteristics o f  

the spreading code. Applications requiring a good auto-correlation function, however, need to 

em ploy additional PN randomising strategies. These methods are covered in the next sections.

4.3 Modulation Schemes

The simulations described in this thesis em ploy binary phase-shift keying (B PSK ) modulation, 

whereby the carrier is modulated according to:

r( 0  = d(t)cos(w0t)
=  ± C O S (H '0 0 (4-3)

where d(t) is the bipolar data to be transmitted at time t. M ost receiver carrier recovery 

techniques have a phase ambiguity o f  ±n radians, which clearly presents a problem for BPSK  

demodulation. To circumvent the problem o f  phase ambiguity, differential binary phase shift 

keying (DPSK ) is used. The data stream for transmission is differentially encoded by m odulo-2 

addition o f  each bit with the previously encoded bit, as shown in figure (4-6).

d (i)

Figure 4-6. Differential encoding, (a), and decoding, (b)

The differentially encoded data stream d'(i) is given by:

d ’( i ) = d ’(i-Tb)® d (i) (4-4)

The result is that d(i) = 1 now gives rise to a n change o f  phase o f  the carrier and d(i) — 0 to no 

change in carrier phase. Thus, the DPSK  output corresponds to:
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r(0  = d' (t) cos(w0t) (4-5)
=  ±  c o s ( h>0/ )

To differentially decode the signal at baseband, the received signal is modulo-2 added with a 

delayed version of the complex conjugate of itself, resulting in the decoded signal:

d(i)  = d ' (0  ® d  *' (/ -  Tb) (4-6)

As decoding of a bit is carried out by comparison with the bit in the previous time interval, bit 

errors always occur in pairs in DPSK. A mistake in decoding a bit leads to the succeeding bit 

being compared with the bit in error and it too will be falsely decoded. Using differential phase- 

shift keying incurs a penalty of about 0.5 dB in Ei/N0 at a bit-error rate of 10'5 over standard 

PSK, but it is commonly employed because of the phase ambiguity problem alluded to above. 

DPSK modulation schemes are also in great favor for non-coherent transmission schemes, since 

no channel characteristics need be known at the receiver -  demodulation and detection relies on 

a relatively constant phase and amplitude variation of the channel from one bit to the next.

Although only BPSK modulation is implemented in the simulations presented here, more 

complex modulation schemes such as M-ary QAM or M-ary PSK could be employed. These 

schemes are o f particular high interest in bandwidth-limited and power-limited channels, 

respectively.

4.4 Forward Error Correction Coding

The structure of a convolutional code is fundamentally different from the processing of data in a 

PN encoded CDMA system. Specifically, information sequences are not encoded by simply 

using one data bit at a time to provide the encoded output sequence but rather a continuous 

sequence of information bits is mapped into a continuous sequence of encoder output symbols. 

To achieve this, the data sequence is fed into a linear shift register system consisting of K  shift 

registers. The value of K  is often referred to as the constraint length of the convolutional code. 

This mapping is highly structured, enabling a decoding method considerably different from the 

despreading process in a spread-spectrum system to be used. It can be argued that convolutional 

coding can achieve larger coding gain than a PN sequence encoded system of the same 

complexity. This is the prime reason for yielding such a large interest in the field of spread- 

spectrum communications, especially due to the fact that real-time decoding strategies can be
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formulated for forward error correction. Specifically, the encoder maps sequences of source 

code outputs into sequences of code symbols for transmission over the discrete memoryless 

channel (DMC). The purpose of this mapping is to improve communication efficiency by 

enabling the system to correct transmission errors. Convolutionally coded systems process 

lengthy sequences of information symbols to generate code sequences which are 

correspondingly lengthy.

4.4.1 Convolutional Codes

The elegant structure of convolutional codes enables processing (i.e. coding and decoding) of 

these lengthy sequences a few symbols at a time, both in the encoder and decoder. The 

codeword sequences are generated in a manner that ensures that codeword sequences due to 

different information sequences are separated from one another in Hamming distance. This 

separation allows several transmission errors to be corrected by the decoder. The more symbols 

that are used to represent one data bit, the higher the probability of obtaining no errors on 

decoding the data. This is therefore reflected in the code rate R of the system, since a low code

rate implies a low probability o f bit-errors in the decision process.

The optimum decoding rule for convolutional codes used in a spread-spectrum system is the 

same as for PN codes; the decoder will estimate the transmitted code sequence to be the 

sequence which was most likely to have been transmitted given the known code structure, 

channel characteristics and received sequence. An efficient algorithm such as the Viterbi 

algorithm is often used to decode blocks of convolutionally encoded data.

To understand the mathematical concept behind convolutional coding, consider an encoder of 

constraint length 3 and code rate 1/2. The information sequence Y= (y0 , y i,y 2,y3 ,••• ) enters the 

encoder one bit at a time. The two encoder output sequences Xj and X 2 can be obtained as the 

convolution of the input sequence Yt with the two encoder “impulse responses”. The impulse 

responses of the encoder can be found by using an input sequence of (1 , 0 , 0 , ...} and 

observing the two output sequences. Since the encoder has K  shift register stages, the impulse 

response will last for a maximum of m time units, and is written as gl= (g lo , g h , gh , -- .glfc-i) 

and g2=(g2o, g 2 j , g22, ..., g2K.,).

For this particular encoder, not surprisingly, the impulse responses yield a “one” for 

each tap:
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gi={i,i,i} = i+D+r^
g2={l,0,l} = 1+D1 (4-7)

These are termed the generator sequences of the code.

The encoding equations can now be written as:

X, = Y * g l

X 2 = Y  * g2  (4-8)

Where * denotes discrete convolution and all operations are modulo-2 (i.e.-OR). Hence, this 

type of operation is the origin of terming this type of coding as convolutional.

It can be shown that this type of encoding operates in the same linear way as a spread-spectrum 

system does. To illustrate this, consider two different message signals which may be labelled as 

Y] (D) and Y2 (D). These two code sequences are defined by the products of:

XIj (D) = Y, (D)gj (D)

X2j (D) = Y2 (D)gj (D) (4-9)

where j  = 1,2 since the encoder is of rate R=M2.

The modulo-2 sum of these two sequences is represented by:

XIj (D) + X2j (D) = Y, (D)gj (D) + Y2 (D)gj (D)

= gj (D)[Y! (D) + Y2 (D) ]  (4-10)

Since the modulo-2 sum of any two message sequences is a another message sequence, and the 

product of a message sequence and gj (D) yields a code sequence, the sum of two code 

sequences is another code sequence. Thus, the principle requirement for linearity has been 

fulfilled. This principle of linearity is extremely important if convolutional coding is to imitate a 

PN sequence in a spread-spectrum system.

The relation between constraint length and code rate of a convolutional encoder provides the 

boundaries for provisional implementation of such a design into a spread-spectrum system. As 

described earlier, a convolutional coding strategy is linear. Thus, such a design can be 

implemented into a spread-spectrum system if the codes are orthogonal. At present there are few
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codes that provide good orthogonality (except Walsh codes) and the main problem lies in 

providing an optimum arrangement for tap specification for the encoder.

The free distance of a convolutional code depends strongly on the constraint length and set-up 

of the encoder. Assume that the “all-zero” path is the correct path. If at any stage of the 

decoding process one wrong path is chosen (in this case a data input of ‘ 1’), the path will merge 

with the correct all-zero path after a few states through the trellis. The number of corresponding 

bits associated with each branch on the wrong path which are different from the all-zero branch 

metrics is called the free distance.

Different constraint length encoders and decoders have variations in their bit-error performance 

curves. As the constraint length of an encoder is increased, the number of possible states in the 

Markov state model grows exponentially, and therefore the free distance will also increase. An 

increase in free distance can be interpreted as making the convolutional code more efficient in 

low bit-error environments. Viterbi [5] has shown, that the BER performance of a Viterbi 

algorithm, operating under AWGN, and using hard decision limiting is given by:

BER<
z=dfree

(4-11)

where Pz=
£ LM z + l ) /2  ^

p ‘ Q - p Y z odd

\ z / 2 y
p zl2( \ - p ) zl2+ ^  p e( \ - p ) ze  zev en

e=z/2+\ Xe '

(4-12)

It can thus be seen that an increase in free distance will inevitably reduce the value for Pz. The 

probability of any bit-errors on the received signal will be related directly to the ^-function of 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the value of z  increases, the probability p  will be involved in a 

polynomial function whose degree depends on z  (see 4-12). Therefore, the BER versus SNR 

will involve a polynomial whose degree increases as the free distance increases. It must be 

mentioned that the coefficients cz, which are determined from the generating function of the 

convolutional encoder, will increase in value as z  increases. This has the further effect of 

shaping the BER performance for different noise levels; hence giving a CDMA system, 

operating in AWGN, a large coding gain at low noise levels and a worse performance than the 

conventional DS-CDMA implementation at high noise levels.
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The resulting effect o f  varying the constraint length K  o f  the encoder can be v iew ed in figure (4- 

7). The theoretical graph displays a rate 7^= 1/2 convolutional encoder operating in an additive 

white Gaussian noise (A W G N ) environment with hard limiting. A s expected, with an increase 

in K  overhead, the BER performance improves at low  bit-error rates at the cost o f  reduced 

efficiency at high bit-error rates. N ote also, that the ‘gradient’ o f  each graph can be seen to 

increase as the constraint length increases, the reason having been explained earlier.
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Figure 4-7. BER performance of R=l/2 convolutional codes

At present, coding techniques have been w ell established to approach the Shannon limit o f  

-1.6dB as c lo se ly  as possible. A s the coding techniques becom e more advanced, large coding 

gains are available to the system . With the increase in coding gain available, it is possible to 

effectively  increase the number o f  users in a CDM A system through the use o f  more com plex  

coding schem es and hardware.

The advantage gained by em ploying a convolutional encoder directly onto the data input is 

extracted from the coding gain o f  the convolutional coding technique. This can be explained by 

the sim ple exam ple o f  a theoretical spread-spectrum CDM A system , described below .

A ssum ing that an ordinary direct sequence spread-spectrum system em ploys a PN sequence o f  

length 128, each data bit will be effectively  represented by 128 bits. Thus, an increase o f  128 

times the original bandwidth will be encountered. This w ill therefore reduce the necessary SNR  

required to achieve a given BER by 21.07dB (lO log 128), the trade-off being an increase in 

necessary bandwidth o f  128 times the original bandwidth o f  the data input signal. In practical

uncoded
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CDMA systems, an encoder o f rate R=M2 and constraint length K=1 will yield a coding gain of 

about 6dB, at the cost of an effective 3dB loss due to a bandwidth expansion of factor 2 (i.e. 

1/Code Rate). Therefore, an additional 3dB will be gained by the system and if the performance 

under AWGN was the same as for multi-user interference, the number of users could 

theoretically be doubled. In realistic applications, nevertheless, the multi-user interference 

presents different interference and noise statistics and the gains achievable are thus much lower.

4.4.2 Low-Rate Orthogonal Convolutional Codes

If the present-day PN sequence generation method is now replaced by the convolutional 

encoder, operating at a rate R= 1/16, each data bit will have a redundancy of 16. There will be an 

effective increase in bandwidth of factor 16. In the receiver, the maximum-likelihood decoding 

algorithm will achieve a coding gain governed by the construction of the convolutional code. 

The advantage such a system has over the conventional DS-CDMA design is due to the fact that 

any additional coding gain which may be present will be available to the system user at no cost 

of increased bandwidth! Because the convolutional encoder spreads the data signal there is no 

need to modulo-2 add the PN sequence to the data bit.

The need for orthogonality between different simultaneously transmitting users in the shared 

bandwidth of a DS-CDM A system has placed great emphasis on the design of PN spreading 

sequences which produce the least amount of self interference by other users within a cellular 

boundary.

It is widely known that there are 3 major possibilities of spreading the data bits (Figure (4-8)- 

figure (4-10)). In figure (4-8) coue spreading is accomplished by multiplying the data signal of 

each user by a unique PN sequence with a period much larger than the data bit duration Tb. DS- 

CDMA systems suffer from the disadvantage that the cross interference produced by the 

multiple users cannot be easily controlled and optimised by proper code selection. This is due to 

the fact that the cross interference is determined by the more or less random cross-correlation of 

spreading code segments with the symbol length Tb which is only a small portion of the full PN 

sequence. On the other hand, code selection and management is simplified considerably.

Another method which forms the basis for the system in this featured low-rate convolutional 

DS-CDMA implementation is illustrated in figure (4-9). Here each user has its data bits 

uniquely mapped onto a set of orthogonal code sequences with a duration equal to Tb. Each code
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sequence which is present simultaneously with the code sequences generated by other users 

must all be orthogonal to each other.

The major advantage of orthogonal symbol-by-symbol code spreading lies in the fact that the 

orthogonality and the cross-correlation functions (and hence the cross interference) of the 

spreading code sequences can be directly controlled by careful selection of the code sets. If 

synchronous symbol transmission and reception on the downlink can be achieved within a cell 

this will enable considerable capacity improvement.

The last implementation is displayed in figure (4-10), where DS-CDMA is combined with 

orthogonal symbol-by-symbol code spreading. The PN sequence is continuously multiplied by a 

Walsh function with period 7*, which is uniquely assigned to each of the subscribers. By 

applying a complete set of orthogonal Walsh functions to a single fixed PN sequence a finite set 

of long-period DS spreading functions can be defined with guaranteed orthogonality between 

each bit-length correlation. This type of implementation is used by the current Qualcomm 

CDMA system.
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F igure 4-8. D irect sequence code sp read ing
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Figure 4-9. Orthogonal symbol-by-symbol code spreading
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Figure 4-10. Combined DS and Orthogonal symbol-by-symbol code
spreading
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The orthogonality of ordinary convolutional codes is very poor, and this would lead to a small 

number of simultaneous users. If low-rate convolutional codes are to be implemented into a DS- 

CDMA system then the output bit sequence corresponding to a particular shift register state 

must be orthogonal to all other output sequences generated by other users. One way of 

providing orthogonal convolutional codes is through cascading a convolutional encoder with a 

Hadamard block encoder [8,9]. A Hadamard block encoder, as shown in figure (4-11), works by 

selecting one of the rows of a 2Kx2K Hadamard matrix, the state of the convolutional shift 

register system dictating which row is selected. If all users have different tap configurations 

linking the convolutional encoder to the Hadamard encoder then the users can be said to be 

operating with mutually orthogonal codes which all follow a different trellis. Since the encoder 

comprises of K  shift registers, the number of possible states it can have is 2K. It is therefore 

necessary to provide 2K different rows in the Hadamard matrix. A code array of size 2 k x 2 \  

where K  is the constraint length of the code, which is given by the matrix relation:

k = 1,2, K  (4-13)

where Hd= 0 and H k is the complement to Hk, will produce 2k rows which are all completely 

orthogonal to one another. If  the block encoder chooses one row consisting of 2K symbols, the 

effective code rate will be 2~K bits per code symbol. If the Hadamard block encoder maps a 

convolutional shift register system of constraint length K=4 into one row of data there will be 16 

possible states corresponding to 16 rows of the Hadamard block encoder. The spreading ratio 

(i.e. processing gain) of such a design will be equal to 16.

For this implementation, the following 16x16 Hadamard matrix is produced:
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 11 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

The way in which each row is generated is simple: On each data transition o f  tim e period Tb the 

shift register system  takes on a new state. For this state an output sequence o f  2K bits is 

generated by clock ing the sw itches and lower shift registers 2K times faster than the upper shift

Th
registers. This im plies that the Hadamard block encoder must operate at a speed o f  ■ The

switching matrix com prises o f  a sim ple mapping o f  shift registers to the Hadamard block 

encoder inputs and can be varied for every user.

K  bit shift register

Data in

Output

2T

2T

Switching matrix

Figure 4-11. A low-rate orthogonal convolutional encoder

In order to provide reliable com munication in a burst noise environment, this data is also 

interleaved, and it has been shown [10] that the interleaving depth o f  this low  rate convolutional 

design can be lower than current digital D S-C D M A  systems.
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When observing the 16 output sym bols o f  each row, it can be seen that the anticipated auto

correlation function o f  the output signal is very poor; i.e. there are ‘sp ikes’ in the auto

correlation function at values other than the zero delay. The typical output power spectrum o f  

four encoded data bits from a Hadamard encoder o f  constraint length K= 4 can be view ed in 

figure (4-12). It can be seen that the spectrum does not yield a smooth response at low  

frequencies but instead gives power spectra concentrated into particular frequencies, especially  

at the low frequency band.

0.0002

PSD
0.0001

800
0

200 400 600 1000

bin

Figure 4-12. Power spectrum of Hadam ard encoded data via FFT of 1024 points

Since the cross-correlation property o f  the orthogonal codes is also very poor, an additional 

stage o f  randomisation is provided after the orthogonal encoder, effectively  providing a 

smoother spectrum. For D S-C D M A  system s it is desirable to have the sm oothest possible 

spectrum for the shared bandwidth between all users.

Another mathematical approach is to define the auto-correlation function o f  the encoded output 

signal before and after randomisation to gain insight into the typical spectral density 

distribution.

First, the auto-correlation function o f  a typical orthogonal signal is studied. Since the output 

signal has a distinct pattern within each data bit period (see 16x16 Hadamard matrix), the output 

spectrum will be very different from that o f  a random signal. A ssum ing one form o f  orthogonal 

periodic signal to be as illustrated in figure (4-13), the mean square value is given by A2. The 

auto-correlation function for such a signal can therefore be deduced as:
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f  oA 2 1 -  —
^ X t j

T
A -----“ l

U  t u )

R ( t )  =  < 

where x = 1 , 3 , 5

( x - l ) t u < T <  X t u 

x tu < r  < (x + l) / tt
(4-14)

U sing the auto-correlation points at intervals o f  2tu will result in a frequency response with 

many different frequency com ponents, thus giving a very uneven spectrum over the bandwidth 

concerned:

S(w) = A2 + 2 A 2c o s (w T s) + 2A2cos{2wTs) + 2A2cos(3wTs) .... (4-15)

This type o f  frequency response is non-optimal for a D S-C D M A  system  and hence it is 

necessary to improve the frequency spectrum.

+A

-A

A. tM
AAA/.

<■ Q tu 3tu 5t„

Periodic orthogonal signal with repeat length Tb

+A

-A

a V t „.

T.

Pseudo-random signal o f  period Tb

Figure 4-13

The mean square value o f  a pseudo-random periodic sequence, however, is given as A2tJTh  and 

hence the auto-correlation function is related by:

A ( \R(T) = ~ { t u - r ) for - / u < t <  tu (4-16)

To determine the spectral density characteristic S(w) o f  the random signal a sim plified approach 

can be used. Taking the limiting value o f  R(\) as /„->0 describes R(x) in terms o f  a unit impulse 

response and hence a flat spectrum in the frequency domain:
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A ~ t ~
lim  R (t) = ------- U- S ( t ) (4-17)

Since the frequency response o f  the unit impulse yields a constant spectrum, it can thus be seen 

that the frequency response w ill be constant over the bandwidth in operation with a value o f

A2t,?/T„.

Randomisation is easily achieved by means o f  em ploying a PN sequence generator o f  the same 

length as the spreading ratio. The resulting power spectrum after randomisation can be viewed  

in figure (4-14). It can be seen that the power is spread out more evenly over the low  frequency 

band, thus providing a smoother output spectrum. This is o f  great importance to the system  

designer since it m inim ises the interference levels produced by “other-user” noise, which are 

encountered at the output o f  the correlator in the receiver.

0.0002

£ 0.0001

200 400 600 800 1000
N

Figure 4-14. O utput power spectrum of Randomiser via FFT of 1024 points

It has therefore been shown that the use o f  randomisation on the orthogonally encoded signal 

from each user w ill give significant spectral improvements and optim ise the performance in 

“other-user” noise.
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4.4.3 Hyper-Orthogonal Codes and State Diagrams

The usual method of representing convolutional encoders is by generating a state diagram of all 

possible states for the shift register memory. On each transition, caused by a binary input of zero 

or one, the output symbols are compared with the all zero path to determine the Hamming 

distance, w, between branches of the Trellis. In the same way, this method also applies to low- 

rate convolutional codes.

We start with a simple low constraint length low-rate orthogonal code. The state diagram for a 

K= 4 low-rate orthogonal convolutional code is shown in figure (4-15).

BW B = State transition due to input ‘ 1 ’ 
W = Weight measurement of state 

transition
BW

BWBW

BW

BW

BW

Figure 4-15. State diagram for a K= 4 LROC code

Observing the state transitions above, it can be seen that this state diagram may be simplified in 

terms of the Hamming distance required to enter the all zero state. For example, if the current 

state transition 4 to 6 due to an input of one is proceeded by three zero inputs, the Hamming 

distance required to enter state 0 is equivalent to proceeding along the 4,2,1,0 path. Since this 

holds for all other state transitions with a loop back into state 4, the state diagram of figure (4- 

15) can thus be simplified by inspection to give a state diagram for an arbitrary constraint 

lengths K :
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BW

BW
Start K-2K-3 Stop

BW

Figure 4-16. Simplified state diagram for any length LROCC

The state transition diagram is used to determine the transfer function by considering the 

through path from the START to STOP state and all the neighboring loops in this path. Hence 

the generating transfer function can be bound as:

B W K
T(W' =  2 3 F T  (A 11 - B W - B W 1 - B W l - . . . - B W K ' (4 1 8 )

_________ B W k_________

1 -  b (w  + W 2+.. .+WK-x}

W e then factorise the denominator o f  this function through the polynom ial series, giving:

T(W,  B)  =
B W

I -  B W l - W K~]
l - W

b w k ( \ - w )

l - W l + B ^ - W * - 1)

(4-19)

The super-orthogonal encoder design can be view ed in figure (4-17). This encoder enables the 

output o f  the Hadamard block encoder to additionally output the bi-orthogonal code set. In this 

way, the user may achieve greater Hamming distance on som e state transitions. It turns out that 

these are only generated on the initial entry to the Trellis structure and on the last output 

transition.
K bit shitt register

Data in

Data out
Hadamard B lock  

Encoder

Figure 4-17. Super-orthogonal encoder design
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Nevertheless, this will ultimately provide some improvement to the performance and coding 

gain. Similarly to figure (4-15), the state diagram for a super-orthogonal encoder will give an 

increased euclidean distance on the initial starting state transition and the final last stage state 

transition. The new state diagram is then configured as shown in figure (4-18).

Start K-3 W  Stop
BW'

Figure 4-18. Simplified state diagram for any length super-orthogonal 
low-rate convolutional encoder

In a similar process to the previous evaluation of equations (4-19) and (4-20), the new 

generating transfer function may be found as:

T(W,B) =
BWK+2( l -W) (4-20)

- w ^ + b {\\ + W K~3 -  2W K - 2

)]

This encoder design does not therefore utilise the full potential of the bi-orthogonal code set, 

since we could also introduce additional state transitions within the main part o f the trellis to 

enhance the coding gain. This analysis can be extended further to a new novel concept of 

encoding the signal using a low-rate orthogonal encoder. This novel technique draws upon 

aspects of low-rate orthogonal coding and super-orthogonal coding structures in combination to 

provide a coding strategy which is superior in performance to either of these techniques. This 

method uses increased hardware complexity by allowing the constraint length of the encoder to 

be a variable quantity, but at the same time keeps the output symbols orthogonal and of the 

same rate (i.e. constant bandwidth expansion factor).

A diagrammatic representation of the proposed encoder can be seen in figure (4-19).
J K

*  ► <  ►
Data in

OutORTHOGONAL 
HADAMARD BLOCK 

ENCODER (2*)

Figure 4-19. Hyper-orthogonal encoder
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This design uses the conventional low-rate orthogonal convolutional encoder, based on 

Hadamard matrices o f  size 2Kx2K, and produces a biorthogonal sym bol set o f  length 2K and 

depth 2a+1. This has the added advantage o f  introducing increased numbers o f  rows in the 

orthogonal matrix, therefore creating improved isolation between interfering users. For a typical 

K= 2, J= 1 constraint length encoder the output sym bol set is defined as:

H K -2  =

+ + + +

+  -  +  -

+  +  -  -

+  -  -  +
(4-21)

Therefore, an increase in the free distance between the wanted and unwanted path will be 

inherent in the trellis code structure o f  the encoder. Depending on the size o f  J  and K, the 

number o f  states in the trellis for this encoder w ill be given by:

States = 2 k+j = 2 Kt (4-22)

This obviously increases the hardware com plexity o f  both the encoder and decoder, but 

depending on the severity o f  the channel conditions, the number o f  states in the trellis can be 

increased or reduced. This allow s the coding schem e to be adaptive and at the same tim e keeps 

the bandwidth o f  transmission constant, no matter how deep the trellis gets.

For exam ple, a K= 2 and J= 2 hyper-orthogonal encoder will have a set o f  16 possible states and 

yield a state diagram as shown in figure (4-20).
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w

V

"BW

Figure 4-20. State diagram for hyper-orthogonal encoder

To evaluate the transfer function of this state diagram would be much too complicated, but 

nevertheless, a general expression for the free distance of the code can be determined for any 

variable constraint length hyper-orthogonal code. For the J= 2, K= 2 code featured above, the 

free distance yields:

d free = 2  w + 6w

(  ? * r - 2  ^  

=  2 — + 3{2Kt~2)
(4-23)

=  4(2 Kt'2 )

= 16

For any other constraint length code, the free distance can be found as:

= 2 Jtr'2| J +  y + 1
(4-24)

Therefore, for a conventional K=6 (64-ary) low-rate orthogonal convolutional code, employing 

this hyper-orthogonal technique, with J= 2, gives a new free distance of 384.
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The free distance of any ordinary low-rate convolutional code is given by,

d /rte= 2 K- ' ( K  + l) (4-25)

For the equivalent K= 6 low-rate code, the free distance yields a value of 224. With the new 

hyper-orthogonal code configuration, setting J= 2 gives an improvement of 72% in the free 

distance of the code at the expense of increased decoder complexity, without further increase in 

bandwidth. This can be compared to the design of QAM schemes, where enhanced coding gain 

is achieved at the expense of decoder complexity and not increased bandwidth. The upper 

bound for any convolutional code is generally given by [11]:

gain < \ 0 log(R d ) (4-26)

where the gain is in decibels and R is the code rate. The upper bound for low-rate orthogonal

convolutional codes and low-rate hyper-orthogonal convolutional codes, J= 2, employing equal

bandwidths can be seen in table (4-1).

Code Rate (R) K LROCC LRHOCC (J=2)

dfree gain(dB) dfree gain(dB)

1/16 4 30 2.73 80 6.99

1/32 5 96 4.77 176 7.40

1/64 6 224 5.44 384 7.78

1/128 1 512 6.02 832 8.13

1/256 8 1152 6.53 1792 8.45

1/512 9 2560 6.99 3840 8.75

Table 4-1. Coding gain comparisons of LROCC and LRHOCC

These results might be somewhat optimistic and accurate simulation results might be needed to 

validate the figures. Nevertheless, it can be seen that for equal bandwidth some significant 

coding gains can be expected through using hyper-orthogonal coding schemes. As J  increases, 

the gain will also increase.
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4.5 Demodulation and Decoding

4.5.1 Diversity RAKE Receivers

Provided that the inverse o f  the spreading code chip duration, Tc, o f  a system  is significantly  

greater than the coherence bandwidth, A / o f  the m obile channel, spread-spectrum techniques 

are capable o f  resolving the individual echoes or multipaths from which the received signal is 

com posed. As these paths generally undergo independent fading and have different near-far 

ratios they provide a level o f  internal diversity in the receiver. The ability to exploit multipath is 

central to the success o f  C DM A and is a considerable advantage as multipath im poses a severe 

limitation on other multiple access techniques. The number o f  multipaths resolvable is given by 

[12,13]:

L <
1

TcA f  
71

+ 1

(4-27)

<  — +  1 
71

Path diversity is ordinarily exploited with a RAKE [14] receiver as shown in figure (4-21). The 

term RAKE refers to the fashion in which the receiver “rakes” out the multipath echoes from the 

received signal.

e,(t)

Integrate Integrate

Figure 4-21. Spread-spectrum RAKE receiver for binary signalling
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The receiver attempts to coherently combine the signal energy from all received paths that fall 

within the span of the delay-line. Delayed versions of the received signal are matched filtered 

with the user’s signature waveform pi(t), prior to being weighted by an estimate of the strength 

of the signal path, et. All outputs are then summed and integrated over the symbol period to 

provide the decision statistic.

Proakis [15] has shown that the bit-error probability for a RAKE receiver that estimates ei 

perfectly (i.e. maximal ratio combining) and for SNRs much greater than 1, can be 

approximated by:

(4-28)

where y  is the average SNR for the /th path and p =-1 for antipodal signals (i.e. BPSK) and p=0 

for orthogonal signals (e.g. QPSK). The average SNR is defined as:

r /  =  aT E (“ ' )
(4-29)

where 07= |c/|. For the case of differential binary phase shift keying the BER expression has 

been shown to be [15]:

1 L rr

P.=^rT.M.T.Z
z+1

(4-30)

where:

1 L-i-z 

*' n=0 (4-31)

and:

* . = n  - L —  (4-32)i-if-i Yi -  Yt

Equations (4-28) and (4-30) represent lower bounds on the error rate of the RAKE receiver. 

These are valid for a channel with non-equal SNRs in each path. For channels with an equal 

SNR distribution along each path, the bit-error rate is given as [15]:
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P. =
i-/<VgC|I-wfi+/‘Y ( 4 - 3 3 )

1=0\  2

where,

/#= _ 2 i _  (4-34)
M - p + r ,

U = r ' D PSK  (4-35)
1+r,

In practice, the non-stationary mobile channel makes precise estimation of the RAKE receiver 

tap weights difficult and the contribution of taps which do not contain significant received 

signal path energy will induce self-noise, degrading performance.

In the urban situation there is invariably gross multipath activity due to the number of scattering 

and reflecting objects in the environment (rms delay spread values of between 1 and 10 ps are 

typical) and large diversity advantages are available. In rural areas, multipath activity is reduced 

and there is likely to be a line-of-sight path to the basestation, resulting in Ricean fading 

statistics and consequently less benefit from large diversity receivers. Nevertheless, a frequency 

selective Rayleigh faded channel with Doppler spread will invariably introduce an irreducible 

bit-error rate in the receiver. Figure (4-22) shows the performance of a DPSK spread-spectrum 

system employing Gold codes of length 31, with an aggregate data rate of 248 kb/s and a 

Doppler spread of 300Hz in the channel using a 4-path RAKE receiver matched to the number 

of multipath components. At low Eb/No the Monte-Carlo simulation can be seen to follow the 

theoretical bound very closely an^ at high Eb/No the irreducible bit-error rate becomes visible 

due to the effects of Doppler in the channel model.
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Figure 4-22. Performance of a spread-spectrum RAKE using DPSK in a 
4-path Rayleigh faded channel

4.5.2 The Viterbi Algorithm

At the receiver, the reverse operation is performed. After demodulation and multiplication by 

the appropriate PN randomising sequence, the received 2A codes are mapped into their most 

likely K  bit sym bols representing one state in the Viterbi decoder. The Viterbi decoder must 

have know ledge o f  the state m appings from the orthogonal convolutional encoder and 

consequently through the method o f  maximum likelihood detection the m ost likely path through 

the trellis is determined and the decoded output data sequence is obtained. The function o f  the 

Viterbi algorithm for this particular application is very similar to the conventional 

implementation o f  the algorithm, except a few  minor configurations and conceptual 

m odifications to the state metric calculations. Figure (4-23) show s how the new algorithm is 

configured to evaluate the euclidean distance for each possible state transition by correlating the 

received signal sequence with the 2k rows o f  the Hadamard matrix. The Viterbi algorithm then 

calls upon the relevant value stored in the 1K deep memory.
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Figure 4-23. Modified Viterbi algorithm

The equivalent operation for a pure soft decision Viterbi algorithm is then formed by evaluating 

the effective euclidean distance between the received sequence and expected sequence in a one

dim ensional space, where the decision for each state is based on:

v/ 0 + metricdeplh{i_,)0 < v , . ] + metric deplh(i_x)x (4-36)

where the metric increments vi0 and v, / are obtained from the correlation values stored in the 

matrix at the input to the receiver. The equivalent trellis operation can be view ed in figure (4-

24).

depth i-1 depth i

0

1

Figure 4-24. Section of trellis

input sequence =  rt(t)

Hadamard output sequence = s0(t)...

The Viterbi algorithm has a priori knowledge o f  the state transitions for each user. This 

nevertheless requires an evaluation o f  the state diagram to determine the performance o f  this 

coding strategy, particularly for the more com plex coding structures introduced here.

4.6Summary

The ability o f  D S-C D M A  to support a number o f  users in a com m on bandwidth arises through 

the use o f  a unique bandwidth spreading code for each user, hence the term Code Division  

M ultiple A ccess, used to describe such a system. The spreading code, or signature waveform, 

may control spreading o f  the information bandwidth by direct sequence, frequency hopping or
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time hopping modulation techniques. It is the increase in transmission bandwidth above the 

required information bandwidth that provides resistance to interference and facilitates multiple 

use within a common spectrum.

This chapter has introduced the concept of forward error correction coding for spread-spectrum 

systems, in particular the use of convolutional coding. To facilitate a good bit-error 

performance, the concept of low-rate orthogonal, super-orthogonal and novel hyper-orthogonal 

convolutional codes have been introduced. If these schemes are cascaded with randomising 

sequences to randomise the orthogonal sequences it can be seen that these coding strategies will 

yield improvements in the theoretical bit-error performance compared with high-rate 

convolutional codes. The potential improvements in performance through using LRHOCC has 

been shown to give coding gains of more than 8 dB in AWGN and nearly 7dB for LROCC 

codes.

The concept of BPSK coherent modulation gives superior performance than DPSK modulation 

techniques, but also presents problems in the carrier phase recovery at the receiver. This can be 

eliminated through the use of DPSK techniques at the cost of approximately 2dB in signal-to- 

noise ratio. DPSK demodulation techniques are also very popular because they don’t need 

knowledge of the channel characteristics and the detection relies on a constant phase and 

amplitude variation of the channel from one bit to the next.

In multipath channels, the use of RAKE receivers to combat the frequency selectivity of the 

channel is vital in order to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the receiver. It has 

been shown that the effective order of time-diversity in the receiver depends heavily on the 

number of fingers employed at the input, and hence the RAKE receiver must include a sufficient 

numbers of taps. If the channel is dominated by Ricean fading, the benefits of diversity diminish 

quickly and the use of large tap RAKE receivers becomes questionable.
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5.1 Introduction

We have so far seen how spread-spectrum modulation may be used in DS-CDMA techniques to 

combat multipath channel fading and provide reliable communication using convolutional 

coding and orthogonal spreading. This chapter deals with a multi-user scenario and introduces a 

theoretical analysis of a synchronous and asynchronous uplink. The downlink scenario presents 

fewer problems in a multiple-access environment as the users can be added orthogonally in the 

basestation, therefore reducing the effects of “other-user” noise. In a multipath environment, 

however, the orthogonality between users is considerably destroyed and degrades the bit-error 

performance.

The first part of this chapter is devoted to a detailed uplink analysis using BPSK and DPSK 

demodulation in conjunction with a matched filter for every user. The Gaussian approximation 

for a large number of active users is introduced together with more complex calculations 

assuming perfect detection of a single user. The performance of multi-user systems in Rayleigh 

and Ricean faded multipath channels is also shown. The second part of the chapter presents a 

typical multi-user downlink with a RAKE receiver and introduces some of the concepts of 

achieving diversity in multipath faded channels. A number of techniques to combat the near-far 

problem are then given at the end of this chapter.

5.2DS-CDMA Uplink Analysis

The use of linear multi-user receivers is vital for successful communication in DS-CDMA 

systems that use a unique code for each user through PN sequences with low cross-correlation. 

Since linear multi-user detectors require that the waveforms assigned to the users be linearly 

independent, the number of users is constrained to be less than or equal to the number of 

dimensions, which is determined by the total bandwidth, the per-user bit rate, the error control 

coding redundancy and the number of bits per modulation symbol of each user. This last 

parameter can be arbitrarily high by using multi-level modulation, but problems such as 

amplifier non-linearities and fading channels limit the number of levels that may be employed in 

the modulation scheme for cellular systems. In practice, BPSK or QPSK is almost always 

employed.

A conventional Nu user DS-CDMA uplink scenario is depicted in figure (5-1). Each user 

transmits a data sequence dt(t) of rectangular pulses from the set ±1 with a period of Ts. Every
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user is assigned an independent signature waveform (a spreading or code sequence) p t(t) o f  chip 

period Tc which is then used to modulate the data djt). For all system  configurations considered  

in this work, the duration o f  the signature waveform is assumed to match the system  symbol 

period, Ts, i.e. TS=NTC where N  is the number o f  chips in the signature waveform . DS-C D M A  

system s where this requirement is not satisfied exist but their inclusion is outside the scope o f  

this work.

V

r(t)

Subscriber transm itter

RF
stage

P i f t )

User i 
code

Basestation receiver architecture

g i f t )

RF Int.
-

stage T . -

d,(t)

User 1 
code

User N„ 
code

d s u ( t )

-*■

Figure 5-1. Conventional multi-user DS-CDMA uplink system operation

The choice o f  spreading code depends on a number o f  factors, including system  capacity, 

bandwidth, data rate as w ell as the properties o f  the chosen code set such as the cross

correlation and auto-correlation between set members. The selection o f  a suitable code set is 

crucial to the performance o f  a CDM A system. A s described earlier, Gold codes o f  differing 

lengths have uniformly low  cross-correlation between set members and high auto-correlation, 

and are therefore chosen for a large part o f  the system simulations in this work. N evertheless, 

the use o f  low-rate orthogonal codes with randomising sequences presents another viable 

solution to the coding strategy em ployed in a D S-C D M A  system.

The conventional multi-user detector (equivalent to the basestation in a cellular system) 

com prises a bank o f  correlators, each o f  which is matched to a user’s waveform . The output o f  

each correlator is integrated, sampled at the sym bol rate and passed to a threshold device, 

which, in its m ost sim ple form hard-limits the output to determine the data sequence. The 

combination o f  correlator, integrator and sampler constitutes a matched filter.

The transmitted signal o f  the z'th user can be described by:
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s / t )  = (/)/>, ( / ) cos( h>0 +0{) (5-1)

where Pt is the transmitted power, w0 is the carrier frequency and 0, is the random phase of the 

rth carrier, uniformly distributed on (0,27t).

The signal received by the basestation depicted in figure (5-1) is the summation of the received 

signals from all active users in the system:

",
r(t) = £  Atd t (t -  r , )/>, ( t -Tf)  cos (w0t + 0i) + n(t)

/= i
(5-2)

where z} is the transmission delay associated with the zth user, uniformly distributed on (0,!TJ, A, 

is the received signal amplitude and n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise at the front end of the 

receiver.

The/th matched filter multiplies r(t) by the function

t .

—  \pj{t)cos(wQt)dt
T’ 0 (5-3)

and from equations (5-2) and (5-3) the matched filter output is then given by:

T 9 T 
gj(t) = A j+ — Ai j d l( t - T i )pi( t - T i)pJ(t)cos(0i )dt + -  jn(t)pj(t)cos(w0t)dt 5̂"4^

i=U*J 0 0

It is apparent from equation (5-4) that the matched filter output comprises three distinct terms:

1. The first term, Aj, is the required output on which a hard decision is made and arises through 

the auto correlation of the signature waveform with the matched filter.

2. The second term is the cross-correlation interference between each of the p\(t-x) signature 

waveforms and p /t). This is usually termed multiple access interference (MAI) in DS- 

CDMA systems.

3. The third term represents interference arising through correlation of p /t)  with the AWGN of

the channel.
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Both the second and third terms of equation (5-4) represent unwanted interference. When the 

third term dominates, the receiver is noise limited and the conventional detector has been shown 

by Verdu [1] to be optimal under such conditions. In CDMA however, it is invariably the 

second term which has the greater magnitude due to the summation of the cross-correlation 

interference contribution of all users (i.e. CDMA is other-user interference limited rather than 

noise limited) and interference cancelling receivers all attempt to reduce the impact of this term.

The despread signal represented by equation (5-4) is useful as it allows the origin of system 

interference to be demonstrated, but in practice it is an over-simplification. The received signal 

is in fact the summation of a number of time-delayed replicas which arise as the transmitted 

wave is reflected and scattered by obstacles. At baseband this multipath mobile channel can be 

represented by its lowpass equivalent complex impulse response:

h(t) = Y j a i exp (M )?(* “ Ti )
/=i

where a / and $  are the magnitude and phase of the /th element in an impulse response with L 

samples and d(t- z/) is an impulse delayed by r/. The received signal r{t) is then formed from the 

convolution of s(t) and h(t) and an additive Gaussian noise term:

r(t) = s(t)* h(t) + n(t)

= Z  -  ri -  T) p { t  ~ Ti ~ Ti ) x cos[>Vo(r -  t, -  t,) + a, + ^ ] J  + n{t) (5-6)

This invariably has the effect of introducing a fourth term into equation (5-4), thus representing 

the self-interference of the desired signal due to the rest of the multipath echoes.

DS-CDMA systems can be distinguished by whether they are asynchronous or synchronous in 

operation. In a synchronous system, transmission is arranged such that the relative delay Tt = 0 

for all users, the spreading codes of all users are aligned in time and are almost near-orthogonal, 

maximising system capacity. This calls upon reservation of extra bandwidth for the 

synchronisation channel.

5.2.1 DS-CDMA bit-error rate calculations

Most analyses of communication system error rates assume that the limit on performance is 

determined by the receiver front end noise. In CDMA, thermal noise influences performance but 

it is invariably multiple access interference (MAI) from users in the same and adjacent cells 

which sets the limit on achievable bit error rate. Bit error rate is one of the most useful measures
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o f  c o m m u n ic a t io n s  sy s te m  p erfo rm a n ce  and in th is  sec tio n  th e  u p p er b o u n d  o n  co h eren t  

sy n c h r o n o u s  D S -C D M A  bit error rate is sh o w n  b a sed  on  th e  C h e r n o ff  b o u n d  [2 ] . D e ta ils  o f  the  

C h e m o f f  b ou n d  can  be fo u n d  in A p p e n d ix  B .

F or ch a n n e ls  w h e r e  th e  p red om in an t in ter feren ce  is  a d d it iv e  w h ite  G a u ss ia n  n o is e  an d  th e  le v e l 

o f  M A I is  n e g lig ib le , th e  D S -C D M A  bit error rate for  co h eren t b in ary  p h a se -sh if t  k e y in g  

(B P S K ) is lo w er  b o u n d ed  b y  [3]:

w h e r e  Eh is th e  e n e r g y  per b it N0 is th e  n o ise  p o w er  sp ectra l d e n s ity  and Q{x) th e  G au ssian  

in tegra l fu n ctio n

W ith  d if fe r e n tia lly  co h eren t d e tec t io n , [3 ] g iv e s  th e  lo w er  bou nd  on  th e  b it error p ro b a b ility  as:

(5 -7 )

oo

(5 -8 )

(5 -9 )

E q u a tio n s  (5 -7 )  and (5 -9 )  in fa c t d e scr ib e  th e  b it error rate o f  th e  o p tim u m  s in g le  u ser  d etector  

and rep resen t th e  lim it o f  p er fo rm a n ce  w h en  M A I can be c o m p le te ly  c a n c e lle d  from  th e

C oherent BPSK

D ifferentia lly  coh eren t BPSK

-9
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Ely No (dB)

Figure 5-2. Optimum single user detector using coherent BPSK and differentially
coherent BPSK
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received signal in a multiple user environment. Figure (5-2) shows that at usable error rates 

(<10'3) the difference between differentially coherent and coherent reception predicted by these 

equations is less than 2 dB.

The equations are useful as they define a lower bound on the achievable performance of a near- 

far resistant receiver and can also be used to evaluate metrics which describe the near-far 

performance of a receiver. They are equally applicable to synchronous and asynchronous 

communications as they describe the performance of the single user or situations where MAI 

has been completely removed from the received signal.

In a practical DS-CDMA system the interference from other system users means that Equations 

(5-7) and (5-9) no longer hold and it is necessary to include the effect of multiple access 

interference in BER expressions. In general, the theoretical calculation of closed form 

expressions for synchronous DS-CDMA bit error rate can be achieved with reasonable 

confidence, but most methods are computationally intensive with the computational requirement 

growing linearly (e.g. the BER approximation method of Geraniotis et al [4]) or exponentially 

(e.g. the method of upper and lower bounds of Pursley et al [5]) with the number of users.

Omura [2] has derived an expression using the Chemoff bound for the bit error rate of a 

synchronous DS-CDMA system undergoing interference from adjacent cells. The treatment can 

be modified to obtain an expression for the BER of an asynchronous CDMA system arising 

from inter- and intra-cell interference. Assuming coherent BPSK modulation and no 

interference due to other users, the output of a user’s matched filter will be A if the data bit sent 

was a ‘1’ and -A  if the bit sent was a ‘O’. In the presence of multiple access interference of 

magnitude /  the bit error probability will be given by:

P BER = Prob{ -A  +1  > 0} (5-10)

The BER is now dependent on the pdf of the interference term I. If the number of bits sent is 

large, it can be assumed that I  is a random variable with zero mean, but it is generally difficult 

to obtain an expression for I  without resorting to evaluating it directly, which is too 

computationally intensive for most practical purposes. One method is to derive a bound on the 

error, which if sufficiently tight, will give a good estimate on the BER and circumvent the 

requirement to calculate the distribution of I. The Chemoff bound can be applied to obtain an 

upper bound on the BER:
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Pt{-A  + /  > 0} = E{U(-A  + /)} < } (5. ,  1}

For a synchronous system with Nu users the interference contribution to the yth user from all 

other users is given by:

N y

1 = ^ d i ,n Ci j Q0SQ (5-12)
/=i,/* j

where din is the «th random data bit of the rth user, C-,j the cross-correlation between the 

signature waveforms of the desired (/th) user and the rth user and #  is the carrier phase. The 

data and phase are assumed to be random variables with uniform probability density. The 

interference term can then be substituted into the Chemoff bound:

e { ^ }  =

= (5-13)
i= \,i* j

= f [ h { p C IJ)
i=l,i* j

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of zero order defined as:

2 n

.e xcm6.dd
2 7T o

M 2"= 5  (»!)2 (5-14)

Since «!>1, the simple bound

j  y  ( x / 2 ) 2" _  ( x / i f

° S (»!)2 (5- 15>

can be applied to equation (5-13) to obtain:

p l J 0
e p i  = e —  (5-16)
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where J0 is defined as the sum of the square of all the interfering cross-correlation terms 

(whether they be inter- or intra-cell in origin):

J ° j r .,0 "  (5-i7)

From equation (5-11) the BER is bounded by:

i ell±
4 (5-18)

This equation is minimised with a value of p  = 2AIJ0 which upon substitution gives the final 

form of the upper bound:

PBER (5-19)

As A 2T=Eb, the bit energy, this Chemoff bound is equivalent to the single user error rate of 

equation (5-9) with the noise power spectral density N0 replaced by the sum of cross-correlation 

powers, Jo. A21 Jo is therefore the equivalent measure to EJNo for a MAI limited channel. 

Equation (5-19) gives the upper bound for differentially coherent reception and the BER for a 

coherent system should be within 2dB of this level, as predicted in figure (5-2).

The spreading sequences are usually deterministic and periodic. Nevertheless, the analysis of 

DS-CDMA systems is often simplified by assuming that the spreading sequences are 

completely random. With this approach, the MAI at the front end of the receiver matched to the 

desired signal is modelled as additional broadband Gaussian noise [7-11]. The presence or 

absence of chip and phase alignment of the co-users can be accounted for by scaling the 

processing gain [11]. The effect of using deterministic rather than random spreading sequences 

can also be accounted for by scaling the processing gain, but in a more complicated fashion [7]. 

The results in [8-10] tend to suggest that a Gaussian approximation is quite accurate.

In [12] it has been shown that the multi-user interference is approximately Gaussian for Nj>\ 

with signal-to-noise ratio:

SNR*
(Nu - \ ) + N 0

- i - i

3 N  2  Ek
(5-20)

We recall that a DPSK receiver operating solely in the presence of AWGN has probability of 

error:
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BER (5-21)

The exponent in (5-21) corresponds to SNR/2 when Nu=\. By extension, because o f  the 

assumption that the effect o f  the inter-user interference is equivalent to adding more Gaussian 

channel noise, w e have for N„> 1:

p b e r  =  2 e x p

1 i V „ - l  AT N-l

3 N IE (5-22)

The approximation in equation (5-22) is good as long as N  is sufficiently large, and the upper 

bound for 31 chip Gold code sequences can be seen in figure (5-3).
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Figure 5-3. Gaussian approximation of 31 chip Gold codes in a multi-user 
environment with no AWGN

5.2.2 Bit-error probability in faded multi-user channels

The low-pass equivalent impulse response o f  the passband fading channel for the link between 

the z'th users’ transmitter and its receiver is:

hi(t) = YJaUS{t ~ r v Y ” (5-23)
/=i

where %■) is the Dirac impulse while a/, , r/; and are, respectively, the /th path gain, time 

delay and phase o f  the z'th user.
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The channel output y,{t) is further corrupted by MAI and thermal noise n(t), which is modelled 

as AWGN with two-sided spectral density NJ2. The received signal is as shown earlier:

r(l) = Z Z ' l2Paud,(t -  ru )p,(/ -  t , j ) co^w0t + $ ,)  + n(t) (5-24)
/=1 /=1

Let us assume that the reference receiver 1 can ideally lock onto the first path. With no loss in 

generality let us assume that <f>u = 0 and r/,/ = 0. If the received signal r(t) is the input to the 

correlation receiver 1 matched to Sj ( t ) ,  then the output is:

z \,\ = \K t) P \( t ) co s (w 0t).dt ^5 25^
0

Z/,7 represents the decision statistic of the receiver 1 when locked onto the first path. 

Substituting equation (5-24) into equation (5-25) one obtains:

 N m  N ,  L

*1.1 = V^ / 2 « u d i0r* + J r J i Y . a  1,1 ^ .1  ) + E  a i , t^i./ cos(^i , t )  + T7 (5-26)
1=2 1=1 1=2

where,

ff't.i = p r ‘ ('■/,<)+4.°*u (<■ u )] (5-27)

and d il and d? represent a pair of consecutive data bits of the rth signal; Ri,,{Ti,d and R are 

the continuous time partial uuss-correlation functions of the /th and 1st spectral waveforms as 

defined in [12].

Assuming that data bits are equiprobable, the bit error probability is:

P„ = prob(zu  < o|rf,° = l) (5-28)

The Gaussian assumption is to treat all the interference in equation (5-26) as Gaussian noise. To 

compute the probability of bit-error we first find the probability of bit-error conditioned on ccjj. 

The first term of equation (5-26) is the signal term, and for fixed a jj  it has an average power of 

Psig- P(Tbajj)2/2. The last term is a Gaussian random variable having zero mean and power 

Pnohe -  N0TfJA. The second and third terms of equation (5-26) represents the MAI. Since all
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terms of the summation are independent, then the mean of the MAI reduces to zero, and the 

average power, which is also equal to the variance, is given by the sum of the variances of the 

second and third terms. The variances of the second and third terms are given by:

N" f :
^ 2 = X £'i c°s^m]j

/=2
V,

.2 
int 3

= y S £ [ ( ^ 1',') 2H ^ u  cos^> ')2]

L N „ c

ijWiji cos^M]
1=2 1=1 ^

cos^ j )2

<7i"* 3 /  i /  . I l l  I . . . . . .  - . . .  I I
(5-29)

L

1=2 i=2

For Gold codes with sequence length N, Pursley [12] has shown that:

2 r,
3 N  (5-30)

Since «/,, is Rician, then E{[a/,cos^/,]2}= <jj/ + c}!2. Similarly, «/,,■ is Rayleigh for /* 1, and is 

given as E{[a//Cos^/i#]2}= crj. We assume that all c, and o>, 2 are equal for all / users over / paths 

in the channel. Substituting these results into equations (5-29) and (5-30), one obtains:

SN R ----------------  j -
Pnoise ^"int 2 ^"in t3

a 1,1
^ + ( M ( c2 +2fff) + ^ ( M 2af (5-3D
2 Eb 3N V 1 / 3 n  1

where Eb=PTb is the energy per bit. The conditional probability of bit-error is:

Pt ( a u ) = C [V «w ] (5 . 3 2 )

To obtain the probability of bit-error when a u  is random, we must integrate Pb{ai,i) over the

pdf of a n ,  which can be found in Chapter 2 for the case of Ricean and Rayleigh statistically

distributed variables. This means that we must evaluate the integral:

oo

P b =  j P t  ) p ( a u ) d a  (5-33)
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The theoretical BER performance o f  an asynchronous D S-C D M A  system in an L= 4 paths 

Rayleigh faded channel (c,=0) and L= 1 Ricean channel is shown in figure (5-4). It can be seen  

that in 4-path Rayleigh faded channels the other-user noise quickly degrades the performance o f  

the D S-C D M A  system  and bit-error rates less than 10'2 cannot be reached. In Ricean channels 

where the power ratio o f  the direct-to-scattered com ponent is lOdB adequate performance can 

be achieved. N evertheless, such favourable environments are not always achievable and 

alternative m ethods need to be sought to improve matters.
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•4

K f = 5 d B (L = l)

 K f = I 0 d B ( L = l)

^  R ayleigh (L = 4 )

•5

-6
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Figure 5-4. BER performance of asynchronous DS-CDMA multi-user system with PN 
code length of 31 in Ricean and Rayleigh faded channels

5.2.3 The Near-Far Problem

The principle limitation o f  D S-C D M A  is the near-far effect. Since it is not possible to make all 

user codes com pletely orthogonal for all possible user delays, a degree o f  cross-correlation noise  

or multiple access interference exists between users. In situations where users’ signals are 

received at differing power levels, the magnitude o f  cross-correlation noise is enhanced giving  

rise to the near-far e ffect and an associated increase in bit error rate. Under these conditions, the 

interference contribution from users with a high signal level swamps the desired signal. In terms 

o f  the D S-C D M A  theoretical model developed in section 5-1 the near-far effect arises when the 

Aj o f  equation (5 -4 ) are dissimilar. Such variations in received signal power may occur through:

•  Users transmitting at differing power levels.

•  The spatial distribution o f  users resulting in differing propagation losses between  

transmitter and receiver.
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• Fading of mobile paths relative to each other; even if one transmitter is nearer to the 

receiver than another it may be received more weakly due to a fade in the mobile 

channel. Both slow and fast fading can generate the near-far effect in this manner.

In a practical system, near-far effect problems will arise through a combination of all of the 

above mechanisms. As the number of users increases, the cross-correlation noise, or multiple 

access interference increases and the system becomes increasingly susceptible to the near-far 

effect. Near-far problems are also more significant on the uplink than the downlink as the 

propagation path varies for all users. Near-far problems can only arise on the downlink when a 

mobile receives signals at differing power levels from two or more basestations, such as occurs 

at a cell boundary.

5.2.4 Asymptotic multi-user efficiency

The near-far resistance of a receiver may be quantified by its multi-user asymptotic efficiency 

as defined by Verdu [6]. This quantity measures the performance of a multi-user detector in 

an asynchronous multiple access channel and is defined as the ratio of the SNR required to 

achieve the same uncoded bit error rate in the absence of interfering users to the SNR required 

with Nu asynchronous users sharing the channel. For the rth user the value of £ is thus defined 

as:

5 = k ( 5 ' 3 4 )7-* o SNRf

where 77 is the thermal noise power. As asymptotic efficiency measures performance loss due to 

the existence of other active users in the channel, it is a powerful metric for the comparison of 

near-far resistant receivers. In the presence of other users, the conventional single-user receiver 

(a matched filter followed by a threshold comparison) has a nonzero probability of error as 

77—>0 and, as a consequence of this irreducible error floor, the asymptotic efficiency is equal to 

zero. A receiver which is optimally near-far resistant will have an asymptotic efficiency of 

unity. The zero efficiency of the conventional receiver and impracticality of optimal receivers is 

the motivation for seeking realizable receiver designs with nonzero asymptotic efficiency.

In tangible systems and their computer simulations it is impractical to measure bit error rate at 

zero noise levels, and the low-noise system error rate suffices as an approximation for the
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calculation of £/• The asymptotic efficiency can then be obtained by evaluating the effective 

SNR with equation (5-7) for coherent reception or equation (5-9) for differentially coherent 

reception.

Turin [13] has estimated that for an asynchronous DS-CDMA system in which all users’ signals 

are single path non-fading and received at the same power, KMaXi the maximum number of users 

that can be supported by the system is 10-20% of N  for bit error rates of 10'3 to 10'5. With a 63 

chip signature waveform this corresponds to just 6 to 12 users. For a fading channel, KMax falls 

to just 1-5% of N, less than 4 users for a 63 chip code. DS-CDMA is therefore rendered 

unusable in the mobile environment without employing an effective means of countering the 

near-far problem.

5.3DS-CDMA Downlink Analysis

The downlink of a cellular DS-CDMA system presents fewer problems than the uplink scenario, 

mainly because all users can be added orthogonally in the basestation and only one channel 

needs to be estimated in the subscriber receiver. This can be achieved directly through the pilot- 

tone transmitted continously by the basestation for synchronisation, power control and channel 

estimation. Nevertheless, the multipath faded channel will inevitably introduce distortions to the 

received signal and consequently destroy the orthogonality between users. This calls for more 

sophisticated receivers employing RAKE receivers and ‘other-user’ interference elimination.

In a conventional DS-CDMA system, several problems arise on the downlink:

• M ulti-user Interference -  As the number of active users increases, the performance of the 

DS-CDMA system decreases rapidly, smce the capacity of a DS-CDMA system is limited 

by the other-user interference

• Complexity -  In order to exploit all the multipath diversity it is necessary to apply a 

matched filter in the form of a RAKE receiver structure with a sufficient number of arms. 

The maximum number of arms is governed by the maximum number of discrete multipath 

components. In addition, the receiver has to be matched to the time-variant channel impulse 

response. Thus, proper channel estimation is necessary. This leads to additional receiver 

complexity, adaptive receiver filters and considerable signaling overhead.
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• Single/Multi-Tone Interference -  Furthermore, for the case o f  single-tone or multi-tone 

interference, the conventional D S-C D M A  receiver spreads the interference signal over the 

w hole transm ission bandwidth whereas the desired signal path is despread. If this 

interference suppression is not sufficient, additional operations have to be applied at the 

receiver, such as notch filtering in the time domain (based on the least mean square 

algorithm) or in the frequency domain (based on the Fast Fourier Transform) to partly 

decrease the level o f  interference [20,21]. However, this extra processing leads to additional 

receiver com plexity.

Figure (5-5) show s a typical downlink scenario o f  a multi-user single-cell system .

Spreader 
C ode 1

Despreader 
Code i

Despreader 
Code i

Spreader 
Code 2

Channel

Despreader 
Code i

Spreader 
C ode N.

Basestation Subscriber i

Figure 5-5. DS-CDMA downlink scheme with a RAKE receiver

Here, the matched filter resolves nearly all the multipath in the channel by using a RAKE  

recover. The maximum number o f  arms in the RAKE receiver is limited due to hardware 

com plexity. In each arm o f  the time-domain received signal, the signal is delayed by 77, where / 

= 1 ,2 ...I ,  and despread with the same user specific code, i. Before being summed over all paths, 

the despread signal is further weighted by the com plex conjugate o f  the instantaneous value o f  

the tim e-varying com plex channel coefficient o f  the assigned echo. This effectively  implements 

maximum ratio com bining (MRC); a com bining method which seeks to com bine the maximum  

signal-to-noise ratio o f  each echo. Alternatively, the RAKE receiver could em ploy equal gain 

com bining (EG C) to bring the phases o f  each path to a com m on point. This method does not 

perform as w ell as MRC, but can be simpler to implement. Finally, the RAKE receiver adds the 

results obtained from each arm and makes a decision on the rth users transmitted data bit.
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5.3.1 AWGN Channel Performance

We consider a synchronous downlink and assume that the other-user interference can be taken 

into account using the Gaussian approximation outlined earlier. Due to the central limit theorem 

this assumption is sufficiently good, especially for large number of users (more than 20% of the 

spreading length). The resulting error probability can be approximated by [22]:

1 f
Pr = —erfc 
' 2 1 + y / (5-35)

where y= E\JN0 is the SNR per bit and the total other-user interference 7 is given by equation 

(5-12). For random codes, 7 = (Nu- 1 )/N, and for preferentially phased Gold codes, introduced in 

chapter 4, this interference term is given as 7= (Nu-\)/N2 [22,23].

If we select Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal sequence spreading codes, the error probability 

expression is given by the single-user case:

pe = ^ r f c { j r )  (5-36)

5.3.2 Frequency Selective Fading Channel

We now investigate the implementation of a matched filter using a RAKE receiver with a given 

number of arms in a frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel. The number of RAKE 

“fingers” is assumed to be matched to the number of resolved multipath components in the 

channel. Therefore we can derive an expression for the BER of a RAKE receiver with a given 

diversity using the Gaussian assumption.

For the single-user case, the bit-error probability Pe for a DS-CDMA system using a RAKE 

receiver of diversity L can be written in the closed form [24]:

( D _ i  +  +l- M

A
(5-37)

where fi is defined as:
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It is assumed that the average signal-to-noise ratio per path is equal for all paths so that the SNR  

y per data bit is:

Y ~ L  y, (5-39)

where y t is the SN R  per path. To handle the other-user interference, we consider the Gaussian 

assumption, as detailed earlier in equation (5-20). The bit-error rate for a RAKE receiver in the 

multi-user case can therefore be approximated by substituting (5-20) into (5 -37) and (5-38):

( \ I f \

1 1 Y L - 1
X
7 = 0

1 1
--- 1---
2  2

Y

2 \L +r + L y 2(N‘ - l) 
31 J

{ J  ) r . , r 2CN„-1)L + y + L y -------------
3L J

(5-40)

W e now consider a downlink RAKE receiver using coherent BPSK  with preferentially phased 

Gold codes o f  length N= 31 in a multipath channel, where each path has an equal average SNR. 

It can be seen in figure (5-6) that the BER performance degrades significantly in an L=4 

multipath channel as the number o f  users is increased. For only 4 active users, an irreducible 

BER o f  10'3 is already the limiting factor on performance.
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Figure 5-6. DS-CDMA RAKE receiver performance 
for a diversity of L=4 paths
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Considering a fixed number o f  4 simultaneous active users, it is shown in figure (5-7) that 

increasing the level o f  diversity from a single path up to 32 paths can reduce the irreducible 

BER by a considerable amount; from 10'3 to 10'6, a reduction factor o f  3 orders. Hence, at the 

cost o f  receiver com plexity, diversity can provide considerable performance gains in multipath 

faded channels.
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figu re  increasing tne level oi diversity tor a DS- 
CDMA downlink RAKE receiver with 4 active users

5.4 Techniques to combat multi-user interference

In the preceding section it was stated that m obile D S-C D M A  is effectively  unusable without 

som e means to counter the near-far effect and MAI. Techniques which have been proposed for 

this purpose and which are used to varying extent in current system s are described below.

5.4.1 Power control

This is the m ost com m only em ployed technique to counter near-far effects and m axim ise 

capacity and has been adopted by Qualcomm Inc. in the United States for the IS-95 CDM A  

standard. Power control works by adjusting the transmitted power o f  the m obile handset to 

ensure that the received power from all users is the same at the basestation. In this w ay the
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interference contribution to the desired user is minimised and the severity of near-far is reduced. 

Where the cellular system employs a pilot signal for synchronisation the pilot can be used to 

sound the forward link and adjust for propagation loss and slow fading on the reverse link.

For full duplex systems having differing transmit and receive frequencies the signal will 

undergo independent fading on the up- and downlinks as the transmit-receive channel separation 

will exceed the channel coherence bandwidth. This dictates the need for closed loop power 

control where a dedicated power control channel adjusts the handset transmit power to 

compensate for the fading channel. The control algorithm must be capable of tracking the fast 

fading variations and have a low loop latency and an update rate of around 1 kHz is normal.

Incorporating power control increases system complexity, and although the near-far effect is 

reduced, it does not remove the root cause: multiple access interference. It is, however, always 

desirable to retain some form of crude, low-rate power control to compensate for slow fading 

and enable transmission at minimum power levels to reduce the interference contribution from 

other users and maximise battery life, even when using a joint-detection receiver or MAI 

cancellation.

5.4.2 Diversity

Provided the inverse of the spreading code chip duration, Tc, of a system is significantly less 

than the coherence bandwidth A f of the mobile channel, DS-CDMA is capable of resolving the 

individual echoes or multipaths from which a received signal is comprised. As these paths 

generally undergo independent fading and have different near-far ratios, they provide a level of 

internal diversity in the receiver. Path diversity is ordinarily exploited with a RAKE receiver as 

described in chapter 4.

5.4.3 Adaptive antennas

Interference from other users can be reduced with the aid of an adaptive antenna at the 

basestation. Two different approaches are applicable, dependent on the cell size. In larger cells 

the multipaths associated with a particular user tend to arrive from roughly the same azimuth 

angle and the interference from other users can be nulled by steering a beam towards the desired 

user. In smaller cells, the arrival angles of the desired paths are more uniformly distributed and
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the antenna pattern is adaptively tuned to steer nulls towards significant interference sources and 

select strong desired paths.

5.4.4 Interference cancellation

Interference cancellation techniques for CDMA wireless systems is a topic of intense research. 

One major motivation to their study is to achieve further improvements in the capacity of 

cellular CDMA systems. These techniques can be classified into two basic categories. The first 

class of techniques is nonlinear in nature, termed parallel interference cancellation, and uses the 

principle of decision feedback. There are several variants of this principle [25-27]. Depending 

on the number of iterative stages of decision feedback, whether hard or soft decisions are made, 

error control coding is used etc. Broadly speaking, in such a reciever, in order to demodulate a 

user, a tentative decision is made of the bits of interferers to this user. These interferers are then 

subtracted out and it is possible this in an iterative or multistage fashion [26,27].

In a coded system, it is not desirable to make decisions at the code symbol level because the 

symbol SNR is too low, both due to the rate of the code and because the symbol energy is a 

fraction of the bit energy. Hence the second technique of interference cancellation employs 

successive decoding. In [25], a design approach is presented in which the users employ very 

low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes, as presented in chapter 4, and are allocated powers in 

a geometric progression. The strongest user is decoded first and then re-encoded, re-modulated 

and subtracted out from the received signal. Demodulation and decoding proceeds to the next 

strongest user. It is shown that this method can asymptotically achieve the Shannon capacity of 

the band-limited AWGN channel.

In either case, the use of decision feedback techniques requires accurate knowledge (or 

estimates) of amplitude, phase and delay of all users and hence is suitable mainly in AWGN 

channels without impairments such as fading, multipath, shadowing, frequency and phase 

variations etc. Cellular channels suffer from all these degradations and hence nonlinear 

interference cancellers are not practical in such channels. The IS-95 CDMA system has been 

specifically designed to be robust to these impairments. It is possible to use decision feedback 

based interference cancellation along with the IS-95 system, but for the aforementioned 

reasons, performance is likely to be good only in AWGN channels.

Attention is focused in this thesis on DS-CDMA techniques employing a unique dimension to 

each user which uses PN sequences that have a period of one bit or code symbol for each user.
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In this case the sequences assigned to different users are designed to have low cross-correlations 

and multi-user receivers are employed to combat the mutual interference among these users. 

The concept of assigning a unique dimension to each user is very similar to the concept of 

FDMA or TDMA, and in AWGN channels the capacities are virtually the same. In these 

schemes, the dimensional separation of users is exploited in order to reduce the interference. 

Redundancy due to error control codes reduces the effective dimensionality available for user- 

separation though it aiso reduces the SNR necessary to achieve a given BER. Hence, the 

combination of error control coding and interference cancellation is a topic of interesting 

research.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced the concept of multiple-access direct-sequence spread spectrum 

communications for mobile applications on the up- and downlink with particular emphasis on 

synchronous and asynchronous multi-user applications.

Deterministic DS-CDMA systems that use a user defined sub-space of PN codes with low 

cross-correlation have been treated in an analysis of both synchronous and asynchronous DS- 

CDMA. It was shown that the output of a filter matched to the desired user’s signature 

waveform comprises two distinct interference sources, namely, correlation with channel AWGN 

and cross-correlation between the desired user’s waveform and those of all other users. In DS- 

CDMA, the cross-correlation term invariably has the greater magnitude resulting in a system 

that is interference rather than noise-limited. The selection of a suitable code set is crucial to the 

performance of a CDMA system and an analysis of an interference limited rather than noise 

limited system has been given. Optimal interference canceling receivers have been analysed, 

and a 2dB difference in performance between coherent BPSK and coherent DPSK is assumed 

valid if the MAI is cancelled completely. This holds for synchronous as well as for 

asynchronous operation. In situations where users’ signals are received at differing power 

levels, the magnitude of cross-correlation noise is enhanced, giving rise to the near-far effect.

In a practical DS-CDMA system the interference from other users is also included in the BER 

expressions. The Gaussian approximation is quite accurate for a large number of active users 

and has consequently been applied the BER expressions, showing the inherent soft-capacity 

degradation of DS-CDMA. It is this feature that makes CDMA an attractive technique for 

cellular applications.
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In faded channels the performance of many users is quickly degraded through ISI self

interference and other users. In fact, the maximum number of users that may be supported by an 

asynchronous faded DS-CDMA system is around 10-20% of the signature sequence length N. 

Without line-of-sight paths the BER quickly degrades and no adequate throughput is achieved. 

This calls for more sophisticated receiver implementations to reduce the level of interference 

from the other users to reduce the near-far effect. Near-far represents the principle limitation of 

DS-CDMA and without an effective means to counter it, such as accurate power control, 

frequency-domain or time-domain diversity, adaptive antennas, interference cancellation 

techniques or (quasi-) coherent orthogonal user detection, DS-CDMA is rendered useless in the 

mobile and fixed wireless access environment. Of course, there are also imminent problems 

with the inter-cell interference from the surrounding cells, causing unnecessary interference that 

is difficult to reduce using some of the methods introduced earlier.

A downlink model in a fading multipath environment has shown to provide some performance 

gains compared to uplink strategies. Broadly speaking, the downlink requires less complex 

receiver architectures and can separate the users more easily if orthogonal codes are used, but 

nevertheless, may use interference cancellation techniques as well as the uplink. This is due to 

the inherent orthogonality destroying traits of multipath fading. In this case, more complicated 

receivers are needed. Channel estimation may be incorporated into the pilot tone or midambles 

inserted between successive data bits. This reduces the spectral efficiency and calls for more 

sophisticated channel estimation strategies.

We have shown that the performance of a DS-CDMA RAKE receiver in a multipath Rayleigh 

faded channel depends heavily on the level of diversity employed in the receiver. The use of 

preferentially phased Gold codes of length N=31 in a multipad. channel of length L=4 on the 

downlink has shown to give irreducible bit-error rates of 10'3 for 4 active users. This can be 

reduced to 10'6 by increasing the level of diversity. It has been shown that, of course, the 

improvement in performance is greater as the order of diversity increases up to about Z=16, and 

little improvement is expected when the order of diversity is increased even further. For the 

aforementioned reason we suggest alternative diversity schemes in subsequent chapters that 

may give additional diversity at a relatively reduced cost in receiver complexity compared with 

DS-CDMA RAKE receivers.

In summary, we have seen that multi-user DS-CDMA techniques do not necessarily give direct 

capacity advantages over conventional access strategies, but some of the inherent features, such 

as soft degradation with increased numbers of active users and some of the cellular concepts 

involved may give DS-CDMA the rising ‘edge’ for future third generation applications. We
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have shown that a DS-CDMA multi-user cellular system is capacity limited on the uplink rather 

than the downlink, and the near-far effect is a problem that requires more sophisticated receiver 

implementations to be introduced.

The thesis deals with some of the near-far effect reducing concepts that may be used in 

techniques such as multi-carrier designs rather than the conventional single-carrier spread- 

spectrum schemes introduced so far. In this way, we can potentially merge some of the 

fundamental advantages of DS-CDMA with more complex transmitters and receivers to give 

additional gains in capacity, ease of cellular implementation, variable bit-rates, higher resistance 

to frequency-selective fading and reduced interleaving requirements. As is well known, many of 

these issues provide a fundamental limit on the data-rate throughput that may be achieved on 

mobile and fixed wireless access channels.
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6.11ntroduction

Low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC) were introduced in Chapter 4 as an 

alternative coding and spreading schem e for D S-C D M A  applications. W e have introduced the 

method o f  generating orthogonal codes by selecting a row from the corresponding Hadamard 

matrix. W e have also shown the spectra o f  such codes and the problem this can cause on the 

uplink in D S-C D M A  applications by containing large signal powers within certain parts o f  the 

total bandwidth. This has led to the concept o f  using randomising sequences to improve the 

spectral power profile o f  these orthogonal sequences and randomise the signal.

To analyse the performance o f  convolutional codes we introduced the concept o f  transfer 

functions to describe the state diagram o f  the Markov state model. In this chapter, w e take this 

process one step further and obtain an estimate o f  the theoretical upper bound on the 

performance o f  low-rate orthogonal, super-orthogonal and hyper-orthogonal codes in AW GN  

and Rayleigh faded multipath channels. For AW G N channels we introduce the Gaussian 

approximation for a large user base and compare the theoretical and simulated results. The 

modulation in faded channels in the analysis is based on non-coherent detection using non

coherent com bining on the real and imaginary part o f  the received signal whereas the 

simulations were carried out using coherent BPSK. N evertheless, w e use these results to obtain 

an upper bound on the performance.

An LROCC encoder can be used to form an extension to sim ple low-rate convolutional codes 

by using orthogonal code sequence sets rather than random binary sequences fo llow ing a 

particular trellis. It was shown that through cascading a convolutional encoder with a Hadamard 

block encoder, a set o f  orthogonal code sequences can be selected from the Walsh-Hadamard 

matrix and be used to represent the transmitted data symbol. The mapping o f  the data sym bol to 

the code sequence set is determined by the state o f  the convolutional shift register stages, as 

seen in figure (6-1).

K bit shift register

Data in

O u tp u t

2T

2 i

Switching matrix

Figure 6-1. A low-rate orthogonal Hadamard convolutional encoder
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A constraint length K  orthogonal convolutional code may be used in two ways:

1. 2k symbols are clocked out for every K  data bits in the shift registers, equivalent to an M- 

ary modulation format at a code rate of R=K/2k, or,

2. A set of 2k symbols are output for every single data bit clocked into the shift register, giving 

a code rate of R=\i2K, similar to the spreading process in a DS-CDMA system

The first method serves in the similar way to M-ary orthogonal coding, and is not considered in 

this work. The alternative method of mapping 2K symbols to each data bit provides an 

equivalent spreading ratio of 2K for DS-CDMA applications. This method is investigated in 

more detail in the following sections.

6 .2  Theoretical basis

6.2.1 AWGN c h a n n e ls

It has been shown earlier that a low-rate convolutional Hadamard encoder provides an encoded 

sequence of 2K output symbols for each consecutive input data bit. There are 2K different 

sequence sets, each of length 2K symbols and orthogonal to any other sequence. The inherent 

orthogonal properties of the Hadamard codes are based on the fact that any two sequences of 

length 2k differ in 2*'1 symbol positions, thus giving a 64 symbol length Hadamard code 32 

different symbol combinations.

The received signal can be decoded with a maximum likelihood detection scheme such as the 

Viterbi algorithm. To decode the received signal sequence with a Viterbi decoder it is necessary 

to find the most likely path through the trellis state diagram. Since each user may have a 

different unique mapping of state outputs in the shift register to the Hadamard block encoder, 

the trellis for each user will be considerably different. This therefore enables all simultaneous 

users to be detected individually.

In order to establish a theoretical prediction of how such a decoder performs in a hostile noise 

environment it is important to understand the structure of the Hadamard orthogonal codes and to 

have a knowledge of the free distance of the code, which plays an important part in the 

performance under AWGN.
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It is w ell known [1] that the bit-error rate (BER ) performance o f  a Viterbi decoder is directly 

related to the free distance o f  the convolutional code. The BER probability in continuous 

additive white Gaussian noise channels is given as:

< i c . p ,  (6- »
i - d f r e e

where,

pz = Q
f '2zREkL (6-2)

and R is the rate o f  the code, E//N0 is the required SNR at the output o f  the decoder and Cz is 

determined by the code structure o f  the convolutional encoder.

The Hamming distance between any two sym bol sequences is known to be 1KA and for a 

constraint length K=6 code w ill yield a value o f  32 sym bols. Without any loss o f  generality, it is 

reasonable to assum e the all zero path as the correct path for all bit-error calculations. To 

determine the free distance o f  any convolutional code it is necessary to count the number o f  

paths (and hence the number o f  sym bols) which w ill take the decision path back to the all zero 

path after one erroneous data bit decision. This, o f  course, is related directly to the constraint 

length K, and the minimum number o f  paths which will take the decoder decision to the all zero 

state is K+\. The free distance o f  the K= 6 Hadamard convolutional code is therefore 

2k~\K+\)=224. This is the theoretical optimum free distance any convolutional code could have 

and is the basis for giving the orthogonal codes a superb performance in noisy channels.

Figure 6-2. Determining the free distance of a K=6 convolutional code
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The values for Cz have to be obtained through an exhaustive search o f  the trellis structure. This 

was carried out in this work and for a K= 6 Hadamard code, neglecting the higher order terms, 

yields a bound on the bit-error probability of:

Pber < # (2 2 4 ) + 2P(256) + 6 # (2 8 8 ) + 16#(320) + 3 5 # (3 5 2 ) + 6 0 # (3 8 8 ) ... (6-3)

This gives an upper bound on the performance o f  the LROCC implementation in a DS-C D M A  

system with predominantly additive white Gaussian noise on the channel. In figure (6-3) the 

theoretical performance o f  the LROCC design implementation using soft decisions is compared 

with a conventional rate R= 1/2, K=6 convolutionally encoded system . It can be seen that for 

high signal-to-noise ratios the performance o f  both system s is very similar, whereas for low  

signal-to-noise ratios the LROCC design performs much better than the rate Vi encoded data. 

Improvements o f  up to 1.5dB can be found at very low  signal-to-noise ratios. It is particularly 

noticeable that the level o f  EJN0 where the coded and uncoded curves cross is much lower for 

the LROCC system  than for the #= 1 /2 , K= 6 system .

o

■2

■3

A

■5

R = l/2  

R= 1 /64  

Uncoded

-6

■7

■8
0 2 3 4 5 6 7

Eb/No(dB)

Figure 6-3. A comparison of conventional convolutional encoding and the new LROCC
design in AWGN

The theoretical upper bound on the BER performance may be determined from the generating 

transfer function given by equation (4-19) in chapter 4:

T(W, B)  =
B W K( \ - W ) (6-4)
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where B denotes a transition in the trellis diagram caused by a data input o f  ‘ 1’, W is a weight 

measurement for each branch metric and relates the average energy-per-bit to the noise density 

ratio per distance weight. For coherent AW GN channels, it can also be shown (A ppendix B):

i
W = Z  2* (6-5)

where R is the code rate and Z = exp{-Ef/No). For other channels (such as the Rayleigh faded 

channel), W fo llow s a different statistic, as will be seen later.

In the receiver, to determine the upper bound for the bit-error rate o f  the LROC code for any 

general class o f  channel, equation (6-4) must be differentiated w ith respect to B, and B then set 

to 1:

dT(W, B)
dB

WK{ \ - W )2 (6-6)

Figure (6-4) below  show s the BER performance obtained from equation (6-6) for different 

values o f  K.

Q£
UJm
oo

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 6-4. Theoretical BER  v. Et/N0 for an LROCC system in AWGN
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6.2.2 LROCC performance in L-path Rayleigh fading

In the receiver, it is assumed that the received signal is represented as I and Q signals, and a 

maximum ratio combining technique of equal length to the number of L multipath components 

is employed. Maximum ratio combining is assumed since this combining method weights each 

faded path by the complex conjugate attenuation factor and provides the simplest way of 

calculating the upper bound on performance. The branch metric of the typical demodulated 

input variables Yt and Yq is determined from the input variable Z = Y f + Yq . It is assumed that 

the received signal comprises of L components from L independent Rayleigh faded paths. The 

amplitude, Z, of each independent Rayleigh faded signal is related by the probability function, 

p(X):

p (X ) = (6-7)
<J

where the chip energy Ec is multiplied by A2 and cf is the variance of the fading process. The 

average chip energy, Emg, for each path is derived from the chi-squared probability density 

function in the usual way [2], from which it is found that:

Eavg = c? Ec (6-8)

Thus the average mean-squared signal power is given by A42 = f E ^  where J  is the number of 

symbols per input data bit in the shift registers of the Hadamard encoder. From [2] it can be 

s°-u that the probability of a correct signal, Pc(z), and the incorrect signal probability, Pi(z), is 

given by:

PcW  5
( L - l ) \ \ \  + J  

zL~le~Wp,(z)= (6-9)
(I-l)!

where Es is the average symbol energy per path. Therefore,

Es = Eb/ U  (6-10)
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where Eb is the total bit-energy received from all L paths.

The performance of any convolutional code in the maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm is 

determined through evaluation of the branch metrics on the correct and incorrect paths through 

the trellis state diagram. Letting the correct branch metrics be denoted as (yj, y 2, ... yd) and the 

incorrect branch metrics as (xl, x2, .... xj),  the probability of a wrong decision being made at the 

point of path remerging is:

Pd = P r o b .f c x ,  > (6-11)
^ / = i  /=i  '

Since the branch metrics can be treated as random variables due to the independence imposed 

on successive symbol set transmissions, the Chemoff bound can be applied to equation (6-11). 

Hence,

Pa < E exp y-,
V 1=1

(6- 12)

where p  is a variable from the exponential function of the Chemoff bound. To obtain the upper- 

bound on the bit-error performance it is necessary to determine the minimum value of the 

expected value of equation (6-12). It can be shown [2] that:

ao ao

£[exP(P(x~y))]= P iixl& le'”Pc{y).dy (6-13)

(1 - p ) L [l + p(l + ( / ) f

where U = (Ei/No)/L and the minimum value can be seen atp -  (U/2)/(\+U). Hence,
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P,<

1 + u
-\Ld

l + u

Therefore, 

Pd < W(l

(6-14)

(6-15)

where,

\ L

w = 1 + u
{\ + (U/2)Y

This value for W is substituted directly into equation (6-15) to give the performance o f  the 

LROCC design for a specific constraint length, K, in L-path Rayleigh faded channels. The 

performance for L- 4 (i.e. a 4 path m odel) is shown in figure (6-5).

K=3 ;
K=4
K=5
K=6
K=7
K=8
K=9

aninCQ
O

-13

-15
8 10 12 14 16

Eb/lo (dB)

Figure 6-5. Theoretical BER v. E /N 0 for the LROCC System AWGN and L-path Rayleigh
fading channels

It is clear from this graph that there is a degradation in the bit error rate performance o f  the 

LROCC system in Rayleigh fading (compared with the non-faded system ) which is dependent 

on the prevailing EJN0. Typically, there is at least a 6dB degradation in performance.
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N ext, w e seek to obtain a relation between the excess Ef/N0 required for the faded system  

performance compared to the AW GN channel, for a given value o f  signal-to-noise ratio per path 

L. This ratio is obtained as:

Excess EK / N„ =

2ex r1 E»
2LN„

- 2 ^ * 6 exp
f  E  Nb

v2 LN.j
exp

r E  ^b

v2 LNoj
-1

(6-16)

LN„

The results o f  equation (6-16) are displayed graphically in figure (6-6).

5 ______________________________________________________
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Eb/No(dB)/L

Figure 6-6. Excess Ei/N0 required for non-coherent Rayleigh fading employing LROCC

From these results one can obtain an estimate o f  the total required Eb/N0 for different values o f  

diversity L. N ote that values o f  excessive diversity cause increased performance degradation 

due to the non-coherent com bining losses in the receiver.

6.3Simulation results

6.3.1 AWGN performance

Computer sim ulations were carried out at baseband with BPSK modulation. Figure (6 -7 ) shows 

the results o f  computer simulations o f  the LROCC encoder (K= 6, R= 1/64) in A W G N , where 

Eb/N0 is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output o f  the correlator/decoder. The low-rate o f  the code 

effectively  implem ents bandwidth spreading that needs to be taken into account to determine the 

Ef/N0 at the receiver. This concept is equivalent to normalising to the processing gain in a DS-
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CDM A system to make a fair comparison o f  the BER performance for a given SN R  in the same 

bandwidth. Before decoding the received signal in the Viterbi decoder, the received samples 

may be quantised into 2,3 or more levels. Because o f  the elegant structure o f  the codes and the 

Viterbi algorithm, convolutional decoders can and do make use o f  channel reliability 

information. This reliability information is generated by allow ing the discrete m em oryless 

channel to have a larger number o f  outputs than inputs. In the limit, the channel output is 

allow ed to be a continuum o f  values. To create a hard decision channel, the matched filter 

output space (the real number line) is partitioned into two regions. When reliability information 

is output from the channel, the channel is called a soft decision channel. The Viterbi algorithm  

can be used to find the correct path through the trellis for hard or soft decisions, but considering  

a quantisation o f  3 or more levels is regarded as approaching the sam e performance limit 

reached through pure soft decision channels. Consequently, all sim ulations carried out in this 

thesis for pure soft decision channels would hold equally as accurate as for received signals with 

3 bit quantisation.

o

 DS-CDM A

 HAD64(theory)

 HAD64(sim ulated)-2

-3

-4

■5

-6

■7

0 2 4 6 8 10
E b/N o (dB)

Figure 6-7. Performance of LROCC encoded and uncoded DS-CDMA in AWGN

The performance o f  the LROCC design implementation in AW G N can be seen to give a 

significant improvement over the uncoded D S-C D M A  system. At a bit-error rate o f  1 O'4, coding  

gains o f  5dB can easily be achieved. Under low  noise environments this improvement in 

performance increases considerably. Because the free distance o f  these orthogonal codes is at an 

optimum high level, the improvement is larger than the conventional high-rate (i.e. /? = l/2 ,l/3 ..)  

coded D S-C D M A  system occupying the same equivalent bandwidth for a given data rate.
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6.3.2 Super- and Hyper-Orthogonal Convolutional Codes

The performance o f  super- and hyper-orthogonal codes has also been simulated in AW GN  

channels. Super-orthogonal codes are formed from an extension o f  LROCC codes by extending 

the convolutional shift register system . This has the effect o f  including the bi-orthogonal code 

set in addition to the conventional orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard code set, therefore extending 

the possible range o f  codes that may be transmitted. The probability o f  selecting a wrong path in 

the trellis can depend quite heavily on the initial first and last trellis branches. Therefore, the 

main difference in performance gains is achieved by further increasing the Hamming distance 

between code words on the initial starting states o f  the trellis and the final truncation stages. 

Figure (6-8 ) show s the encoder configuration for a super-orthogonal coding schem e.

AT bit shift register

Data in

Data out
Hadamard Block  

Encoder

Figure 6-8 . Super-orthogonal encoder structure

If w e wish to further extend the Hamming distance between individual branches in the main 

core o f  the trellis structure by em ploying sequences from the bi-orthogonal code set w e can add 

additional shift register stages to the front end o f  the encoder. This obviously increases the 

com plexity o f  the encoder and decoder, but at the same time keeps the bandwidth o f  the 

transmitted signal constant and provides additional coding gain. This novel encoder 

implementation is termed a hyper-orthogonal convolutional coding schem e and is under patent 

pending [35] by the author. A diagrammatic representation o f  such an encoder schem e can be 

seen in figure (6-9).

K2 bit shift registerKi bit shift register

Data in

Data out
Hadamard Block  

Encoder

Figure 6-9. Hyper-orthogonal encoder structure
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Table (6-1 ) below  show s som e o f  the different encoder structures that have been tested:

N am e K, k 2 R

LROCC 0 5 1/32

LRHOCC1 2 2 1/4

LR H O C C lb 3 2 1/4

LRHOCC2 2 3 1/8

LRHOCC3 2 6 1/64

Table 6-1. Different encoder structures for FEC in DS-CDMA

The performance for an adaptive constraint length hyper-orthogonal code with a constant 

spreading ratio o f  rate R= 1/4 can be seen in figure (6-10) for increased levels in the constraint 

length Kj. As expected, the performance gets better as K / is increased. A gain o f  nearly ldB  can 

be achieved for the same bandwidth expansion factor, but at the cost o f  increased decoder 

com plexity. A remarkable result is obtained from this graph: LR H O C C lb consists o f  32 states 

in the trellis with 4 com parisons per branch compared to the LROCC encoder with 32 states and 

32 com parisons per branch, and still out-performs the LROCC encoder at high Eb/N0. This 

show s that for a relatively similar decoder depth and reduced decoder com plexity by a factor o f  

8 the use o f  hyper-orthogonal codes can give an improved performance. For D S-C D M A  

system s em ploying multi-carrier techniques, a large bandwidth expansion factor is often 

required and hence it is important to strike the right balance between decoder com plexity and 

efficient bandwidth utilisation. For FW A applications, in particular, where the channel is 

virtually time-invariant, this coding technique will have excellent applications.

o
- I  LROCC
«  . - LRHOCC1 
-X LRHOCClb

1

•2

■3

-4

■5

-6

■7
■2 0 31 1 2 4 5 6

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 6-10. Hyper-orthogonal encoder in AWGN
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For a full comparison o f  the different encoder designs featured in the table above, figure (6-11)  

sh ow s the different performance improvements that can be obtained through the use o f  hyper- 

orthogonal coding strategies.

o

1

2

•3

o>
-4 -4  LROCC

— LRHOCClb 

- 4 _  LRHOCC1 

+  . -LRHOCC2 

 LRHOCC3

■5

-6

7
•2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 6-11. Hyper-orthogonal encoders in AWGN

A powerful code with a large trellis structure such as LRHOCC3 can be seen to g ive an 

im provem ent o f  more than 2dB compared to LROCC codes in A W G N channels. Such an 

encoder would give a feasible implementation in very noisy channels, especially  in designs 

where processing power and com plexity are o f  no concern.

6.3.3 Multi-user environm ent

The im plem entation o f  low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes has been simulated through 

computer sim ulations o f  a synchronously operated downlink physical channel with other-user 

noise present. T w o cases have been tested: The use o f  a PN randomiser for each user and the 

performance without the use o f  the randomiser. The PN randomising sequences are Gold codes 

that have been generated through two different maximal-length sequences o f  equal period. The 

use o f  shorter PN sequences has also been tested. The D S-C D M A  system  analysed here 

assum es that the downlink from the basestation to the subscriber is synchronous and uses a pilot 

tone to synchronise all users to the basestation. Hence, the base station has an exact knowledge 

o f  how many users are present in the particular cell it is com m unicating to. This pilot tone can
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also be used to enable each subscriber station to adjust its transmitter power by measuring the 

strength o f  the received pilot tone in order to eliminate neighboring subscribers shadowing one 

another through excessive transmitter powers.

Figure (6-12) show s the schem atic o f  a D S-C D M A  basestation transmitter for a cellular radio 

system , based on the use o f  low-rate convolutional codes rather than the more usual PN 

spreading sequences. The orthogonality o f  ordinary convolutional codes, however, is very poor, 

and due to high levels o f  co-channel interference this would lead to a small number o f  

sim ultaneous users being accom m odated within a cell. This can be improved significantly by 

using LROC codes which directly code and spread the data signal. This system  provides an 

encoded bit sequence o f  length 1/R on each data bit input from the data source, and in effect 

provides com plete spreading o f  the bandwidth.

Randomiser
PN,

user 1

Randomiser
PN2

user 2

Randomiser
PNnu

user N,

Convolutional 
Encoder - 1

Convolutional 
Encoder - Nu

M odulator
Convolutional 

Encoder - 2

Figure 6-12. Simplified diagram of the proposed BS transm itter

T was shown in chapter 4, that orthogonal functions, such as these considered here, do not have 

good auto-correlation properties. Therefore, the direct use o f  orthogonal functions can lead to 

poor transmission spectral characteristics (e.g. non-uniform spreading) which lead to very high 

spectral powers at certain frequencies. With a high number o f  sim ultaneous users sharing the 

same bandwidth it is desirable to have a smooth, uniform bandwidth for each user to prevent 

potentially large interference signals appearing at the output o f  the correlator. To reduce this 

problem, an additional stage o f  randomisation is added to the LROCC encoded data sym bols to 

improve the auto-correlation property o f  the resulting transmitted signal. This does not provide 

additional spreading o f  the signal but serves as a direct multiplication o f  tw o equal rate signals. 

A more detailed analysis o f  the auto-correlation properties has been given in chapter 4.

The receiver structure performs the inverse operation by first dem odulating the received signal, 

then decoding the convolutionally encoded signal and providing an estim ate o f  the m ost likely
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tran sm itted  d ata  bit. S in c e  th is sy s tem  is co h eren t for  th e  d o w n lin k  to  th e  su b scr ib er  sta tio n , the  

re c e iv e r  has an e x a c t  k n o w le d g e  o f  the tim in g  in fo rm a tio n  o f  the s ig n a l. T h e  d e c o d in g  m eth o d  

e m p lo y e d  is b a sed  on  th e  m o d if ie d  V iterb i a lgor ith m  as d e ta iled  in ch ap ter  4 .

T h e  D S -C D M A  sy s te m s  sim u la ted  here u se  a sp rea d in g  ratio o f  6 4 , h e n c e  lim itin g  th e  ca p a c ity  

im p ro v em en t co m p a red  to  th e  m a x im u m  p o ss ib le  c o d in g  g a in  a c h ie v a b le  w ith  h ig h er  co n stra in t  

len g th  c o d e s . T h is  sy stem  is d escr ib ed  to  s im p ly  p o in t o u t the fact that a s ig n if ic a n t  a d v a n ta g e  

can  b e fou n d  o v e r  th e c o n v e n tio n a l sp read -sp ectru m  im p lem en ta tio n  b y  u s in g  L R O C C  b ased  

sy s te m s . T h e  m u lti-u ser  sy s te m  w a s  s im u la ted  fo r  o n e  c e ll  w ith  a ll u sers r e c e iv e d  u n der equal 

p o w er  c o n d it io n s . F igure (6 - 1 3 )  sh o w s  h o w  a so f t  d e c is io n  low -ra te  o r th o g o n a l c o n v o lu t io n a l  

d e c o d e r  p erform s under “o th er -u ser” n o ise  and can  b e  seen  to c lo s e ly  fo l lo w  th e  th eo re tica l 

cu rv e  g iv e n  b y  eq u a tio n  (6 -3 ) .
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Figure 6-13. Theoretical and simulated performance of LROCC in other user noise

It can  b e seen  that th e  u se  o f  lo w -ra te  c o n v o lu t io n a l c o d e s  o ffer s  a s ig n if ic a n t  a d v a n ta g e  w h en  

th e  nu m b er o f  s im u lta n eo u s  u sers rem ain s b e lo w  4 0 . T o  a c h ie v e  a B E R = 1 0 '3 a m a x im u m  

n u m ber o f  7 u sers c o u ld  be e m p lo y e d  in a c o n v e n tio n a l D S -C D M A  sy s te m , but the u se  o f  lo w -  

rate c o n v o lu t io n a l c o d in g  can  lead  to  an in crea se  o f  n ea r ly  130% , g iv in g  a n e w  m a x im u m  

n u m ber o f  16 u sers . T h is  ga in  in ca p a c ity  is e n tir e ly  d u e  to  th e  c o d in g  g a in  g iv e n  by  

c o n v o lu t io n a l c o d e s  and th e  or th o g o n a l p rop erties o f  th e  c o d e s . A ll resu lts  sh o w n  h ere  h a v e  

been  fo u n d  th rou gh  co m p u ter  s im u la t io n s  w ith  a lo w  con stra in t len g th  e n c o d e r  o f  len g th  K=  6. 

E m p lo y in g  a h ig h er  con stra in t len g th  en co d er  for  p ractica l s itu a tio n s w ill  y ie ld  a m u ch  h igh er  

c o d in g  g a in  at lo w  bit-error rates and p rov id e  a h ig h er  p r o c e ss in g  g a in , th u s su b sta n tia lly  

im p ro v in g  th e  im p lem en ta tio n .
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The use o f  PN sequences to randomise the output o f  the low-rate convolutional encoder was 

m entioned earlier as a method to improve the spectral characteristics o f  the orthogonal codes 

and provide better isolation between users without causing any further spreading o f  the encoded  

signal. The resulting improvement can be seen in figure (6-14). It has been shown that the use o f  

a PN sequence to randomise the encoded sym bols yields a significant advantage approaching a 

value o f  at least 2dB. It must be mentioned that no significant degradation is encountered  

through halving the rate o f  the PN sequence.

CD -3

«. - .  PN=63
—---- PN=31
-6 —  No Randomiser

15 20 25 355 300 10 40

Figure 6-14. Performance improvement through PN randomisers 

6.3.4 Multipath Rayleigh faded channels

The multipath fading characteristics in the downlink (base-to-subscriber) channel can ultimately 

destroy all orthogonality between users, resulting in significant processing gain loss. This 

degradation is explored through LROC codes by randomising all the users data with powerful 

codes that exhibit a low  cross-correlation and give each user a unique identity in the channel 

w ithout unnecessarily high interference levels.

The simulated system  com prises o f  a single user link over a Rayleigh faded channel with 4 

equal strength multipath com ponents and a spreading ratio o f  32 for the K -5, /?= l/3 2  LROCC 

code. The receiver com prises o f  an equal number o f  rake fingers to com bine the maximum  

signal to noise ratio o f  each path, similar to the RAKE structure detailed in chapter 4, using 

maximum ratio com bining (M RC). The modulation format is coherent BPSK  since the channel 

characteristics are assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver. The channel model consists o f  

4 equal strength multipath com ponents spaced at equal time intervals equivalent to the inverse 

o f  the aggregate total data rate. The fading on each path is Rayleigh with a Doppler o f  300H z.
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Figure 6-15. LROCC coherent BPSK performance in 4-tap Rayleigh faded channel

Figure (6-15) show s the performance improvements achieved through LROCC coding in a 

Rayleigh faded channel with coherent detection. The overall improvement over the uncoded 

case is about 6 dB, with higher gains achievable at low  BER. The performance o f  an LROCC  

RAKE receiver in Rayleigh fading is degraded by 14dB in comparison to an ordinary LROCC  

receiver operating in AW G N.
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14

. lower bound
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Figure 6-16. Required excess Eb/No for coherent Rayleigh fading with LROCC
codes
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The excess E\/N0 required in order to obtain the same performance as the unfaded AW GN  

channel performance o f  LROCC codes can be seen in figure (6-16). The additional excess Ei/N0 

required for the simulated results compared with the lower bound is due to the 300H z Doppler. 

In this sense the simulated results are far more realistic and serve to show  that considerable 

Eb/N0 adjustments must be made in strong fading environm ents to maintain acceptable E\JN0. 

With less extrem e Doppler, the SNR requirements for a given BER are obviously reduced and 

require less interleaving due to a reduction in the tim e-selectivity o f  the channel.

Figure (6-17) illustrates the performance o f  hyper-orthogonal convolutional codes in a 4-path 

Rayleigh faded channel with high Doppler. It can be seen that the use o f  hyper-orthogonal 

convolutional codes g ives a further significant improvement in performance, with more than a 

4dB gain at signal-to-noise ratios greater than 15dB.

o
-I  B PSK  (uncoded)

.  .L R O C C  
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Figure 6-17. Hyper-orthogonal coder and low-rate orthogonal coder in a Rayleigh fading
channel of 4 equal gain multipaths
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6.4Summary

LROCC codes using a bandwidth expansion factor of 2K have been studied in AWGN, Rayleigh 

faded and multi-user channels. The theoretical performance curves have shown to closely 

follow the simulated results, and the upper bounds derived from state diagrams of the Markov 

model have shown to give tight bounds on the simulated results. Nevertheless, a discrepancy 

between the simulated and theoretical results stems from the assumptions made. The theoretical 

results assume independent fading and perfect interleaving for a non-coherent square law 

combing technique whereas the simulations were carried out for coherent BPSK. In this case, 

the theoretical curves still serve the purpose of providing us with an upper bound on the bit- 

error performance. To achieve a BER=10‘3 in a multiple-access environment using K= 6, R= 1/64 

LROCC codes gives an improvement of nearly twice the maximum numbers of users, yielding a 

capacity of 15 simultaneous users as compared to 7 users in an uncoded system.

The use o f randomising codes such as Gold sequences has shown to give an improvement of 

2dB in a multi-user environment. For the single user case, of course, randomisation is not 

necessary, as the spectral shape of the transmitted signal does not matter. Gold codes are only of 

odd length whereas orthogonal codes have even lengths, and therefore Gold codes can be 

extended by an arbitrary bit to increase their length.

LROCC codes have been simulated using the RAKE receiver structure introduced in chapter 4 

for DS-CDMA applications. There are slight modifications, however, that need to be carried out 

when used in conjunction with such designs. With LROCC coding we “rake” the signal over the 

specific number of multipath components in the channel and adjust each path by a weighting 

factor of the estimated channel response. Compared to conventional DS-CDMA applications, 

we do not correlate the received signal with the wanted user sequence but rather de-randomise 

the signal in each path and then feed the soft signal estimate into the Viterbi algorithm. In this 

way, we do not make a decision on the original data bit until the output of the Viterbi algorithm. 

This method has shown to give extremely good results in the faded channel environment and 

consequently makes this type of coding strategy an attractive alternative solution to 

conventional high-rate convolutional coding with spreading sequences.

A novel implementation of LROCC has been studied. Hyper-orthogonal codes, proposed in 

chapter 4, have been studied for various combinations of constraint length configurations. It has 

been found that equal constraint length but lower-rate codes do not perform as well as the
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higher-rate code of lower complexity. This is an extremely positive result, indicating that hyper- 

orthogonal codes may be able to combine both the advantages of LROCC and conventional 

higher-rate convolutional coding strategies to give optimum results. The use o f novel hyper- 

orthogonal codes has also shown to give improvements in performance of more than 2 dB at 

high signal-to-noise rations at the cost of increased receiver complexity but constant bandwidth. 

This improvement becomes highly visible in Rayleigh faded channels with high Doppler, where 

an increase in 4dB in the maximum coding gain has been obtained at Ei/N0 greater than 15dB.
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7.1 Introduction

So far our treatment of mobile and fixed wireless communications has concentrated on single 

carrier systems that may be used in narrowband or wideband applications. These systems have 

been shown to suffer particularly in multipath faded channels when the data rate is high. This 

calls for powerful coding schemes and RAKE receivers with accurate channel knowledge to be 

implemented in spread-spectrum applications. This may lead to relatively complex systems that 

require large overheads and consequently reduce the spectral efficiency of the system. 

Alternatively, the user data rate may be reduced in the channel to combat the effects of fading 

and introduce equalisers to attempt to restore the original waveform and reduce the inter-symbol 

interference. Another method of reducing the effective data rate is to split the original high rate 

data bit stream into many low-rate data signals. This is termed as multi-carrier modulation.

Digital multi-carrier (MC) transmission schemes are an alternative approach to single carrier 

modulation formats, employing the same fundamental concepts as ordinary transmission 

schemes, but with a few alternative approaches to providing an optimum system solution. One 

of the earliest systems, described by Doeltz et al [1] and called Kineplex, was used for digital 

transmission in the HF band. Other early work on multi-carrier system design has been reported 

in the papers by Chang [2] and Saltzberg [3]. The use of DFT for modulation and demodulation 

of multi-carrier systems was proposed by Weinstein and Ebert [7]. The breakthrough for MC 

communications happened in the 1990s as OFDM was the modulation chosen for the European 

digital audio broadcasting (DAB) standard [4]. Further prominent applications include its 

selection in 1995 as the modulation for the European digital terrestrial television broadcasting 

(DTTB) system [5].

In broad terms, multi-carrier modulation (MCM) techniques sub-divide the available bandwidth 

or spectrum into many narrow-band sub-carriers. Hence, such methods are termed parallel 

transmission schemes. In a conventional serial data stream, the symbols are transmitted 

sequentially, with the frequency spectrum of each data symbol allowed to occupy the entire 

available bandwidth. A parallel data transmission system is one in which several sequential 

streams of data are transmitted simultaneously, so that at any instant many data elements are 

being transmitted. In such a system, the spectrum of an individual data element normally 

occupies only a small part of the available bandwidth, which may of course vary in time.
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M ULTI-CARRIER

SINGLE-CARRIER

10010

T im e delay (us)

Figure 7-1. Boundary conditions for single-carrier and m ulti-carrier
modulation techniques

Figure (7-1) show s the boundary where the use o f  multi-carrier modulation m ethods is more 

favourable than single-carrier modulation techniques. For channels with a relatively low  delay 

spread, single-carrier modulation techniques can tolerate higher data rates than in channels with 

a high delay spread. The use o f  multi-carrier modulation techniques, however, is invaluable in 

channels with high delay spread values, especially for high data rates.

A parallel approach has the advantage o f  spreading out a frequency selective fade over many 

sym bols. By using a large number o f  sub-carriers, a high immunity against multipath dispersion 

can be provided. The sym bol duration Ts o f  each sub-stream w ill be much longer than the 

channel time dispersion, hence the effects o f  inter-symbol interference (ISI) can be minimized. 

This long sym bol duration allow s signal fades or impulse interference to be averaged out in the 

detector, so that, instead o f  several adjacent sym bols being com pletely destroyed, m any sym bols 

are slightly distorted. This allow s successful reconstruction o f  a majority o f  sym bols even  

without forward error correction (FEC). Since each sub-carrier covers only a small fraction o f  

the original bandwidth, equalisation is potentially simpler than in a serial system . A  simple 

equalisation algorithm can m inim ise the mean-square error distortion on each sub-carrier, and 

the implementation o f  differential encoding can provide an alternative solution to avoid 

equalisation com pletely.
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Figure 7-2. OFDM Spectrum

When the period o f  a data bit sym bol, which is being transmitted over a m obile radio channel, is 

o f  the same order as the channel impulse response, there is a high probability o f  data errors due 

to inter-symbol interference caused by the effects o f  multipath propagation. A s the symbol 

period is increased, the effect o f  fast deep fades is reduced using relatively sim ple averaging 

receiver structures. This approach nevertheless reduces the maximum allow able data rate over 

the channel. An alternative approach is to use channel coding and interleaving to reduce the 

effects o f  burst errors, which may annihilate several consecutive bits, so that they are more 

equivalent to random errors. In coded orthogonal frequency division m ultiplexing (COFDM ), 

this process is taken one stage further.

In an OFDM  or COFDM  system , the symbol rate o f  the serial data is reduced by a factor N  

through m ultiplexing the original sym bol stream into A  parallel paths which are then modulated  

onto N  sub-carriers. By increasing the period o f  each symbol so that it is many tim es longer than 

the channel im pulse response, the sym bol error rate due to multipath propagation effects can be 

significantly reduced [6]. Although serial to parallel conversion effectively  provides an 

interleaving distance o f  N  original sym bol periods, additional performance benefits can be 

achieved by further interleaving and by the use o f  error correcting codes. A number o f  different 

coding strategies can be used, including block codes, convolutional codes, R eed-Solom on codes 

and Turbo codes. Considering the use o f  convolutional codes as being typical, the original data 

stream is convolutionally encoded prior to serial to parallel conversion. Depending on the 

modulation schem e used, such as DPSK or QAM , the data bits are then mapped into sym bols. 

The encoded data sym bols are then transmitted on N  carriers, where they are subjected to 

random errors and fading. However, for most o f  the time, not all N  data sym bols w ill be 

corrupted sim ultaneously and the data on the degraded carriers can be corrected in a Viterbi
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receiver (for exam ple) aided by non corrupted data sym bols on the other channels. Where 

extrem e resilience o f  fading is required, block codes can be com bined with convolutional codes. 

The optimum coding strategy depends critically on the application to which COFDM  is being  

put, and this forms a major part o f  the current work.

O FD M , having densely spaced sub-carriers with overlapping spectra, abandons the use o f  steep  

band-pass filters to detect each sub-carrier, as used in frequency division m ultiple access 

schem es. Therefore, OFDM offers a high spectral efficiency since w e can now  accom m odate 

more sub-carriers in a confined bandwidth. The key to the spectral efficiency o f  OFDM  lies in 

the w ay each sym bol is modulated onto the N  carriers. Norm ally, it would be necessary to 

separate the frequency spacing o f  each carrier by more than the bandwidth o f  the modulated 

data to prevent upper and lower sidebands o f  adjacent carriers from overlapping and producing 

aliasing. This is a wasteful use o f  spectrum. In OFDM /COFDM  the carriers are all chosen to be 

orthogonal and using appropriate modulation schem es such as QPSK, DPSK  or QAM  it is 

possib le for upper and lower sidebands to fully overlap, yet be demodulated correctly. Since the 

number o f  filters and oscillators is considerable for large numbers o f  sub-carriers, an efficient 

digital implementation such as the Fourier Transform method [7] has been proposed. Depending  

on the value o f  N, either the DFT or the FFT can be used, how ever there are obvious benefits o f  

reduced computational overhead if the FFT is used. Figure (7 -3 ) illustrates a typical COFDM  

system  based on the IFFT/FFT transform pair.
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Figure 7-3. Typical COFDM system based on the IFFT/FFT transforms

Although frequency guard bands are not required, it has been suggested in a number o f  papers 

that a tim e guard band is required, which may be as large as 25% o f  the sym bol duration to
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suppress ISI and to maintain orthogonality between adjacent OFDM  blocks. This guard period, 

or cyclic  extension, can be used to obtain correct tim ing to mark the start o f  each transformation 

and helps to solve the problem o f  excessively  long propagation delays (echoes) that may cause 

ISI. The cyclic extension does mean, however, that the efficiency o f  data transmission is 

significantly degraded.

In the receiver, the signal is down-converted to baseband and after digital sam pling and guard- 

band removal fed into the FFT. Tiiis behaves like a multi-carrier matched filter and detects all 

sub-carriers. In this block, the sub-carriers may also be equalised to remove the effects o f  fading 

on the channel. The signal is then mapped into the original code sym bol and converted from 

parallel to serial. If coding is em ployed, the code symbol is fed into a detection algorithm such 

as a maximum likelihood detector to give improved detection on the wanted data bit.

7 .2  Theoretical Analysis

In serial transmission, sequences o f  data are transmitted as a train o f  serial pulses. H owever, in 

parallel transmission schem es each bit o f  a sequence o f  jVbits modulates a carrier. In the multi

carrier technique the transmission is parallel. The block diagram o f  this technique is shown in 

figure (7-4). In the modulator the input data with rate R is divided into N  parallel information 

sequences with rate R/N. Each sequence modulates a sub-carrier.

serial
data

E n cod er S/P
p arallel

data

parallel
data

serial

dataD eco d erP/S

Figure 7-4. Block diagram of a multicarrier system: (a) modulator and (b) demodulator

The frequency o f  the «th carrier,/,, is given as:
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fn =fo  + n/Tb n = 0,1.. N-l (7-1)

where f 0 is the low est frequency o f  the carriers and Th is the effective OFDM  block duration (i.e. 

Tb=NTs, where Ts is the period o f  each sym bol prior to blocking-up). The multi-carrier 

transmitted signal is written as:

where dn, is the sym bol o f  the «th sub-carrier at tim e interval iTb. For BPSK  and QPSK  

modulation, dni is ±1 and ± l± j respectively. p(t) is the response o f  the transmitter filter for 

which a rectangular pulse with duration Tb and amplitude 1 is assumed. The spectra o f  the 

multicarrier signal can be obtained by considering the power spectra o f  a sequence o f  identically 

independent distributed rectangular pulses having a period o f  Th. This results in a power 

spectrum o f  shape ThSinc2JTb. U sing the shift property, the Fourier transform o f  the multicarrier 

signal, s(t), becom es:

n=0

This spectrum can be seen in figure (7-5). From this figure, it is clear that adjacent overlapping 

spectra create a small ripple on the power spectrum in the wanted bandwidth.

N - 1 oo
(7-2)

(7-3)

s(f)

frequency, f

Figure 7-5. Power spectrum S(f) of an OFDM signal
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The bandwidth of the baseband multicarrier signal is given by:

N + 1

N (7-4)

where Ts is the time duration of the original signal. With this technique we can take a number of

tones (sub-carriers) and subsequently increase the symbol duration without increasing the 

bandwidth. When the number of carrier becomes large, the OFDM power spectrum tends to a 

perfect rectangular spectrum with a cut-off frequency of \/Ts. Of course, one cannot increase the

by multiples of 1/7*. For a multi-carrier system it will be seen from equation (7-7) that the sub

carriers are orthogonal, i.e.,

Therefore, considering ideal transmission, and in spite of overlapping of the spectra, detection 

of the signal in one sub-carrier gives no output for any other sub-carrier. In non-ideal 

transmission channels, this may be achieved optimally by using equalisers and time guard-band 

intervals.

7.3 Spectral Efficiency

If we consider M-ary modulation and a symbol rate of R=l/Ts, the bit-rate of an M-ary system is 

RlogiM. Since in multi-carrier transmission each sub-carrier has a longer time duration, each 

sub-carrier rate is (R/N)log2M . Referring to figure (7-2) and the bandwidth of the multi-carrier 

signal in equation (7-4), the spectral efficiency of a multi-carrier system is defined as the bit-rate 

per unit bandwidth, given by [10]:

number of sub-carriers arbitrarily as the effects of Doppler quickly become visible in the 

performance. Referring to equation (7-1) it is seen that the sub-carrier frequencies are separated

if  nj = n 2 

otherwise
(7-5)

spectral efficiency = (7-6)

log 2 4 / 
1 + 1/JV
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A ccordingly, the M-ary digital modulation schem e using OFDM  can achieve a spectral 

efficiency o f  about log2M  bit/s/H z when a large number o f  A  sub-carriers are used.

7.4 Orthogonal Basis Functions

'

i

Figure 7-6. Sequency ordered Walsh functions

Just as the FFT is based on a set o f  harmonically related cosine and sine w aveform s, so the 

discrete Walsh transform (D W T) is based on a set o f  harmonically related rectangular 

w aveform s, such as Walsh functions. However, frequency is not defined for rectangular 

w aveform s and so the analogous term sequency is used. Sequency is half the average number o f  

zero crossings per unit time. Figure (7-6) shows the set o f  Walsh functions up to the order five 

drawn in order o f  increasing sequency. They are said to be sequency, or W alsh, ordered. 

Inspection o f  figure (7-6) shows that there are equal numbers o f  even and odd W alsh functions, 

just as there are corresponding cosinusoidal and sinusoidal Fourier series com ponents. The 

beauty o f  using cosinusoidal and sinusoidal Fourier series com ponents is that they produce a 

tim e-varying signal that is easily  modulated for typical w ireless applications. N evertheless, the 

signal is strongly fluctuating in amplitude and can consequently create problems due to the 

requirement o f  highly linear power amplifiers in the transmitter.

The cosinusoidal and sinusoidal Fourier series com ponents provide an alternative method o f  

m ultiplexing the data onto orthogonal sub-carriers, formed from the cosine and sine basis 

functions. The generation o f  the A  orthogonal sub-carriers and the m ultiplexing o f  the A  parallel 

low-rate data channels onto these sub-carriers is assum ed to be carried out via the inverse fast
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Fourier transform (IFFT). This technique has its origins through the use o f  orthogonal basis 

functions, given by:

0 otherwise
(7-7)

The tim e-dom ain OFDM  signal at the output o f  the IFFT is thus given by:

*(*)=
(7-8)

where din is the data sequence being transmitted on the rin sub-carrier in the /th block.

25

a"OD

time
-10

Figure 7-7. Time-domain m ulti-carrier OFDM signal with N=32 sub-carriers

The typical tim e-dom ain output signal from a multi-carrier OFDM  system  using the Fourier 

transform can be seen in figure (7-7). N ote that the signal is extrem ely random with large 

fluctuations in amplitude.

7.5 Discrete Fourier Transform

The multicarrier modulator and demodulator can be effectively constructed by using Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) methods. Referring to equation (7-8), the transmitted multicarrier 

signal within a tim e interval o f  /7* is written as:
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AM

S ( t )  =  Y J d r,‘ M - '

n=0

By assuming t=mTs and using equation (7-9) we obtain:

(7-9)

AM , 2 nj—nm

n=0
0 < m < N-l (7-10)

where sm = s(mT'J. Therefore, the sequence s„, is the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 

of input data d„. In fact, multicarrier modulation is performed by grouping a block of N  

consecutive input symbols and computing the IDFT of these blocks. In the same way, 

demodulation can be performed using DFT techniques. These properties, in association with the 

FFT are used in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for full digital implementation of a multicarrier 

modulator and demodulator. The block diagram of the multicarrier system using DFT’s is 

shown in figure (7-8).

P/SS/P DFTChannel

Figure 7-8. Block diagram of multicarrier OFDM using the DFT

According to equation (7-10), the amplitude of the multi-carrier signal is the summation of N  

phasors that vary in time. This makes OFDM signals very sensitive to non-linearities of the 

power amplifier. Indeed, the requirement for highly linear transmitters capable of handling high 

peak-to-average ratio* is one of the main drawbacks of the multi-carrier technique [11]. This 

problem is important when the multi-carrier system is used for broadcasting over wide areas. 

Due to lower power level requirements in indoor wireless systems, for example, this limitation 

may be less of a problem here. This shortcoming of multi-carrier systems may be alleviated by 

amplifying the signal of each sub-carrier and then summing the outputs.

7.6 Linear Channel Analysis

In this section we study the behaviour of the MC signal when it is transmitted through the linear 

channel. We consider here a linear channel with transfer function H(j). At sub-carrier frequency 

f„ this is written as:
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H ( f )  = H ne>*- (7 -U )

where H„ = I II(fn) I and <j>„ = tan'1 {1m H(f„)/Re I f w e can assum e that

does not change too much over all sub-carriers. Therefore, in a first approximation, the output o f  

the channel r{t) can be written as:

r{t) = ^  d nH
n=0 0 <t <Th (7-12)

A ccording to the block diagram o f  the MC system shown in figure (7-8), sam ples o f  the signal 

r(t) are applied to the DFT. Therefore, the output o f  the DFT is:

N - 1 .1 *  .-  j—mi
Zi = ? rme N

.2 n  . j—mi

(7-13)

m=0
N - \ f N - \  \ ̂ ., j — nm

m = 0 \ n = 0  J

N - l N - l  . In .t i  i , ,  j — m ( n - i )

e "
m=0 n=0

where rm = r(mTJ. The output o f  the DFT, z„ may therefore be expressed as:

_ \diH iNei >̂i i f m = i
[o  otherwise (7-14)

Therefore, the estim ate o f  the data at the receiver is obtained by [7]:

N H : (7-15)

From equation (7-15), the influence o f  the amplitude and the phase o f  the channel on the 

detected bit is clear. It can be seen, that the received data bit is weighted by the total number o f  

sub-carriers A  and the attenuation and argument o f  the discrete-time channel transfer function at 

sub-carrier i. Another approximation o f  the channel is a linear frequency dependence on the 

magnitude and phase o f  the channel around frequency/ , .  In this case, the transfer function o f  the 

channel is approximated by [7]:
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H ( f )  = [H„ + a ( f  -  f n j y l " ' * 2"*-1l / ~/ - ll (7‘ ' 6)

where H„= \ H(fJ \ , CH(fn) and an is the slope o f  the magnitude o f  the transfer function o f  

the channel at frequency f n,

a „  =
d f

r-r. (7- 17>

and tgn is the group delay o f  the channel at frequency f„

(7-18)t 1 d ZH( f )

C onsidering the pulse p(t) with unit amplitude in the interval (0,7),) and by convolution o f  the 

multicarrier signal o f  dne'2jf'"p(t) with the impulse response o f  the channel (i.e. the inverse 

Fourier transform o f  equation (7-16)), it is shown in [7] that the resultant signal is:

y(t) = Re[dHeJ2* 't p(t)* A(/)l

x a  d , (7"19>
= d nH n c°s(2nfnt + <{>„ )p(t -  tgmj + sin(2nfnt + <t>n ) — p(t ~ *gn)

It is seen that due to the effect o f  the channel, the /?th carrier is m odified by the amplitude and 

phase o f  the channel as w ell as the group delay, tgn. The second term in equation (7 -19) shows 

the distortion w hich is due to variations o f  H(f) and is a potential source o f  inter-channel 

interference. In [7] it is shown that if  Tb is large enough, depending on Ts and the maximum  

range value o f  there exists a time Tg such that for the time interval -Tg <t <Tb:

j t /> ( '- '* . )= °  (7-2°)

and the effect o f  inter-channel interference can be suppressed. This is similar to the guard 

interval in the fading channel which is discussed in the next section.

7.7 Guard-Band Interval Analysis

The use o f  guard intervals maintains the orthogonality between OFDM sym bols, preventing 

interference betw een successive blocks and this allow s the channel fading on each sub-carrier to
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be view ed as independent. The addition o f  the guard interval is normally performed in the time- 

domain, as shown in figure (7-9).

i s  ; 6

4------------------------------------ M------►

Figure 7-9. Guard-band (cyclic extension) insertion

It can be seen that the cyclic  extension is an identical copy o f  A sym bols, where Tg=ATs, from 

the end (or front) o f  the OFDM block sym bol, o f  length N, and is inserted at the front (or end, 

respectively) between successive blocks. This ensures that the orthogonality between successive  

OFDM  sym bols remains, and hence suppresses the degradation caused by ISI. Nevertheless, 

multipath distortion in the channel will inevitably introduce interference between individual 

sub-carriers, and therefore inter-carrier interference (ICI) still remains a problem.

The use o f  a tim e guard-interval w ill only reduce ISI if the guard-interval is longer than the 

maximum delay spread o f  the channel. If the time-guard band is shorter than the maximum  

delay spread, the orthogonality conditions between the sub-carriers do not hold anymore. This 

introduces tw o main interfering terms: one is produced through the echo o f  the preceding block 

and the second is due to the loss o f  orthogonality in the remaining part o f  the integration 

interval. The second interfering term is still present even in system s with a guard-interval 

longer than the maximum delay spread since the multipath fading will still affect individual sub

carriers. This causes distortion within the same sub-carrier (ICI). If the channel impulse 

response is perfectly known the level o f  ICI can be reduced by using efficient equalising 

techniques. In practice, the insertion o f  known period sequences enables the receiver to track 

slow ly fading channel variations produced by the vehicle m ovem ent to estimate the channel 

coefficients. In the follow ing, the analysis o f  the effect o f  multipath fading on the performance 

o f  an OFDM  system  with time guard-interval by Viterbo and Fazel [12] is applied to the case 

where the system also has high-rate convolutional and low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding 

in an OFDM  system .
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The addition of a guard-interval, Tg, gives a new total block duration of:

Tb = Tb + Tg (7-21)

The generation of the N  orthogonal sub-carriers and the multiplexing of the N  parallel low-rate 

data channels onto these carriers is assumed to be carried out via the inverse Fast Fourier 

Transform (IFFT). The orthogonal basis functions now apply over the new total block duration:

eJ2¥n‘ - T < t < T h
* H o  otherwise (?' 22)

The time-domain transmitted OFDM signal at the IFFT output is thus given by:

00 N-l
m = Y L d< Jn (t-iT „ ')  (7-23)

;'=-oon=0

where din is the data sequence being transmitted on the w-th sub-carrier in the /-th block.

At the receiver, the FFT is performed on the samples of the received signal to demultiplex it. 

This is performed over the block duration Tb for each sub-carrier n = 0,1 ... AM, on the /-th 

block by neglecting the first Tg seconds of the received block:

‘ ° r (7-24)•fl *K

= i f  .dtT1 b 0

The interference environment of a typical mobile multipath fading channel can often lead to 

severe degradation of the bit-error rate performance. If we consider a simple two path fading 

model as:

y{t) = x(t) + AeK6+2,fD,)x(t -  r) (7-25)

where r  is the delay,/b the Doppler frequency, 0 the phase rotation and A the attenuation, then 

the output of the «-th sub-carrier for the /-th block can be written as two terms:
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Zi,n =  v,,M +  wit„ (7-26)

where v; „ is the term due to the direct path and the term wi n represents the interfering term due 

to the echoes of the preceding blocks. Depending on the length of the guard-interval, this 

interfering term may be minimised to yield only the reflected echoes of the channel:

W/f#| =  A e J ^ o i V ) e - j 2^ r Vin (7-27)

In this case, the orthogonality conditions are satisfied and the subsequent attenuation and phase 

effects on the wanted symbols v,„ may be cancelled out through efficient equalisation strategies. 

If the guard time-interval is less than the maximum delay spread on the channel, further 

distortion effects take place in the interfering term:

wl/t =  Ae
fj-i N-l

Ar=0 *=0
(7-28)

where X^n and determine the level of dependence between the sub-channel fading effects 

on the N  carriers. These have been found to be given as [12]:

U x - T J2m(Tb'-z)/Tb for k = n

fj^2k(Tb'-r)/Tb+{k-n)(T-Tg)/Tb\ ri)(r Tg) / Tb
(7-29)

n{k -  n)

and,

Z - t + T
-j2>rmlTb

Tb j
for k = n

_ ̂ - 2 k z l T b+(k-nXT-Tg)ITb\ Sin[̂ ~(̂  nX T
7t{k -  n)

(7-30)

For the multipath channel model considered here, the received signal is given as:

% v 1>+ £  % v a +  i i % v , u  for/i=0...N-l
V L  k=0,k*n V L  l= o V ^

(7-31)
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where,

K n =
te\ri>Tg)

Mk,n= f o r k * n
re{ ~ r«)

M „ =  2 > , e ' 2* r + (7-32)
r6{r/-?«} re{r/>r«}

and the channel coefficients for each reflected path are given by Hl = eAd‘+2’*Di'T>') .

If the channel is assumed to be slowly varying, Hi will also be slowly varying from one block 

integration interval to the next. Since the guard time interval does not sufficiently eliminate the 

effects of inter-block interference the information symbols can no longer be easily extracted 

from z,> This interference results in both ICI and ISI. Finally, we can obtain the ratio of the 

signal power to interference power at the output of each sub-channel as:

EN- l  

k=k=0,k*n +
n = 0 ... N-l (7-33)

Figure (7-10) shows the relationship between the C/I ratio of each sub-carrier and the length of 

the guard-band relative to the total block length. As expected, as the guard-band approaches the 

maximum delay spread, the C/I ratio increases towards infinity.

25 . .

20 . .

10 . .

0 2 6 8 104
% of block length

Figure 7-10. C/I ratio improvement for increase in time-guard band length
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The total bit-error rate (BER) is the average of the BER in each channel. The BER using QPSK 

modulation can be expressed as:

i  N - 1

B E R * - ^
v v  n=0 J ,

(7-34)

Equation (7-34) gives a final estimate of the OFDM performance in the noiseless fading channel 

by effectively averaging out the BER in each sub-channel from the carrier-to-interference levels 

for each carrier.

-0.5

f f  -15  
m -2
O)
o  -2.5

-3.5

0 2 6 8 104
% of block length

Figure 7-11. Effect of time-guard length on irreducible BER

Figure (7-11) shows the variation in irreducible BER for different time-guard intervals of an 

OFDM design operating at a carrier frequency of 1.6 GHz, 32 sub-carriers, a block length of 

160ps. The channel model is a 3-path fading model with one direct path (line-of-sight) and two 

reflected paths, one at a delay of lps and the second at 15ps. Note, how the residual BER drops 

extremely rapidly as the time-guard band approaches a level of 10% increase in bandwidth - the 

length of the maximum delay spread component.

7.7.1 Convolutional Coding Techniques

We now compare the performance of an OFDM system using conventional high-rate (R= 1/2, 

K= 5) convolutional coding and LROCC of rate R= 1/32 and constraint length K= 5. In chapter 4 

we showed that ordinary rate R= 1/2 convolutional codes can be upper-bounded on the bit-error 

probability through use of their generating function to weight error events by the number of bit

errors. This can be generalised as:
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BERk < Y , CJPJ
j = d /rr .

(7-35)

where Pj is the calculated bit-error probability (dependent on the channel) for a particular E /N 0 

and Cj are the coefficients determined through the generating function of particular code in 

question.

The performance improvements of the OFDM system through the use of the convolutional 

coding featured earlier can be seen in figure (7-12). It is clear that coding will give a substantial 

resilience to guard intervals of shorter length than an uncoded system design. Of course, for 

relatively small lengths of guard interval, the fading effects will dominate the performance 

degradation and the coding gain will not be as large. As the length of the guard interval 

approaches its optimum value, a more significant coding gain can be seen.

o 
-2 

-4

2 “ .A ixi
m
o) -8 o

-10 

-12 

-14
0 2 4 6 8 10

% of block length

Figure 7-12. Improvement on irreducible BER through the use 
of convolutional coding

For LROCC codes the upper-bound is given in terms of constraint length K  codes and has been 

found to be:

iaa

\
m

%
-  -  -  Coded «

1
1

BER < K * ( i - K ) 2 
(1 - 2  wn + w f y

(7-36)

where,

W„ =  Q (7-37)
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A noise power of variance a„2 gives an additional AWGN term in the C/I ratio for all sub

carriers, and therefore is used to determine the performance of convolutional codes in multipath 

fading for different noise levels. We obtain the average BER for all N  sub-carriers, for a specific 

Et/N0, by averaging the bit-error probability over all sub-carriers:

j  N -1

B E R < J i ' Z BERr. (7-38)
M n-0

Figure (7-13) shows the performance of the OFDM system using conventional high-rate 

convolutional codes in the multipath fading environment detailed earlier with different guard- 

band interval lengths. It can be seen that the convolutional code has little performance benefits 

when the guard-band interval is short, but nevertheless, yields good performance bounds for 

high guard-band intervals. As expected [30-32], the use of LROC codes gives a slightly 

improved performance bound at low rates, hence the performance in figure (7-14) gives a better 

overall result.

average Eb/No (dB)

Figure 7-13. Performance of R=1/2 convolutional codes 
with different guard band lengths
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Figure 7-14. Performance of 12=1/32 LROC codes 
with different guard band lengths

7.8Asynchronous OFDM in a Fading Channel

In this section we study the behaviour of an asynchronous multi-carrier OFDM system when it 

is transmitted through a general multipath faded channel. In chapter 2 a model of the typical 

mobile communication channel was introduced in detail. Employing multicarrier modulation 

techniques for channels with impulse response h(t) gives the received signal r(t) as:

r(t) ~ s(t) * h{t) + n(t) (7-39)

where n(t) is AWGN with a spectral density height of NJ2. The first term of equation (7-39) is 

written as:

J(0 *A(0  = X i  X « / d lt( i> ŷ " (r"r,",r‘)+0'lp ( / - iT 6 - r / )  ,? 40)
1 = 0  n = 0  / = —co

where a\, Ti and 0/ are the amplitude, time of arrival and phase of the multipath components, 

respectively, and L is the number of multipath components of the impulse response of the 

channel. In the receiver, the recovery o f the data associated with the carrier^  is performed by 

taking the decision variable z* as:

Zk = \r(t)p (t)e -M ‘'.dt (7-41)
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which can be written as:

** = 1 1 Y ;^ k)'p { '- iTb - r , )/,(,).<*
1=0 11=0 /=—oo

Tk ,2k

Tb _y2f *

J«(0/>(0« r* dt

(7-42)

For BPSK signaling it becomes,

L-1 AM

z» = X Z a '
/=o «=o

^n ( - 0  Jcos[2^-(/„ - f k) t - ^ nl jdt  + dtt( 0 ) j c o ^ ( f „  - f k )t-<f>n l\.dt
0 r,

T„
+ ^n(t)cos(27ifkt).dt

o

where $,,/ = 2/z^r/- Q\. Equation (7-43) can be written as:

L - 1

/'
/=o

</* ( - 1) Jcos <f>nJ .dt + dk (0) J  cos <f> „ , . dt

N -\ L- 1

n = 0m*k 1=0

Tt

(7-43)

</„(-!) |cos[2^ ( /JI - f k ) t - 0 n,i \ &  + <fn(0) Jcos[2^(/,,
(7-44)

+ J «(0  cos 2 7ifkt.dt

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the receiver is matched to the first path of the 

multipath component, i.e. we assume r0=0 and 0o=0. Therefore,

z r = M t (o ) 7 i+ 2 > , d k ( - 1) J  cos „,. d t+d k (0) J c o s „,. dt
0 T>

T, T„
rf .(- l)Jco 42« ( / ll- / 4)t - # , i() .*  + rf,(0)Jcos[2a ( / 11

0 Tl

J/i(0  cos 2 7ifkt.dt

L- 1 N - 1

I  a<i
1=0 n=0,n*k 

Tk

+
0

(7-45)
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where d„(-l) and d„(0) indicate the previous and current symbols respectively, which are 

transmitted at the carrier f„. Equation (7-45) can be written as the following:

z<0) =a»dk(m  + 5 > I  { 4  ( - ! ) < *  + 4  « > ) * « }

+z  I «»K  h > [ ^ +y»'.‘ ]+d " + 11+%
/=0 n=0,n±k

where,

% = J « ( 0
f 27 tk

cod —  t
W i  ;

.d t

and,

X k , k  = c o s &k,lR k , k ( T l )  

X ln,k = c o s 0n , lR n , k (T l )

Y l»,k = s i n ^ B)// f ; , j t ( r / )

X*k,k ~ C0S&k,lR k , k ( T l )  

X h f  = c o s 0n , lR n , k (T t )

K k  =sin t n , kKk(* l )

and the partial cross correlations are given by [13]:

(7-46)

(7-47)

(7-48)

i

Rk , k W =  \ d t  = r 
0 
T„

Rk,k (r) = j d t  = Tb - T

R n , k { * )=  JcOS-
f„ M n~k) dt_ T sin[2^i»-^)r/rt ]

2x{n -  k)

T>
2 n ( n - k )

r 2x(n -  k )  sin\2n(n- k ) T / T b ]

* - " > ■  7  ̂ = ~r> 2^ / 1- A)"

n * k

n * k

n * k

n * k
(7-49)

From equation (7-46) it can be seen that the second term is due to intersymbol interference (ISI) 

caused by the multipath channel. The third term relates to the loss of orthogonality between 

subcarriers also due to multipath fading of the channel, which is termed the intercarrier or inter-
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channel interference (ICI). The last term is due to noise. Accordingly, equation (7-46) can be 

written as:

z f  = desired signal + ISI + ICI + noise

where,

L- 1

ISI = Y ,« i[d k( - \ ) x ‘kJl +<M 0)*m ] (7-51)
/=1

and,

/ c / = £  2 a 4 rf" (_1)K * +F” ‘ ] + ‘/ " (0)[ ^ ” * + ’>"'‘ ]} (7_52)
1=0 n=0,n*k

One of the features of the multicarrier technique is to cope with the frequency selectivity of the 

channel. This is achieved by consideration of the guard interval. In this case the impulse 

response of the receiving filter will have a rectangular shape but with duration of Tb ’-Tg and the 

distance between carriers (i.e. A f = f n+j - / „ )  will be 1/Tb\ By considering the guard period 

greater than the minimum excess delay of the propagation channel, the effect of ISI can be 

suppressed. However, by applying a guard period, due to the different durations for the 

transmitting and receiving filters, an optimal matched filter condition is not completely fulfilled, 

and a fraction of the transmitter power is sacrificed in order to avoid ISI. Besides, this reduces 

the bandwidth efficiency by a factor of 10log(l+Tg/Tb ’)  dB.

7.9 Error Probability

The error probability is calculated as the probability of the sampled signal being less than zero 

assuming a one has been transmitted, or,

p4 = P™*(4 0»<o|di  = i) (7_53)

Referring to equations (7-51) and (7-52) and by considering interference terms that comprise 

random path amplitudes, time of arrivals and phases of the multipath channel, and considering a 

large number of components, the decision variable can be approximated as a Gaussian random 

variable. With this assumption, the error probability is calculated as:
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P„ = Q
f(a0rt )2

42)
(7-54)

Referring to equation (7-50), the variance of z*(0) contains the variance of the ISI, ICI and noise 

terms. The variance of the ISI is calculated as (see Appendix C):

ISI

L - \

=E<v
1=0

— — T
T ? - T bT , + - t -

(7-55)

where cro/ is the expected value of a/ .  The variance of the ICI, as shown in Appendix D, is 

given as:

,2 L- 1 N - k - 1
2 _  

a  IC I ~ In ' /=0 t= -k,i*  0 (7-56)

The variance of the noise term is given as N0Tbl4. If we assume OFDM communication using 

7V=512 carriers with a total channel data throughput of 1.028 Mb/s, an equal gain and tap delay 

channel profile with L=4 paths and an average power of unity for all paths, the term in equation 

(7-55) has been found to reduces to a value of 4.92158xl0'7. Considering independent 

interference terms, the total variance of the interference is therefore calculated as:

/  V L - 1 7 ^ 2  L - 1 N - l l  AT r

4.92158x10-’ + - ^ £ < 1 - 4 ^  *
/=! In '

(7-57)
1=0

The bit-error probability as given by equation (7-54) is then averaged over the probability 

density function of the path amplitude a0. The performance of a multi-carrier OFDM system 

with N=512 carriers operating in a multipath Rayleigh faded channel and no time guard-band is 

shown in figure (7-15). At higher Ei/N0, the curve very soon reaches the irreducible BER which 

can only be reduced further through guard-time intervals, equalisation and coding strategies.
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Figure 7-15. Performance of asynchronous OFDM with N =512 sub-carriers 

7.10 OFDM Channel Estimation

A number o f  recent publications [ l 4 - 19] have focused on possible channel estimation strategies 

for multi-carrier D S-C D M A  designs, with a large interest devoted to efficient pilot tone 

estimation strategies. Particularly for multi-carrier system s, it is vital to provide a good estimate 

o f  the channel characteristics, with heavy em phasis on determining the optimum number o f  sub

carriers, pilot tones and their spacing patterns.

Pilot-based approaches are w idely used to estimate the channel properties and to correct the 

received signal. Som e methods have been developed under the assumption o f  a slow  fading 

channel, where the channel transfer function for the previous OFDM  data block is used as the 

transfer function for the present data block.

In practice, a wideband radio channel is time-variant, frequency-selective and noisy. The 

estimation o f  its transfer function becom es rather difficult. First, the slow  fading assumption 

does not alw ays hold. Thus the transfer function might have significant changes even over 

adjacent OFDM  data blocks. Therefore, it is preferable to estimate the channel based on the 

pilot signals in each OFDM  data block. Secondly, the pilot signals are also corrupted by ICI, 

due to the fast variation o f  the m obile channel. In addition, AW GN always exists. ICI and 

A W G N com ponents in the received pilot signals strongly affect the accuracy o f  the estimation.

The method em ployed in this work is based on estimating the channel characteristics through 

the insertion o f  known pilot sym bols at the input to the IFFT in the transmitter, periodically
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spaced over the entire bandwidth. A  com b-type sub-carrier arrangement is adopted. The 

different types o f  pilot-tone spacing that may be em ployed are shown in figure (7-16):

1. Pattern (a) measures all sub-carriers at the same tim e in stepped tim e intervals, as in broad

band single carrier system s, and interpolates the estimated values on successive time- 

intervals by comparing the results with the previous channel measurement

2. Pattern (b) is a com b-type method w hich measures the sub-carriers in increasing order, one 

at a time.

3. Pattern (c) measures every 4th sub-carrier and makes an estimate o f  the channel through 

interpolation. This method measures the assigned pilot tones at the same time.

4. Pattern (d) measures the channel in a two-dim ensional com b-type pattern, with equidistant 

spacings in the time and frequency domain. This is one o f  the most efficient methods, and 

requires 2-D  W iener filtering to estimate the channel transfer function.

5. Pattern (e) uses pilot sym bol locations that are shifted one step in frequency at each pilot 

interval and interpolates the estimates between values in frequency and time.

6. Pattern (f) has a constant channel estimation in tim e at one particular sub-carrier and probes 

the adjacent sub-carriers in increasing order at every time interval. It therefore enables the 

system  to measure the fading on each consecutive sub-carrier relative to the base pilot tone 

and interpolates between values.

Figure 7-16. Examples of possible pilot patterns for OFDM channel estimation

The channel estimation technique em ployed in this thesis is based on pattern (c), since the 

channel is fast time-varying and requires accurate channel estimates in the frequency domain.
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Interpolating between 4 sub-carriers has been shown to give adequate performance in fast 

fading channels. The key points to this channel parameter estimation technique are as follows:

1. The ICI and AWGN in the pilot sub-carriers are reduced by lowpass filtering in a transform 

domain.

2. The passband of the filter is determined dynamically from the received pilot signals

3. The channel transfer function for all the sub-carriers is obtained by the high-resolution

interpolation realised by zero padding and DFT/IDFT

This method is applicable to all linear modulation OFDM systems.

The total N  sub-carriers of the OFDM system are arranged as follows. Adjacent T (T « N )  sub

carriers are grouped together, without overlapping between adjacent groups. In each group, the 

first sub-carrier is used to transmit the pilot signal and thus is called the pilot sub-carrier. The 

rest of the sub-carriers bear information data and thus are called information sub-carriers. 

Therefore, there are total M=N/T pilot sub-carriers and T-M  information sub-carriers. The 

variable n = [0,1,...,AM] denotes the index in the discrete time domain and k  = [0,1,...JV-l] 

denotes the index in the discrete frequency domain, k  is further expressed as k=mT+l with 

integers / = [0,1,...,7-1] and m = [0,1,...,M-1]. Assuming that all the pilot signals have an equal 

complex value c, the OFDM signal modulated on the Ath sub-carrier can be expressed as:

, c 1 = 0
X(k) = X(m T + l) = \ ,

[data / = !,...,7-1 (7_58)

The corresponding time-domain signal is the obtained via the IFFT.

The effects of the channel on the transmitted sequence s* may be expressed as the convolution 

of the channel impulse response, that is:

( 7 ' 5 9 )

This convolution process may be regarded as an equivalent frequency domain multiplication of 

the transmitted signal spectrum with the channel frequency response via the Fourier domain 

equivalence. Denoting H(k) as the FFT of the baseband low-pass equivalent channel transfer 

function /?*, the received frequency-domain OFDM signal at the output of the FFT in the 

receiver can then be expressed as:

Y(k)=X(k)H(k) + I(k) + W(k)
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where H(k) is the channel transfer function at the Ath subcarrier, I(k) is the ICI component in the 

received signal and W{k) represents the Fourier transform of the AWGN component. The 

channel estimation method based on pilot signals and transform-domain processing is depicted 

in figure (7-17).

Frequency Domain j Transform Domain

N-ppint

IDh1
Zero

Padding

Decimation & 

Normalisation

Lowpass

Filtering

Figure 7-17. Channel estimation approach

By down-sampling T: 1 the received sequence the samples at pilot subcarriers are picked up and 

a sequence of length M  is obtained. Normalising this sequence to the pilot signal value c gives 

the noisy channel transfer function H ^m )  which is identical to the rough estimate HN(m), that 

is:

H M(m) = H M(m) + [lM(m) + WM (m)] / c ?̂ 6  j ̂

Since the ICI and AWGN in time-domain are zero mean random processes, it can be derived

[14] that the noise component [I}Jjn)+ WfJjn)]lc is a random process with zero mean and 

Gaussian distribution.

The variation of the actual transfer function H ^m )  is very slow with respect to the pilot 

subcarrier index m , while the noise component changes very fast. Therefore they are separable. 

The key is to use a relevant strategy.

Considering that the channel parameters are unknown and changing from time to time, it is 

difficult to reduce the noise component in the frequency domain by normal curve-fitting 

algorithms based on fixed low-order polynomial assumptions. On the contrary, a low-pass 

filtering strategy in a transform domain is straightforward and feasible. We define the transform 

domain so that any sequence in this domain is the DFT of its counterpart in the frequency 

domain. Therefore, a sequence in the transform domain is the ‘spectral sequence’ of its
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counterpart in the frequency domain. The argument p  in the transform domain can be view ed as 

the ‘frequency’ w hich reflects the variation speed o f  a frequency domain function.

:= 1.5a 
E <

i

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Dom ain index, p

Figure 7-18. Transform domain representation of GM(p) 

The transform dom ain representation o f  H ^m )  is then:

M-1
Gw (p)=  ^ t f w(m)exp[ ~ j ^ mP

m=0 v M  '  (7-62)

w herep  is the transform-domain index andp  =  [0 ,1 ,... ,M -l]. A s expected, the Signal com ponent 

in GjJip) is located at the lower ‘frequency’ while the noise com ponent is spread over the whole  

‘frequency’ region, as shown in figure (7-18). The low-pass filtering can be realised sim ply by 

setting the sam ples in the ‘high frequency’ region to zero, that is:

g m '(p ) =
G m ( p ), 0 < p < p c

0 otherwise (7-63)

where p c is the ‘cu t-o ff frequency’ o f  the filter in the transform domain. This cu t-off frequency 

is determined by selecting the first 95% o f  the signals’ energy in the transform domain. Since 

the channel is s low ly  varying, its transfer function can be view ed as the sum o f  several 

sinusoidal functions with respect to k. However, the number and the ‘frequencies’ o f  the 

sinusoids vary due to the changes in the m obile radio channel. To avoid the model mismatch 

problem, w e do not transform G ^ip )  back to the frequency domain and then perform 

interpolation. Instead, a high-resolution interpolation approach based on zero-padding and 

DFT/IDFT is used [17].
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First, the M -sam ple transform domain sequence Gm (p ) is extended to an A -sam ple sequence  

GN\ q ) by padding with N -M zero sam ples at the ‘high frequency’ region, giving:

^  Q - Q - P c
[ 0  P c < R < H - P c (7-64)

This A-sam ple sequence is the Fourier transform o f  the desired estimate o f  the channel transfer 

function. By performing an Appoint IDFT, the estimated transfer function, with its lower noise 

levels is obtained.

This approach provides an accurate estimate because no assumption o f  the signal variation 

speed is made, thus there is no model mismatch problem; and all the desired ‘frequency’ 

com ponents in the transform domain are reserved and transformed to the frequency domain.

Channel estimate 

. Actual channel

E

0.5

51 101 151 201 251 301 351 401 451 501

sub-carrier, k

Figure 7-19. Performance of noisy channel estimation at Eb/No= lOdB and cut
off at p c= 10 (interpolation between 4 sub-carriers)

The performance o f  this technique in a frequency selective bad urban C O ST-207 channel model 

with Doppler o f  300FIz can be seen in figure (7-19). Flere the signal-to-noise ratio was set to 10 

dB and the cu t-off point was at p c= 10. The OFDM  signal comprised o f  512 carriers, with 25%  

used for channel estimation and linear interpolation between 4 sub-carriers. The performance o f  

a typical multi-user basestation downlink using OFDM  and CDM A with noisy channel 

estimation and perfect channel estimation is compared in figure (7-20).
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Figure 7-20. Performance degradation of a MC-CDMA system due to noisy
channel estimation

It can be seen that the degradation in performance is typically about 4dB if  the channel 

parameters are estimated under the influence o f  Gaussian noise. A more enhanced description o f  

the sim ulation results is given in chapter 9, where the system is compared with different 

equaliser structures and multi-user interference cancellation techniques.

7.11 Summary

OFDM  techniques offer a considerable resistance to channels dominated by frequency selective  

fading by effectively  spreading the fading over many sym bols, very much like a spread- 

spectrum system . In fact, OFDM  techniques are comparable to spread-spectrum system s in 

many w ays. I f  the channel has a high delay spread and the user requires high data rates, it 

becom es preferable to use multi-carrier instead o f  single-carrier techniques. U sing densely  

spaced overlapping sub-carriers also elim inates the requirement for steep bandpass filters as in 

FDM A system s.

U sing densely spaced sub-carriers with overlapping spectra in OFDM  system s abandons the use 

o f  steep band-pass filters to detect each sub-carrier as used in FDM A schem es. Increasing the 

number o f  sub-carriers provides greater resilience to multipath fading in the frequency-domain  

and effectively  randomises burst errors caused by fading or impulse interference. Instead o f
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several adjacent symbols being completely destroyed, many symbols are now slightly distorted. 

There is a fundamental limit, however, to the number of sub-carriers that may be employed.

As the number of sub-carriers is increased, the spacing between each sub-carrier is decreased 

and consequently the Doppler spread of the channel effects the performance. The maximum 

number of sub-carriers is therefore dependent on the time-selectivity of the channel, but this 

degradation can be reduced through more sophisticated coding, equalisation, combining and 

interleaving strategies. The use of time-guard bands to maintain orthogonality between OFDM 

symbols is, of course, indispensable for multi-carrier systems.

A theoretical treatment has shown the importance of using guard-bands and the level of 

irreducible BER and C/I ratio with different guard-interval lengths. Even with adequate coding, 

the performance degradation is still severe in frequency-selective faded channels. The bit-error 

rate performance for an asynchronous OFDM system has been analysed in a multipath channel 

with 4 paths. It has been shown that uncoded multi-carrier schemes are not as sensitive to 

increases in the number of paths as single-carrier systems. This, again, is due to the inherent 

frequency diversity of multi-carrier systems, giving a more robust feature in multipath channels.

To maintain a coherent link for modulation techniques such as BPSK or QPSK requires accurate 

knowledge of the phase and amplitude statistics of the channel. This can only be achieved by 

employing a small overhead of known sequences for channel sounding. A more advanced and 

sophisticated method has been introduced in this chapter.

The basic principle of pilot-symbol-aided channel estimation is to multiplex training symbols 

known to the receiver into the data stream. Hence the receiver is able to estimate the channel at 

any time, given the observations at the pilot locations, assuming the sampling time is sufficient 

with respect to the channel bandwidth. A good 1-D channel parameter estimation procedure has 

been introduced and has shown to give a reasonably good estimate of the true channel transfer 

function. When the channel is probed simultaneously in both time and frequency domains, the 

overhead of pilot symbols can be reduced significantly. Presently, state of the art is filtering 

with two cascaded orthogonal 1-D filters, referred to as 2 X 1-D filtering [18]. With higher order 

estimation procedures such as 2-D Wiener filtering the 25% pilot tone overhead can be reduced 

by a factor greater than 4 through time-domain and frequency-domain interpolation, rather than 

ffequency-domain interpolation alone.
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8.1 Introduction

To operate future-generation multimedia communications systems, high data rate transmission 

needs to be guaranteed with a high quality o f  service. For instance, the third generation cellular 

mobile systems should offer a high data rate up to 2 Mbit/s for video, audio, speech and data 

transmission [1]. In addition, the important challenge for these cellular systems will be the 

choice o f  an appropriate multiple access scheme. These trends motivated many researchers to 

look for multiple access systems that offer a high spectral efficiency.

Spread spectrum techniques originating from military applications may partly fulfill the above 

requirements. DS-CDM A relies on spreading the data stream using an assigned spreading code 

for each user in the time domain. The capability o f  minimising multiple access interference 

(MAI) is given by the cross-correlation properties o f  the spreading codes. It is known that 

without coding or diversity the performance o f  DS-CDMA degrades rapidly when the number 

o f users increases. In the multipath propagation environment, the capability o f  distinguishing 

one multipath component from others in the composite received signal is offered by the 

correlation properties o f  the spreading codes [2]. Therefore the RAKE receiver may contain 

multiple correlators, each matched to a different resolvable path in the received composite 

signal [1]. The performance o f  a DS-CDMA system will depend strongly on the number o f  

active users, the channel characteristics and on the number o f  arms employed in the RAKE, as 

shown earlier. A  RAKE receiver can be utilised to achieve path diversity, but it must, however, 

continuously estimate the relative delay o f  each path and, if  maximal-ratio combining is used, 

the gain o f  each path must also be estimated. Significant signal processing is needed, especially 

with the existence o f  other users’ multipath interference.

Self- and multiple access interference (MAI), which results from the imperfect auto- and cross- 

correlation properties o f  the spreading codes, limit the system capacity. Therefore, it is often 

very difficult for a DS-CDMA receiver to make full use o f  the received signal energy scattered 

in the time domain and hence handle a full load [2].

Another problem occurs in high data rate applications where the channel delay spread exceeds 

the symbol duration. DS-CDMA signals have a wide bandwidth and may be subject to 

frequency selective multipath fading. In this case, the conventional DS-CDMA system is subject 

to severe intersymbol interference (ISI) and is practically not usable. However, in DS-CDMA, 

even if  the data rate is low and ISI is negligible, multipath fading causes severe degradation due 

to inter-chip-interference. A technique o f  reducing the symbol rate is essential in this case.
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On the other hand, multi-carrier transmission techniques have recently been receiving wide 

interest for high data rate applications. Multi-carrier systems help to reduce the effect o f  ISI and 

adapt to channel conditions. In addition, these systems provide a robust link over frequency 

selective fading channels and have the additional capability o f  narrow-band interference 

rejection. The use o f  multi-carrier modulation techniques transforms the equalisation problem 

into the frequency domain and considerably reduces the complexity o f  the signal processing 

stages in the receiver.

The advantages and success o f  multi-carrier (MC) modulation and spread spectrum (SS) 

techniques have motivated many researchers to investigate the suitability o f  the combination o f  

MCM with SS, known as multi-carrier spread-spectrum (MC-SS) for cellular systems. This 

combination, introduced in 1993 as a multiple access scheme, will allow the benefits o f  both 

schemes to be combined: higher flexibility, higher spectral efficiency, simpler detection 

techniques, narrow band interference rejection capability, etc. Different multiple access 

concepts based on the combination o f  MC modulation with DS-CDMA for mobile and wireless 

indoor communications have been introduced during late 1993 [9-16]. The main differences 

between them are in the spreading, frequency mapping and the detection strategy. It is expected 

that by proper choice o f  modulation parameters, such as the number o f  chips, number o f  

carriers, the sequence structure, etc. MC-SS systems can combine the advantages o f  both 

techniques.

8.2 Current System Proposals

A number o f multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC-CDMA) systems haw  been proposed [9-21]. The 

most prominent MC-CDMA systems to h*ve been put forward are based on the designs o f  

Kondo and Milstein[14], Sourour and Nakagawa[10], Sousa[13], F a ze lfll] and 

Vandendorpe[15]. In the following, the three different multi-carrier CDMA concepts introduced 

in 1993 will be examined. A  detailed description covering these and further concepts is given in

[18], which are summarised below.

The very first multi-carrier DS-CDMA concepts were based on providing a spreading sequence 

or code before multiplexing the combined signal onto N  sub-carriers. This concept is known as 

MC-CDMA, and is based on a serial concatenation o f DS spreading with MC modulation 

[9,11,12,16]. The high-rate DS spread data stream is MC modulated in such a way that the chips 

o f a spread data symbol are transmitted in parallel on each sub-carrier, as seen in figure (8-1).
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Here, the data d{t) o f  the rth user is spread by the sequence c,(t) and consequently modulated by 

orthogonal basis functions at frequencies fo, f t ,  ... / n-i - A s  for DS-CDMA, a user occupies the 

total bandwidth for the transmission o f a single data symbol. The separation o f  the user’s signals 

is performed in the code domain. The two main concepts are either to employ one data bit, 

multiplexed over all sub-carriers (termed frequency-domain spreading MC-CDMA, or Concept 

I), or spread the individual data bit over each sub-carrier using the same spreading code for each 

sub-channel (termed time-domain spreading MC-DS-CDMA, treated later in Concept II). In 

both schemes, when setting the number o f  sub-carriers to be one, they become equivalent to a 

normal single-carrier DS-CDMA scheme. In Concept I, the receiver uses all the received signal 

energy scattered in the frequency domain. Hence this approach has an additional degree o f  

freedom compared to DS-CDMA systems because the mapping onto the frequency domain 

allows simple methods o f  signal detection in the frequency domain to be used. This concept 

was proposed in conjunction with OFDM for optimum use o f  the available bandwidth. 

However, through a frequency selective fading channel, the sub-carriers may have different 

amplitude levels and different phase shifts, and this results in the loss o f  orthogonality between 

users. It is therefore crucial for such multi-carrier designs to be used in conditions o f  frequency 

non-selective fading over each sub-carrier. The realisation o f  this concept also implies a guard 

time between adjacent OFDM symbols to prevent ISI [11,12], or to assume that the symbol 

duration is significantly larger than the time dispersion o f  the channel [9]. Thus the number o f  

sub-carriers, N, has to be chosen sufficiently large to guarantee frequency non-selective fading 

on each sub-carrier. The application o f  orthogonal codes, such as Walsh-Hadamard codes for a 

synchronous system, e.g. the downlink o f  a cellular system, guarantees the absence o f  multiple 

access interference (MAI) in an ideal channel and minimum MAI in a fading channel [11,12]. 

The detection techniques that have been investigated with this system are based on equal-gain 

combining, zero forcing equalisation, maximum ratio combining, minimum mean square error 

equalisation, iterative detection, maximum likelihood detection and interference cancellation.
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Figure 8-1. MC-CDMA transmitter design and the output frequency
spectrum

Alternatively, if  the original symbol rate is high enough to become subject to frequency 

selective fading, the signal needs to be converted into parallel sub-channels before spreading 

over the frequency domain. This forms the basis o f  Concept II and Concept III o f the 

combination o f  MCM with SS, and is based on first converting the data stream into parallel low  

rate sub-streams before applying DS spreading on each sub-stream, in the time domain, and then 

consequently modulating onto each sub-carrier [13-15].

Concept II, known as MC-DS-CDMA, modulates the sub-streams on sub-carriers with a carrier 

spacing proportional to the inverse o f  the chip rate and can be seen in figure (8-2). This will 

guarantee the orthogonality between the spectrums o f  the sub-streams [13,14]. If the spreading 

code length is smaller or equal to the number o f  sub-carriers N, a single data symbol is not 

spread in the frequency domain but in the time domain. Spread spectrum is obtained by 

modulating N  data symbols spread in time on parallel sub-carriers. This concept o f  using large 

numbers o f  sub-carriers benefits from time diversity. However, due to the frequency non- 

selective fading per sub-channel achieved through MC modulation, frequency diversity could 

only be exploited if  channel coding with interleaving or sub-carrier hopping is employed, or if  

the same information is transmitted parallel on several sub-carriers. Indeed, copying the 

resulting spread sequence on each sub-stream may efficiently exploit the frequency diversity o f  

the MC system. However, this approach is equivalent to a repetition coding that reduces the data 

rate by a factor N. Furthermore, the sub-carrier spacing might be chosen to be larger than the 

inverse chip rate to give higher frequency diversity to the system [14]. This concept was 

investigated for an asynchronous uplink scenario. For data detection, N  coherent (non-RAKE) 

receivers might be used.
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Figure 8-2. MC-DS-CDMA transmitter design and the output frequency spectrum

The MC-DS-CDMA concept based on the system proposed by Sourour et al [10] utilises a small 

number o f  carriers to solve both the ISI and inter-carrier interference (ICI) problems. Here, the 

initial data stream is serial to parallel converted to a number o f  lower rate streams and each 

stream feeds a number o f  parallel streams with the same rate. On each o f  the latter streams, bits 

are interleaved and spread by a PN code o f  a suitable chip rate. Then, these streams modulate 

orthogonal carriers with successively overlapping bandwidths. Consequently the processing 

gain is increased and frequency/time diversity is achieved through independent sub-carriers. The 

disadvantages o f  this design is the inherent need to provide sufficient interleaving and the need 

for a large number o f  carriers to resolve the multipath in the channel. With sufficient number o f  

carriers, the condition o f  single path fading for each carrier can be achieved. O f course, the 

signals whose spectra overlap will be subject to correlated fading.

The system proposed by Sousa et al [13] considers an orthogonal MC-SS system with an 

optimal sequence set based on the Sylvester-type Hadamard matrices (Walsh functions) to 

provide an improvement over Hadamard orthogonal sequences. This design also introduces the 

idea o f  non-rectangular pulse shaping in the transmitter to minimise the cross-interference and 

multiple-access interference in the case o f  quasi-synchronous operation. It has been shown to 

give better performance than raised cosine pulses at the cost o f  higher excess bandwidths. 

Nevertheless, such schemes can provide an alternative solution to asynchronous designs using 

sophisticated interference cancellation techniques.
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Concept III, shown in figure (8-3), is known as multi-tone-CDMA (MT-CDMA) and applies the 

same data mapping and spreading as concept II. However, its sub-carrier spacing is by a factor 

N  smaller than the inverse o f  the chip rate [15]. Thus, the N  parallel converted data symbols 

before DS-spreading fulfill the orthogonality requirements. However, after DS spreading per 

sub-carrier the orthogonality condition is not kept up, hence it results in ICI. On the other hand, 

the tight sub-carrier spacing enables the use o f  spreading codes that are approximately N  times 

longer than the spreading code o f  a DS-CDMA system. The disadvantage o f  the multi-tone 

based approach is that it suffers ICI, while the capability to use longer spreading codes results in 

the reduction o f  the self-interference and multiple access interference. In a channel where this 

improvement is dominant, the multi-tone based approach can outperform the DS-CDMA  

scheme and therefore, at the expense o f  higher ICI, can supply more users than a single carrier 

spread-spectrum system [15]. Since each sub-channel might be affected by frequency selective 

fading, RAKE receivers or more complex multi-user detectors are required [15]. This concept 

was also investigated for the asynchronous uplink case.

Ci(t) T] n time

Ci(t)

cf3

frequinCi(t)

time

S/P

Ci(t)

time

Figure 8-3. MT-CDMA transmitter design and the output frequency spectrum

Since 1993, the above main three concepts have been deeply studied, and new alternative 

solutions have been proposed. An overview o f  the research activity in this new field shows that 

a multitude o f  activities was addressed to develop these three concepts and to derive appropriate 

detection strategies [17,18]. A  performance comparison between these concepts through 

software simulations is given in [18].
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However, there is still a lot room for answering open questions and implementing novel 

solutions in this new research topic. In particular, investigations on the implementation o f MC- 

SS systems for cellular mobile communications or other real applications have not been yet 

carried out sufficiently. These open questions cover the problem for the design o f  a suitable 

MC-SS scheme on both the up- and downlink. Some o f  the research so far has focused on 

simple coding and joint detection strategies, the design o f  powerful channel estimation and 

synchronisation techniques (especially for the uplink), cellular concepts (i.e. the design o f  

hierarchical cells such as macro, micro and pico cells), problems o f  non-linearities and low cost 

receiver design.

This thesis will attempt to cover some o f  the issues relating to multi-carrier DS-CDMA designs, 

with particular attention being paid to coding, detection strategies and channel estimation 

techniques. The first part o f  this chapter is devoted to coherent BPSK MC-CDMA with the 

second part focusing on non-coherent DPSK MC-CDMA aspects. This chapter covers only 

single-user strategies, whereas chapter 9 pays more attention to multi-access detection strategies 

on the up- and downlink o f  a cellular system. Both systems, nevertheless, are based on the first 

concept, termed MC-CDMA.

8.3 Coherent BPSK design

The MC-CDMA transmitter using coherent BPSK was shown in figure (8-1) and represents a 

system where the N  carriers are spaced in frequency by \/Tb, where Tb is the original data bit 

duration. Each branch o f  the parallel data stream is then multiplied by a chip from the spreading 

code o f  equal length N. Following the spreading function, the output is then modulated onto the 

A  carriers via a series o f  orthogonal basis functions such as the Fourier series.

To reduce the complexity o f  the transmitter and receiver, the bank o f mixers can be replaced by 

sampling the signal and using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT), respectively. This effectively implements a discrete inverse Fourier and 

discrete Fourier transform. The digital transmitter configuration can be viewed in figure (8-4).
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Figure 8-4. M C-CDM A transm itter using the IFFT

At the receiver, the M C-CDM A signal is sampled and serial to parallel converted before input to 

an Appoint FFT. The output o f  the FFT is then multiplied by the equaliser coefficien ts g,{n) and 

user specific spreading code Cj before being summed over the N  parallel branches. The equaliser 

coefficien ts can be estimated from the channel impulse response, which may be measured using 

the channel estimation methods discussed in chapter 7. An estimate o f  the data bit is then 

formed by threshold detection on the final stage o f  the receiver architecture.

X i ( n ) S/P F F T
N-point

* 8 > — H 0 — ►

& (0 )  Cj(0)

►

Ci(l)

S i ( k )

gi(N-l) C i ( N - l )

Figure 8-5. M C-CDM A receiver using the FFT

The coherent BPSK transmitter and receiver designs also incorporate coding and interleaving to 

achieve additional diversity and coding gain. The coding methods investigated in this thesis are 

restricted to conventional convolutional coding and low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding  

techniques.
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Figure 8-6. BER performance in L=4 path Rayleigh fading

The performance o f  the system featured above using MRC in a frequency selective Rayleigh  

faded channel as in chapter 2 is shown in figure (8-6). It can be seen that the M C -C D M A  BPSK  

receiver approaches the lower bound o f  a conventional D S-C D M A  R A KE receiver more closely  

than the simulated performance o f  a D S-C D M A  receiver in the same channel. The inherent 

frequency selectivity o f  the channel clearly has a more degrading effect on D S-C D M A  systems 

than M C-CDM A system s, with a performance improvement o f  at least 2 dB over D S-C D M A  

systems.

The coherent BPSK design featured here forms the basis o f  the proposed system  in chapter 9, 

where this design is incorporated into the uplink design o f  a multi-user system em ploying  

different detection strategies and interference cancellation. For the remainder o f  this chapter we 

w ill concentrate on non-coherent DPSK designs using multi-carrier modulation and spread- 

spectrum techniques.

8.4Non-Coherent DPSK design

The use o f  non-coherent DPSK modulation techniques alleviates the need for channel 

estimation techniques in the receiver and is therefore another potentially attractive proposal for
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future MC-CDMA designs. This method with convolutional coding techniques to spread and 

code the data is proposed in the following section.

The system proposed in this chapter uses non-coherent combining where the individual sub

carriers are equalised. This gives improved performance in multipath channels where the delay 

spread is large (i.e. small coherence bandwidth), and hence provides additional frequency 

diversity. This type o f  system is therefore only attractive to single-user channels where 

multipath fading is the dominant performance limitation. In multi-user channels it would be 

more attractive to use coherent methods or non-coherent DPSK over each data bit, but the 

overall performance for a single-user system using the latter method in multipath channels will 

be degraded [28]. For the foregoing reason, we are devoting the analysis in this chapter to non

coherent DPSK employing differential encoding/decoding on each sub-carrier.

In the methods proposed to date, each user’s data is spread by a unique PN sequence, in the 

usual way to DS-CDMA. The chips are then mapped into complex valued symbols prior to 

being serial/parallel converted into a vector o f  N  complex values. Interleaving o f  the chips can 

also be used with this type o f  system. In the base station, each user’s N  value vector is summed 

at this point. The resulting vector is then orthogonally modulated onto the carrier.

The LROCC coding method effectively expands the data by a factor 2K, where K  is the 

constraint length o f  the convolutional encoder, before being modulated on N=2K orthogonal 

parallel carriers. With perfect synchronisation and no multipath, this enables several 

simultaneous users in the cellular structure to be isolated from one another in the time domain 

and through the use o f  orthogonally spaced carriers provides isolated data streams in the 

frequency domain. With OFDM, it is possible to separate each fr"' bit-rate modulated carrier 

by as little as \/TSi where Ts is the period o f  the symbols, and still have no inter-symbol 

interference. Figures (8-7) and (8-8) show a m :>re detailed outline o f the proposed transmitter 

and receiver structure.
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Figure 8-7. Transmitter design using LROCC coding, differential encoding, interleaving
and OFDM modulation
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As the presence o f  multipath fading introduces amplitude and phase distortions on the signal, it 

is difficult to track the phase information without the use o f a pilot tone. Therefore, a non

coherent modulation technique such as differential PSK is introduced, where the phase 

information in the demodulator is derived from the previous symbol. As long as the phase 

distortion factor due to multipath is nearly constant or at least slowly varying over the symbol 

duration Ts, a square law detector may be used for non-coherent demodulation.

V .A
D e
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N point 
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Extract 
N Carriers

S/P

V

Figure 8-8. Receiver design employing DPSK demodulation on each FFT output

The theoretical performance o f  LROCC in Rayleigh faded channels has been analysed [23,24]. 

As this process involves a maximum likelihood detection scheme, such as the Viterbi algorithm, 

it is possible to use conventional theoretical performance evaluation techniques for high-rate 

convolutional codes to obtain an estimate for the upper-bound in Rayleigh faded channels.

Each data bit o f  duration 7* is first encoded in the LROCC coder where it is replaced with a 

corresponding chip sequence o f  length N , each chip having a duration Tc. The rate o f  the code is 

therefore R=l/N, where N=2K and K  is the constraint length o f  the convolutional encoder. The 

chip sequence y(n) is then converted into a parallel block o f N  chips and differentially encoded 

on each arm o f  the modulator. The input to the interleaver is then given as:

y(ri) = yin) ■ y(n -  N) n>N  (8-1)

Note that the delay term N  represents the delay introduced through the serial-to-parallel 

conversion in the transmitter block.

This sequence is then interleaved and after the IFFT is given as:
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JlmklN

k=0,l, ... N -l (8-2)

where At is an arbitrarily chosen interval and,

/„ = and tk=kAt 
Jn NAt

(8-3)

This parallel sequence, including a time guard band, is then converted into serial form and 

transmitted over the channel. It is assumed that the guard band is sufficiently larger than the 

channel impulse response to maintain independence o f  the OFDM blocks. The multipath nature

Thermal noise origins in the receiver will further produce AWGN. The DFT o f  the channel 

impulse response can be given as a complex channel fading sequence:

where p(n) is the Rayleigh distributed attenuation coefficient and <f)(n) represents the uniformly 

distributed phase distortion.

AWGN term due to thermal noise. The N  chips per block are extracted after the time guard band 

removal and then fed into the FFT algorithm, giving:

+ m  (g . 5)

= h(n)y(n) + p(n)

where p(n) is the complex Gaussian distributed noise term at the output o f  the FFT.

The sequence g'(n) at the output o f  the DPSK demodulator is given as: 

g'(n) = g(n) • g (n -l)

= [h(n)y(n) +p(n)] • [h*(n-l)y (n-l)+) (n-l)] (8-6)

o f  the fading channel will induce a phase and amplitude distortion on the original sequence.

h(n) = p { n y m (8-4)

The received signal will contain the frequency selective faded wanted signal and an additional

but,
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h(n) = p(n )ei<̂ nJ 

t i (n - l )  -  p* (n-l) (8-7)

Therefore,

g ’(n) =  p ( n ) ^ n) p*(n-l)e'Ĵ M'I)y(n)y*(n-l)+  

/u(n)p*(n-l)ej<t*n)y*(n-l)+  

p*(n-l)p(n)ei<̂ t')y(n) +  

p (n )p (n -l) (8-8)

For the ideal noiseless case p (n )= p (n -l)= 0  and,

g  ’(n) =  p (n )p (n -l)  e Ĵ ' ^ n'l̂ y(n)y* (n-l) 

= h (n )ti(n -l)y (n )y (n -l) (8-9)

where <f>(n)-(f>(n-l) is the phase difference. From equation (8-9), the mean value o f  g (n )  is 

independent o f  the carrier phase and the output sequence can be detected correctly. O f course, 

for non-zero values o f  fi(n) the reliability o f  detection becomes worse as the background noise 

level increases.

8.5Simulation Approach

The primary objective ia lO demonstrate whether MC-CDMA techniques can provide significant 

improvements in performance in multipath channels and to what degree convolutional coding 

techniques can help. The performance o f  low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes in AWGN 

and Rayleigh faded channels is well documented [23-26], and the work here is set to investigate 

i f  the fading on each sub-channel for multi-carrier systems can be regarded as independent, 

therefore yielding potential results that may closely approach the theoretical upper bounds o f  

chapter 6. It was shown in chapter 2 that the response o f  the mobile channel model can be 

attributed to several different mechanisms, including fast and slow fading, multipath and 

thermal noise. In CDMA communication systems the scenario is further complicated by the 

presence o f  multiple access interference (MAI). Therefore, the different systems investigated 

here have been studied in different channel models, with heavy emphasis on the effects o f  MAI 

and the performance o f  interference cancellation schemes in multipath faded channels.
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8.6System and Channel Configuration

The software has been written with a view to allowing simulation o f  a wide range o f  DS-CDMA  

systems. Table (8-1) shows the parameters o f  the uplink simulation employing multi-carrier 

modulation schemes on a non-coherent spread-spectrum design.

S y stem  P a ra m eters
modulation DPSK
carrier frequency 1.6 GHz
timing mode synchronous
coding LROCC (R =l/32, k=5)
randomising sequence Gold (31 chip + 1 chip)
data-rate 8 kb/s
number o f  sub-carriers 32
FFT length 32
guard interval length 4

Table 8-1. System parameters

Channel Model
model type tapped delay line 

(equal strength & delay)
time resolution >0.5 us
number o f  multipath 4,7
Doppler frequency 300 Hz

Table 8-2. Channel model

8.7Performance Results

The system design shown in fi™’re (8-7) and (8-8) was simulated for a single user over a flat- 

band and frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel using LROC coding with and without an 

interleaver. The interleaver was chosen to be large enough to make successive block 

transmissions independent in the prevailing fading environment, therefore enhancing the 

decoder performance in high interference and fading levels. In practice, interleaving o f  depth 

160 symbols was found to provide independent fading for each symbol and for the MC design it 

effectively provides interleaving in the frequency domain.

Figure (8-9) shows that the use o f interleaving also plays a major part in frequency non- 

selective (flat-band) Rayleigh fading. Interleaving can improve the performance by more than 

an order in magnitude in BER, and hence is o f  vital importance if  the fading is the limiting 

factor in performance. Even though the channel is frequency non-selective, the use o f  coding
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still requires considerable interleaving in the time-domain to enable burst errors to appear 

independent over tim e in groups o f  successive code sym bols. In frequency selective faded 

channels it is required to interleave the code sym bols in the frequency domain. This method is 

engaged in the fo llow ing simulations.

. »  . .  LROCC MC-CDMA 
(DPSK)-0.5

LROCC MC-CDMA 
(DPSK & interleaver)

Xu
x

- 2.5

- 3.5

18 20 22 24 26 2810 12 14 160 2 4 6 8

average Eb/No (dB)

Figure 8-9. LROCC M C-CDM A single user case in flat-band Rayleigh  
fading with and without interleaver

The total bandwidth expansion (spreading factor) was set to 32 for all simulations o f  the system  

(including code rate and PN sequence length, where each PN sequence was increased in length 

by a single chip inserted on the end o f  the sequence). The Rayleigh fading com ponent on each 

multipath signal in the frequency selective channel model was statistically independent for each 

path o f  the channel with a total mean signal power o f  unity. The number o f  distinct Rayleigh  

faded paths, L, at the receiver was set to 4 and 7 paths with a Doppler frequency o f //= 3 0 0 H z , 

corresponding to a vehicle speed o f  203km /h at a carrier frequency o f  1.6GHz. Figure (8-10) 

shows the performance for the uncoded and LROCC coded M C-CDM A design. Increasing the 

number o f  multipath com ponents in the channel from 1= 4 to 1= 7  can be seen to have little 

effect on the BER performance in a frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel, as the effective  

order o f  diversity for the multi-carrier design is very high (*32). Since the non-coherent 

differential equalisation and demodulation procedure is effectively  carried out in the frequency 

domain, the number o f  paths that can be resolved in the receiver is o f  a relatively high order, 

compared with a conventional D S-C D M A  RAKE receiver, as seen later.
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Figure 8-10. Uncoded M C-CDM A with 1 user using Gold codes v. LROCC M C -CDM A in
L-path frequency selective Rayleigh fading

N ext, a comparison is drawn between conventional single carrier D S-C D M A  designs using 

convolutional coding and RAKE receivers. The D S-C D M A  RAKE design uses conventional 

convolutional coding o f  rate R=M2, K= 5 to encode the data bits together with Gold codes o f  

length 15 to provide additional spreading in the transmitter.

o
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Figure 8-11. LROCC M C-CDM A v. single carrier DS-CDM A RAKE receiver 
for 1 user em ploying rate R= 1/2 convolutional coding and Gold codes

It can be seen that the M C-CDM A LROCC implementation show s considerable performance 

improvements at high signal-to-noise ratios (figure 8-11 and 8-12). N ote, that an increase in the
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number o f  multipath components in the channel has a much more dramatic effect on the BER 

performance o f  a DS-CDM A RAKE receiver than for MC-CDMA coded designs.

LROCC MC-CDMA (L=7) 

RAKE-CC (L=7)

-2 -

o>

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
avg. B)/No (dB)

Figure 8-12. Uncoded and coded MC-CDMA compared with conventional 
coded RAKE design in 4-path fading for 1 user using Gold codes

This is due to the fact that the non-coherent equalisation for the RAKE receiver is now 

performed in the time-domain, where the effects o f  Doppler and the high number o f  multipath 

components are much more difficult to resolve.

8.8 Summary

This chapter has proposed the use o f  multi-carrier modulation for conventional DS-CDMA  

applications with coding and interleaving in a multipath faded channel.

The three main concepts o f  multiplexing spread-spectrum systems with multi-carrier schemes 

have been introduced with an outline o f  the relative advantages and disadvantages. The MC- 

CDMA system that has been investigated in this chapter uses a relatively small set o f  sub- 

carriers that are spaced in frequency by the inverse o f  the bit duration. Hence, the sub-carriers 

are allowed to overlap and the received amplitudes and phases o f  adjacent sub-carriers are 

correlated. Through adequate coding and equalisation this effect can be reduced, and a fair 

comparison could be drawn between an equivalent single carrier DS-CDMA system and a 

multi-carrier scheme using the same bandwidth.
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A coherent BPSK MC-CDMA system was introduced with a performance comparison between 

the former system and a conventional DS-CDM A RAKE receiver using coherent detection and 

MRC. It could be seen that the MC-CDMA design approaches the lower bound on the BER 

performance much more closely than the DS-CDM A RAKE receiver. Coherent detection 

strategies, nevertheless, require knowledge about the channel statistics and are therefore not 

always the best choice for spectrally efficient systems. This calls upon the concept o f non

coherent detection strategies, such as DPSK, which have been analysed in more detail for MC- 

CDM A designs using coding and interleaving.

The use o f  LROCC coding in conjunction with DPSK MC-CDMA without interleaving has 

shown to perform relatively badly in a flat-band Rayleigh faded environment. If  interleaving is 

used, the coded system will improve in BER by an order o f magnitude. This might not be so 

obvious at first, since we are dealing with a fading signal that is constant in magnitude over the 

whole spectrum. Nevertheless, we require adequate interleaving over a number o f  consecutive 

data bits (i.e. a large number o f  chip sets o f  length N) to randomise the effects o f  the fading 

signal. This is particularly important for coded systems where w e seek to achieve random 

symbol errors. The effects o f  introducing interleaving are therefore to provide time diversity 

rather than frequency diversity in channels with high Doppler.

The use o f  LROCC strategies in MC-CDMA has shown to provide an extremely positive result 

in the overall coding gain achieved in multipath faded channels. A total coding gain o f  up to 

12dB has been achieved for BER=10'5, with little degradation in reduced levels o f  multipath.

It has also been shown that MC-CDMA techniques offer considerable improvement in 

performance over conventional time-domain RAKE receiver1' and in addition to higher-rate 

convolutional coding, LROCC coding with MC-CDMA can provide significant BER 

improvements. In a typical 7-path Rayleigh fading environment with Doppler o f  300 Hz the 

performance improvement using LROCC MC-CDMA rather than rate 1/2 convolutionally 

coded DS-CDMA can be up to 3dB.

MC-CDMA techniques are far more resistant to increased number o f  multipath components 

compared with conventional time-domain RAKE receivers. Increasing the number o f  reflected 

paths from 1=4 to L=1 has shown little degradation in BER performance.

To conclude, this chapter has shown the potential improvements that may be achieved through 

convolutional coding techniques and interleaving functions in MC-CDMA systems. We can see 

that the inherent frequency diversity o f  such a design is sufficiently large enough to provide
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sufficient resilience to time-varying multipath channels with high Doppler. Nevertheless, 

adequate performance degradations would be anticipated in multi-user links, and for this reason 

the investigations in chapter 9 are more appropriate for multi-access communications.
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Chapter 9 Multi-User MC-CDMA Systems

9.1 Introduction

The system investigated here is similar to the design in chapter 8, except that we now employ a 

much higher number o f  N  overlapping sub-carriers on the downlink, each with a low data-rate. 

The up- and downlink schemes are regarded as fully coherent in a multi-access environment, 

with an uplink strategy similar to the non-coherent design featured in the previous chapter. 

Here, the number o f  sub-carriers for every user is relatively small compared to the downlink 

OFDM modulator. This allows a direct mapping o f  the LROCC spreading to the number o f  

orthogonal sub-carriers in the IFFT. By allowing the sub-carriers to overlap, w e obtain a much 

higher spectral efficiency than through non-overlapping carrier separation. Chapter 8 has shown 

that the MC-CDMA design can outperform a conventional DS-CDMA RAKE receiver in a 

single-user multipath environment. We now extend our work to include a multi-access strategy 

with interference from other active users in the channel. This requires more sophisticated 

detection strategies such as interference cancellation and channel estimation strategies to be 

used.

In addition to the MC-CDMA system introduced previously in chapter 8, the OFDM modulator 

here uses more than one data bit for each OFDM symbol per user. This has the added advantage 

o f  providing an increase in the total number o f  sub-carriers, therefore lowering the data rate on 

each sub-carrier. This system, o f  course, is based purely on a coherent design, and is therefore 

o f  particular interest to the downlink o f  a mobile or fixed wireless access communication 

system. To maintain orthogonality between the individual sub-carriers and prevent ISI, an 

extended guard interval is introduced into the system. This guard interval must be longer than 

the maximum delay spread o f  the multipath channel. The relative advantages and disadvantages 

o f  using such a system are discussed in the following sections.

9.2Independent Fading Channei

In an OFDM system, a blockwise transmission o f  blocklength N+ A, where A is the length o f  the 

guard interval (cyclic extension), is assumed to eliminate the inter-block interference if  the 

cyclic extension is greater than or equal to the length o f the channel impulse response. It can be 

shown that in OFDM systems, if  in addition to the cyclic expansion the transmission function is 

(nearly) constant during one block, then the different sub-channels are de-coupled. Hence, the 

inverse Fourier transform in the transmitter and the Fourier transform in the receiver transform a 

frequency selective channel into N  parallel flatband faded channels.
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The sim plified m odel o f  a basic M C-CDM A system is depicted in figure (9-1).

IFFT C ode cFFTC ode c

Figure 9-1. Simplified M C-CDM A system model

In this model, the transmitted sequence S  (after coded by code c o f  length AO is applied to the 

inverse FFT, then passed through the channel with the discrete transfer function H  and received  

with AW GN vector n. In the receiver, the signal is then passed through the FFT to obtain an 

estimate o f  the transmitted data. The variables, h/i, representing the fading o f  the sub-carriers, 

are correlated variables with Rayleigh statistics and can be assumed uncorrelated when the 

carriers are separated further than the coherence bandwidth. Hence, the matrices H  and G are 

diagonal matrices with non-zero values at hu and g/,/, l=\,2...N, respectively. The discrete-time 

channel transfer function is derived from the channel impulse response via the FFT, and hence 

the com plete system  can be m odeled as a sim ple ‘straight-wire’ model with independent fading 

on each sub-carrier. The equivalent discrete-time m odel is shown in figure (9-2).

Co n0 go.o Co
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Figure 9-2. Simplified frequency-domain independent sub-channel faded
M C-CDM A system model

The com plex tim e-dom ain signal, s(/), at the output o f  the OFDM  modulator can be given by: 

s(/>  =  t e  [0 ,T b] (9 -D
1=0

where f  is the assigned sub-carrier frequency, given by:

h  = / < , + — (9-2)
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with f 0 as the low est sub-carrier frequency at a distance o f  \/Ts, where Ts is the sym bol duration. 

The NxN  matrix H  describes the com plex channel fading on the sub-carriers assigned to the 

transmitted vector s and the corresponding com plex equalisation matrix is given by G. After 

equalisation by the com plex NxN  matrix G the output o f  the FFT demodulator, u, can be 

expressed as a com plex vector o f  length N  (assum ing A has been chosen greater than the 

multipath spread o f  the channel):

u = d c - G H  + G n  (9 -3 )

It can therefore be shown that a valid sim plification to the transmitter, fading channel model and 

receiver can be made. Assum ing that a guard-band greater than the maximum delay spread o f  

the channel is used to elim inate ISI, w e can approximate our analysis with the independent 

fading channel model over all sub-carriers o f  the M C-CDM A system.

9.3 Multi-User MC-CDMA Systern

The work in this thesis forms an extension o f  the system  proposed in [1]. Here, the transmitted 

data bits o f  the individual users in the system are spread by the user specific orthogonal code 

(such as W alsh-Hadamard codes) and then summed over all users. In this w ay, all users remain 

orthogonal in the basestation and can consequently be interleaved and modulated as a com posite 

signal onto the N  orthogonal sub-carriers in the OFDM  modulator. An overhead for the pilot 

sym bols must be taken into consideration since coherent detection is assumed. The M C-CDM A  

system proposed in [1] can be seen in figure (9-3).

U ser  1

E stim ated  
D ata  bit

Code 1

Code Nu

Channel

Despreader

Channel estimation
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P/S
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De-
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OFDM

Inverse
OFDM

Figure 9-3. M C-CDM A downlink system
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In the receiver, the OFDM demodulator attempts to restore the orthogonality o f  the received 

sequence by removing the guard-band interval and equalising over all N  sub-carriers. To detect 

the received signal at the output o f  the OFDM demodulator, the channel statistics must be 

known or estimated. A variety o f  equalisation strategies may be used:

1. Zero-forcing (ZF)

2. Equal Gain Combining (EGC) (Phase-only equalisation)

3. Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)

4. Controlled Equalisation (CE)

5. Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)

6. Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD)

The use o f  MLD places strict requirements on the processing power available and is therefore 

only feasible for small spreading sequences, on the order o f  M=\0 or less, since 2M sequences 

must be evaluated in the receiver. The frequency diversity achievable with such a system is 

therefore limited, but makes the use o f  MLD detection schemes more realistic. It has been 

shown [2] that the order o f  frequency diversity, nevertheless, does not need to exceed values o f  

more than 10 for considerable improvements in performance. The use o f  low spreading ratios 

will inevitably give a small number o f  sub-carriers in the OFDM modulator, which may present 

a problem in channels with a large coherence bandwidth.
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Figure 9-4. MC-CDMA downlink basestation transmitter

To combat this problem a slightly modified version o f  figure (9-4) has been proposed [2] that 

enables smaller spreading sequences to be employed and still uses a relatively large number o f
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sub-carriers. Here, the user’s in the basestation are grouped into D  blocks o f  8 users, typically, 

with spreading codes o f  equal length M= 8 and orthogonal over all 8 users. This gives a 

maximum frequency diversity o f  8. The same codes are used for all blocks and each block 

collects the output o f  Q= 8 successive data bits to give a total o f  64 chips per 8 user block for 

each OFDM symbol. This enables the sub-carriers to be separated in the frequency domain 

through the interleaver by at least 64 sub-carriers. A total o f  64 users can therefore be 

accommodated on A=512 carriers and achieve MLD upon evaluation o f  256 sequences.

The performance o f  different equaliser structures have been studied in [2] and are featured in 

more detail in the next section.

9.4Equalisation and Detection

A variety o f  different detection techniques have been discussed in the literature [3-10] and the 

purpose o f  this section is to familiarize the reader with the different algorithms available. Some 

are more complex than others and provide a better bit-error rate performance depending on the 

type o f  channel knowledge required at the receiver. Hence, a complexity comparison can not 

always be justified as being the most accurate method o f  system comparison.

9.4.1 E qua l G ain  C o m b in in g  (EGC)

This method is also commonly referred to as phase only equalisation since it brings all phases to 

a common point and combines them. It is based on correcting the phase shift o f  each sub

channel but not the attenuation o f  the channel fading. The equaliser coefficien t for all sub

carriers using EGC are given by:

K i
g , . , = r n  (9-4)

\hu  |

where hy  and g y  are the diagonal matrix elements o f  H  and <7, respectively. The method o f  

EGC is a suitable approach for an AWGN channel, where the function gij= \  for all sub- 

carriers, but fading channels with different amplitudes g y  will cause interference between the 

information symbols, hence the orthogonality between the Walsh-Hadamard codes is violated. 

EGC is interference-limited and has a large error floor, as can be seen later in figure (9-5).
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9.4.2 Zero-Forcing (ZF)

An ideal zero-forcing equaliser is simply an inverse filter which has a frequency response that is 

the inverse o f  the frequency response o f  the transmitter and channel cascaded and folded about 

the sampling frequency, MTS. The simplest way to equalise the channel would be to multiply all 

sub-carriers by the inverse o f  the discrete-time channel transform in attempt to restore the 

orthogonality o f  the spreading sequences. The term zero-forcing originates from the concept o f  

nulling out and forcing zeros at the sampling instants either side o f  the main pulse response. 

Therefore, the interfering symbols can be nulled or forced to zero, hence eliminating ICI. The 

equaliser coefficient gu is given by:

g u = Y ~  (9-5)
ni,i

The zero-forcing equaliser does not account for the effects o f  noise, and in addition, the 

traditional finite-length transversal filter equaliser in the time-domain excessively enhances the 

channel noise at frequencies where the folded channel frequency response has high attenuation. 

For this reason zero-forcing equalisation schemes are noise limited rather than interference- 

limited when h/i is small, since it is an orthogonality-restoring correlation function. In a rapid 

fast-fading environment, nevertheless, this can quickly become a problem, and it is therefore 

more applicable to suggest a combined equaliser structure that only applies zero-forcing when 

the fading signal on each sub-carrier is greater than a given threshold.

9.4.3 Controlled Equalisation (CE)

This equalisation function reduces the noise introduced by amplification o f  weak sub-carriers 

through the use o f  a pre-determined threshold value, poms- If the channel attenuation | hiti | is 

below the threshold, only phase equalisation is applied to prevent noise amplification, and if  the 

channel attenuation is above the threshold, zero-forcing equalisation is applied. The assigned 

equalisation co-efficient is given by:
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The BER depends on the noise level and on the interference due to sub-carriers that fade below 

the threshold. As the level of p,hres rises, the bit-error rate is dominated by the loss of 

orthogonality when hij is small. This phenomenon is particularly prominent at low signal to 

noise ratios. At high Et/N0i we still incur an irreducible BER due to the loss of orthogonality 

through the application of EGC when the attenuation on the sub-carriers is high.

9.4.4 Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)

The term maximum ratio refers to maximising the signal-to-noise ratio, whereby this combining 

technique attempts to combine the maximum SNR of each multipath component. This technique 

is a very popular choice in the design of time-domain RAKE receivers for conventional DS- 

CDMA applications. Viewed in the frequency domain, maximum ratio combining (MRC) can 

be viewed as correcting the phase shift and weighting the received signal with the attenuation of 

the channel fading. This technique does not suffer in the same way as zero-forcing equalisation 

when hij is small. The assigned equalisation co-efficient is given simply as the complex 

conjugate of the channel co-efficient, i.e,

S i ,i —  f y , i  (9-7)

A performance comparison of an OFDM-CDMA downlink design based on figure (9-3) with 

different equalisation and combining techniques can be seen in figure (9-5).
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Figure 9-5. BER performance of a MC-CDMA downlink at N„= 64 users
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Here, the basestation is loaded to half its maximum capacity and com m unicating with each 

m obile over the Bad Urban channel (COST 207) at a Doppler frequency o f  200 Hz. Each user 

com m unicates at a data rate o f  19 kb/s and is spread by orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard sequences 

o f  length 64. The number o f  data bits per user per OFDM  sym bol is set to 8, therefore giving a 

total number o f  512 sub-carriers.

It can be seen that controlled equalisation performs better than zero-forcing equalisation and 

equal gain com bining (phase only) at high Eb/N0, as expected, but there is, in general, only a 

marginal discrepancy in performance between EGC and MRC.
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Figure 9-6. Comparison of different equalisation schemes at 
Nu= 16 users in a Bad Urban channel

At Nu=\6 active users only a small discrepancy in performance between the different equalisers 

can be found. This is shown in figure (9-6). The small variation in performance is due to the fact 

that the loss o f  orthogonality between users due to inadequate equalisation has less implication  

on the overall performance than at a higher number o f  active users.

To improve the performance at high numbers o f  active users we need to use more sophisticated  

equalisation structures. These require a little more information about the channel, such as the 

number o f  active users or SNR, and are presented in the next sub-sections.
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9.4.5 Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE) Detection

The MMSE equalisation structure requires knowledge about the channel signal-to-noise ratio 

and the number of active users, Nu, and attempts to correct the phase shift and attenuation of the 

channel fading by minimising the mean-square error which consists of the sum of the squares of 

all the ISI terms plus the noise power at the equaliser output. The MMSE equaliser therefore 

maximises the signal-to-distortion ratio at its output within the constraints of the equaliser 

length and delay. The MMSE criteria is given by Proakis [15]:

S := ---- -— r  (9-8)

'*'i2+f r

where <rM2 is the variance of the additive noise and crfl2 is the variance of the transmitted data 

symbol. For data of amplitude {+1,-1} with equal probability the variance is <ra2=l, since the 

probability of transmitting +1 or -1 is equally likely, i.e. p(-l) = p(+l) = Yz. In a multi-user 

environment, the variance of the additive noise per carrier is given as:

cr2 =

2 E
a l = M ^  (9-9)

where 2Ef/N0 is the SNR per data bit. Therefore, for multi-user MC-CDMA applications this 

results in an equalisation co-efficient given as:

a ,____

i ^ r +^ -  <9- io>
8,J ■ ,2 MN(

2N.Eu b

where Nu is the number of active users, EtJN0 denotes the average signal-to-noise ratio and M  is 

the spreading ratio. The additional complexity needed to obtain information about the number of 

active users and the average SNR can be avoided by employing a sub-optimal MMSE 

equalisation method. This fixes the value of Nu to be set at the full maximum user capacity and 

Eb/N0 to be the maximum allowable SNR. In [3] it has been shown that the optimal and sub- 

optimal solution have a similar performance for Ei/N0 in the range of lOdB up to 16dB. At 

higher signal-to-noise ratios (e.g. 20dB) the sub-optimal solution performs up to 2dB worse. For 

E,/N0 much smaller than lOdB both solutions fail.
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9.4.6 Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD)

Instead o f  despreading the received sequence using a sim ple PN sequence multiplication, the 

receiver is m odified by inserting a M LD to detect the most likely sequence sent. This requires 

know ledge o f  the number o f  users and the channel statistics, and hence its com plexity grows 

exponentially when the number o f  active users increases. The M LD evaluates the Euclidean 

distance, between the received and all possible transmitted sequences,/?,. The sequence that 

m inim ises the function

8? = minflg - G p J 2 (9-11)

is chosen as the survivor, p. In this technique the sequences /?, are therefore w eighted with the 

channel fading H  to give a resulting equalisation co-efficient:

g , , = K ,  <9 - 12>

The sequence p  that m inim ises (9-11) is then despread by the spreading code c in the 

conventional w ay.
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Figure 9-7. Comparison of MLD, CE & MMSE equalisation 
schemes at full user capacity /Vu=64 in a Bad Urban channel

It has been shown by Verdu [16] that M LD w ill ultimately give the best performance and, 

although it offers the best performance, the M LD function is not as robust as the MMSE  

criterion. This can be seen in figure (9-7), where the M LD schem e approaches an irreducible
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BER of 10'5 and the MMSE algorithm still drops further in BER at high SNR. At relatively low 

SNR, the MLD scheme outperforms the MMSE algorithm by about 2dB.

9.5Successive Interference Cancellation

For a single-cell multiple access system, assuming unfaded transmission for each user over a 

common additive white Gaussian noise channel, information theory can be used to demonstrate 

that interference from same-cell users can be completely eliminated by a process of successive 

cancellation of interfering users [17,18], The resulting capacity of the multiple user channel is 

given by the classical AWGN formula [19], with rate referring to the sum of the rates of all 

users and signal power being the sum of the received powers (at the basestation) from all users. 

Though the proof of this result is constructive, meaning that the method for achieving the result 

is specified, there are several aspects of the technique that will render it impractical:

1. an arbirarily long and powerful FEC code is required

2 . arbitrarily long processing delays are involved

3. reception is unfaded, or fading is very slow compared to a frame duration

4. all received users must be processed together to recover any one user

All four of these conditions can be relaxed, with some compromise in performance, to achieve a 

reasonable level of complexity and delay. However, the resulting performance will most likely 

be worse than can be achieved by applying other simple, more robust techniques. Nevertheless, 

the use of multi-carrier DS-CDMA systems can attempt to transform the frequency-selective 

fading channel into a slow-fading non-selective channel, m*Hng interference cancellation 

techniques a likely contender; especially for fixed wireless access (FWA) systems. The need to 

employ convolutional coding techniques hc.s been assumed as established and provides the 

necessary requirements for successfully implementing interference cancellation schemes.

There are two main types of interference cancellation proposed to date: (a) successive (or serial) 

interference cancellation, and (b) parallel interference cancellation.

The technique of successive interference cancellation (IC) relies on locally regenerating an 

interference replica within the receiver, which can then be subtracted from the compound signal 

to increase the signal-to-interference ratio of the residual. Successive interference cancellation 

schemes rely on knowledge of the strongest user’s received signal on the uplink and 

consequently delete the interference effects on the next successive strongest interferer. This
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technique can therefore provide the best performance if all users are received at different power 

levels (such as a geometric power distribution) rather than power-controlled to their own 

basestation. One or more cancellation stages may be employed in order to reduce interference to 

the requisite level. Subsequent stages then cancel interference from other users in order of 

received power level.

Clearly, effective cancellation relies on a number of factors including accurate knowledge of the 

received signal levels, cross-correlation and user timing. Figure (9-8) depicts an interference 

canceller for the Ath user, which is typical of those proposed in the literature. Two interference 

cancellation stages follow the initial detection, with estimates of the data available at each stage. 

The most accurate estimate of the received symbol is available at the output of the final stage.

baseband received 
signal y(i)Matched

filter

Store

MAI
estimate

y (i-l)

Store

MAI
estimate

y(i-2)

estimate from

estimate from 
2nd stage

estimate from

Figure 9-8. Successive interference canceller for the Ath user of a multi-user system

The application of successive interference cancellation techniques to multi-user detectors for 

DS-CDMA has been considered by Varanasi [20] and several other authors [21-24]. These 

receivers are effective under ideal conditions but all tend to suffer from the following shortfalls 

in a realistic environment which prohibit complete mitigation of the near-far effect:
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• Time delay

Interference cancellation can introduce a significant time delay penalty, particularly 

when a number of stages are employed. For the example shown in figure (9-8) the most 

reliable estimate of the received data is delayed by two symbol periods. This time delay 

may be intolerable in certain systems.

• Complexity

For a multi-user receiver employing several cancellation stages for each user the 

hardware requirement rapidly becomes burdensome, particularly as hardware is also 

required for accurate signal level measurement and timing recovery.

• Poor performance under equal-power conditions

In the Rayleigh fading channel near-far conditions prevail for the majority of the time

and IC schemes will perform well as a reliable decision can be made on the strongest 

signal, but as the channel is non-stationary, users will at times have equal powers and 

outages could occur as a result of poor IC performance under such conditions. When 

equal-power conditions arise, some schemes revert to conventional detection. More 

generally, the non-stationarity of the channel means that the optimum number of 

cancellation stages varies and fixed architectures will perform badly under equal-power 

conditions.

• Susceptibility to errors in channel and timing parameter estimation

Little work currently exists on the performance of interference cancellers under 

conditions of imperfect timing recovery and signal level estimation, but nevertheless 

successful interference cancellation is strongly dependent on the estimates of these 

parameters.

• Susceptibility to 'unknown* interference sources

Interference regeneration can only be performed for known sources. For multi-user 

cellular solutions this means that only intra-cell interferers may be cancelled (as their 

signature waveforms and timing are known to the basestation receiver) inter-cell 

interference may therefore still set limits on performance improvements available from 

interference cancellation. Other unforeseen sources might include the ‘open’ failure of a 

handset or cochannel interference from conventional narrowband systems.
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9.6 Parallel Interference Cancellation

The use of parallel interference cancellation suffers from many of the same tradeoffs as 

successive interference cancellation schemes outlined earlier. Unlike successive schemes, 

parallel interference cancellation structures require the received power of every user to be the 

same. In this way, all users are demodulated, decoded and detected simultaneously and 

subtracted from the composite original received signal at the same time. This process can be 

then repeated in an iterative fashion, but it has been found that the first initial iteration gives the 

highest gain, with only a marginal improvement in subsequent stages [3], The problem of time- 

delay quickly becomes a limiting factor on the number of iterations if coding techniques and 

more complicated demodulation schemes are used. For the aforementioned reasons we only 

concern ourselves with one stage of cancellation, therefore reducing the problems of time-delay 

in the receiver.

9.6.1 Downlink Model

The base station to mobile downlink offers a number of options for the most efficient detection 

process of the wanted-user. Orthogonal CDMA codes give the most robust distance separation 

in the code domain and will inherently give the best performance for time-aligned users in the 

basestation transmitter. The introduction of convolutional coding can significantly improve the 

BER, depending on the operating Ei/N0. This improvement is at the cost of bandwidth but, 

generally, the coding gain is larger than the bandwidth penalty. In AWGN channels, orthogonal 

codes give an optimum performance and no further improvements in BER can be gained 

through MAI cancellation techniques. However, in frequency selective faded channels, the 

performance of the system can be enhanced through parallel interference cancellation, which 

uses a two-stage detection process. This is the situation assumed in this thesis.

9.6.1.1 Basestation Transmitter

The downlink design is based closely on the system proposed by Fazel [2], shown in figure (9- 

9). In this system, the base station communicates with Nu users simultaneously. Walsh- 

Hadamard orthogonal codes are assumed for the CDMA spreading sequence and all data bits 

and spreading chips are assumed to be time-aligned. In order to shorten the length of the 

orthogonal spreading sequence of each user, and to allow more complex detection algorithms
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such as MLD to be employed, this transmitter architecture groups the Nu simultaneous users into 

D transmission blocks. Each of these blocks can be viewed as a ’mini CDMA' base station of 

only NJD  users, rather than Nu users. Within this block, each user, i=l,2...NJD, transmits a data 

sequence, </,e(-1,+1), clocked at a rate, 1/7*, and this is encoded using a convolutional encoder 

of rate R to produce a sequence of encoded symbols, each of duration TCOd=RTb. The encoded 

symbols are then multiplied by the individual, user-specific, orthogonal spreading code, 

ci=[Cj(l),Cj(2)...Ci(Nu/D)]Te(-\,+ l), where [.]T is the transposed matrix. Note that each block of 

NJD  users employs the same set of orthogonal codes as the other (D -l) blocks. The overall 

spreading ratio for each data bit is therefore given as, M=NU(D.R) A. Because orthogonal 

spreading codes have zero cross- correlation, the maximum capacity of the base station for all D 

blocks is Nb=Nu. The coded and spread data is summed bit- and chip-synchronously with the 

other-users of the block and then buffered. In the analysis below we ignore the time index and 

consider the processing of a single block of data bits.
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Figure 9-9. Convolutional coded multi-user MC-CDMA downlink 
basestation transmitter design

Consequently, the transmission vector, Sd, of the spread signals in the buffer of the cth 

transmission block prior to interleaving and OFDM modulation is given by:

Md

=
i=3/(rf-l)+l

(9-13)

To give some freedom to the number of sub-carriers that can be generated per data bit, each user 

can transmit Q data bits per OFDM symbol. Each of these are spread by the factor, M  

Consequently, the size of each summing buffer is Q.M  and the total number of parallel inputs to
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the interleaver (and hence the size of the IFFT which performs the OFDM modulation) for all D 

blocks is thus D.Q.M.

After interleaving and OFDM modulation the output sequence may be represented by the 

complex vector sequence V = [vi , v2... Vdqm îA where A is the guard interval length. This 

vector contains A additional terms representing the guard interval that is inserted between 

adjacent OFDM frames. The guard interval forms a cyclic extension to the vector sequence V, 

whereby the first A elements of V are duplicated as the last A elements of V. This reduces the 

effects of ISI due to the multipath spread in the fading channel, and if the guard interval length 

is greater than the multipath spread length of the channel, the OFDM blocks are orthogonal. The 

output of the OFDM modulator may be expressed as:

(2-1 d -  1 M - 1
= for -h<t<Tb (9-14)

g=0rf=0 /=0

where sq<dti is the 7th component of Sd of the qA data bit and the orthogonal sub-carrier frequency, 

fqDM+dM+i is given by:

r  , qDM + dM + l
JqDM+dM+l ~ Jo + j, (9-15)

* s

where f 0 is the lowest sub-carrier frequency and Ts is the symbol duration.

The output vector to be transmitted over the channel is represented by complex coefficients on 

the output of the IFFT in the modulator. Although all the users are orthogonally coded, because 

of the effect of the multipath channel, the wanted-user is corrupted by the other users. In this 

case, the channel has the same effect on the other-user interference as the wanted-user and so 

effective equalisation plays an important part in regaining orthogonality between the users in the 

received signal at any remote receiver. The amplitude and phase characteristics of the channel 

may be described by a complex matrix, H& of size M xM  for the d* transmission block. Since a 

perfect guard-interval length is assumed, the channel matrix H d is a diagonal matrix with 

diagonal components hy.

9.6.1.2 Remote Receiver

In the remote receiver of the wanted-user, shown in figure (9-10), the multi-user OFDM signal 

is demodulated in the usual way using the FFT. As is often the case, we assume that the delay 

spread of the channel is less than the guard interval and that the channel statistics can be
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considered stationary over the OFDM block duration, Tb (i.e. Tb« \ / f dop where f dop is the Doppler 

frequency offset). The received signal is given by:

Q -l D -1 A /-1

y( t )=  E  E E h q,d,lS q,d,l ' e
q=0 d=0 1=0

j2 n t fq D M + d M + l + n{t)
(9-16)

where hq d l = p q d le ^ q,dJ is the complex channel fading characteristic with attenuation pqdj  

and phase shift <f>qdi at sub-carrier frequency f qdj  and n(t) is the additive noise.
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Figure 9-10. Subscriber receiver architecture for user 1

The received complex signal vector Rd o f the cF1 transmission block after OFDM demodulation 

and can be written as:

Rd ~ HdSd + Nd (9-17)

where H d is the diagonal matrix representing the Rayleigh fading on the sub-carriers assigned to 

block d, assuming a perfect guard-interval length and no ISI. Nd represents the complex noise 

vector at the receiver.

Using an estimate of the channel frequency response, frequency domain equalisation is then 

carried out on all Nu sub-carriers to reduce the effect of multipath distortion and the symbols on 

the sub-carriers are then de-interleaved. After equalisation and de-interleaving, using the matrix 

of the first-stage equaliser, Gj(l), the signal before detection is given by:

R ’d = Gd(l)(H dSd + Nd)
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= Gd( l)H £ d + G /l)N d (9-18)

This signal is decoded and demodulated using a maximum likelihood detector such as the 

Viterbi algorithm to provide an estimate of the transmitted data bit d ’j. The estimated data bit is 

then re-encoded and re-modulated to form an estimate of the interference from the i* user. This 

process is carried out for all (Â „-1) interfering users. Assuming that the wanted user is user 1 

and the interfering users are given as Nu-\ users, the estimated interference is given as:

0-1  D- 1 M - 1

y i } )  = i S i % 0Sq'dJ'e ’ for -A</<7i (9-19)

where s ’qdi is the /* component of S ’d of the data bit, and,

Md

i = M ( d - 1)+1 
i*l

(9-20)

where e \  is the estimated encoded output sequence of d ’j.

Therefore the wanted signal after MAI cancellation is now given by:

y ( t ) = y ( t ) - y ’(t) (9-21)

This signal is then demodulated and decoded for the wanted-user using the second stage 

complex equalisation matrix G</(2), where we now use a different equalisation algorithm to 

detect our wanted-user. This can be simplified to:

y  (0 = I  Z Z {sq dl -  s 'q d , )  ■■ for -A<t<Tb (9-22)
q=0d=0 1=0

The received signal after OFDM demodulation and MAI cancellation is now given by:

Rd = Gd(2)[Hd(S(r S ’d)+N(t] (9-23)

This is then decoded with wanted-usefs orthogonal sequence and detected using the Viterbi 

algorithm. Depending on the level of error in the estimation of the interfering user’s data 

sequences, the bit-error performance of the wanted-user can vary drastically. In a channel of
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high other-user noise levels the BER performance will degrade quickly unless sophisticated  

interference cancellation techniques are em ployed.

9.6.1.3 Do wnlink Simulation Results

The bit error rate performance o f  the downlink was obtained using a discrete-tim e computer 

simulation written in C. The user data rate was set at 19 kb/s and the convolutional code was o f  

rate R=M2 and constraint length K= 5. The encoded signals were spread using orthogonal 

Walsh-Hadamard sequences o f  length 16, giving a total bandwidth expansion factor o f  32 and a 

maximum user capacity o f  16 users per block. The total number o f  blocks was set to D= 8 and 

Q=2 data bits o f  each user were transmitted per OFDM  block. The number o f  sub-carriers is 

therefore D.Q.M = 512, which results in a total bandwidth o f  1.216 M Hz and a sub-carrier 

spacing o f  2 .375kH z. The corresponding base station capacity is 1 6 x 8  =128 and these were 

represented in the simulation by randomly generated data bits.

o
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Figure 9-11. Performance using zero-forcing equalisation on the first iteration and 
MRC on the second detection (perfect channel estimates & noisy channel estimates)
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The simulated channel is based on the COST 207 frequency selective Rayleigh faded bad urban 

(B U ) channel model [28]. The Doppler frequency was set to 200H z and perfect power control 

was assumed. For many o f  the results described in this section, perfect channel estimation is 

assum ed, i.e. the effect o f  the AW GN on the channel estimate is not included. This ensures that 

those results are 'best-case'. However, in som e o f  the results, 25% o f  the sub-carriers were used 

as pilot tones for the purpose o f  channel sounding. In this case, the effect o f  the AW G N in the 

channel js included in the channel estimates. The channel transfer function coefficients o f  the 

non-sounded sub-carriers were obtained by interpolation o f  adjacent sounded sub-carrier 

coefficients.

As described in section 9.6 .1 .2 , the first stage o f  the MAI cancelling receiver used either 

frequency domain zero-forcing or controlled equalisation, whereas the second stage o f  the 

receiver used MRC. The bit error rate performance for the wanted-user in the presence o f  

AW G N and the interference o f  127 equal-power other-users for a system  using zero-forcing  

equalisation for the first stage and MRC for the second stage is shown in figure (9-11). In this 

graph, the solid curves represent the situation where perfect channel estim ates have been made 

for system s where MAI cancellation is available or not, respectively. The dashed curves 

correspond to the case where imperfect estimates o f  the channel have been made, as described 

earlier. Considering the case o f  perfect channel estimates, it is seen that MAI cancellation  

yields significant performance improvements for a w ide range o f  values o f  Ei/N0. The 

degradation that results from having imperfect channel estimates is clearly seen.
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- 2.2

M A I c a n c e l l a t i o n  - O F F
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-3.2
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1
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Figure 9-12. Optimum threshold value for controlled equalisation techniques on the downlink 
using MAI cancellation and no MAI cancellation
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The main disadvantage o f  the zero-forcing technique is that unwanted noise is am plified in deep 

fades. It has been found that for conventional non-M Al cancellation receivers, controlled 

equalisation schem es can provide a considerable improvement in performance [8] in conditions 

where deep fades are prevalent. Since MAI cancellation techniques rely on good estimates o f  

the interfering user’s data, it is important to optim ise the equalisation technique in the first 

stage.

Consequently, it is likely that controlled equalisation will provide improved performance for the 

case where MAI cancellation is applied. To estimate the threshold level at which the optimum 

performance is achieved, simulations using MAI cancellation and no MAI cancellation in the 

receiver were carried out at an SNR o f  15.6dB. Figure (9-12) shows that the optimum value for 

the threshold level for this downlink system is at 0.07, regardless o f  whether MAI cancellation 

is implemented or not.
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Figure 9-13. Performance using controlled equalisation on the first iteration and
MRC on the second iteration

U sing this optimum threshold, the BER performance o f  the downlink was obtained with and 

without MAI cancellation, as shown in figure (9-13). This graph show s that there is typically a 

4dB improvement in Et/N0 by using MAI cancellation and controlled equalisation for the first 

stage together with MRC equalisation on the second stage. This is much smaller than for the 

case o f  zero forcing equalisation. The reason for this can be seen by a comparison o f  figures (9- 

11) and (9-13). It is clear that when there is no MAI cancellation, controlled equalisation 

outperforms the zero-forcing algorithm quite considerably, but when MAI cancellation is used
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the performance improvement obtained through controlled equalisation is relatively small. This 

figure also shows the effect of imperfect channel estimation for the case of controlled 

equalisation with and without MAI cancellation, and it can be clearly seen that the effect of 

noise on the channel estimates will reduce the Eb/No improvement by up to 5dB, countering any 

potential improvements thus gained by MAI cancellation. Clearly, a similar degradation in 

performance would be expected if MAI cancellation had not been used.

9.6.2 Uplink Model

Alternatively, the basestation can perform closed-loop power control in attempt to eliminate the 

near-far effect, and consequently cancel the interference effects of all other users that are 

simultaneously demodulated in the basestation. Our premise is that each basestation processes 

all users it controls, but none of those controlled by other basestations.

The uplink design proposed here is somewhat different to the downlink system and is based on 

OFDM modulation and low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding (LROCC) [18,26-27] to 

provide the necessary spreading and coding rather than a high rate convolutional coder and 

orthogonal spreading sequences. It is assumed that a small overhead is needed to provide the 

base station with an estimate of the channel transfer function of each user, possibly through the 

use of small training sequences (midambles) inserted between the data or via pilot tones.

Steiner [11,12] in particular has investigated methods of achieving time-domain channel 

estimation for a synchronous multi-user system. These are based on selecting channel 

estimation sequences that are delayed for every user, such that the receiver may select the 

frequency-domain channel coefficients, then obtain the appropriate selection of time-domain 

channel coefficients and transform the selected coefficients back to the frequency-domain. 

Rather than transmitting a known pilot tone sequence of ones, for example, the transmitter will 

now transmit a different exponential function for every user on the pilot-tone sub-channels. This 

consequently gives a time-delayed version of the pilot-tones for every user and enables the 

channel estimates of the active users to be separated at the basestation receiver.

The data bit, </„ of the /th user is first encoded by the LROCC encoder, then randomised by a 

user specific Gold code c* and modulated onto N  subcarriers in the OFDM modulator. In the 

uplink, each user transmits over a different multipath channel H t. In the receiver, this signal is 

then corrupted with Gaussian noise, if. The receiver assumes that the wanted user is user 1, and
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the interference effects of users 2 to N„ (where Nu is the total number of simultaneous users) are 

partially removed through interference cancellation.

9.6.2.1 Remote Transmitter
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Figure 9-14. Simulation model of transmitter design for all uplink 
users and the channel model

Each user transmits a data sequence dh where / = 1,2 ... Nu. Each data bit is of duration Tb 

seconds and is consequently coded in a convolutional encoder of rate R-K/M . The input 

sequence dt of K  data bits produces an output sequence ei of length n = [1 ... M\, where each 

subsequent output symbol ej(n) is of duration Tc=RTt. For LROCC codes the code rate is given 

as R=l/M, where M  defines the spreading ratio of the user specific output sequence and is given 

as M=2k. In this particular design this equates to the bandwidth expansion factor. The encoded 

sequence consisting of orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes is further multiplied by a 

randomising sequence of equal length Af, given as C / = [ c j ( l ) , c,(2)... c ,(A /) ] t , where [.]T denotes 

the transposition of the matrix. The data is modulated as a block, hence for each block the input 

to the interleaver and OFDM modulator is given as:

s,{ri) = e(n)c,{n) (9-24)

Note that no further spreading is achieved through use of the randomising sequence, c,-.

After OFDM modulation and interleaving the output sequence may be represented by the vector 

sequence Vi = [v4 (1) , v,(2) ... Vj(M+A)] where A is the guard interval length, as described 

earlier. The output vector to be transmitted over the channel is represented by complex 

coefficients on the output of the IFFT in the modulator.

to
receiver 

 ►
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9.6.2.2 Basestation Receiver

The basestation receiver design can be seen in figure (9-15).
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Figure 9-15. Basestation receiver structure used to detect wanted user 1

Since each user communicating to the basestation experiences different independent fading 

statistics, the channel coefficents are different for each user. The channel may be described by a 

complex matrix Hi (in the frequency domain) of size M xM  for each user, effecting the 

subcarriers Vi assigned to the transmitted sequence on the transmitter for user i. Since a perfect 

guard-interval length is assumed, the channel matrix //) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal 

components hn>„. The vector N  represents the complex AWGN in the channel. Therefore, the 

received sequence at the output of the OFDM demodulator, assuming perfect interleaving and 

guard-band insertion, is given by:

nk
R ^ e r cr H , + N  (9_2J)

The basestation receiver obtains information on the complex channel coefficients through the 

midambles inserted between symbol sequences. For this analysis we assume that the channel 

estimation is perfect. Using the complex channel estimates for each user we equalise the 

demodulated sequence for each user separately and obtain an estimate of the interference from 

other users. This is achieved through de-randomising the equalised signal by the user specific 

code Ci and performing maximum likelihood detection using the Viterbi algorithm. The 

estimated data sequences of all interfering users are re-modulated and re-encoded with the 

appropriate channel estimates and subsequently subtracted from the original received sequence.
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Depending on the level o f  error in the estimation o f  the interfering user’s data sequences the bit

error performance o f  the wanted user can vary drastically. In a channel o f  high other user noise 

levels the BER performance w ill degrade quickly unless sophisticated interference cancellation  

techniques are em ployed. The equalisation strategies that have been used are similar to those 

used for the downlink case. The first stage equalisers use either zero-forcing or controlled  

equalisation, whereas the second stage equaliser uses MRC.

9.6.2.3 Uplink Simulation Results

The simulated uplink channel assum es a service provision o f  a 32 kb/s data stream for each 

user. A constraint length o f  K= 5 provides a spreading ratio o f  32 in the LROCC encoder and is 

then randomised through the user-specific Gold code c, o f  the same rate. This code provides no 

further additional spreading, but merely serves as a randomising sequence for the LROCC 

orthogonal code sets [29]. The number o f  sub-carriers is N=32 in a bandwidth o f  1.028 MHz, 

and therefore the OFDM  block period is 3 1 .25p.s. A s for the downlink case, the channel is based 

on the COST 207 frequency selective Rayleigh faded bad urban (B U ) channel model. The 

Doppler frequency was set to 200H z and perfect power control is assumed.
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Figure 9-16. Uplink capacity comparison using zero-forcing equalisation on the first 
iteration and MRC on the second detection stage

Figure (9-16) show s the bit-error rate performance for different number o f  simultaneous users 

com m unicating with the base-station. The performance without interference cancellation can be 

seen to quickly degrade significantly when more than 5 users are present. The use o f  

interference cancellation increases this to at least 10 users, and this is a significant gain in
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performance. Conversely, at low  user numbers, the BER for 32 kb/s per user is substantially 

improved by MAI cancellation. Without MAI cancellation it is not possible to achieve an 

acceptable BER for any user numbers.
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Figure 9-17. Optimum threshold value for controlled equalisation on initial detection

A more efficient equalisation schem e is based on controlled threshold equalisation. The 

threshold level displayed in figure (9 -17) was estimated for the initial threshold detection 

strategy using no MAI cancellation and 8 sim ultaneous users in the channel. Figure (9-17) 

suggests an optimum threshold value o f  about 0.6 that was subsequently used for the 

equalisation structure em ployed in the Monte-Carlo simulations shown in figure (9-18).
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Figure 9-18. Uplink capacity comparison using controlled equalisation on the first 
iteration and MRC on the second detection stage
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This technique shows a significant performance improvement for detection using no MAI 

cancellation in other-user noise environments but a smaller performance improvement using 

MAI cancellation compared to the zero-forcing strategy on the initial iteration, as shown earlier. 

At high user capacities (above 8 users typically) the performance gets worse compared to simple 

one stage detection schemes. When the uplink channel is saturated with other-user noise, the 

initial estimates on the first stage of MAI cancellation become very unstable. This causes the 

interference estimates of all other interfering users to give errors that propagate and actually 

harm the bit-error rate performance.

The LROCC coding scheme relies primarily on independent errors to yield good results and it is 

therefore important to provide initial good estimates on the first iteration of interference 

estimation in the receiver and to use strong interleaving in heavily faded channels. The use of 

OFDM in frequency selective channels helps to further combat the fading effects and effectively 

provides independent fading on each sub-channel. Combining this modulation strategy with 

LROCC coding provides an ultimately robust transmission design for such channels.

9.7 Summary

An equivalent frequency domain model can be used to approximate the standard OFDM system 

consisting of the IFFT modulator, guard-band insertion, channel response, guard-band removal, 

FFT demodulation and equalisation. This frequency-domain approximation is only valid, 

nevertheless, if the guard-band is longer than the maximum delay spread of the channel to 

maintain orthogonality between successive symbols. The independent fading channel model can 

be successfully implemented to simulate the effects of the frequency-selective fading channel 

without using large FFT’s in the transmitter and receiver model.

A number of different frequency domain equalisation schemes have been summarised. It has 

been shown that the optimum method without knowledge of the input SNR and number of 

active users in the system is controlled equalisation, which uses zero-forcing equalisation on 

sub-carriers with no deep fade and phase-only recovery on strongly attenuated sub-channels.

The two main types of interference cancellation designs that may be used in a multi-user access 

system in context to MC-CDMA schemes on the up- and downlink have been introduced. In 

particular, the use of parallel interference cancellation methods has been shown for this type of 

system. Successive interference cancellation is only useful in systems where all the users are 

received at different power levels. This stems from the principle in which the users are detected.
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Successive interference cancellation schemes detect the strongest user first, then remove its 

signal and proceed to the next strongest user. This process is repeated until all users have been 

demodulated. Of course, this type of system needs to have knowledge of the relative powers of 

all different users communicating to the basestation.

The multi-user MC-CDMA system simulated in this thesis presents an interesting concept of 

implementing interference cancellation on the downlink as well as the uplink. Orthogonal 

coding for all users in AWGN channels on the downlink would give no additional improvement 

using interference cancellation schemes, but in multipath channels considerable improvements 

can be accomplished. As the orthogonality between all users is severely distorted in multipath 

channels, it becomes necessary to attempt to restore the orthogonality between the users through 

appropriate equalisation methods on the first stage and then combine the maximum SNR on all 

sub-carriers for the wanted user. This can only be achieved by introducing different equalisers 

on the initial detection and final equalisation/combining stages. In this way, the use of 

orthogonality restoring equalisers such as zero-forcing or controlled equalisers are implemented 

on the first stage of detection and an optimum and simple combining method such as MRC on 

the final stage. At the last stage of detection it assumed that the unwanted users have been 

removed from the composite signal and the use of MRC is therefore in favour of orthogonality 

restoring equalisers.

Channel estimation of all the users on the downlink presents little problem, since the composite 

signal of all orthogonally coded users experiences the same fading. On the uplink, on the other 

hand, we must estimate the channel of every user separately. This can be considerably more 

difficult, and calls for more sophisticated channel estimation strategies. For the simulations 

presented here we have assumed that the channel is perfectly known.

This model has been introduced in the simulation of the up- and downlink of a multi-user MC- 

CDMA system using 512 sub-carriers and various equalisation and detection methods. It has 

been shown that controlled equalisation is in favour of MRC, EGC and zero-forcing strategies 

without requiring information about the channel SNR or the number of active users. If 

interference cancellation techniques are to be used, it has been shown that the use of zero- 

forcing or controlled equalisers is not as important and gives virtually the same results. In this 

case, it is more important to have more accurate knowledge of the channel statistics than to use 

threshold levels for controlled equalisation. Nevertheless, the use of MAI cancellation 

techniques has shown to introduce little deviation of the optimum threshold level for 

implementing controlled equalisation.
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In summary, we can conclude that the use of orthogonal coding and multi-carrier modulation 

techniques with interleaving provides a robust and spectrally efficient design for the downlink 

of a cellular multi-user system. In the subscriber receiver, the use of interference cancellation 

techniques has shown to give good performance improvements in multipath channels. For the 

uplink, low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes have been proposed with parallel interference 

cancellation. It has been shown that these methods on an uplink strategy with a relatively lower 

number of sub-carriers in the OFDM modulator can provide good bit-error rates as long as the 

channel statistics can be accurately determined. It has been suggested that a time-alignment 

procedure between users could potentially allow all users’ channels to be estimated separately. 

This is potentially attractive for FWA applications, where the channel is frequency-selective but 

also slowly time-varying. It has been shown that the performance in channels of high Doppler is 

still adequate, but the accuracy of the channel estimation strategies would become questionable. 

This applies especially to high data-rate applications.
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10.1 Overview

The analysis of mobile and FWA systems gives rise to a number of questions that can be 

resolved if the capacity of such systems is analysed. The thesis so far has simulated and 

predicted the performance of single- and multi-carrier techniques in a variety of channels. Some 

of the mobile channels may not be directly applicable to FWA systems, and vice versa, but 

nevertheless the mobile channel will give an upper bound on the FWA performance. As is well 

known, FWA channels do not exhibit large Doppler, and although the frequency selective faded 

channel model still applies, it is considered virtually time-invariant over a block of data bits.

This chapter deals with a comparison of the typical capacities that may be achieved using 

adaptive TDMA (ATDMA) and MC-CDMA techniques in a cellular environment. Attention is 

paid, in particular, to the FWA cellular environment and the Erlang statistics that are used in 

determining the theoretical total number of subscribers that may be accommodated in a FWA 

system. We introduce some of the basic techniques involved in ATDMA systems and continue 

with some performance measures of both ATDMA and MC-CDMA.

The capacity comparisons do not include the effects of synchronisation and power control 

errors, nor do they include pilot tone and guard band overheads, unequal cell loading and 

imperfect channel estimation. The use of channel estimation strategies, synchronisation and 

guard band overheads is important for ATDMA as well as MC-CDMA systems, and play a 

major role in the overall performance of these multiple-access strategies. Their effect on 

ATDMA systems can vary from system to system, and a number of international companies are 

reluctant to publish the results of the performance degradation experienced by their own 

commercially available products. The results of the previous chapters of this thesis have been 

able to cover some of the degradations encountered by MC-CDMA systems through imperfect 

channel estimation, insufficient guard-band lengths, the use of MAI cancellation with 

convolutional coding and equalisation techniques. For the capacity results in this chapter we 

consequently assume that all these parameters have been perfectly matched to the requirements 

of the system. This enables a fair and valid comparison of the two multiple-access strategies, as 

can be seen later.
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10.1.1 A d a p tiv e  T im e D iv ison  M ultiple A c c e s s  (ATDMA)

For TDMA systems, the need to reduce the effects of inter-symbol-interference (ISI) is usually 

achieved by time-domain equalisation. There are a number of approaches that can be taken. 

One would be to assume very little knowledge of the channel and to perform an adaptive ‘blind 

equalisation’. In this approach, it is usual to send some known training sequence over the 

channel and through the equaliser and to adapt the parameters of the equaliser until there is a 

minimum mean square error (MMSE) in the detected data. An alternative approach is to use the 

time that would have been spent sending the training sequence to perform a channel sounding. 

This yields the channel impulse response, h(t) from which an approximation to the inverse of 

the channel response, representing the equaliser response, can be obtained. When the channel 

statistics are stationary, as for the case of FWA, either approach is relatively straightforward. 

Consequently, it is accepted practice to separate the process of channel estimation and data 

detection and the data structure of TDMA systems typically consist of sections carrying data 

and sections containing training sequences (or channel soundings). An advantageous structure 

is obtained by placing the training sequences into the centre of the data timeslot, which are 

termed midambles, and to locate one data section before and after the midamble. This data 

structure guarantees that the channel estimate, which is actually only valid for the time of arrival 

of the midamble, is approximately valid for the two data sections of the timeslot.

Concerning the length of the midamble, the maximum delay of the radio channel has to be taken 

into account. As a rule of thumb, the length of the midamble should be at least twice the 

duration of the channel impulse response. Consequently, in mountainous regions with large-area 

cells where the impulse response is long, longer midambles are needed than in small urban cells. 

The transmission time dedicated to the midamble is not available for data transmission. 

Therefore, the midambles should be chosen to be as short as possible, and the total timeslot 

length as large as possible in order to reduce the midamble overhead. Unfortunately, when long 

timeslots are used, the channel impulse responses estimated from the midambles become less 

relevant towards the ends of the timeslots because of the time variation of the channel 

parameters. For this reason, the burst duration has to be limited to values well below the 

coherence time of the radio channel. Burst lengths are also restricted by requirements on the 

maximum tolerable latency time, which is larger in the case of data transmission than in the case 

of voice transmission.

The TDMA scheme has several advantages for FWA schemes:-
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(i) By using either channel sounders or midambles, relatively simple equaliser structures can be 

used and this reduces the overall receiver complexity. Also, because of the orthogonality of 

the TDMA signals, good separation of the various user signals at the receiver is possible, 

especially if guard intervals are provided between successive bursts. Due to this robust 

disjointness, the demands on power control can also be kept to moderate levels of 

complexity.

(ii) The concept of burst transmission separated by bursts of other user signals fits nicely 

together with interleaving, which in combination with forward error correction coding helps 

to combat the fading effects of the radio channel.

(iii)By allotting larger or smaller numbers of time slots to individual users, the data rate can be 

flexibly adjusted on demand. The maximum data rate for a given user can be obtained by 

assigning all the time slots and frequency bands of a cell to a single user.

The advantages of TDMA are accompanied by some disadvantages:-

(i) The time slot scheme requires mutual synchronisation of the different users of a cell, and 

variable data rates, in combination with good total system capacity, can only be realised by 

carefully organising the distribution of the time slots in the sense of dynamic channel 

allocation. In this respect, also the exploitation of voice activity monitoring is not trivial in 

TDMA systems.

(ii) A further disadvantage of TDMA results from the fact that the average transmitted power of 

each user signal is concentrated within time slots separated by pauses. This type of pulsed 

transmitter operation from the subscriber has a high peak-power to mean power ratio and 

this places severe linearity constraints on the transmitter RF amplifier.

Adaptive TDMA (ATDMA) systems allow an increased user capacity by taking advantage of 

the statistics of voice data. In this type of system, the capacity is enhanced by adapting the 

power and rate of the error-correcting code to the co-channel interference conditions of the 

channel. Nevertheless, the interference must be monitored in the channel to determine the rate 

of the code. If the channel interference is high, a low-rate code will be employed, and vice versa 

for low channel interference values. For high interference conditions a low-rate code will 

consequently use more time slots per user. However, to keep interference levels in adjacent cells 

constant, the time slot usage must be kept stable.
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T o  e f f e c t iv e ly  im p le m e n t a d a p tiv e  T D M A , ea ch  ch a n n e l is sp lit in to  t im e  s lo ts  rather than fix ed  

a ss ig n e d  ch a n n e ls . E ff ic ie n t  t im e -s lo t  m a n a g em en t is  im p lem en ted  th rou gh  a packet reservation  

multiple access  (P R M A ) p ro to co l [2 ,3 ] . T h is  a llo w s  the data to  b e  treated  a s p a ck e ts , w h ere  the  

f ix e d  c h a n n e ls  are reserv ed  for stream s o f  su ch  p a ck ets  for th e  duration  o f  th e  stream . T h e  

len g th  o f  ea ch  t im e -s lo t  is  d e term in ed  b y  th e  o c c u p a n c y  required  at th e  m a x im u m  c o d e  rate o f  

th e  sy s te m . A s  th e  in ter feren ce  le v e l d e c r e a se s , th e  c o d e  rate in crea se s , le a v in g  sp are  t im e -s lo ts  

a v a ila b le . F igu re  (1 0 - 1 7 )  sh o w s  h o w  th e se  spare t im e -s lo ts  m a y  th en  be f i lle d  b y  t im e -s lo ts  

from  o th er  su b scr ib ers . T h e  a d v a n ta g e  o f  P R M A , th ere fo re , is to  a llo w  n atu ra lly  o ccu rr in g  gap s  

in sp e e c h , for  e x a m p le , to  be re-u sed  b y  o th er  u sers in the sy s tem  and h e n c e  g iv e  in creased  

(o v e r a ll)  ca p a c ity  in a m u lti-u ser  a c c e s s  en v iro n m en t. T h is  o ffe r s  the p o s s ib il ity  o f  a c h ie v in g  

100%  b a se -s ta tio n  a v a ila b ility  s in c e  th e  co d e -ra te  m a y  be as lo w  as p o s s ib le  at th e  e x p e n se  o f  

in crea sed  b an d w id th .

Speech Frame : 20m s

FDM A Carriers

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel
N

T im e-slot (54 sym bols)

Figure 10-1. Time-slot assignment in TDMA systems

A T D M A  te c h n iq u e s  b ased  on  P R M A  p ro v id e  a n u m ber o f  d isa d v a n ta g es  to  th e  sy stem  

d esig n er . F irst, th e  ch a n n e l n eed s  to  be m o n ito red  w h ile  tra n sm iss io n  o c c u r s  and  it is  ca p a c ity  

lim ited  b y  th e  a c c e s s  m eth o d  to  the ch a n n e l. A n  in h eren t lo ss  in th rou gh p u t can  lead  to  so m e  

d e la y s  in th e  tra n sm iss io n  o f  in d iv id u a l p a ck ets , and in the w orst c a se  th is  can  lead  to  a lo s s  o f  

p a ck ets  d u rin g  sy s te m  ad ap tation . T o  rec tify  th is  p o ten tia l p ro b lem , a b u ffer  m a y  be  

im p lem en ted  to  store  and re-tran sm it p a ck ets , w h ere  th e  m a x im u m  n u m b er o f  p a ck ets  stored  is  

related  to  th e  p a ck et len g th  and th e  a llo w e d  d e la y  b u d get.

In the ty p ic a l ch a n n e l en v iro n m en t o f  a f ix e d  w ir e le s s  a c c e s s  sy s te m , d escr ib ed  earlier , the  

o b serv a tio n  o f  a f e w  tim e-in v a r ia n t m u lti-p a th  c o m p o n e n ts  m ak e  the ch a n n e l en v iro n m en t  

fr eq u en cy  s e le c t iv e  on  both  the u p -lin k  and d o w n -lin k . U n d er th ese  c o n d it io n s , the e f f ic ie n c y  o f  

P R M A  te c h n iq u e s  su ffer  s ig n if ic a n t d egrad ation  u n le ss  so p h istica ted  m u ltip ath  co u n term ea su res
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are employed. Ongoing research will hopefully provide the necessary results on the 

effectiveness of PRMA protocols in more realistic (i.e. fading) environments. In ordinary 

AWGN channels, the efficiency gain for the PRMA protocol has been given as £ = 1.5 - 1.6 . 

The capacity equations that follow, which are based on the AWGN channel will therefore lead 

to over-optimistic results and should be treated with care.

10.1 .2  C a p a c ity  o f  a n  A d a p tiv e  TDMA FWA S y s te m

For fixed wireless access systems using hexagonal cellular structures with a directional base

station antenna of beamwidth 40°, the relationship between the re-use distance ratio, k, and the 

re-use pattern m is somewhat different than for conventional mobile cellular structures. The 

main differences in the results can be seen in Table (10-1). These results were obtained from 

[35].

Re-use pattern (m) 1 3 4 7 9

k  (directional) 3 4 5 6 7

k  (omni) 1 2 2.65 3.61 4.36

Table 10-1

Next, consider all the interference to come from other users in neighbouring cells, with one 

interfering user per re-use cell. With perfect power control, we can determine the re-use distance 

ratio k  as follows:

i

where,

S/I=  Signal-to-noise ratio at the front end of the receiver 

a  = Propagation exponent (typically 3 - 4 )

= Sum of the possible first tier interfering active paths (0.. .6)

For a given value of BER, the signal-to-noise ratio at the front end of the receiver is determined 

for different coding strategies using QPSK modulation, say. This is then used to find the 

equivalent value of k which can achieve this value of S/I. From this, the re-use factor of the
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cellular structure can be determined for use in the calculation of capacity and spectral 

efficiency.

The impact of different convolutional coding schemes [6] to achieve a particular level of 

frequency re-use pattern at a bit-error rate of 10'9 and a power decay exponent of a  =3 is shown 

in Table (10-2).

Coding level Uncoded R=l/2 K=8 R=l/3 K=8 R=2/3 K=8 R=3/4 K=9

Ei/N0 (dB) 12.5 6.0 5.5 6.3 7.2

S/I (dB) 15.5 6.0 3.7 7.5 8.9

k 5.9 2.8 2.4 3.2 3.6

m 7 1 1 3 3

Table 10-2

To make a fair comparison with the CDMA system, we assume that a universal frequency re

use (w=l) is required for the TDMA system. This means that a strong coding scheme, such as 

R= 1/2 or R=l/3, is required for the uplink design of the FWA system. Consequently, a TDMA 

design using a bandwidth allocation of 15 MHz, transmitting data at a bit-rate of /^=64kb/s and 

using Rf= 1/3 convolutional codes is considered for the uplink of a FWA system. Using QPSK 

modulation and a root-raised cosine filter with a roll-off factor of 0.4, the channel separation can 

be as low as 134.4 kHz. This can be achieved with a frequency re-use pattern of m= 1, and the 

number of available high quality channels is therefore given as:

Bandwidth allocation
N  = -----------------------------

Channel spacing x m

=     ( 10-2)
0.1344x1

= 111 channels

In a realistic scenario, the system designer would provide a range of services, ranging from 

voice data (32 kb/s), FAX/Modem (64 kb/s) to ISDN services (144 kb/s). For the calculations 

given in this report, a packet reservation multiple access (PRMA) protocol is assumed to be 

effective mainly on voice band channels. From the earlier discussion, current research has 

shown an overall efficiency gain, relative to conventional TDMA, of s  =1.5 - 1.6 can be 

obtained through the use of PRMA techniques [4]. Using this result, the theoretical number of 

voice channels in an ATDMA system could be as high as:
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N =  111 x 1.6 = 177 channels (10-3)

To make a fair comparison with CDMA systems in frequency-selective fading channels we now 

consider the capacity of a ATDMA system in the same fading environment as the simulated 

MC-CDMA systems in this thesis. The physical channel allotment and capacity obtained from 

equation (10-3) still remain the same, but the frequency re-use pattern, m, could very well be 

higher than one for faded channels.

Considering the same data rate requirement of 64 kb/s with QPSK modulation and rate 1/2 

convolutional coding, we may use the results of chapter 9, figure (9-11) to obtain an Eb/N0 value 

of about 12dB for a BER=10'6. Therefore, the value of the re-use distance ratio k  can be given 

as:

& . f i V = 4 . 5 6  ( 10_4)& = |^10 710 -6J =4.56 

Clearly, this requires a cellular frequency re-use of m=l, therefore giving a capacity of:

N  — 177/7 = 25 channels/sector (10-5)

With tri-sectorisation of the base-station antenna, it is possible to provide a further increase in 

the user capacity of a single cell. Assuming that the standard Erlang requirements for one 

subscriber are given by 60 mE (i.e. each subscriber is active for 3.6 minutes, on average, in one 

hour), Table (10-3) gives an approximate value for the number of subscribers that can be 

supported theoretically in an ATDMA system. The probability that a new subscriber is refused a 

call is given by the Erlang B formula:

Nl

fAT
N
v UJZj
j =0 J!

( 10-6)

where,

Pb = Probability of a blocked call 

N  = Number of available traffic channels
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X/fj. = Erlang statistics (e.g. 60 mE per subscriber)

The Erlang B statistic is a frequently used model to determine the occupancy distribution and 

probability of lost calls, where it is assumed that if a new user attempts to enter the network 

when all slots are occupied, it departs and re-enters later after a random interval. This is often 

referred to as the “lost call cleared” (LCC) model. Another distribution is based on the “lost call 

held” (LCH) model, which is introduced at a later stage of this chapter.

For FWA systems, a blocking probability of 0.1% will be required to offer the necessary quality 

of service in becoming a transparent link when compared to ordinary copper wire PSTN 

networks. The results for the number of subscribers per basestation in table (10-3) were 

obtained by dividing the Erlang B capacity by the Erlang statistics per user (i.e. 60mE per user).

Omni-directional BS Tri-sectored BS

No. of channels 25 75

Erlang B capacity 13E 53.5E

Subscribers per BS 216 subscribers 891 subscribers

Table 10-3

This large subscriber base is highly optimistic. However., it should be noted that these figures 

are based on the provision of 64 kb/s channels. In a more realistic scenario, each user would 

need access to at least an ISDN link. With these requirements in mind, the total data bit-rate 

required by the user would be on the order of 144 kb/s, which, using the same modulation and 

coding schemes introduced earlier, would use a bandwidth of 303 kHz. The number of multi

service channels is now given as:

. r Bandwidth allocation
N   ------------------------------------------

Channel spacing x m

 - —  (10-7)
0.303x1

= 49 channels/sector

Each channel on this service effectively provides a 144 kb/s stream. Considering PRMA 

techniques to be effective on the voice data only, the number of possible channels will increase 

by a factor of:
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'v =49><(i+7^(0'6)) (10-8)
= 55 channels

For Rayleigh faded channels, where the cellular frequency re-use factor is given as m=l, the 

number of channels is now given as:

N=  55/7 = 8 channels/sector (10-9)

Table (10-3) can now be modified to:

Omni-directional BS Tri-sectored BS

No. of channels 8 24

Erlang B capacity 2.05E 12.2E

Subscribers per BS 34 subscribers 203 subscribers

Table 10-4

10.1 .3  C a p a c ity  o f a  DS-CDMA FWA S y s te m

The majority of this study will focus on the implementation of DS-CDMA for FWA designs. 

The use of DS-CDMA in FWA systems will inevitably focus on the uplink and downlink of a 

multi-point to point link in a cellular universal frequency re-use structure.

Much work has been performed in evaluating the capacity of cel^’Hr DS-CDMA systems. The 

effects of diversity and power control on system capacity have been investigated from different 

points of view [19-22].

For high speed and high quality traffic the system performance with a small number of 

simultaneous subscribers is also very important, since only a small number of users may be 

supported by the system when the quality requirements are very high. In this case, the Gaussian 

approximation of the interference power may not be exact. To calculate the outage analysis, the 

key is to understand the nature of the multi-user, multi-cell interference. The validity of this 

approximation is examined in a multi-user, multi-cell interference power environment with log

normal shadowing on the reverse link of a DS-CDMA cellular system. For the forward link, the 

interference power is the sum of a small number of weighted random variables with correlation.
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A fast and efficient way to evaluate the system performance has been developed through 

analysis and modelling. More details can be found in [22]. Here we evaluate an integrated voice 

and ISDN service.

The uplink from the subscriber to the base-station introduces an interference environment which 

is more limiting on capacity than the downlink. To achieve orthogonality between users is 

virtually impossible due to the number of different orthogonal code sets arriving from individual 

subscribers with different phase and amplitude statistics. The effects of scattering therefore 

require a coherent demodulation technique to give information on the channel state conditions 

or a non-coherent scheme at the expense of reduced capacity.

For a given bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio Et/N0, the well known capacity equation can be 

used:

where,

W = Bandwidth allocation

Rb = Data bit-rate

Eb/N0 = Signal-to-noise ratio

F  = Inter-cell degradation factor

V= \  oice activity factor

T=  Antenna diversity at the base-station

Referring to equation (10-4), the Erlang-B distribution for DS-CDMA resembles more the case 

for unslotted multiple access, and is often termed as the Erlang-C distribution of lost calls held 

(LCH). In this model, it is assumed that the unserved users repeat their attempts to place a call 

immediately, and thus remain in the system, though unserved with a successful connection. 

Equation (10-4) can be re-written as:
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10.1.3.1 Downlink Capacity

First, we consider a synchronous downlink scenario with a data-rate of 64 kb/s per user. This 

may be used for voice or fax data, but for the time being we assume that this data is purely used 

for voice data. The channel is similar to the COST 207 Bad Urban channel with a Doppler of 

200 Hz. Of course, for FWA applications this is a very pessimistic approach, but nevertheless it 

gives a lower bound on the achievable capacity. Using the results from the MC-CDMA multi

user basestation-to-subscriber downlink with MAI cancellation and assuming perfect channel 

knowledge, we can achieve a BER of 10'6 at Eb/N0- 12 dB. If we assume that the inter-cell 

degradation factor is about 0.8 from the analysis for FWA cellular systems presented in chapter 

4, the total number of channels that may be supported in a single cell is given as:

, \5M H zlM kbts  og 8 (10. 12)
12dB ' 3 

= 32 channels/sector

It can be seen in Table (10-5) that this is a slightly higher result than the capacity given for an 

ATDMA system in (10-5). In addition, this evaluation is based on a universal frequency re-use 

of m=\, hence giving the cellular system more flexibility geographically in the deployment of 

cells.

Omni-directional BS Tri-sectored BS

No. of channels 32 96

Erlang C capacity 20E 74E

Subscribers per BS 333 subscribers 1233 subscribers

Table 10-5

10.1.3.2 Uplink Capacity

To accurately determine the capacity on the uplink of a MC-CDMA system in fading is more 

difficult to determine, but we will serve an approximate capacity analysis based on the results of 

some of the simulations carried out in this thesis. We will include the effects of voice detection 

and the method of tri-sectorisation for each basestation.
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Figure (9-18) in chapter 9 has shown that only 2 users could be supported for a BER=10^ at a 

bit-rate of 32 kb/s in a bandwidth of 1.216 MHz. Considering a bandwidth of 15 MHz and a 

data rate of 64 kb/s per user, the total number of theoretical users would be:

\5M Hz / 64kb / s _ _ __
N   ----------------------------2 F -V

1.216MHz / 32kb / s (10-13)
= 26 channels/sector

This result is very close to the theoretical channel capacity of an ATDMA system outlined in 

(10-5). We can therefore conclude that even though the capacity of a MC-CDMA system is 

limited by the uplink, we still nevertheless achieve the same capacity as an ATDMA system on 

the uplink and an even higher capacity than ATDMA on the downlink. This makes MC-CDMA 

an attractive solution, especially for FWA systems with directional antenna.

Omni-directional BS Tri-sectored BS

No. of channels 26 78

Erlang C capacity 15E 58E

Subscribers per BS 250 subscribers 966 subscribers

Table 10-6

10.1.3.3 Higher Data Rate Systems

Considering now a data rate of Rb = 144kb/s in the same bandwidth of 15 MHz, the capacities 

for the uplink and downlink may now be determined. To obtain some measure of the anticipated 

capacity of such design, it is assumed that the bandwidth is allocated to voice and data/ISDN 

traffic proportionally to their data rate requirements. Therefore, the bandwidth of 15 MHz is 

split in the ratio of 32:144. Even though the allocated 144 kb/s would be used to carry voice 

data in realistic applications and would require a BER of 10'9, this analysis assumes a BER 

requirement of 10-6 and draws attention to the data rate requirements separately to simplify the 

capacity calculations.

For data traffic at 144 kb/s operating in a bandwidth of 11.66 MHz the theoretical number of 

channels is given as:
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11.666 M H z/
N  ={ + _________7144kb/s 0 8 (10-14)

12 dB
-  5 channels

and for voice traffic at 32 kb/s operating in a bandwidth of 3.33 MHz:

3.33 M Hz/
XT'  I * /32kb/s n  o  ^
N‘~l+ xw  °-8 I  (10- 15)

= 15channels

Therefore, the total number of channels available to the one sector of the basestation is about 20 

channels. Using these values, we obtain the following capacity results:

Omni-directional BS Tri-sectored BS

No. of channels 20 60

Erlang C capacity 10.97E 43.2E

Subscribers per BS 182 subscribers 720 subscribers

Table 10-7

10.2 Summary

This chapter has introduced the concepts involved in maximising the efficiency of TDMA 

systems through the use of PRMA techniques on voice data and has given a capacity 

comparison of both ATDMA <uid MC-CDMA cellular designs. The capacity calculations are 

based on service provision of voice and ISDN data at 32 kb/s and 144 kb/s, respectively, in a 

bandwidth of 15 MHz and a blocking probability of 0.1%. Each user is assumed to be active for 

an average of 3.6 minutes per hour, giving an Erlang requirement of 60mE per user. For a fair 

comparison between the two multiple access strategies, we have assumed a BER requirement of 

10-6 for both voice and ISDN data, which of course is too low for voice and too high for ISDN. 

Nevertheless, it enables a somewhat easier capacity comparison to be made on the simulation 

results of this thesis.

The MC-CDMA strategy from chapter 9 has been assumed to be used on the uplink and 

downlink in a relatively high Doppler environment of 200 Hz and multipath fading according to 

the COST 207 Bad Urban channel. In a sense, this provides a realistic channel for mobile
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situations and at the same time a pessimistic result on the capacity of FWA systems. The 

capacity comparisons, however, still present valid and fair results.

Whilst not much attention has been paid to alternative ATDMA techniques, one could argue 

that TDMA systems are superior on a number of different key issues. Even so, the concept of 

multi-carrier CDMA should not be disregarded as a likely contender for next generation 

wireless systems. From the results of the analysis shown here, it is clear that significant 

advantages in capacity can be found, especially on the downlink of a cellular system. For the 

foregoing reason, it is likely that hybrid systems using different multiple access strategies may 

be used in next generation systems. MC-CDMA designs clearly perform as well or even better 

in FWA applications than conventional DS-CDMA techniques because they provide good 

resilience to frequency-selective fading. For this reason it can be seen that MC-CDMA designs 

provide a viable alternative to conventional ATDMA designs introduced for future generation 

FWA systems.

We can conclude that whilst MC-CDMA will have at least the same or higher capacity than 

ATDMA systems, it can also yield additional advantages in the general behavior within a 

cellular system. The inherent soft capacity degradation of DS-CDMA with coding techniques 

was shown in chapters 5 and 9, and the use of multi-carrier techniques for this type of system 

has shown additional advantages in the flexibility of the system. MC-CDMA systems offer the 

potential to integrate or overlay services onto existing wireless communication systems. Due to 

the high number of sub-carriers employed, it is possible to adaptively integrate variable bit-rate 

requirements into MC-CDMA systems. The performance for different bit-rates in a multi-access 

environment using MC-CDMA has shown good performance with respect to the achievable 

BER. Even higher bit-rates of 32 kb/s for good quality audio/voice can quite easily be 

accommodated, and in conjunction with MAI cancellation and coding have shown that the 

uplink can support these services.

The capacity advantages of MC-CDMA become clear when compared with respect to the 

theoretical Erlang capacity that thus may be achieved. Whilst the occupancy distribution of 

LCH gives a lower capacity due to users remaining in the system, MC-CDMA still gives a 

higher number of potential subscribers than ATDMA. The potential number of users that may 

be served by a central basestation with tri-sectorisation can be as high as 1233 on the downlink 

of a MC-CDMA system compared with 891 using ATDMA. Since MC-CDMA cellular systems 

are ultimately uplink limited, this reduces to a level of 966 potential subscribers on the uplink. 

Nevertheless, the capacity is still higher than for ATDMA designs.
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In AWGN channels, the SNR requirement to achieve a particular BER at the input to the 

receiver is much lower than for faded channels. For this reason, ATDMA systems can operate 

with universal frequency re-use using conventional high-rate convolutional codes. In channels 

with fading, the SNR requirements consequently increase and allow only a frequency re-use 

greater than 1 to be employed. This is the limiting factor on the capacity of ATDMA systems.
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11.1 Conclusions

The technological challenge presented by third generation mobile communications is far from 

insignificant and one issue which has been, and which remains the subject of extensive debate is 

what multiple access technique the new systems will exploit. Time division (TDMA) and code 

division multiple access (CDMA) are both candidates. In the United States, several companies 

are supporting direct-sequence CDMA for future networks, citing a number of advantages over 

other multiple access techniques. These include a gradual degradation in link quality with 

increases in capacity, the ability to exploit multipath for diversity reception and the potential for 

accommodating more users in a given bandwidth than TDMA. These advantages do not all 

accrue without some disadvantages, the most significant of which is the vulnerability o f DS- 

CDMA to the multi-user interference. On the uplink, in particular, the fading is independent for 

each user which enhances the near-far effect at the basestation receiver. It is estimated that for 

an asynchronous DS-CDMA mobile system the number of users that can be supported without 

countering the near-far effect in some way is just 1-5% of the signature waveform length; less 

than 4 users for a 63 chip length code.

This shortcoming has motivated the work presented in this thesis into more sophisticated 

receiver structures that employ the relevant coding techniques and channel equalisation to multi

carrier CDMA systems in multipath faded channels.

11.1.1 L ow -R ate  H y p er-O rth o g o n a l C o n v o lu tio n a l C o d in g : R a tio n a le

An alternative method of coding and spreading the data in a spread-spectrum system has been 

proposed. Instead of cascading a convolutional code with a PN sequence multiplier one can 

employ a convolutional encoder of very low-rate to encode and spread the input signal 

simultaneously. If a form of history exists between consecutive data bits then these can be 

decoded using maximum-likelihood algorithms such as the Viterbi decoder.

The orthogonality of ordinary convolutional codes is very poor, however, and this would lead to 

a small number of simultaneous users in a multiple access strategy. If low-rate convolutional 

codes are to be implemented into a DS-CDMA system, then the output bit sequence 

corresponding to a particular shift register state must be orthogonal to all other output sequences 

generated by other users. One way of providing orthogonal convolutional codes has been shown 

through cascading a convolutional encoder with a Hadamard block encoder. In this way, one
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can generate orthogonal sequences which follow a pre-determined trellis tree and at the same 

time use sequences with maximum free distance. This enables the coding gain to be exploited 

more efficiently.

To utilise the full bi-orthogonal code set, super-orthogonal coding schemes may be used that 

provide further increases to the coding gain by employing an extra shift register on the front and 

back end of the conventional Hadamard LROCC system. In this way, the bandwidth expansion 

factor remains the same and the potential code set is doubled to incorporate not only the 

orthogonal codes but also their bi-orthogonal sub-set.

To achieve an even higher coding gain, the number of shift registers may be increased 

arbitrarily (at the cost of hardware complexity, of course!) to achieve further coding gains for 

the same level of bandwidth expansion. This novel encoder is termed a low-rate hyper- 

orthogonal convolutional coding (LRHOCC) scheme. This thesis has shown that this process 

can lead to an increased free distance of the convolutional code by eliminating more paths with 

a Hamming distance of only half the spreading length and replacing them with paths having a 

Hamming distance of the full spreading length. This is particularly important at the initial 

starting paths and the final paths of the trellis.

11.1 .2  L ow -R ate  H y p er-O rth o g o n a l C o n v o lu tio n a l C o d in g : P e rfo rm a n c e

The performance of LROCC and novel LRHOCC schemes have been studied in a single-user 

and multi-user AWGN environment and multipath Rayleigh faded channels. Considerable 

performance improvements have been found for both coding strategies compared to 

conventional rate !4 convolutional coding strategies.

Theoretical curves using the upper-bound on LROCC and higher rate convolutional codes have 

shown that LROCC codes can give potential coding gains that are about ldB higher than rate Vi 

convolutional codes at low Eb/N0 values, but a similar performance at signal-to-noise ratios 

greater than 5dB. The theoretical excess Eb/N0 required for non-coherent Rayleigh faded 

channels is about 6dB more than the coherent unfaded case.

The simulated results have been shown to closely follow the theoretical curves, with an Eb/N0 

level of 4.5dB required to achieve a BER of 10'5. Using LRHOC codes of constraint length 6 

and rate lA  reduces the signal-to-noise ratio to 4dB and to a level of 3dB with a constraint length 

8, rate 1/64 code.
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The importance of using randomising sequences has been outlined in a multi-user environment. 

It has been shown that at least 2dB will be lost through not employing the correct randomising 

sequences to effectively make the interference from other users appear Gaussian in nature. To 

achieve a BER of 10'3 without coding and using Gold codes of length 63 can accommodate 

about 7 users, whereas LROC coding has shown to increase the potential capacity to about 15 

users, hence providing nearly twice an increase in capacity.

The simulation of a rate 1/32, constraint length 5 LROCC scheme in a 4-path Rayleigh faded 

channel with a Doppler of 300Hz has shown to provide extremely good coding gains. Compared 

to uncoded faded channels, a coding gain in the order of 6dB was found for bit-error rates of 

10‘5 using LROCC structures with BPSK modulation. Using LRHOCC coding with a constraint 

length of 8 and rate 1/64 has shown to increase the coding gain to over KMB at BER=10'6. Of 

course, this is achieved at the expense of increased hardware complexity.

In summary, the use of LROCC coding can potentially achieve significant coding gains as high 

or even higher than conventional convolutional codes of high rate. Of course, in a multi-user 

environment these codes exploit coding and spreading without the bandwidth/code-rate penalty. 

The use of LRHOCC has shown to provide further increases in the coding gain in unfaded and 

faded channels. These codes are particularly attractive to adaptive systems that may wish to 

increase the complexity of the code when the channel conditions degrade without increasing the 

bandwidth of the code.

11.1.3 M ulti-C arrier CDMA: R a tio n a le

The orthogonality between all active users in a cellular environment plays an important part in 

the performance level and capacity that may be achieved. If all users are separated in the code

domain through deterministic PN code sequences, the unwanted interference in an AWGN 

channel may be eliminated if the interference from all active users is cancelled. In faded 

multipath channels, this is more burdensome, and only limited capacity advantages may be 

achievable. The level of orthogonality in the time-domain could therefore be replaced by an 

alternative modulation scheme using orthogonal multiple carriers in the frequency domain to 

achieve diversity and orthogonality between users. Due to the inherent low levels of Doppler in 

FWA systems this method becomes extremely attractive.
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If the symbol or chip period of a spread-spectrum system is greater than the time-delay spread 

of the channel, the fading characteristics on the transmitted signal are frequency non-selective. 

This gives the receiver little or no diversity and hence presents a problem to successful 

reception. On the other hand, if the symbol length is less than the time-delay spread of the 

channel, the channel is frequency-selective and can provide diversity at the cost of increased 

problems with ISI. The implementation of RAKE receivers resolves this problem and can give 

time domain diversity. Alternatively, one can provide spreading in the frequency domain and 

modulate the spread signal over a number of sub-carriers, termed as MC-CDMA or MC-DS- 

CDMA.

The primary advantage of MC-CDMA is its ability to operate in a high user rate system that has 

only a limited system bandwidth available for spreading. Because MC-CDMA strategically tries 

to reduce the effects of multi-user interference through sub-carriers and guard intervals, MC- 

CDMA does not become less efficient in terms of bits/s/Hz when the spreading factor is 

reduced, as in DS-CDMA systems. Therefore, the goal of MC-CDMA is to address the area of 

weakness of the DS-CDMA system by supporting higher data-rates. Since a MC-CDMA system 

is able to adjust the number of sub-carriers per user signal, MC-CDMA is highly flexible with 

respect to variable rate traffic.

MC-CDMA is directly applicable to the downlink where the rigid requirement of 

synchronisation can more easily be met. Moreover, the downlink must provide a high capacity 

signaling method that uses inexpensive receivers for use in the mobile units.

To achieve bandwidth allocations for ever increasing bandwidth requirements, frequency 

allocation for PCS will involve frequency ranges higher than those currently in use. High carrier 

frequencies and high mobile speeds combined with the long symbol duration of an OFDM data 

block render the multipath fading channel highly time-varying. We wish to maintain a constant, 

time-invariant fading level over the duration of an OFDM block. This poses a challenge to the 

equalisation of such a channel.

A number of techniques to equalise the channel effectively have been introduced and shown to 

provide sufficient diversity to combat the frequency selectivity of the fading channel and 

provide multiple access. Relatively simple equalisation structures have been compared and 

shown to provide a good performance if incorporated together with interference cancellation 

structures, orthogonal coding and adequate interleaving.
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11 .1 .4  M ulti-C arrier CDMA: P e rfo rm a n c e

First, the performance of a MC-CDMA design using a relatively small number of overlapping 

sub-carriers has been introduced in context with coherent and non-coherent modulation formats. 

Tne system was modeled using 32 sub-carriers and a data-rate of 8 kb/s in a frequency selective 

Rayleigh fading channel with 4 and 7 paths.

The MC-CDMA frequency-domain RAKE receiver using coherent BPSK demodulation has 

shown to closely approach the lower theoretical bound of a DS-CDMA RAKE receiver. To 

achieve a BER=10'3 it can be seen that the MC-CDMA system requires about 1 ldB whereas the 

DS-CDMA RAKE receiver requires nearly ldB more. To achieve a BER as low as 10‘5 would 

require at least 17dB. This method, though, requires perfect knowledge of the channel amplitude 

and phase. It has therefore been suggested to investigate non-coherent DPSK modulation 

techniques.

The DPSK MC-CDMA frequency-domain RAKE receiver was implemented over the same 

channel with LROC coding, block interleaving and guard-bands. The channel model also 

includes Doppler fading of 200 Hz which corresponds to a vehicle speed of 135km/h at a carrier 

frequency of 1.6GHz. It was shown that this type of implementation is very resistant to 

increases in the number of multipaths in the channel. This is due to the inherent frequency 

diversity available through multi-carrier modulation and interleaving in the frequency-domain.

The use of LROCC strategies in MC-CDMA has also shown ": provide an extremely positive 

result in the overall coding gain achieved in multipath faded channels. A total coding gain of up 

to 12dB has been achieved for BER=10'5, w ith little degradation in reduced levels of multipath. 

Comparing these results with conventional DS-CDMA RAKE receivers using rate 14, constraint 

length 7 convolutional coding has shown that the difference in performance can be as high as 

4dB for L=4 paths and 2dB for L=1 paths, therefore giving MC-CDMA LROCC schemes 

considerable performance advantages.

In multi-user environments it has been shown that the use of increased number of sub-carriers 

can reduce the interleaving depth requirements and provide independent frequency non- 

selective fading on each sub-channel as long as the guard-interval is longer than the maximum 

delay spread of the channel. This eliminates ISI but still introduces fading between neighboring 

sub-carriers. Therefore, the type of equalisation scheme to be implemented is extremely
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important for the performance of the system. A number of different equalisers with dissimilar 

complexity have been introduced. MRC and EGC have been shown to be of no practical use for 

the downlink since they do not restore the orthogonality of the users in the receiver. The use of 

ZF equalisers can be seen to give improvements in performance by attempting to restore the 

orthogonality between users but still performs worse than EGC at low E /N 0 due to noise 

amplifications in the equaliser. The concept of controlled equalisation is therefore an attractive 

alternative method to combine the advantages of EGC and ZF equalisation. The receiver, of 

course, must estimate the optimum threshold level. Nevertheless, with this method it is possible 

to achieve a BER of 10'3 at about 15dB, with an irreducible BER level of about 10-4 as the SNR 

approaches infinity.

More complex equalisers using channel statistics such as the number of active users and the 

received SNR have also been investigated. The use of MMSE equalisation has shown to reduce 

the EbIN0 requirement at a BER of 10'3 to 14dB, and 20dB for a BER of 10'5, a level which 

cannot be achieved using controlled equalisation. The use of MLD at maximum user capacity 

has shown to reduce the EJN0 requirement at a BER=10‘3 to about 12dB at the cost of increased 

hardware complexity.

The multi-user MC-CDMA system simulated in this thesis presents an interesting concept of 

implementing interference cancellation on the downlink as well as the uplink. Orthogonal 

coding for all users in AWGN channels on the downlink would give no additional improvement 

using interference cancellation schemes, but in multipath channels considerable improvements 

can be accomplished. As the orthogonality between all users is severely distorted in multipath 

channels it becomes necessary to attempt to restore the orthogonality between the users through 

appropriate equalisation methods on the first stage and then combine the maximum SNR on all 

sub-carriers for the wanted user. This can only be achieved by introducing different equalisers 

on the initial detection and final equalisation/combining stages. In this way the use of 

orthogonality restoring equalisers such as zero-forcing or controlled equalisers are implemented 

on the first stage of detection and an optimum and simple combining method such as MRC on 

the final stage. At the last stage of detection it assumed that the unwanted users have been 

removed from the composite signal and the use of MRC is therefore in favour of orthogonality 

restoring equalisers.

This model has been introduced in the simulation of the up- and downlink of a MC-CDMA 

system using 512 sub-carriers and various equalisation and detection methods. These systems 

were simulated over the Bad Urban COST-207 channel with Doppler of 200Hz. It has been 

shown that controlled equalisation is in favor of MRC, EGC and zero-forcing strategies without
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requiring information about the channel SNR or the number of active users. If interference 

cancellation techniques are to be used, it has been shown that the use of zero-forcing or 

controlled equalisers is not as important and gives virtually the same results. In this case, it is 

more important to have more accurate knowledge of the channel statistics than to use threshold 

levels for controlled equalisation. Nevertheless, the use of MAI cancellation techniques has 

shown to introduce little deviation of the optimum threshold level for implementing controlled 

equalisation. To achieve a BER of 10'3 the level of EfJN0 required at the receiver can be reduced 

to 5dB and to lOdB for a BER of 10'5 using one iteration of interference cancellation. More 

realistic measurements with noisy channel estimates increase the E /N 0 requirement by 5dB, 

giving an SNR requirement of lOdB for BER=10'3 and 15dB for BER=10'5.

On the uplink, it has been found that controlled equalisation is in strong favour of zero-forcing 

equalisation and its application is particularly important when no interference cancellation is 

implemented. For a total spreading ratio of 32 it can be seen that already at 8 users the 

performance has been degraded sufficiently to render the system saturated. However, at low 

numbers of active users the use of interference cancellation can be seen to provide sufficient 

improvements in the reduction of BER. To achieve a BER=10*3, only 3 users can be served 

using controlled equalisation, whereas interference cancellation allows twice as many users. Of 

course, at higher levels of active users the use of interference cancellation schemes becomes 

questionable. In fact, system performance is worse using interference cancellation than 

controlled equalisation alone. This is because at high levels of interference through multiple 

users the interference estimates become highly corrupted and only serve to degrade performance 

rather than improve it.

For this reason it can be concluded that interference cancellation schemes may only provide 

reasonable capacity gains on the uplink if the channel parameters can be estimated accurately 

and the level of interference from other users is relatively low. On the downlink, however, the 

use of interference cancellation presents little problem and serves to improve capacity at all 

levels of Eb/N0 and full user capacity.
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11.2 Concluding Remarks

The significant advantages of the investigation into coherent and non-coherent transmitter and

receiver designs for FWA and mobile cellular systems presented in this thesis can be

summarised as:

•  In FWA and mobile cellular systems it has been shown that the correlation statistics on the 

link level between the subscriber and basestation can have dramatic effects on the inter-cell 

interference. The use of highly directional antennas and stationary users has shown that the 

effects of shadowing depend heavily on the correlation of the fading signals on the uplink. 

The anticipated inter-cell frequency re-use factor for realistic values of decay index (2 to 4) 

unlikely will drop below 0.85. For mobile cellular applications it has been found that this 

value can be as low as 0.2, therefore having a significant effect on the overall cellular 

capacity.

•  The use of tri-sectorisation at the basestation gives further opportunity for increases in user 

capacity through the improvement in the fading statistics, in addition to the obvious 

improvement in capacity through sectorisation of the cell area. For coherent systems, the 

use of pilot tones is necessary, giving a reduction in user capacity at the expense of 

spectrum for pilot tone occupancy. It is therefore of vital importance to treat the inherent 

advantages of coherent designs over non-coherent designs with great care.

• The use of LR^CC coding has been shown to give extremely positive results, and with 

further enhancements to the original encoder design, the use of hyper-orthogonal 

convolutional coding schemes can give additional coding gain in AWGN and multipath 

Rayleigh faded channels.

• Orthogonal Hadamard sequences have particularly bad auto-correlation properties and to 

improve these, different PN randomising sequences have been tested and found to improve 

both the spectral properties of the transmitted signal, and the isolation between users.

• Using low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes in non-coherent DS-CDMA applications 

where the channel is impaired by Z-path Rayleigh fading can yield improved performance 

as long as the data is interleaved at the bit level. The minimum signal-to-noise ratio per bit 

required to achieve the same performance as in an unfaded AWGN channel is seen to be at
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about 6dB. Therefore, for equal system complexity, the losses encountered through non

coherent combining degrade any gain achieved through diversity, either achieved at the data 

bit level through X-fold interleaving or an increase in the number of path levels, L.

• The LROCC-OFDM technique has shown to provide considerable resilience to increases in 

the number of multipaths in the channel and through non-coherent differential modulation 

on each output of the FFT in the receiver it is possible to resolve some of the frequency 

selective fading components in the frequency domain.

•  Considerable performance improvements have been found with LROCC strategies applied 

to multi-carrier OFDM designs with adequate interleaving to make the multipath fading 

effects independent on each channel.

• The implementation of LROCC in multi-carrier systems will give improved performance 

over other conventional coding techniques in partial band interference and fading, as the use 

of diversity is increased at an even coarser level. The independence between successive 

branches is one way of achieving this diversity. It has been shown that the anticipated 

performance degradation due to interference concentrated into selected sub-bands of the 

multi-carrier system will be most likely position independent, compared to previously 

suggested high-rate coded systems, where it can be found that partial band interference 

performances are dependant on the position within the total bandwidth occupied by the 

system.

• The use of LROCC and controlled equalisation with MAI cancellation in the uplink have 

been shown to provide a capacity gain of at least 25% at BER=10‘3, and likewise a lOdB 

gain in EJN0 in the downlink with rate R=\I2 convolutional codes. More realistic 

performance results with noisy channel estimates have been found to provide a degradation 

of at least 6dB on this result, yielding a potential improvement of 4dB.

• The use of zero-forcing equalisers would not lead to a good performance without MAI 

cancellation, but through the use of MAI cancellation it is possible to combine zero-forcing 

algorithms with MRC on the final detection stage to give good results. It has been shown, 

however, that controlled equalisation for the first detection stage, in combination with MRC 

on the second detection stage outperforms the zero-forcing equaliser. This improvement is 

particularly noticeable for the system when MAI cancellation is not used.
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■ A capacity comparison of ATDMA and MC-CDMA for FWA applications has shown that 

MC-CDMA designs have a potentially higher capacity, particularly on the downlink, 

compared to ATDMA designs with PRMA. The capacity advantages that may be achieved 

with MC-CDMA become clear when compared with the theoretical Erlang capacity. Whilst 

the occupancy distribution of LCH gives a lower capacity due to users remaining in the 

system, MC-CDMA still gives a higher number of potential subscribers than ATDMA. The 

potential number of users that may be served by a central basestation with tri-sectorisation 

can be as high as 1233 on the downlink of a MC-CDMA system compared with 891 using 

ATDMA. Since MC-CDMA cellular systems are ultimately uplink limited, this reduces to a 

level of 966 potential subscribers on the uplink. Nevertheless, the capacity is still higher 

than for ATDMA designs.

■ Whilst MC-CDMA designs may have an improved capacity compared with ATDMA 

techniques, they also provide universal frequency re-use, a feature that makes CDMA 

techniques favourable in their own right.

11.3 Future Work

The work described in this thesis has highlighted a number of areas worthy of further 

investigation and these are listed within this section.

11.3.1 S y n c h ro n is a tio n

The work in this thesis has not covered the aspects of synchronisation for coherent and non

coherent multi-carrier and single-carrier DS-CDMA systems. It is widely known that the use of 

non-coherent DPSK in both single-carrier and multi-carrier systems yields a much simplified 

approach with little need for accurate synchronisation as in coherent systems. Using spectrum 

shaping techniques [3] before the IFFT in the transmitter of a MC-CDMA system has shown 

considerable advantages in the synchronisation, but at the cost of increased self-interference 

within each block. This calls for more complex equalisation structures.

11.3.2 R e d u c tio n  o f  th e  C re s t  F a c to r

Multi-carrier modulation techniques have a large peak to mean envelope ratio and therefore the 

power amplifier in the portable unit must be highly linear and have a high power efficiency. 

This requires operation in a non-linear region such as class B or class AB [4]. In this case the 

multi-carrier signal suffers from a high level of inter-modulation distortion, AM/AM and
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AM/PM distortions. The crest factor used to describe the relative variation in amplitude level at 

the input to the power amplifier in the transmitter needs to be as low as possible, otherwise the 

large fluctuations in amplitude calls for highly linear amplifiers in the upper region of the 

response curve. As most amplifiers in the transmitter can only cope with relatively small 

fluctuations in amplitude, a number of research topics focus on the linearisation of power 

amplifiers and/or the reduction of the crest factor. Hence to minimize this distortion it is 

preferred that the signal be amplified using a constant envelope, like GMSK modulation, for 

example. The reduction of the crest factor leads to three main possibilities: (a) spectrum shaping 

of the signal before the IFFT and, (b) the use of alternative modulation methods or (c) replacing 

the IFFT with a wavelet based design, which is treated in the next section.

11.3 .3  W av e le t B a s e d  T ra n sm is s io n

Wavelets are a pre-defined stored number of samples of a signal that constitute a small section 

of a continuous waveform. In this way, it is possible to form a composite signal from a number 

of sub-sections of compactly supported orthogonal wavelets. This has been shown to give a 

significantly higher bandwidth efficiency [1] than conventional MC-CDMA systems. Wavelet 

based designs posses almost the same desirable characteristics (e.g. frequency diversity and 

small ISI) as conventional FFT based multi-carrier systems, and in addition provide new 

dimensions for the anti-fading and interference immunity by the suitable choice of the wavelet 

functions and the wavelet frequency bands. Of course, wavelet based designs require more 

complex transmitter hardware, but for sophisticated multimedia applications they could provide 

an attractive alternative solution.

11.3 .4  D e co d in g  S tra te g ie s

It is possible to employ a soft output Viterbi algorithm by modifying the Viterbi decoder in the 

receiver. This has the advantage of not making a hard decision at the output and integrating the 

output estimate with sophisticated interference cancellation techniques to remove the other-user 

unwanted interference. This could lead to potential capacity improvements, especially on the 

uplink of a FWA system.

11.3.5 C h a n n e l E s tim a tio n

The pilot tone overhead of 25% used in the simulations of this thesis can be reduced to at least 

6.25% by further interpolating in the time-domain rather than the frequency-domain solely. This
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is achieved by Wiener filtering in 2-D rather than 1-D. The concept has been analyzed in [5], 

where it can be shown to yield considerable reduction in pilot-tone overheads without degrading 

the bit-error performance significantly. The slower the fading in the channel, of course, the 

better this method will work. An interesting filed of future research could be the investigation of 

other channel estimation algorithms.
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A.1 Spectrum of a Pulse Train

A  signal o f  great interest in digital com m unications is an ideal periodic sequence o f  rectangular 

pulses, called a pulse train, illustrated in figure (A -l) .

xP(t)

T/2-T/2

Figure A-l. Pulse train

For the pulse train, xp(t), with pulse amplitude A, pulse width T, and period T0i the reader can 

verify, using the standard Fourier coefficient equations:

* ( / ) = (A-l)

where,

T J 2

- T J 2
(A -2)

that the Fourier series coefficients are given as:

AT sm(nxTIT0) AT . nT
cn =   ------ — = ---------- s in e —  (A -3)

T0 nxT/T0 T0 T0 K }

where,
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sin(-w)
sincy  ~ ----------

ny (A -4)

The sine function, as shown in figure (A -2), has a maximum value o f  unity at y = 0 and 

approaches zero as y  approaches infinity, oscillating through positive and negative values. It 

goes through zero at y  = ±  1, ±2, ...

sine y

0 . 5 .

-0.5 J

F igure A -2. Sine function  o f  pulse train

The pulse train magnitude spectrum, |c„| as a function o f  n/T0 is plotted in figure (A -3), and the 

phase spectrum, 6m is plotted in figure (A -4).

|C n|

-2/T 1/T

F igure A -3. M agnitude spectrum  o f  pulse train

The positive and negative frequencies o f  the two-sided spectrum represent a useful w ay o f  

expressing the spectrum mathematically; o f  course, only the positive frequencies can be 

reproduced in a laboratory.
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pn

F igure A-4. P hase spectrum  o f  pulse train

Synthesis is performed by substituting the coefficients o f  equation (A -3) into equation (A -l) . 

The resulting series below  yields the original ideal pulse train, xp(t), synthesised from its 

com ponent parts.

x A T  ^  . n T  t
■(*) = —  Z  sm c —  e j2*°‘

The ideal periodic pulse train contains frequency com ponents at all integer m ultiples o f  the 

fundamental. In com m unication system s the significant portion o f  a baseband signal’s power or 

energy is often assumed to be contained within the frequencies from zero to the first null o f  the 

magnitude spectrum (see figure (A -3)). Therefore, MT is often used as a measure o f  signal 

bandwidth, in Hertz, for a pulse train with pulse width T. Note that the bandwidth is inversely 

proportional to pulse width; the narrower are the pulses, the wider the bandwidth associated  

with these pulses. A lso, notice that the spacing between spectral lines A f  = 1 !T0 is inversely 

proportional to the pulse period; as the period increases, the lines m ove closer together.
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B.1 Chernoff Bound

W e seek to evaluate som e w ell-know n bounding techniques for constant amplitude and phase 

signals, coherently demodulated in additive Gaussian noise. W e then proceed to show  that same 

bounds hold in som e cases when the actual m ultiple access interference distributions are used in 

place o f  the Gaussian approximation. These bounding techniques have applications in many 

statistical bit-error rate calculations for digital com m unication system s.

The C hernoff bound on a distribution is an extension o f  the older C hebyshev bound. It is 

obtained by upper-bounding the unit step function inherent in the fo llow ing calculation. For the 

random variable x, w e can express the complementary distribution function,

Pit* > A-) = ja (x -X )d F (x )  = E[«(x-X)]  ( B- l )
—00

where «(•) is the unit step function,

1 i f £ > 0 ,
U 10 otherwise (B -2)

and F{x) is the distribution function.

4.5

3.5

2.5

m .1.5

0.5

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

X

Figure B-l. Bound on exponential and unit step function
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Then since,

«(£) < exp(>£) p> 0 (B -3)

with equality i f  and only if  £=0, it fo llow s that,

Pr(jc > X ) <  E|exp[p(A: -  X )]j
00

- e * *  je ^d F (x )  ^  (B  4)
-00

M inim ising with respect to p , w e obtain,

Pr(jc > X )  < Min e ' ^ E l e ^ )
' 1 (B -5)p> o

which is the Chernoff bound.

8 .2  Bhattacharyya bound

When the random variable represents a likelihood function and X=0 so that the probability (B -4) 

becom es an error probability, applying the C hernoff bound gives rise to another w ell known 

bound. L e ty  be the decision variable and le tp 0(y) and pj(y) be the respective probability density 

functions under the hypotheses that “0” or “ 1” was sent. Then, given that “0” was sent,

P r  = Pr ln p L(vT > 0 i"Q" sentJ <j?[exp{ ^ inb i ^ / P o ( 3 ,)]}ro" sent]

Pi (y)
oo

= f JLLy r  Po(y)dy
J Po(y)—00
00

= \ p l p (y)P\(y)<ty,

(B -6)

p  > 0

The sam e applies to Pe with p 0(y) and pi(y) interchanged. C hoosing p  =  V4 leads to the 

particularly sim ple expression:
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p e ^ jy]po(y)Pi(y)-dy
—00

known as the Bhattacharyya bound.

(B -7)

B.3 Bounds for Gaussian noise channeis

A s an exam ple application o f  both the Chernoff bound consider coherent reception in Gaussian 

noise w ith energy-to-noise density E/I0. Then the normalised demodulator output variable y  is 

Gaussian, with variance Io/2 and mean ±^E. The sign depends on whether the transmitted 

sym bol had a positive or negative sign corresponding to a “0” or “ 1”, respectively. Then, since  

by sym m etry P Eo=Pei=Pe,

00

Pe = Pr(.F > 0 |") = ~ j =  fexp
V O o

.dy

J L  L -2/2
y[2n

f e x / ' .dx
A

=e(V2 e / h )

(B -8)

The C hernoff bound to this probability is obtained using (B -5), where x  has mean -VE  and 

variance IJ2  and X=0. Thus,

oo
= i e ^ e

v '

- ( x + Je )2 / / , .dx

= exp|~(p/0 - 2 V £ r) 2 / 4 / c ,-Wo , p>  0

and

This expression is m inim ised by the choice p=2^E/I0 , for which

(B -9)

(B -10)

PE < e~E/r° (B-l 1)
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The sam e result is obtained from the Bhattacharyya bound, as can be seen by applying (B -7) 

with:

Po(y) = - f^= exp  - { y - J z f  j h

P\(y) = -F^=e*P -(y  + j E ^ I I Q 
yjxlo L

(B -12)

H ence,

oo — El I ***
< j^ P o (y )P \(y ) -d y ^ ^ - j=  je~y2/Io.dy =

—0 0  V 0 —CO

0 (B -l 3)

w hich gives an upper bound on the bit-error probability for Gaussian noise channels.
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C.1 Derivation of equation (7-55)

Referring to equation (7-55), the mean o f  the ISI term is:

E{ISI) = a, [dk (-1  )X'kJt + dk (0 ) X ‘kJi U

L-\ .

(C -l)

D ue to independence o f  ai w ith dk and X^k and X^k,k, it becomes:

i p_________    1

£ { /S /}  = £ a ,  dk ( - \ ) X lk k +dk (0)X'kk
1=1

(C-2)

Since E {*/*(-1)}=E{<7*(0)}=0, the mean o f  the ISI w ill be zero. N evertheless, the variance is:

L - 1 L - 1

/, = l / 2=0
(C-3)

A gain, because ai and dk are independent o f  Xkk and X*k,k, and due to the independence o f  data 

bits at different intervalj, (C -3) can be written as:

L - 1 L - \

a )si
/ ,= l / 2=0

dk ( - 1) 2 x ‘k[k x ‘k\k + dk (0 ) 2 x i j ,  x ‘k\k (C-4)

w hich is,

L - 1 L - 1

/ ,= l /2=0

V I V 2 i V> V 
* k , k j X k,k (C-5)
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Considering independent path com ponents, that is J = crfl/ 2S(l{ - l 2)

becom es:

2
a  ISI = S CT«.2 ( * m ) 2 + (**•*)'

/=! L

U sing  equation (7-48), the first term in the bracket o f  (C -6) is calculated as:

= £ [c o s 2 = £

w here  ^ / =  2nfkTi- 6\. By denoting  

£ ( ^ , 0 , )  = r?  c o - 2 0 j)

E quation  (C -7) can be w ritten  as:

\ T ‘ ] + E
2 Y coi 4^ kTi ~ 20i)

The second term o f  (C -9) can be calculated as: 

Omitting the subscript /  for the ease o f  notation,

E T[g(z,0)\0] = J z 2 cos(4nfkr -2 0 ) f n (T)dT
X

= co s2 0 jV 2 c o s ^ ^ r ) / ^  (r)rfr + sin20 J r 2 sm[4nfkz ) fTi {z)dz

= a x c o s 2 0 + a 2 sin20

(C -6)

(C -7)

(C -8)

(C -9)

(C -10)

( C - l l )
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where f n { t)  is the probability density function o f  r. B y assum ing a uniform [0,2/z) distribution 

for 6\ equation (C -10) results in:

4 s M ) ] = £ 4 “ , cos2#  + a 2 sin 20]

= <Zi£Tcos20l + a 2£ fsin 2 0 l = 0
1 J 1 J (C -12)

Therefore, equation (C -9) yields:

K )  = T (C-13)

In a sam e manner one can show  that

= i — r ‘ r ' + y
(C -14)

Substituting equation (C -13) and (C -14) in (C -6) finally g ives the variance o f  the ISI as:

_ 2  
a  ISI (C -15)
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D.1 Derivation of equation (7-56)

Referring to equation (7-56), the ICI can be written as:

L - 1 N - 1

ICI = X  £ > , [d„{-X)UnkJ +
1=0 n=0,n*k (D-l)

where,

n,k ,l  n,k ' 1 n,k 

n,k,l  =  X l„ tk  +  ^L,k (D -2)

Similar to what w as carried out for the calculation o f  the mean o f  the ISI term, one can show  

that E {IC I}=0. The variance o f  the ICI can be calculated as:

L - 1 N - 1 L - 1 N - \

° ]a  =  - E l  I  I
/| =0 rij =0,n( 12 =0 n2 =0,n2 *k

(D -3)

U sin g  similar assum ptions as Appendix C, equation (D -3) can be written as:

(D -4)
/| =0 /2 =0n2=0,n2*k

or,

L-l L-l W-l

^ /C T  “  ^  ^  a /, a l2 [ U n , k , l2 +  ^ n , k J , ] (D -5)
l t =0 l2=0n=0,n*k

U sing the independent path com ponents it becomes:

L - 1 N - \

c)ci =£I  E  a \
1=0 n=0,n*k

and,

Un,k,l +Vn,k,l (D -6)
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Vl,k,t = ( X ' ^ f  +(l'„',t ) 2 +2Xl„kY ‘„

r I Z  = ( ^ , * ) 2 + ( ^ ) 2 + 2

B y  the assum ption o f  independent uniform distributions for rand 0 in  the interval o f  [0,7*) and 

[0, 2n ) respectively, it can be shown that:

Tk2
I6x2( n - k ) J

3 7 y

v *  y 7 y  * _  a
■ * n ,k z n,k ~ A n , k I n >k ~  U

Therefore, the variance o f  the ICI term is:

L - 1 v - i  , j ,1J
^ /c /  -  J] X^  2 fl' ^2/ .x2 (D -9)

/= 0  n=Q,n*k K  \ t t - k )  '

or

t-2 £-1 W-*-lI  A2 _  7* 2 V  1

2;r /=0 i = - k , i * 0 l  (D -10)
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Performance of Low-Rate Orthogonal 
Convolutional Codes in DS-CDMA Applications

R. F. O rm ondroyd and J. J. M axey

Abstract— Low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC), 
originally proposed by A. J. Viterbi. can be used in a direct- 
sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system to 
achieve both spreading of the data and providing coding gain. 
The implementation of this type of multiplexing in a practical 
DS-CDMA system is presented, and the theoretical performance 
pf the proposed system under “other-user” noise, additive white 
jGaussian noise (AWGN), intercell interference, and thermal noise 
Is established using a computer simulation. The improvement in 
^ystem performance, gained through the use of a nonspreading 
randomizing sequence on the encoded output symbols, is also 
studied. Performance curves for a rate 1/64 orthogonal convolu
tional code are shown, and the impact of code rate, quantization 
methods, and constraint length on the overall system performance 
are discussed.

Index Terms— Cellular radio convolutional codes, DS-CDMA, 
.intercell interference, low-rate orthogonal convolutional coding.

I. In t r o d u c t i o n

IRECT-SEQUENCE code-division multiple access (DS- 
CDMA) techniques are currently receiving considerable 

attention as likely contenders for the next-generation cellular 
digital personal communications network (PCN), DS-CDMA 
systems are, at present, looking very promising compared to 
the conventional advanced time division multiplex system.* 
(TDMA), with some of the claimed CDMA advantages [3] 
being:

1) high-spectrum efficiency (high-traffic capacity);
2) no requirement for frequency planning;
3) soft handoff and macrodiversity;
4) graceful degradation (soft capacity,,
5) low power consumption;
6) flexible data rates, suitable for packet data.
Above all, the prospect of maximizing the potential number 

of simultaneous subscribers occupying a given bandwidth per 
unit area within any specific cell boundary is of greatest impor
tance to the system designer. While conventional DS-CDMA 
spread-spectrum systems have been shown to offer some 
capacity benefits over TDMA systems, it is clear that further 
benefits in capacity can be achieved by using powerful coding 
strategies on the data prior to spreading with the pseudo-noise 
(PN) sequence. An alternative strategy, originally proposed by 
Viterbi [2], which forms the basis of this paper, is to use low-
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rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC) to provide both 
spectrum spreading and a very powerful convolutional code.

Conventional DS-CDMA systems increase the symbol rate 
of the subscriber data by a modulo-2 addition o f  the data 
with an internally generated PN sequence. This spreads the 
bandwidth of the transmitted signal by a factor dependent on 
the PN-sequence chip rate. For example, if the PN sequence is 
of repetition length L chips and one data-bit period lasts for the 
whole repetition length, then the data will experience a spread 
in bandwidth by a factor L called the spreading ratio. PN 
spreading sequences are designed to not only spread the band
width o f the data, but also to produce low levels o f interference 
to other subscribers within the cellular boundary. Recovery of 
the subscriber data from this “other-user” interference in the 
receiver of such a system is by means of correlation or an 
equivalent operation, such as matched filtering.

This is not the only way of spreading the bandwidth of the 
data in the transmitter, however. A convolutional encoder of  
rate 1 /L , as shown in Fig. I, also introduces a redundancy 
of L symbols, and this also provides bandwidth spreading as 
well as coding benefits.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of a DS-CDMA basestation 
transmitter for a cellular communication system, which is 
based on the use of low-rate convolutional codes rather than 
the more usual PN spreading sequences. The orthogonality of 
ordinary convolutional codes, however, is very poor, and this 
would lead to only a small number of simultaneous subscribers 
being accommodated within a cell, due to high levels of 
cochannel self-interference, which is the normal limiting factor 
of the capacity of DS-CDMA systems. This can be improved 
significantly by using LROCC coding, which directly codes 
and spreads the data signal [2].

However, these low-rate orthogonal functions do not have 
good autocorrelation properties [2], and the spectrum of the 
transmitted coded signal can be very poor indeed (when 
compared with conventional direct-sequence spread-spectrum 
signals), with highly nonuniform spreading and potentially 
large interference signals. In a practical CDMA system, these 
large interference signals can significantly reduce the achiev
able capacity of the cell. To reduce this problem, a stage of 
randomization is added [2] to the LROCC encoded data sym
bols to improve the autocorrelation property of the resulting 
transmitted signal.

Unlike conventional DS-CDMA systems, in the LROCC 
system, the PN sequences are only used to randomize the 
output of the low-rate convolutional encoder to improve the 
spectral characteristics of the orthogonal codes and provide

0018-9545/97$ 10.00 © 1997 IEEE
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Fig. I. Spectrum spreading using low-rate convolutional coding.
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Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of basestation transmitter.

better isolation between subscribers without causing any fur
ther spreading o f the encoded signal. This can be done by using 
a PN sequence o f the same or lower rate than the orthogonal 
output sequence.

The receiver performs the inverse operation by first demod
ulating the received signal, then, derandomizing the signal 
before finally decoding the convolutionally encoded signal and 
providing an estimate o f the most likely transmitted data bit. 
The decoding algorithm used by the receiver must use the 
|maximum-likelihood decoding technique since the probability 
of any codeword being transmitted is equally likely. The 
Viterbi algorithm has been chosen as the most suitable method 
for decoding on the basis o f its speed and simplicity.

!
| II. LROCC D e s i g n

In the LROCC system, the data bits o f each subscriber are 
uniquely mapped onto a set o f orthogonal code sequences, 
with a duration equal to T .  The code sequences generated 
by all the other subscribers must be orthogonal to each 
other to ensure recovery o f individual user data. One way o f  
providing orthogonal convolutional codes is through cascading 
a convolutional encoder with a Hadamard block encoder [3], 
such that each data bit is represented by 2 K  b o f the Hadamard 
sequence. The Hadamard block encoder, shown in Fig. 3, 
Works by selecting one o f the rows o f a 2K  x  2 K Hadamard 
matrix in which the state o f the convolutional shift register 
system dictates which row is selected. To give each subscriber 
a unique trellis structure, different tap configurations linking 
the convolutional encoder to the Hadamard encoder are used.

If the block encoder chooses one row consisting o f 2 K 
symbols, the effective code-symboling rate will be 2 K times 
as fast as the data rate. Thus, if  the Hadamard block encoder

maps a convolutional shift register system  o f  constraint length, 
K  =  4, for example, into one row o f data, there w ill be 64 
possible states corresponding to 64 rows o f the Hadamard 
block encoder. The spreading ratio o f  such a design will 
be equal to 64. In a conventional DS-CDM A system, this 
spreading ratio would also equate to the process gain o f the 
system, i.e., the ability o f the system to recover the data from 
white noise.

The way in which each row is generated is simple: on each 
data transition o f time period T ,  the shift register system takes 
on a new state. For this state, an output sequence o f 2 K b is 
generated by clocking the switches and lower shift registers 
2k  times faster than the upper shift registers. This requires 
that the Hadamard blo^v encoder must opticue with a clock  
period o f T / 2 K .

The major advantage o f orthogonal symbol-by-symbol code 
shead ing lies in the fact that the orthogonality and the 
autocorrelation functions o f the spreading code sequences can 
be directly controlled by careful selection o f the code sets. For 
synchronous symbol transmission and reception, considerable 
capacity improvements w ill be found. In order to provide 
reliable communication in a burst-noise environment, this 
data is also interleaved, and it has been shown [4] that the 
interleaving depth o f this low-rate convolutional design can 
be lower than current digital DS-CDM A systems.

Unlike maximal-length PN sequences used in conventional 
DS-CDM A, the autocorrelation function o f the encoded 
Hadamard output symbols is very poor; i.e., there are “spikes” 
in the autocorrelation function at values other than the zero 
time delay. The effect that this has on the output spectrum 
is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, a typical output power 
spectrum o f four encoded data bits from the Hadamard encoder 
o f Fig. 3, with constraint length K  =  6, is shown. It can
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Fig. 3. A low-rate convolutional encoder.
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Fig. 5. Output power spectrum o f randomize via FFT o f  1024 points.

be seen  that the spectrum  o f  the e n co d ed  data sam p le is 
not un iform ly spread o ver  the m ain lob e  o f  the H adam ard  

“spreading seq u en ce ,” and, co n seq u en tly , this w ou ld  be a 

poor ch o ice  for a d irect-seq u en ce  sp reading  c o d e  in so m e  
applications.

T he resu lting p o w er  spectrum  after random ization  w ith  a 
PN seq u en ce  is  sh o w n  in F ig . 5. It can be seen  that the p ow er  

density  is m uch m ore un iform ly  spread o v er  the m ain lobe.
T his is o f  great im portance to the sy stem  d esign er  sin ce  

it m in im izes the in terference lev e ls  en cou n tered  by any o n e
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particular subscriber after the noise-corrupted signal has been 
correlated in the receiver.

III. T h e o r e t i c a l  A n a l y s i s

A. White-Noise Performance

It is well known [5] that the bit-error rate (BER) perfor
mance o f a Viterbi decoder is directly related to the free 
distance o f the convolutional code. The BER probability in 
the continuous output additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
channel is

BER <  Y  C i P ‘
x = d f r e e

(1)

where

PX = Q
2xREb

N 0

R  is the rate o f the code, Eb/Na is the required signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) at the output o f the decoder, and Cx is determined 
by the code structure o f the Hadamard encoder. This result 
holds for a pure soft-decision decoding strategy. The use o f  a 
hard-decision decoder w ill reduce the performance by about 
2 dB [6].

The Hamming distance between any two symbol sequences 
is known to be 2 K ~ 1t and, for example, a constraint length 
K  =  6 code w ill yield a value o f 32 symbols. This is the 
theoretical optimum Hamming distance that any rate 1/64 
convolutional code could have and is the basis for giving the 
orthogonal codes an excellent performance in noisy channels.

The values for Cx have been obtained by exhaustively 
searching the trellis structure, and for a K  =  6 Hadamard code, 
neglecting the higher order terms, the bit-error probability is 
given by

BER <  P (2 2 4 ) +  2P (2 5 6 ) +  6P (288 ) +  16P (320) 

+  35 P (3 5 2 ) +  60P (388) (2)

o
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-5  R*1/2 !
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-6
21 3

Eb/No(dB)
0 4 5 6

Fig. 6. A comparison o f  conventional convolutional encoding and the new  
LROCC design in AWGN.

B. “Other-U ser” Noise Performance

To obtain a result for the performance o f such a system in 
“other-user” noise, it is necessary to assume that a relatively 
large number o f simultaneous subscribers and a high-spreading 
ratio w ill approximate the interference as normally distributed 
noise with a zero mean and variance o f

a 2 =
( M -  1 )P  

R

(3)

where M  is the number o f simultaneous subscribers and P  
is the received power for each user. This result only holds, 
however, if  the transmitted symbol sequences are o f a random 
nature and each transmitter is perfetly power controlled. A  
new expression for the probability P x o f choosing a wrong 
path in the trellis now yields

PX = Q I 2x
M -  1

(4)

This yields an upper bound on the performance of an or
thogonally coded spread-spectrum system in a channel with 
predominantly AWGN. Fig. 6 compares the new LROCC 
design with conventional rate R =  \  coding. Both implemen
tations occupy the same bandwidth and yield a considerable 
coding gain at low BER. At low  values o f Eb/N0, however, 
the LROCC design shows a significant improvement over 
the high-rate code, which is purely due to the fact that the 
construction o f LROCC codes is much better.

An interesting artifact o f Fig. 6 is the crossover point at 
Eb/N0 of 5.3 dB. This is due to truncating the number of  
terms in (2). In the limit o f a large number o f terms, the 
curves o f R =  ^  and R  =  \  merge at high Eb/ N 0. For real 
applications, this upper bound w ill still outperform the results 
of a rate 1/2 coded system.

Substituting this new expression for P x into (1) will give an 
upper bound on the performance o f the LROCC design in 
“other-user” noise operating in a single cell, and this can be 
used as the basis o f a theoretical analycL.

C. Intercell Interference

The interference from other subscribers in surrounding cells 
communicating with their own local basestation can have 
significant interference effects on the uplink capacity of the 
wanted cell [7]. There are many types o f cell structures to 
be considered for future personal networks, and depending on 
factors, such as terrain features, data rates, etc., certain cell 
arrangements may be more advantageous than others. For the 
follow ing DS-CDM A cell structure, the interference effects 
from only six surrounding cells have been studied, and further 
interference effects from the next layer o f surrounding cells 
have been neglected.

As the neighboring subscribers w ill be power-controlled to 
their own basestation, the interference effects will inevitably 
depend on the position o f each subscriber within the particular 
neighboring cell. A valid mathematical model can be con
structed by assuming each basestation to have its subscribers 
uniformly distributed within the cell area, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. O uter-cell interference for a seven-cell cluster on uplink.

To d eterm in e  the transm itted  p o w er  Piyj from  ea ch  su b 

scriber, it is n ecessa ry  to defin e  th is pow er rela tive  to c e ll  site  
i, w h ich  is p o w er -co n tro lled  by b asestation  i:

Pi'i -  M (5 )

where P  is  the p o w er  r ece iv ed  at the b a sesta tion  from  any su b 
scriber j ,  M  is the num ber o f  s im u lta n eo u s su bscr ib ers in o n e  
cell, and a  is the d eca y  in d ex . T he e f fe c t iv e  in terferen ce  p o w er  
seen at the b a sesta tion  from  a subscrib er in a su rroun ding  c e ll  

will d eca y  p roportionally  to  R ~ j :

In terference U j  =  (
Ri,j

(6)

Let the area o f  a c e ll  be  app roxim ated  *o a circu lar area o f  7r.r^, 
where is the radius o f  the ce ll. T h is  en a b le s the in terference  

to be d escr ib ed  per unit area:

dl_ 
dA 7r.r: R*, j

TT.rj I y j D f  + r t J  -  2 Dlr i J  c o s  9
(7 )

since R% j  =  D f  4- r f  j  -  2 D lr ij  co s  9.
T he unit area dA  for a seg m en t is related to  the radius r*, j

by

dA  = dr.Ti j .d8. (8)

To obtain  an ex p ressio n  for  the total average in terference  from  
one surrounding c e ll ,  it is n ecessa ry  to in tegrate (7 )  o v er  the  

com plete  area o f  the c ircle:

d l  =
■n.r2d {D ? +  r f j  -  2 D lr i>] c o s  9 ) a / 2 

■ dr ■ dd
™Q+ 1

+  r 2 — 2 D ^ r  c o s  9 )a / 2

• dr  • d9

for all c e l ls  N c,
N c - i

1 =
p 1 r271’ r

4 g i  L

, c t + l

(D f  + r 2 — 2 c o s  9)01/ 2

dr  • d9. (9 )

T h is  e x p r ess io n  can be a n a ly zed  a n a ly tica lly  to  ob ta in  a va lu e  
for  the in terferen ce  p o w er  from  all su rroun d ing  c e l ls  on  the  
w an ted  b asesta tion .

In order to  ga in  an estim a te  o f  the in flu en ce  o f  the ou ter
c e ll  in terferen ce  on  the num ber o f  s im u lta n eo u s su bscr ib ers, 
it is n ecessa ry  to  ca lcu la te  the sca lin g  fa c to r  F,  w h ich  can  
be su b stitu ted  d irectly  in to  the ca p a c ity  eq u a tio n  for  M .  T he  
S N R  se e n  at the input to  the rece iv er  for  o n e  su b scr ib er  is

s n r = (m - 1} +  /  +  <10>
w h ere

P i  p o w er  r ece iv ed  from  o n e  subscriber;
Na therm al n o ise  p o w er  w ith in  the receiv er.

B y  a ssu m in g  that I  is co n sid era b ly  larger than N0
W

(11)

N0
T h is red u ction  in the num ber o f  s im u lta n eo u s su bscrib ers in 

o n e c e l l  can be  d escr ib ed  as the factor F,  g iv e n  by  the ratio o f  
the num ber o f  subscribers in a m u ltip le -ce ll en v iro n m en t to  the  
num ber o f  su bscrib ers in  a s in g le -c e ll  en v iro n m en t. T h erefore  

Eb_
Nn M  1

0 -  -  ( 12)F = M VT
~R M + k

w h ere P  =  total p ow er rece iv ed  from  all su bscr ib ers w ith in  
the c e l l  and

r-k N c - 1

I  =
■K.rd

dr • d9

(D 2 +  r 2 — 2D{T c o s  &)a / 2

(13)
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Graph displaying the interference level for a seven-cell cluster with differing decay index a .

Fig. 8 show s the variation o f  interference level with respect 
to P  for a seven-cell cluster, each cell having a radius o f  2 
km. A s expected , the level o f  interference in the w anted cell 
is greatest for low  values o f  a, corresponding to free-space  
or near free-space propagation. W here multipath fading lo sses  
are high, the interference effect on the wanted ce ll is low er.

IV. Co m puter  S im ulatio n  Results

In this section, the theoretical and com puter-sim ulated per
form ances o f  the LRO CC system  are com pared with a con ven 
tional D S-C D M A  system  w hich uses no coding on the data. 
In both cases, the spreading ratio is lim ited to 64. This m eans 
that the capacity o f  either system  is not as large as could  be 
obtained by using larger spreading ratios (i.e., larger constraint 
length K  for the case o f  the LROCC system ), but this value 
o f spreading ratio still a llow s a fair com parison betw een the 
two types o f  system s. A  M onte Carlo com puter sim ulation  
o f the LROCC system  w as carried out at baseband with  
data bits sam pled on each transition. Further im provem ents 
in performance m ight be expected  with different m odulation  
schem es [8 ].

The system  sim ulated in this paper has been assum ed to 
have perfect synchronization. S ince the design is based on  
a low-rate Hadamard encoder, the users w ill be detected  
noncoherently, as the orthogonal cod es precede a further stage 
of randomization. This has the effect o f  reducing the other- 
user noise in the receiver for the wanted signal. C onsequently, 
a loss in synchronization is reflected as an increase in the se lf
noise from the ow n code o f  the system . The term orthogonality 
in this design is based on all users sharing the sam e bandwidth, 
with m axim um  Ham m ing d istance in the cod e sets. The  
stage o f  randomization destroys m ost o f  the orthogonality  
between users in the channel, but nevertheless an im proved  
performance is found due to the robust coding and interleaving  
techniques em ployed on the data. It is therefore important to 
address the fact that any loss in synchronization w ill have

m -3

0 2 4 6 8 10
Eb/No(dB)

Fig. 9 . Performance o f  the LROCC system  in AW GN.

the sam e impact on the BER perform ance as in conventional 
D S -C D M A  detectors.

F ig. 9 com pares the BER  perform ance o f  the com puter- 
sim ulated LROCC system  in A W G N , w ith the conventional 
D S -C D M A  system , and the theoretical perform ance predicted 
by application o f  (1)—(4) as a function o f  Eb/N0 at the output 
o f the correlator/decoder. The Eb/N0 values are therefore 
norm alized to the processing gain o f  the D S-C D M A  system , 
and a fair com parison o f  perform ance per bandwidth can be 
m ade for both types o f  system .

T he results o f  the LROCC sim ulation are obtained for a 
pure soft-decision  Viterbi decoder. In practice, one m ight use 
3-b quantization and expect to suffer a sm all BER penalty.

The perform ance o f  the LROCC design  im plem entation in 
A W G N  can be seen to g ive a significant im provem ent over the 
uncoded D S-C D M A  system . At a BER o f  1 0 ~ 4, coding gains 
o f 5 dB can easily  be achieved. Under low -n o ise  environm ents, 
this gain in perform ance increases considerably. B ecause the 
free distance o f  these orthogonal codes is at an optim um  high  
level, the im provem ent is larger than the conventional high- 
rate (i.e ., R =  3 • • •) coded D S-C D M A  system  occupying
the sam e equivalent bandwidth for a g iven  data rate.
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Fig. 11. Comparison o f  different PN random izing sequences.

Fig. 10 show s a so ft-decision  receiver operating under 
m ultiple-access conditions, w here there are high levels o f  
“other-user” noise. It can be seen  that the use o f  low -rate 
convolutional codes y ields significant im provem ents in BER  
when the number o f  sim ultaneous subscribers is low er than 
about 4 0  (for a spreading ratio o f  64). To achieve a BER  
=  10“ 3, a m axim um  number o f  seven  subscribers could  be 
em ployed in a conventional D S -C D M A  system , but the use o f  
low-rate convolutional cod ing can lead to an increase o f  nearly 
130%, giving a new m axim um  number o f  16 subscribers.

This gain in capacity is entirely due to the coding gain  
given by convolutional cod es and the orthogonal properties o f  
the codes. The use o f  higher constraint length codes w ould  
further im prove the perform ance.

The use o f  PN sequences to randomize the output o f  
the low-rate convolutional encoder has tw o effects. First, it 
improves the spectral characteristics o f  the orthogonal codes, 
and second, it provides better isolation betw een subscribers 
without causing any further spreading o f  the encoded signal. 
The resulting im provem ent can be v iew ed  in Fig. 11. This 
figure show s that the use o f  a PN sequence to random ize the 
encoded sym bols yields a significant advantage approaching a 
value o f  at least 2 dB. It w as a lso found that no significant 
degradation is encountered w hen the rate o f  the PN sequence  
is halved.

In order to sim ulate the interference generated from sub
scribers operating in outer ce lls , an equal number o f  sim ul

taneous subscribers to those in the central cell were placed  
in different random positions w ithin their cell boundary, and 
the effect o f  these on the BER o f  a sin gle  pow er-controlled  
subscriber in the central cell w as obtained. Each o f  the users in 
the outer ce lls  w as assum ed to be perfectly pow er-controlled  
with respect to their ow n basestations. T hese M onte Carlo 
sim ulations w ere then repeated 50  tim es to obtain an averaged  
statistic o f  the results. It w as very important to iterate the test 
many tim es at relatively low  subscriber numbers (i.e ., 1 0 -25  
subscribers per ce ll) since the position  o f  each  subscriber could  
have a substantial e ffect on  the obtained results.

A  cellular system  w as sim ulated in a single-ray propagation  
channel w ith a decay index ranging from  free-space propa
gation ( a  =  2) to heavy multipath shadow ing (c* =  5). The  
results obtained can be seen  in F ig. 12.

An estim ate o f  the degradation factor, F , due to the first 
tier o f  six  interfering ce lls , w as obtained from  the ratio o f  the 
number o f  sim ultaneous subscribers to ach ieve a particular 
BER in a sing le  ce ll and w as com pared w ith the equivalent 
number o f  subscribers for the sam e BER  perform ance in a 
m ulticell environm ent. The value o f  the BER used in the 
com parison plays an insignificant role in the value o f  F , and, 
subsequently, little difference in F  has been found betw een  
calculations based on a BER  =  1 0 “ 1 and BER =  10“ 4.

A com parison betw een the sim ulated results for F , w hich  
have been averaged betw een a BER  =  1 0 “ 1 to a BER =  1 0 “ 3, 
and the theoretical predicted values are show n in Fig. 13. It 
can be seen that both curves are very c lose .

\
V . E v a l u a t i o n  o f  R e s u l t s

Since the convolutional code w ill y ield  an additional coding  
gain depending on the constraint length, a higher constraint 
length encoder than the one described w ill provide an even  
higher im provem ent over the conventional D S-C D M A  system . 
Viterbi [2] has show n that the m axim um  bandwidth efficiency  
achievable is g iven  by

Rt  M R k (3 
W  W  In 2

where

Rt total com bined data rate o f  all subscribers;
Rk data rate o f  /cth subscriber;

(14)
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Fig. 13. Comparison o f  simulated and theoretical results for F.

W  bandwidth used by CDMA system;
M  number o f multiple access subscribers.

f3 =  R k / W C , where C  is the channel capacity.
Clearly, (3 is dependent on the process gain W /R k ,  and if  

the data-bit redundancy 2K —► oo, then, 3 — 1 and, conse
quently, M  =  1.4427 W /R k .  Thus, a capacity improvement 
of nearly 45% could be achieved if  unlimited spreading was 
possible and a perfect channel was available. Assuming it was 
possible to use an infinite constraint length convolutional code, 
with the process gain set at W / R  =  64 (18 dB), the maximum  
number o f subscribers would be

W
M  =  1 .4 4 —  =  92. (15)

R

Having obtained different performance results for the new  
LROCC design implementation in DS-CDM A applications, it 
is o f importance to evaluate the performance improvement 
within current cellular systems [9].

The existing analog mobile radio network, as specified by 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), has given  
a value for the received signal power on the boundary o f a 
cellular system as - 9 3  dBm for a dipole antenna matched to 
a 50-17 load at 850 MHz. For the proposed third-generation 
DS-CDMA system, it is necessary to determine the lowest 
acceptable signal level for which adequate performance may 
be obtained.

Third-generation personal communication will use speech 
coded at very low rates approaching 8 kb/s to which a 
bandwidth of 1.024 MHz would give a process gain o f 128. 
For an infinite constraint length code, (15) would give a 
maximum number o f 184 simultaneous subscribers. Adequate 
performance for speech quality can be obtained with a BER  
< 10- 3 , thus giving Eb/ N 0 >  4.5 dB (i.e., C / I  =  -1 6 .5 7  
dB) for the LROCC design on the uplink.

The thermal noise is therefore

kTB =  1.3728 x  10-20 x 290 x 1.024 x 106 =  - 1 1 4  dBm.

(16)

Given that the front-end noise o f an average quality receiver 
is about 9 dB, the total noise power, N,  is

N  =  - 1 1 4  +  9 =  - 1 0 5  dBm. (17)

The lowest acceptable signal level can therefore be seen 
to be approximately - 1 2 1 .6  dBm, giving the LROCC DS- 
CDMA system a 28.6-dB-signal power advantage relative 
to the conventional analog cellular system for the single 
subscriber case. This value, nevertheless, w ill be reduced 
due to other “user noise” operating within the specific cell 
boundary and due to the fact that the downlink Eb/N 0 is higher 
and, therefore, the dominant factor on limiting the cellular 
capacity.

Considering the interference effects from other subscribers 
operating simultaneously in surrounding cells, it is reasonable 
to have a value of F =  0.7 for the outer-cell degradation 
factor at a decay index o f  a  =  4. It has been found that the 
voice duty cycle will yield a typical value o f d  =  | ,  and the 
power-control errors approach a 2-dB (i.e., Q =  0.5) loss in 
performance [10].

Assuming a cell sectorization o f G  =  3 is used and the PCN 
system is to employ speech transmission with digital vocoders 
down to R  =  8 kb/s, the number o f subscribers M  can be 
found by multiplying all factors together as

W

M  = i h - F G T Q = J E t-  (18)
N0 N„

For an SNR o f 4.5 dB, this would yield a maximum number o f  
127 subscribers in a cell o f size 2 km. This can be compared 
with the theoretical maximum o f 184 subscribers for a perfect 
channel and infinite constraint length LROCC design.

Such results must be treated with care, but nevertheless 
show a considerable improvement in performance over the 
conventional DS-CDM A system [10].

VI. Conclusions

A cellular CDM A system employing low-rate convolutional 
codes instead o f PN sequences to spread the data bandwidth 
has been simulated und^ conditions o f AWGN and “other- 
user” noise. The soft-decision implementation o f the LROCC 
;ystem  has shown considerable improvement in performance 
u n a .r both AWGN and “other-user” noise over the uncoded 
D S-C D M /\ system, giving a coding gain o f up to 5 dB at a 
BER o f  10- 4 , which yields an improvement in the number of  
subscribers per cell o f 130%.

Orthogonal Hadamard sequences do not have good au
tocorrelation properties, and to improve these, different PN 
randomizing sequences have been tested and found to improve 
both the spectral properties o f the transmitted signal and the 
isolation between subscribers.

The use o f  high-rate PN spreading sequences w ill give 
improved performance over noisy channels with a tradeoff in 
increased bandwidth. However, the coding gain o f a particular 
coding strategy does not give a tradeoff in bandwidth, and it 
is therefore o f direct use for the process gain in DS-CDM A  
applications. Using optimized convolutional codes (i.e., high- 
constraint lengths, low-coding rates, etc.) will give significant 
BER improvements without any tradeoff in bandwidth. It is 
for this reason that LROCC’s give a considerable performance
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im provem ent over ordinary D S-C D M A  system s or high-rate 
convolutional encoded D S-C D M A  system s.
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A BSTR A CT -  OFDM DS-CDM A systems using 
convolutional coding techniques and multi-access 
interference (MAI) cancellation can be implemented 
effectively on both the downlink and uplink o f  a mobile 
radio channel as long as the interference statistics are 
known at the receiver. In this paper it is shown that it is 
extremely important to choose the right equalisation 
technique in order to maximise the SNR at the input to the 
detector. In particular, the use o f  maximum ratio 
combining (MRC) after MAI cancellation is found to give 
optimal results. In this work, the performance o f  zero- 
forcing equalisers used in conjunction with MAI 
cancellation and MRC techniques are compared with the 
use o f  controlled equalisation paired with MRC. Consider
able performance improvements have been found when 
controlled equalisation techniques are used on the initial 
estimate o f  the interfering user’s data.

INTR O D U C TIO N

Multi-user OFDM techniques are increasingly gaining a 
wide interest in the field o f  mobile and fixed wireless 
communication systems using techniques such as DS- 
CDMA multiplexing. A number o f  recent papers have 
proposed the use o f  OFDM DS-CDM A for the downlink 
and uplink [1-3] in heavy frequency selective faded 
channels with high interference. OFDM can provide great 
resilience to frequency selective faded channels by 
transforming high bit-rate data on a single carrier to low- 
rate data streams on multiple orthogonal carriers, therefore 
reducing the problem o f  multipath. The use o f  DS-CDM A  
techniques with OFDM gives added frequency diversity to 
each data bit and protects the system from deep fades in 
the frequency response o f  the channel. In the limit, this has 
the advantage o f  enabling the received data streams to 
appear as flat faded data streams on each sub-carrier, and 
subsequently enables the equaliser at the receiver to dem
odulate the data more effectively. A number o f  techniques, 
such as (i) frequency- or time-domain interleaving, (ii) 
convolutional coding, (iii) guard-time insertion, (iv) 
frequency-domain equalisation and (v) MAI cancellation 
techniques (successive or parallel) have been proposed to 
combat these fading effects.

If the time-delay spread o f  the channel is large compared 
with the bit period, it becomes necessary to make use o f  
guard-intervals to reduce the effects o f  ISI and ICI. N o ISI

will occur as long as the guard-time is greater than the 
maximum delay spread o f  the channel impulse response. 
Using DS-CDM A to spread the original bandwidth o f  the 
data enables the delay spread o f  the channel to be resolved 
more efficiently. Therefore DS-CDM A OFDM techniques 
can provide a robust multiple access schem e when many 
other users are transmitting over the sam e bandwidth in a 
faded channel with different user specific codes.

A number o f  techniques using equalisation structures o f  
different complexity have been investigated [e.g. 3,4]. The 
use o f  OFDM modulation enables the equalisation to be 
performed in the frequency domain at the output o f  the 
FFT using a simple one tap equalisation structure, with its 
channel knowledge derived from the FFT o f  the channel 
impulse response. This can be measured using pilot 
channels or midambles inserted between the data. A 
relatively simple and effective equalisation structure that 
attempts to restore the orthogonality o f  the sub-channels
[3] is controlled equalisation whereby the receiver has no 
knowledge o f the received SNR nor the number o f  users 
using the channel. For more sophisticated receiver 
structures, the MMSE algorithm can provide considerable 
performance improvements compared with conventional 
equalisers. Sub-optimal ‘ M M SE algorithms can be 
employed by using a fixed value for the estimated number 
o f  users in the channel. This presents about ldB  loss in 
performance for the downlink channel.

C -!e method o f  countering the effects o f  the interference o f  
the other co-channel users is to use maximum likelihood 
detection (MLD). These schemes can only be used if  the 
spreading sequences o f  all users are relatively short. 
However, the complexity increases exponentially with the 
sequence length. The use o f  coding, nevertheless, provides 
considerable performance benefits in memoryless and non- 
memoryless channels. In Rayleigh faded channels, the 
coding gain can be further enhanced through strong 
interleaving in the time- or frequency domain. A variety o f  
sub-optimal interference cancellation schem es can be used 
to remove this interference as long as the spreading codes 
o f  all active users are known at the receiver. Power control 
methods are invariably used on the uplink o f  a cellular 
structure to reduce the interference effects from one cell to 
another and to reduce the near-far effect in the wanted cell. 
With this in mind, it is convenient to use parallel 
interference cancellation methods rather than successive
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interference cancellation , since this requires geom etrically  
distributed powers o f  different users in the cell, causing  
unnecessary inter-cell interference.

The work presented in this paper focuses on a novel MAI 
cancellation technique for the dow nlink and uplink o f  a 
m obile radio channel. Perform ance com parisons are show n  
for zero-forcing equalisation, controlled equalisation and 
m axim um  ratio com bing (M R C ) techniques.

U P L IN K  M O D E M  D E SIG N

In this paper, the uplink design is based on OFDM  
m odulation and LROCC cod ing  [5,6] to provide the 
necessary spreading and coding. It is assum ed that a small 
overhead is needed to provide the basestation with an 
estim ate o f  the channel transfer function o f  each user, 
possibly through the use o f  sm all training sequences 
(m idam bles) inserted betw een the data. This a llow s the 
basestation to equalise each user’s data sequence more 
effectively . A diagram o f  the proposed transmitter and 
receiver design is show n in figures 1 and 2. The data bit, 
dj, o f  the /th user is first encoded by the LROCC encoder, 
then randomised by a user sp ecific  Gold code c,- and 
modulated onto N subcarriers in the O FDM  modulator. In 
the uplink, each user transmits over a different multipath 
channel Hi. In the receiver, this signal is then corrupted 
with Gaussian noise, n. The receiver assum es that the 
wanted user is user 1, and the interference effects o f  users 
2 to L (where L is the total num ber o f  sim ultaneous users) 
are partially rem oved through interference cancellation.

User 1 c,

e, i'«
-M gM -

User L

LROCC

LROCC

OFDM
(IFFT-N)

Figure l. Sim ulation m odel o f  transm itter design for 
all uplink users and the channel model

EQ(L)

User 1

BUFFER

OFDM
(FFT-N)

OFDM
(FFT-N)

Detect
D ecode

Re-M odulale

Detect
D ecode

Re-Modulate

Figure 2. Basestation receiver structure to detect user 1

The first stage o f  detection uses either zero forcing or 
controlled equalisation m ethods, as discussed in [2,3,4],

C ontrolled equalisers perform phase-only equalisation if  
the signal magnitude drops below  a certain threshold value 
and zero-forcing equalisation if  the signal m agnitude 
remains abuve that threshold. T hese equaliser structures 
attempt to restore the orthogonality and shape o f  the 
signals. If controlled equalisation is used in the receiver, a 
rapid deep fade in the channel transfer function b elow  the 
set threshold value w ill cause the receiver to sw itch to 
phase-only equalisation on that particular carrier. T hese  
equalisers enable the receiver to obtain an initial estim ate 
o f  the interfering user’s data sequences. MRC provides a 
signal estim ate by com bining the m axim um  SN R  o f  each  
faded sub-carrier and performs best with “clean” signals. 
This m ethod is therefore used on the second iteration only  
and provides an optimal equalisation strategy since the 
“cleaned” signals are assum ed to be relatively free o f  
other-user interference. This signal is then de-random ised  
with the user specific sequence c,- and decoded using the 
Viterbi algorithm.

SIM U LA TIO N  RESULTS

The sim ulated uplink channel assum es a service provision  
o f  a 32 kb/s data stream for each user. A constraint length  
o f  K= 5 provides a spreading ratio o f  32 in the LROCC  
encoder and this is then random ised through the user- 
specific G old code o f  the sam e rate. This code provides no 
further additional spreading, but m erely serves as a 
random ising sequence for the LROCC orthogonal code  
sets [5 ,6]. The number o f  sub-carriers is N= 32 in a 
bandwidth o f  1.028 M H z, and therefore each sub-carrier 
has a duration o f  31 .25p s. The sim ulated channel is based  
on the C O ST  207  frequency selective R ayleigh faded bad 
urban (B U ) channel m odel [7]. The Doppler frequency  
w as set to 200H z and perfect pow er control is assum ed.
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Figure 3. Uplink capacity com parison using  
controlled equalisation on the first iteration and 

M RC on the second detection stage

Figure 3 show s the bit-error rate perform ance for different 
numbers o f  sim ultaneous users com m unicating with the 
base-station. The perform ance without interference 
cancellation can be seen to degrade significantly when  
more than 5 users are present. The use o f  interference 
cancellation increases this to at least 10 users, w hich is a



significant gain in perform ance. C onversely, at low user 
numbers, the BER for 32 kb/s per user is substantially  
improved by MAI cancellation. Without MAI cancellation  
it is not possible to ach ieve an acceptable BER for any 
user numbers.
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Figure 4. Uplink capacity com parison using zero forcing  
equalisation on the first iteration and MRC on the 

second detection stage
A threshold value o f  about 0 .6  w as found to be optimum  
from extensive sim ulation trials. This w as subsequently  
used for the controlled equalisation structure em ployed in 
the M onte-Carlo sim ulations show n in figure 4. This 
technique show s a significant perform ance im provem ent 
for detection using no MAI cancellation in other-user 
noise environm ents but a sm aller perform ance im prove
ment using MAI cancellation com pared to the zero-forcing  
strategy on the initial iteration show n earlier. At high user 
capacities (above 8 users typ ically) the perform ance is 
w orse compared with sim ple one stage detection schem es. 
When the uplink channel is saturated with other user noise, 
the initial estimates on the first iteration becom e very  
unstable. This causes the interference estim ates o f  all other 
interfering users to g ive errors that propagate and actually  
harm the bit-error rate perform ance.

The LROCC coding schem e relies primarily on indepen
dent errors to yield  good results and it is important to 
provide initial good estim ates on the first iteration o f  
interference estimation in the receiver and to use strong  
interleaving in heavily faded channels. The use o f  OFDM  
in frequency selective channels helps to further com bat the 
fading effects and effectively  provides independent fading  
on each sub-channel. C om bing this modulation strategy 
with LROCC coding provides a robust transm ission design  
for such channels.

DOW NLINK M ODEM  DESIG N

The basestation-to-m obile dow nlink can present a variety 
o f  options for the m ost efficient detection process o f  the 
wanted user. Orthogonal codes g ive the most robust 
distance separation in the code dom ain and w ill inherently  
give the best perform ance for tim e-aligned users in the 
basestation transmitter.

The introduction o f  convolutional coding can im prove 
matters, at the cost o f  bandwidth but with dramatic

im provem ents in perform ance, y ie ld in g  a coding gain 
larger than the bandwidth penalty. This cod in g  gain may 
be further enhanced through M AI cancellation  to reduce 
the effects o f  “other-user” noise. O rthogonal codes g ive an 
optimum perform ance in A W G N  channels and no further 
im provem ents can be gained through M AI cancellation  
techniques. H ow ever, in frequency se lective non- 
m em oryless faded channels the perform ance can be 
enhanced through parallel interference cancellation.

The dow nlink design featured in this paper is based closely  
on the system  proposed by Fazel [2], This type o f  
transmitter architecture groups L!D sim ultaneous users 
into D blocks. This shortens the orthogonal spreading code 
length o f  each user and enables m ore com plex detection  
algorithm s, such as M LD to be em ployed . An additional 
convolutional encoder o f  rate R= 1/2 and constraint length 
K= 5 is introduced before orthogonal spreading and further 
interference cancellation sch em es are introduced into the 
receiver architecture. The channel statistics are assum ed to 
be perfectly known through an additional pilot tone over
head from the basestation. The proposed transmitter and
receiver is show n in figures 5 and 6 .
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Figure 5. C onvolutional coded O FD M -C D M A  downlink  
basestation transm itter design
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Figure 6. Subscriber receiver architecture for user 1

SIM U LA TIO N  RESULTS

The sim ulated basestation dow nlink uses convolutional 
coding o f  rate R= 1/2 and constraint length K=5 on the 19 
kb/s data to be transmitted. T his encod ed  signal is then 
further spread using orthogonal W alsh-Hadamard 
sequences o f  length 16, g iv in g  a total bandwidth expansion  
factor o f  32 and a m axim um  user capacity  o f  16 users per 
block. The total number o f  b locks is set to D= 8 and Q= 2



data  bits o f  each  u ser  are t ransm itted  per block. The 
n u m b e r  o f  su b-carr ie rs  is there fo re  set to 512, p rov id ing  a 
sub-carr ie r  spac in g  o f  a p p ro x im a te ly  2kH z. The n u m b er  o f  
s im u l tan eou s  users w as  set to 128 (full capacity).
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Figure 7. Perform ance using zero forcing equalisation  
on the first iteration and M RC on the second detection

The perform ance using zero-forcing equalisation on the 
initial data estim ates o f  all interfering users and MRC on 
the wanted user’s data estim ate is show n in figure 7. 
Significant perform ance im provem ents o f  up to lOdB can 
be realised using such a technique assum ing perfect 
channel estim ation. The graph also show s the degradation  
which results from having im perfect channel estim ates due 
to noise. The main disadvantage o f  the zero-forcing  
technique is that unw anted n oise is am plified in deep  
fades. S ince M AI cancellation  techniques rely on good  
estim ates o f  the interfering user’s data, it is important to 
optim ise the equalisation technique on the first iteration. 
N evertheless, if  no M AI cancellation is used, controlled  
equalisation schem es can provide a considerable im prove
ment in perform ance. To estim ate the threshold level at 
w hich the optim um  perform ance is reached, sim ulations 
using MAI cancellation and no MAI cancellation in the 
receiver were obtained at an SN R  o f  1 5 .6 ^

o
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Figure 8. Perform ance using controlled equalisation on 
the first iteration and MRC on the second iteration

Next, the o p t im um  threshold  va lue  w as used to de term ine  
the pe rfo rm ance  o f  the convo lu t iona l ly  coded dow nlink  
using M AI cancel la tion . W hen no MAI cancella tion  is 
used, figure 8 sho w s  that the controlled equalisation

schem e outperforms the zero-forcing algorithm  quite 
considerably, as w ould be expected , but w ith MAI 
cancellation and MRC used on the second stage o f  
detection the perform ance is im proved by a factor o f  4dB .

C O N C L U S IO N S

U plink and dow nlink receiver designs have been proposed  
for a m obile com m unication system  in a channel o f  heavy  
frequency selective R ayleigh fading. The use o f  LROCC  
and controlled equalisation with MAI cancellation in the 
uplink have been show n to provide a capacity gain o f  at 
least 25%  at B E R = 1 0 '\ and likew ise a lOdB gain in the 
dow nlink with rate 1/2 convolutional codes. More realistic 
perform ance results with noisy  channel estim ates have  
show n to provide a degradation o f  at least 6dB on this 
result, y ield ing a potential im provem ent o f  4dB. It has 
been further established that the use o f  zero forcing  
equalisers w ould not lead to a good perform ance w ithout 
MAI cancellation, but through the use o f  MAI cancellation  
it is possib le to com bine zero-forcing algorithm s with  
MRC on the final detection stage to g iv e  good  results.
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A B ST R A C T  - The performance o f  a novel orthogonal DS- 
CDM A strategy based on low-rate orthogonal convolutional 
codes is examined. The schem e is applied to the problem o f  a 
fixed wireless access schem e capable o f  delivering speech and 
data with the same quality as conventional wire PSTN systems. 
The theoretical and simulated performance o f  a rate 1/64 
convolutional orthogonal code operated in "other-user” noise 
are obtained. The effect on the inter-cell interference o f  using 
highly directional subscriber antennas, as well as sectored 
base-station antennas, is examined. Particular attention is paid 
to the effects o f  shadowing in a theoretical study o f  the 
interference statistics o f  this design.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fixed access wireless local loop systems offer a means 
o f  very rapid network deployment which avoid local 
access constraints and infra-structure problems. This is 
particularly important in a number key markets where 
there is a large potential demand for telephony and high- 
rate data applications capable o f  delivering ISDN  
services. This requirement for a high quality service has 
placed great emphasis on establishing a communication 
link which is both robust and spectrally efficient. 
Central to this work are the technological advances that 
are being made in modulation and coding schemes 
which provide an efficient use o f  frequency spectrum 
and the use o f  adaptive schemes, particularly with regard 
to flexible frequency planning, for applications in 
countries with different frequency allocations and 
different geographical environments.

The wireless link between fixed subscribers and a central 
base-station introduces a channel environment similar to 
that o f  a cellular mobile radio system, except that rapid 
deep fades are rare occurrences, Doppler effects are 
negligible and call hand-off is not a problem. In 
addition, synchronisation o f  remote subscribers on the 
network can be achieved on initial installation o f  the 
equipment and consequently the problems o f  rapid code 
synchronisation at the start o f  a call are no longer a 
problem. However, these benefits must be offset against

the much higher required link performance o f  the fixed 
access link compared with the mobile link.

Direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS- 
CDMA) techniques are being considered as likely 
contenders for the next generation cellular mobile radio 
schemes, and their application to the fixed wireless 
environment is also under consideration, largely on the 
promise o f  reasonable capacity and flexible use o f  
contingent bandwidth. There are various methods which 
may lead to improved performance efficiency, many o f  
which form the basis o f  this paper. The most commonly 
em ployed techniques include:

•  Frequency re-use which makes use o f  geographical 
separation to increase distance between interfering 
users

•  Orthogonality o f  different users to minimise self
interference effects

•  Convolutional coding strategies to minimise the 
required signal-to-noise ratio by each user

•  Cell sectorisation to minimise interference effects
• Closed- or open-loop power control to eliminate the 

near-far effect, which plays a major part in limiting 
the ultimate capacity o f  DS-CDM A system .

Subject to the differences in the channel environment 
outlined earlier, the capacity o f  both fixed access and 
mobile links are limited by statistical effects such as 
multipath fading, inter-cell interference and ‘other-user’ 
interference. In conventional DS-CDM A cellular mobile 
systems, emphasis is placed on the benefits achieved 
through the use o f  voice activity detection. This 
underlines a fundamental difference between the two 
systems. In the fixed wireless access system, it is 
assumed that data transmission forms an integral part o f  
service provision, where voice activity detection is 
considered to be inappropriate, and hence we do not 
include this feature in our model.
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It has been established [1-5] that the use o f  orthogonal 
coding techniques for DS-CDM A in digital cellular 
mobile radio promises capacity advantages. Whilst it is 
straightforward to achieve orthogonality on the down
link, it is difficult to obtain fully synchronous and 
orthogonal operation on the up-link from the m obile 
subscribers. For fixed access wireless systems, however, 
with the appropriate protocol and a pilot tone 
synchronisation strategy obtained from the base-station, 
it is feasible to achieve orthogonal operation o f  the 
system on both the down-link and the up-link using 
delay management techniques similar to those currently 
being used for digital mobile cellular schemes. The 
penalty o f  em ploying the pilot tone synchronisation 
strategy, o f  course, is the cost, either in terms o f  power 
or the number o f  users. In this paper, a worst-case 
analysis is considered where it is assumed that the up
link be non-orthogonal. Consequently, the capacity o f  
the cell is limited by the non-orthogonal up-link rather 
than the orthogonal down-link due to the effects o f  
incompletely cancelled “other-user” interference, 
channel noise and inter-cell interference.

Fixed access wireless schemes have the advantage that 
the remote subscribers can make use o f  highly  
directional antennas, as opposed to omni-directional 
antennas found in mobile radio system s. These reduce 
the power requirements o f  both the base-station and the 
remote transmitter and give greater interference rejection 
both to inter-cell interference and intra-cell interference. 
They also reduce the outer-cell interference in a 
universal frequency re-use plan, and both these factors 
have a significant effect on capacity. A  more detailed 
analysis will be given in section 2. The inter-cell 
degradation factor should, therefore, be as close to 1.0 as 
possible.

Low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC) 
have recently been proposed as a better alternative to 
conventional pseudo-noise (PN) codes normally used in 
DS-CDM A systems [1-5]. The coding strategy replaces 
both the forward error correcting code that might 
normally be used on the data bits and the high speed PN 
spreading sequence by a single orthogonal code which 
provides extremely powerful forward error correction 
coding and power density spreading in a single encoder. 
The performance o f  this LROC coding strategy provides 
the orthogonal convolutional codes with maximum free 
distance, hence giving optimum performance in AW GN  
and “other-user” noise environments. The result is that 
the orthogonal LROCC system outperforms the 
corresponding uncoded DS-CDM A system.

A study o f  the down- and uplink capacity will show that 
more attention must be paid to the design

implementation o f  the uplink. The strongest interference 
will be seen from “other-user” noise in the same cell 
which can only be minimised through the use o f  
perfectly time-aligned orthogonal sequences. This places 
the requirements for a coherent link where the channel 
parameters can be estimated on a continuous basis. One 
approach to achieving an orthogonal uplink is to use a 
pilot tone transmitted from each user within the same 
bandwidth, therefore enabling orthogonality to be 
maintained, since the low level o f  multipath is assumed 
to cause negligible degradation in orthogonality. Each 
pilot tone will require a minimum o f  energy from each 
user and therefore affect the capacity.

A second approach which does not require a pilot tone is 
to use non-coherent modulation techniques whereby the 
orthogonality between users is strictly reduced to quasi
orthogonality, since a knowledge o f  the phase and 
amplitude statistics is now more difficult to establish. 
This causes an inherent reduction in capacity, though, 
which may be significantly smaller than the loss in 
capacity through the use o f  pilot tones. Simulation 
results and theoretical studies into the capacity on the 
uplink may show fruitful capacity advantages.

2. INTERFERENCE STATISTICS

The mobile radio channel statistics are very severe at 
high frequencies, being dominated by strong Rayleigh  
fading with multipath interference and diffraction 
shadowing effect s. In a fixed access system, the use o f  
stationary subscribers with highly directional antenna 
reduces the severity o f  the interference statistics in the 
channel medium. The temporal change in channel 
statistics for a fixed access system is much slower than 
that for the mobile channel, hence the phase and 
amplitude information acquired through the possible use 
o f  a pilot channel does not change as rapidly as for a 
mobile communication system. For this reason it may 
not be profitable to sacrifice spectrum for a pilot channel 
on the uplink to achieve coherency. Nevertheless, the 
interference statistics o f  the fixed access wireless system  
play an important role in the estimation o f  the subscriber 
capacity per bandwidth allocation per unit area.

The received power Pr  at the subscriber or base-station 
site can be directly related to the transmitted power P( 
by the relation:

(

\  /

where a  is the decay index and <f> is a Gaussian randomly 
distributed variable with mean / /  = 0 and standard



deviation, <y, w hich is typically  8dB for the case o f  an 

om ni-directional antenna [6 ]. For values o f  <p which give  
a value greater than one the m obile experiences a 
handover to the nearest base-stations. S ince the Fixed 
access link rarely has greater than 2 independent paths, 
the influence o f  multipath fading has been neglected in 
the study o f  the channel statistics.

Consider a cellular structure w here each interfering Fixed 
user in neighbouring cells is pow er-controlled to its own  
base-station in order to counter the effects o f  shadow ing  

(which is assum ed to have Gaussian statistics <j>o with 

regard to its own cell and Gaussian statistics <f>j on the 
uplink to the base-station it is interfering w ith). Each 

variable <pi is distributed with a variance o f  a , hence the 

overall shadow ing effects, (j), are described by a 
Gaussian distribution with a variance o f  2d2 and mean o f  

zero. Each individual shadow ing com ponent o f  fa is 
made o f  tw o separate shadow ing com ponents:

<t>i=a£+b£i (2)

were a1 + b2 = 1 and /  is the shadow ing com ponent 
com m on to all base-stations. C onsidering the 
interference statistics o f  tw o base-stations in a cellular  
structure, the overall shadow ing com ponent is related
by:

<P = </>o -<t>i 
= b(fo -fl)- (3)

It is important to note that in m obile com m unications, 
were omni directional antenna are used, the constants a 
and b can be considered independent variables o f  equal 
amplitude, hence cd = b- = 1/2. Therefore, the variables 
£q and are also considered to be independent 
variables with a mean o f  zero and standard deviation  
8dB. The overall standard deviation o f  the interference 
effects due to tw o base-stations is then given as 11.3 dB.

C onventional designs em ploy c losed -loop  pow er control 
to adjust the transmitting pow er o f  the Fixed subscriber. 
A s a consequence, shadow ing on the uplinks o f  the outer 
cells (within the line-of-sight o f  the base-station o f  the 
wanted cell) causes the interference pow er at the wanted 
c e ll’s base-station to be modulated. The highly  
directional structure o f  the antenna from the interfering 
subscriber, positioned on the line-of-sight path as shown  
in Figure 1, w ill inevitably experience shadow ing on the 
sam e path as the pow er-control uplink to its ow n base
station. Therefore, som e degree o f  correlation between  
the two shadow ing com ponents a and b w ill be seen, 
hence a and b are now  no longer o f  equal value, since  
the channel through which the m obile is power 
controlled is shared also by the interference from the

subscriber to the base-station experiencing outer-cell
interference.

Fixed subscriber

Interference
area

Figure 1

For a hexagonal cell structure, assum ing that each 
subscriber is perfectly pow er-controlled  in its own cell, 
the total interference seen by the central base-station can 
be given  as:

n o  *'  =  I (r)a
3V3/?J £

((VI/?)2 + r2 -  2(V3/?)rcosy)J
■dr dy

(4)

where,

Pt = Transmit pow er o f  subscriber in interfering cell 
R = Radius o f  cells
r = D istance o f  interfering subscriber from its own

base-station

y=  A ngle over w h i.' ntegra! is valid  (integral bound 
over 360° for om ni-d irecticnal subscriber antenna, 
60° for directional antenna o f  beam w idth ±20° )

The total outer-cell interference, Is , including the effects 
o f  shadow ing is related to equation 4 by:

/ ,  =  /  E
10 /10

V  10 /w
(5)

N ext, the expected value o f  equation 5 m ust be found:
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where B = (lnI0)/I0  and x=£q-£i
(6)

U sing equation 4 and equation 5 the interference level 
due to outer ce lls  can be determ ined and the inter-cell 
degradation factor (i.e . the frequency re-use effic ien cy), 
F, defined as:

F = 1
(7)

1 +
P,

Figure 2 show s the variation o f  F for different 
correlation statistics. For high correlation betw een the 
tw o links, a low  value o f  b w ill g ive  a nearly optimum  
value for the inter-cell degradation factor. These results 
are also plotted for different propagation decay factors 

a.
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Figure 2

These curves show  that as the correlation betw een fades 
in the wanted cell and outer cell (w ithin the bore-sight o f  
the directional antenna) is increased (i.e . coeffic ien t 
b—>0 ), the frequency re-use effic ien cy  approaches 100%. 
For typical m obile radio cellular structures the 
correlation betw een a and b is assum ed equal, hence 
b2=\/2  (i.e. 6 = 0 .707 ). As expected, if  the decay index is 
increased, this increases the path loss betw een the outer

cell and the wanted cell and the inter-cell interference is 
reduced, again resulting in a higher frequency re-use 
effic iency . Figure 3 show s the case for om ni-directional 
antennas. C om paring figure 2 with figure 3 clearly  
show s the reduction in frequency re-use effic ien cy  
through the use o f  om ni-directional antennas.
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3. LO W -RATE O R TH O G O N A L  
C O N V O LU TIO N A L CODING

C onventional D S-C D M A  system s rely on an internally 
generated PN sequence, such as m axim al length  
sequences or G old codes, to spread the data in the 
transmitter by m eans o f  m odulo-2 addition. This causes 
the original data to be spread in bandwidth by a factor 
dependant on the PN sequence chip rate. I f  the PN data 
is o f  repetition length L, and one data period lasts for the 
w hole repetition length, then the data w ill experience a 
spread in bandwidth proportional to L. The factor L, by  
which the data is increased in bandwidth can be termed  
the spreading ratio o f  the base-station transmitter.

This is not the only w ay o f  spreading the bandwidth o f  
the data in the transmitter base-station, how ever. U sing a 
convolutional encoder o f  rate 1/L, as show n in figure 4, 
also introduces a redundancy o f  L sym bols, hence this 
also provides bandwidth spreading.

Data
Sink

Data
Source

Viterbi
Decoder
(R =l/L )

Convolutional
Encoder
(R=l/L)

Figure 4

The orthogonality o f  ordinary convolutional codes is 
very poor, and this w ould lead to a sm all number o f  
sim ultaneous users when used in a C D M A  system . This 
can be improved significantly by using low-rate



orthogonal codes [1-5] w hich directly code and spread 
the data signal. This system  provides an encoded bit 
sequence o f  length L on each bit transition from the data 
source and in effect provides com plete spreading o f  
bandwidth.

The receiver structure performs the inverse operation by 
dem odulating the received signal, then decoding the 
convolutionally  encoded signal and providing an 
estim ate o f  the most likely transmitted data bit. The 
decoding algorithm used by the receiver must use the 
m axim um -likelihood decoding technique since the 
probability o f  any codew ord being transmitted is equally  
likely. There are various decod ing algorithm s such as the 
Viterbi algorithm, sequential decod ing (w hich is nearly 
m axim um -likelihood) or concatenated coding schem es. 
One particular feature w hich is important to the 
decoding algorithm is its speed, especially  if  it is to be 
used for low rate codes in a D S-C D M A  system  where 
the throughput (i.e. the speed at w hich each data bit is 
processed) must be high. It is apparent that a low  rate 
code w ill inevitably slow  down the speed o f  operation in 
the decoder since a large number o f  sym bol com parisons 
per data bit w ill be made.

The level o f  im provem ent that a convolutional code w ill 
give compared to an uncoded system  is g iven  by the 
coding gain. The Viterbi algorithm  offers the advantage 
o f  providing a high coding gain at low  bit-error rates, 
w hich can have an upper bound cod ing  gain as high as 
7.3dB  for a rate 1/3, constraint length 8 soft decision  
code [7].

3.I SIMULA TION OF THE LROCC SYSTEM

Computer sim ulations o f  conventional D S-C D M A  
system s and the low-rate orthogonal code system  were 
set up with identical basic parameters o f  code rate and 
spreading bandwidth for the tw o system s. In this w ay a 
fair comparison o f  b its/s/H z/cell betw een the two  
system s can be established, hence it was possib le to 
obtain a direct com parison o f  the number o f  
sim ultaneous users betw een the tw o system s for a given  
bit-error rate (BER ). For the case o f  the low-rate 
convolutional Hadamard encoder, show n in figure 5, the 
simulation provides an encoded sequence o f  2 K output 
sym bols for each consecutive input data bit. There are 2 K 
different sequence sets, each o f  length 2K sym bols and 
orthogonal to any other sequence. The inherent 
orthogonal properties o f  the Hadamard codes are based 
on the fact that any two sequences o f  length 2K differ in 
2 k_i bit positions, thus a 64 sym bol code w ill vary in 32 
sym bol com binations and have 32 identical sym bol 
com binations.

K bit shift regisio
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Output
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F igu re 5

To decode the received signal sequence with a Viterbi 
decoder it is necessary to find the m ost likely path 
through the trellis state diagram . S ince each user has a 
different unique m apping o f  state outputs in the shift 
register system  to the inputs o f  the Hadamard block  
encoder, the trellis for each user w ill be considerably  
different, hence a llow ing all sim ultaneous users to be 
isolated from one another.
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The perform ance o f  LROCC encoded signals in “other- 
user” noise is show n in figure 6 . In this figure, only one 
cell is considered, the spreading ratio ot the LROC code 
is 64, “other-user” noise is the dom inant interference and 
perfect pow er-control is assum ed. It can be seen that the 
theoretical and sim ulated results match c lo se ly . There is 
a significant im provem ent in the system  capacity when 
compared with a conventional uncoded D S-SSM A  
design operating under sim ilar conditions.

4. C A P A C IT Y  C A L C U L A T IO N S

The capacity o f  a fixed w ireless access design  is based 
on the provision o f  high quality channels (i.e . high data 
rates, typ ically  64 kb/s at B E R <10'9), and this should be 
contrasted with the case o f  a typical m ob ile  link where 
the bit error rates are generally  m uch higher. N eglecting  
the use o f  tri-sectorisation and pow er-control errors in 
the cellular structure o f  a non-coherent D S-C D M A  
system , the com m only used uplink capacity equation is 
found to be:



w ,
N  = \ + R

N n

F  • — 
d

(11)

where,

N  = Number o f  simultaneous users (at 64kb/s)
W = Channel bandwidth 
R = Input data rate 
F = Inter-cell degradation factor 
d  = Voice activity factor

Low-rate convolutional coding at rate 1/64 w ill give a 
signal-to-noise ratio requirement o f  Efj/No = 7dB at a 
BER<10'9. From figure 2, the inter-cell degradation 
factor F, at a decay index a =  3 and correlation factor 
b=0.3 is found to be 0.973, hence the number o f  
channels per 4 .096 MHz bandwidth allocation can be 
found as:

N  = 1 +
4 .0 9 6 / ^

/0 .0 6 4
5.012

• 0.973 »  13 channels 0 ^ )

In comparison with a conventional mobile 
communication system, using omni-directional antennas, 
for equal system parameters, the number o f  high quality 
channels would be reduced to a value o f  7 (i.e. reduction 
o f  about 60%). The use o f  tri-sectorisation in the 
LROCC encoded system w ill give a new capacity o f  39 
ultra-high quality channels per bandwidth allocation.

5. CONCLUSION

The use o f  highb' directional antennas and stationary 
users has been found to have a significant Impact on the 
interference statistics used to model the fixed wireless 
access (FW A) channel. An evaluation o f  the interference 
statistics in FWA systems has shown that the effects o f  
shadowing depend heavily upon the correlation o f  fading 
signals on the uplink path to the central base-station. 
Even though a reduction in capacity o f  one cell w ill have 
a “knock-on” effect on the other cells which are not 
included in the interference model, a high correlation 
w ill still give little inter-cell degradation. The anticipated 
inter-cell degradation factor for realistic values o f  decay 
index (a= 2  to 4) w ill unlikely drop below 0.85. 
Therefore, the use o f  universal frequency re-use in 
cellular FWA DS-CDM A systems will present little 
problem in the interference from surrounding cells.

considerable improvements over uncoded DS-CDM A  
systems in the number o f  simultaneous users that can be 
supported, giving an improvement o f  up to 130%.

The use o f  tri-sectorisation at the base-station gives 
further opportunity for increases in user capacity through 
the improvement in the fading statistics, in addition to 
the obvious improvement in capacity through 
sectorisation o f  the cell area. For coherent systems, the 
use o f  pilot tones is necessary, giving a reduction in user 
capacity at the expense o f  spectrum for pilot tone 
occupancy. It is therefore o f  vital importance to treat the 
inherent advantages o f  coherent designs over non
coherent designs with great care.
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Abstract - This paper focuses on the combined use of  
convolutional coding and orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) in a multipath channel. The use of time 
guard-intervals to reduce CCI and ICI is vital for good 
performance in such channels, but is wasteful o f bandwidth. 
The paper examines the degradation in performance due to the 
use o f sub-optimal time guard-intervals for uncoded and 
coded OFDM designs. In particular, a comparison is made 
between the use o f low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes 
(LROCC) and conventional high-rate convolutional codes for 
different time guard-intervals. It is found that LROCC codes 
outperform high-rate convolutional codes, particularly when 
the time guard-interval period approaches its optimum value.

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has 
been found to be very effective in combating the signal 
distortion and inter-symbol interference due to multipath 
propagation. To improve the detection o f the wanted signal 
the OFDM system offers a range o f techniques, such as:

•  Frequency and time interleaving
• Robust coding strategies
• Time or frequency domain equalisation
• Time guard-bands (cyclic extension)
• Frequency or time interleaving

Many of these techniques have been extensively studied [1-4] 
and considerable research is currently being carried out to 
determine the optimum implementation for a range of 
applications, especially for mobile and satellite personal 
communications.

In an OFDM system, the data symbols are blocked into groups 
of N and transmitted in parallel at a reduced rate on N 
orthogonal carriers. As N is increased, the data rate on each of 
the sub-channels is reduced to a value where the fading can be 
considered to be non-frequency-selective and this provides a 
measure of frequency diversity between the sub-channels 
which can be exploited by a suitable coding and interleaving 
strategy. Normally, Doppler spread sets the limit on the 
closeness to which the sub-carriers can be spaced, and this 
places an upper limit on N.

Multipath propagation broadens the channel impulse res
ponse. This results in inter-channel interference (ICI). One 
method o f reducing ICI when using OFDM in broadcast 
applications, such as DAB and terrestrial HDTV, is to precede 
the (reduced-rate) symbol with a time guard-interval, which 
has a duration longer than the channel impulse response. In a 
multiple access system this is very wasteful o f bandwidth, and 
hence capacity. An alternative strategy which attempts to 
recover the lost bandwidth, replaces the guard-interval by an 
equaliser, such as a simple zero-forcing equaliser, to 
counteract the channel impulse response [2,3]. However, in 
this paper we consider the benefits o f using a convolutional 
coding strategy in conjunction with OFDM modulation to 
reduce the impact o f the guard-interval.

II. EFFECTS OF THE TIME GUARD BAND 
FOR THE OFDM  SYSTEM

OFDM techniques are particularly well suited to trans-mission 
over frequency selective fading channels. The use o f a time 
guard-interval o f length, Tg, before each block o f N  symbols 
maintains the orthogonality between the blocks and removes 
the necessity for further inter-channel interference (ICI) 
equalisation, but only if the guard-interval is longer than the 
maximum delay spread o f the channel. If the guard- interval is 
shorter than the maximum delay spread, the orthogonality 
conditions between the sub-channels do not hold anymore. 
This introduces two main interfering terms: one is produced 
through the echo o f the preceding block and the second is due 
to the loss o f orthogonality in the remaining part o f the 
integration interval. The second interfering term is still 
present even in systems with a guard-interval longer than the 
maximum delay spread. It causes distortion within the same 
sub-channel and is described as co-channel interference (CCI). 
This level o f  interference may be cancelled out through the 
use o f efficient equalisers if the channel impulse response is 
perfectly known. In practice, the insertion o f known period 
sequences enables the receiver to track slowly fading channel 
variations produced by the Doppler frequencies to estimate the 
channel coefficients. In the following, the analysis o f the 
effect o f multipath fading on the performance o f an OFDM 
system with a time guard-interval by Viterbo and Fazel [5] is 
applied to the case where the system also has convolutional
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coding and the concept of using low-rate orthogonal 
convolutional coding (LROCC) in conjunction with OFDM is 
introduced.

A . A W G N  c h a n n e l  p e r fo r m a n c e

Consider the transmission of an OFDM signal which uses N 
sub-carrier frequencies. Each sub-carrier frequency, fk  , is 
given as:

fk ~ fc  + MTb for k =  0,1 .. AM (1)

where f c is the carrier frequency and Tfr is the effective 
OFDM block duration (i.e. Tb=NTs, where Ts is the period of 
each symbol prior to blocking-up). The addition of a guard- 
interval, Tg , gives a new total block duration of:

7V = Tb + Tg
(2)

The generation of the N orthogonal sub-carriers and the 
multiplexing of the N  parallel low-rate data channels onto 
these sub-carriers is assumed to be carried out via the inverse 
fast Fourier transform (IFFT). This technique has its origins 
through the use of orthogonal basis functions, given by:

en*fkt
o

- \ < t < T b

otherwise
(3)

T he tim e-d o m a in  O F D M  sig n a l at the output o f  the IFFT  is 
thus g iv en  by:

*(') = X I (4)

w h ere  X n k  is the data se q u en ce  b e in g  transm itted  on the IP  

su b -ch a n n e l in the n01 b lo ck .

A t the rece iv er , the op tim al d e c o d in g  stra tegy  for an A W G N  
chan n el w ith  no fad in g  e ffe c ts  is through the u se  o f  a bank o f  
dig ita l m atch ed  filters o p eratin g  at each  o f  the sub-carrier  
freq u en c ies . H o w ev er , a m ore  e f fic ie n t  im p lem en ta tio n  u ses  
the F FT  on the sa m p les  o f  the r e c e iv e d  sig n a l to d em u ltip lex  

the rec e iv e d  sig n a l. T h is is p erform ed  o v e r  the b lo ck  duration  
Tb for each  su b -ch a n n e l k =  0 ,1 . . .  A M , on the rP b lo ck  by  
n e g lec tin g  the first Tg  se c o n d s  o f  the rec e iv e d  block:

d t

(5)

B. Multipath fading channel

The typical mobile radio channel is one suffering from severe 
multipath fading and this leads to severe degradation of the 
bit-error rate (BER) performance. For the example considered 
below, a simple two path faded channel is assumed. In

general, the impulse response of a multipath channel is given
by [6 ]:

where L  is the number of reflected multipaths, r m  is the delay. 

6m represents the phase rotation and fDm is the Doppler 

frequency offset of the m*11 path. If  L is large, and the Doppler 

frequency offsets are small compared to l/Tb\ the effect of 
the Doppler frequency shift can be replaced by a constant 
phase rotation in the /7th block integration.

If  we consider a simple two path fading model as:

y(t)  = x(t)+ AeJ(0+Wo,)x ( t - T )  (7)

where r is the delay, f p  is the Doppler frequency, 6 is the 
phase rotation and A the attenuation of the delayed signal 
component, then the output of the Ip sub-channel for the n6 
block can be written as two terms:

Yn,k = Xn,k +In,k (8)

w h ere  Xn>k is the term  du e to  the d irect path and the term /„* 
rep resents the in terfering  term  du e to the echoes of the 
p reced in g  b lo ck s. D e p e n d in g  on  the length o f  the guard- 
in terval, th is in terfering  term  m ay  be  m in im ised  to yield only 
the re flec ted  e c h o e s  o f  the channel:

Ink = Aej(0+2M ,)e~J2̂ TX n, k

In th is ca se , the o r th o g o n a lity  c o n d itio n s  are satisfied and the 
su b seq u en t attenuation  and p h ase  e ffec ts  on the wanted 
sy m b o ls  X n>k m ay  be c a n c e lled  ou t through the use of an 

e ffic ie n t  eq u a lisa tio n  strategy . I f  the guard-interval time is less 
than the maximum d ela y  spread on  the channel, further 
distortion  effects take p la ce  in the interfering term:

/  k = AeJ{e*2’*°nirb"> ^ n - \ , l ^ l , k  ( r )  +  X n j M l . k  ( r )

where T/ yt and /y/ yt J?termine the level of dependence 
between the sub-channel fading effects on the N  carriers, 
These have been found to be given as [5]:

T.*(r) = 

and,

Mi,k(r) =

r -  T„

;<r[2/(rt '- r ) / r t * ( / - t x f - r 1 )/r t | s in [ j r ( /  -  k ) ( r  -  Tg ) /  r t ]

r c ( l - k )

for I = k

o th e rw ise

L - t + T
* . L - 72« * r /r ,

for I = k

sin[?r(/ ~ - T g ) I T ^  

r c ( l - k )
otherwise

(12)



For the multipath channel m odel considered here, the received  
signal is given as:

v - i

Y -fhJL x  + Y  l + Y % ± x  , ,  f o r k=0...N-\r„,k- jjXn.ic+ 2-a
V L  l=OJ*k  V L

K
S l

where,

Z  W . - W r )
vi,k= z

r6{r«>rf }

for I ± k

for l* k

Mk,k = Y.Hmejl*kX+ Z  VmMk,(r)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
re{r„<rf}

and the channel coeffic ien ts for each reflected path are given  

by H = e j{0m+WD"nT'">.j- * m

If the channel is assum ed to be slow ly  varying, Hm w ill also  
be slow ly varying from one block integration interval to the 
next. Since the guard-interval does not totally elim inate the 
effects o f  inter-block interference, the information sym bols 
can no longer be easily  extracted from Y This interference 
results in both ICI and CCI. Finally, the ratio o f  the signal 
power to interference pow er at the output o f  each sub-channel 
can be obtained as:

l h
k = 0 . .. AM (17)

N - \

Z k * l  + Z k * l
l=0,l*k 1=0

Fig. 1 show s the effect o f  the length o f  the guard-interval, Tg, 
(expressed as a percentage o f  the block length) on the C/I o f  
an OFDM system  arising from both CCI and ICI effects.
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Fig. 1 C/I ratio im provem ent with 
increasing time guard-interval

with one direct path and tw o reflected paths, one at a delay o f  
I pis and the second at 15ps. A ll reflected paths are assumed to 
have equal power ratios and a D oppler frequency o f  200H z. 
The total bit-error rate (B E R ) is the average o f  the BER in 
each channel. N eglecting the terms in &(■), the BER for 
QPSK modulation can be expressed as:

B E R
■ m /

(18)

Equation (18) g ives an estim ate o f  the OFDM  performance in 
the noiseless fading channel by effective ly  averaging out the 
BER in each sub-channel from the carrier-to-interference 
levels for each carrier.

An average o f  the appropriate probability o f  error expression  
over all possible received pow ers can be obtained by 
evaluating the average C/I level over all k sub-carriers. The

average C/I, defined as y , is given  by:

N -

- m i
c 1

*=0  " J k

and using [7], the probability o f  a bit error is:

(19)

pb = \< 2(y fr^)p{r k ) d r ,

l -
i + r

(20)

w here = (C/I)k in sub-channel k .

Fig. 2 show s the variation in BER perform ance for different 
guard-intervals.
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Fig. 2 Effect o f tim e-guard interval 
on irreducible BER

The main operating parameters o f  the system  m odelled are: 
carrier frequency o f  1.6GH z, with N= 32 sub-channel carriers, 
QPSK modulation, a block length o f  160ps in 3-path fading

N ote how  the residual BER drops extrem ely rapidly as the 
guard-interval time approaches a value equivalent to a 10%



increase in b lock length, w hich corresponds to the m axim um  
delay-spread com ponent o f  the signal.

through a sim plified state diagram. This upper-bound on the 
BER for the kA sub-carrier is g iven  in terms of constraint 
length K codes and has been found to be [8]:

C. C o n v o lu tio n a l co d in g  tech n iq u es

Forward error correction (FEC ) cod ing  can be integrated into 
the O FD M  design to further optim ise the perform ance 
im provem ents in multipath fading channels. One popular FEC  
coding strategy is convolutional coding. With this technique it 
is p ossib le  to add d iversity to the system  design in order to 
com bat the fading effects on the individual sub-carriers. In 
this paper, w e com pare the perform ance o f  conventional high- 
rate (7?= 1/2, K= 5) convolutional coding and low-rate 
orthogonal convolutional cod ing o f  rate R= 1/32 and constraint 
length K=5. Ordinary R= 1/2 convolutional codes can be 
upper-bound on the bit-error probability through use o f  their 
generating function to w eigh t error events by the number o f  
bit-errors. This can be generalised as [8]:

BERk < X CA * (21)

where, dfree is the free distance o f  the convolutional code, 
Pj k is the calculated bit-error probability o f  the k* sub
channel (dependent on the channel) for a particular Ef/N0, Cj 
are the coeffic ien ts determ ined through the generating  
function o f  the particular code in question.

The perform ance im provem ents for the case o f  the R=M2, 
K= 5 convolutional code are show n in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Im p rovem en t in the irredu cib le  B E R  
th rough  the use o f  con vo lu tion a l cod in g

It is clear that coding g ives a substantial im provem ent in BER  
for all values o f  guard-interval, and particularly so  for guard- 
intervals c lose  to the m axim um  value o f  delay-spread. For 
relatively sm all guard-intervals, fading dom inates the degrad
ation in perform ance and the coding gain is not as large.

For LROCC codes, an equivalent upper-bound can be 
obtained more generally for different constraint length codes

BER* <
(1- 2\vk +wkKy

w here,

WL =

(22)

(23)

A noise  pow er o f  variance crj  ̂ g ives an additional AWGN 
term in the C/I ratio for each o f  the sub-carriers, and is 
therefore used to determ ine the performance o f  convolutional 
codes in multipath fading for different noise levels. The 
average BER for all N sub-carriers can be obtained for a 
sp ecific  Eb/N0, by averaging the bit-error probability over all 
sub-carriers:

jV -1

BER < —  ] T  BERk (24)
k=0

Fig. 4  show s the BER  perform ance o f  the R=l/2, K=5 
convolutional codes for the multipath fading environment 
detailed earlier as a function o f  different guard-intervals. It 
can be seen, that there is little im provem ent in performance 
w hen the guard-interval is short, but the graph shows an 
im provem ent in the perform ance bounds as the guard-interval 
approaches the longest path delay.
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F ig. 4 P erform an ce o f  R= 1/2 convolutional codes for 
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A s expected  [8-11], Fig. 5 show s that the use o f  LROC codes 
together with the O FD M  modulation scheme gives an 
im proved perform ance bound for short guard-intervals relative 
to the high rate convolutional code, and this improvement is 
m atched for the entire range o f  guard-intervals.
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III. CONCLUSION

This paper has analysed the effect o f the time guard-interval 
on the bit error rate performance o f an OFDM modulation 
scheme used over a channel suffering from multipath fading. 
In particular, the paper has examined the improvement in 
performance made possible through the use o f convolutional 
coding of the data. It is found that the BER is improved for all 
values o f time guard-interval, but particularly so when the 
guard-interval is close to the maximum delay-spread o f the 
channel. The use of LROC coding is found to offer further 
improvements in performance.
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A B ST R A C T

T he paper describes a novel approach to the use of 
direct-sequence spread-spectrum modulation for code 
division  multiple access (DS-CDM A) applications by 
replacing the normal PN spreading code with an 
orthogonal low-rate convolutional code. This achieves 
both the spreading in bandwidth o f the data and a 
powerful coding strategy within the output state o f the 
convolutional shift register system, which m axim ises the 
number o f  simultaneous CDM A channels. In order to 
achieve orthogonality, Hadamard codes are incorporated 
within the convolutional coding strategy. The effects of 
using such a design within a D S-C DM A  system  are 
studied and the results show a direct increase in the 
capacity o f  the cellular system compared with a DS- 
C D M A  using m aximal length sequences. The 
importance o f  randomising the output symbols from the 
Hadamard encoder is  also considered with respect to the 
spectral characteristics o f  the transmitted signal and the 
isolation between different simultaneously transmitting 
users.

1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

T he field o f  spread spectrum m ultiple access is currently 
receiving considerable attention as a contender for the 
next generation m obile telephone system. DS-CDM A  
system s are at present looking very promising compared 
to advanced time division multiplex systems (TDM A)
[1], as these systems offer increased flexibility in the 
frequency management o f  the cellular network, the 
prospect o f temporary capacity overload and improved 
handover flexibility. The ultimate goal is to m axim ise 
the potential number o f simultaneous users within a 
specific cell boundary.

Conventional D S-CDM A systems rely on an internally 
generated PN sequence, such as m aximal length 
sequences or Gold codes, to spread the data in the 
transmitter by means o f  m odulo-2 addition. This causes

the original data to be spread in bandwidth by a factor 
dependant on the PN sequence chip rate. If the PN data 
is o f  repetition length L, and one data period lasts for the 
w hole repetition length, then the data w ill experience a 
spread in bandwidth proportional to L. The factor L, by 
which the data is increased in bandwidth can be termed 
the spreading ratio  o f  the base-station transmitter.

This is not the only way o f spreading the bandwidth of  
the data in the transmitter base-station, however. Using a 
convolutional encoder o f  rate 1/L, as shown in figure 1, 
also introduces a redundancy o f L symbols, hence this 
also  provides bandwidth spreading.

Data
Source

Vitertn
Decoder
(R=l/L)

Figure 1 Spread-spectrum  system  using  
convolutional coding for signal spreading

Figure 2 shows the schematic o f a CDM A base-station 
transmitter which is based on the use o f  low-rate 
convolutional codes rather than the more usual PN 
spreading sequences. The orthogonality o f ordinary 
convolutional codes is very poor, and this would lead to a 
sm all number o f simultaneous users when used in a 
CDM A system. This can be improved significantly by 
using low-rate orthogonal codes [2] which directly code 
and spread the data signal. This system provides an 
encoded bit sequence o f length L on each bit transition 
from the data source and in effect provides complete 
spreading o f  bandwidth.

It is well known that orthogonal functions do not have 
good auto-correlation properties and therefore the direct 
use o f  orthogonal functions can lead to poor transmission 
spectral characteristics (e.g. non-uniform spreading) and 
large interference signals.
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To reduce this problem, a second stage o f randomisation 
is added 10 the encoded symbol set to improve the auto
correlation property o f the orthogonal signals [2], The 
PN sequence serves purely as a randomiser and 
introduces no further spreading of bandwidth. This 
encoded and spread signal is then modulated onto the 
carrier (using a technique such as QPSK) prior to 
transmission over the channel.

user 1

user 2 M odulator

Convolutional 
Encoder-1

Convolutional 
Encoder-2

F igure 2 Sim plified diagram  o f the proposed  BS  
transm itter

The receiver structure performs the inverse operation by 
demodulating the received signal, then decoding the 
convolutionally encoded signal and providing an 
estim ate o f  the m ost likely transmitted data bit. The 
decoding algorithm used by the receiver must use the 
m axim um -likelihood decoding technique since the 
probability o f  any codeword being transmitted is  equally 
likely. There are various decoding algorithms such as the 
Viterbi algorithm, sequential decoding (which is  nearly 
m aximum -likelihood) or concatenated coding schem es. 
O ne particular feature which is important to the 
decoding algorithm is its speed, especially if  it is to be 
used for low rate codes in a DS-CDM A system where the 
throughput (i.e. the speed at which each data bit is 
processed) must be high. It w ill become apparent that a 
low  rate code w ill inevitably slow down the speed of  
operation in the decoder since a large number o f  symbol 
comparisons per data bit will be made.

The Viterbi algorithm is a fast and efficient way o f  
decoding convolutionally encoded data. It works by 
comparing the received sequence o f encoded bits with the 
possible combinations o f most likely transmitted bits and 
makes its decision after it has reached a decision on the 
m ost likely path through the trellis o f  the convolutional 
code. Thus it can be seen that this technique w ill yield an 
improvement over the simple correlating process in a 
conventional CDM A since a decoding decision is based 
not only on the com plete set of L redundant sym bols but

id so takes into account the previous data bits which had 
been present in the shift register system. Hence, 
improved error detection is provided where the level of 
improvement depends on the constraint length K o f the 
code (i.e. number of shift registers used). As K is 
increased, the decoding method becomes more historic 
since the number of possible states in the trellis diagram 
will increase exponentially. The higher the number of 
possible states in the trellis, the better the bit-error 
performance. The drawback, o f course, is that the 
decoding procedure will slow down as the number of 
states in the trellis increases, as the decoder has to 
compare many more possible data bit transitions.

The level o f improvement that a convolutional code will 
give compared to an uncoded system is given by the 
coding gain. The Viterbi algorithm offers the advantage 
o f providing a high coding gain at low bit-error rates, 
which can range from 1.5 dB to 4 dB at a BER of 1 0 5 
using hard decision limiting with constraint lengths 3 
and 8 respectively.

2. DS-CDM A SIM U LA TIO N S

Computer simulations o f conventional DS-CDMA  
system s and the low-rate orthogonal code system  were set 
up with identical basic parameters o f  code rate and 
spreading bandwidth for the two systems. In this way a 
fair comparison o f bits/s/Hz/cell between the two systems 
can be established, hence it was possible to obtain a 
direct comparison o f the number o f simultaneous users 
between the two 3} stea?s for a given bit-error rate (BER). 
For the case o f ihe low-rate convolutional Hadamard 
encoder, shown in figure 3, the simulation provides an 
encoded sequence o f 2 K output symbols for each 
consecutive input data bit. There are 2 K different 
sequence sets, each o f length 2 K symbols and orthogonal 
to any other sequence. The ir v ~rent orthogonal 
properties o f  the Hadani . -d codes are based on the fact 
that any two sequences o f length 2 K differ in 2K l bit 
positions, thus giving a 64 sym bol length Hadamard code 
32 different symbol combinations.

K bit shift tcpaa

Figure 3 A low-rate convolutional encoder

To decode the received signal sequence with a Viterbi 
decoder it is necessary to find the m ost likely path
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through the trellis state diagram . S ince each user has a 
different unique m apping o f  state outputs in the shift 
register system  to the inputs o f  the Hadamard block 
encoder, the trellis for each user w ill be considerably  
different, hence a llow ing all sim ultaneous users to be 
isolated from one another.

It is w ell known [3] that the BER perform ance o f  a 
Viterbi decoder is directly related to the free distance o f  
the convolutional code, consequently the BER probability 
in the continuous additive white G aussian n oise  channel 
is given as:

b e r  < £ c , P ,  (X)
x=dfrce

where P _ A  l2xR£b | , R is the rate o f the code, E b/N o is
X~ V  »o j

the required SNR at the output o f  the decoder and C x is 
determ ined by the code structure o f  the Hadamard 
encoder. Equation (1) is the key to determ ining the 
structure o f  the m ost effective code perform ance for the 
continuous output additive w hite G aussian noise  
channel. In order to use the sam e bandwidth in the m ost 
efficient way it is desirable to use a cod ing strategy  
w hich yields the highest free distance, ultim ately  
governed by the code rate and constraint length o f  the 
encoder. The new  code design featured in this paper w ill 
inevitably g ive  a superior perform ance to a sim ple rate 
1/2 encoder o f  sam e constraint length operating in a very 
noisy environm ent (i.e . high number o f  sim ultaneous 
users). At low  user numbers the perform ance o f  both 
system s w ould yield an equal BER.

T o obtain a result for the perform ance o f  such a system  
in “other-user” noise it is necessary to assum e that a 
relatively large number o f  sim ultaneous users and a h igh  
spreading ratio approxim ate the interference as 
norm ally distributed with a mean o f  zero and variance o f

where M is the number o f sim ultaneous users. T his w ill 
lead to a new  expression for Px:

The free distance o f  the K=6  Hadamard convolutional 
code is governed by the total H am m ing distance with 
respect to the “a ll-zero” path in the trellis and the

number o f  paths which w ill take the decoder decision to 
the all-zero state, given as K+l .  For the Hadamard 
convolutional encoder used in this simulation the free 
distance is 7x32=224. The values for C x have been 
obtained using a full search o f  the trellis structure and for 
a K=6 Hadamard code, neglecting the higher order 
terms, yield  a bit-error probability of:

BER < P(224) + 2P(256) + 6P(288) + 16/TO O) +
3 5 /T O 2 ) + 6 0 P (3 8 8 ) ... (4)

The results o f equations 3 and 4 are displayed 
graphically in figure 4. It must be noted that BER values 
o f  greater than 1 serve only on a theoretical basis. A 
com parison between the uncoded conventional DS- 
C D M A  system and the new Hadamard encoded system 
show s considerable im provements with the new 
im plem entation at a low number o f  simultaneous users. 
T hese results are also compared to the conventional rate 
R = l/2  coded D S-CDM A im plem entation and show that 
the Hadamard rate R = l/6 4  im plem entation performs 
better at a relative high number o f  users.

-2 • |  

-4 I

g > -6 | 

-6 

-10 |

-R=1/64 
* R=1/2 
-Uncoded

-12
20 Users 400 60

Figure 4 Theoretical perform ance o f different coding
schemes in other user noise

The resulting theoretical and simulated bit-error rate 
curves in “other-user” noise can be seen in figure 5. It is 
apparent that the theoretical prediction o f the code 
m atches the simulated results very closely, and a 
sign ificant advantage in performance can be found when 
the number o f  sim ultaneous users is low.

T o achieve a BER =10 ' 3 a maximum number o f 7 users 
could be em ployed in a conventional DS-CDM A system 
but the use o f low-rate convolutional coding can lead to 
an increase o f  nearly 130%, giving a new maximum 
number o f  users o f  16.
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Figure 5 Perform ance of low -rate convolutional codes 
in other user noise

fee use of PN sequences to randomise the output of the 
»w-rate convolutional encoder is to improve the spectral 
haracteristics of the orthogonal codes and provide better 
solation between users without causing any further 
preading of the encoded signal. This is done by using a 
>N sequence of the same rate as the orthogonal output 
equence.

10 15 20 25 30 35 400 5
U se rs  (M)

Figure 6 Graph displaying the advantages of using a 
random iser

If 8 -> 0, where 5 is the duration of one output symbol 
from the Hadamard encoder, the spectral density of a 
pseudo-random signal can be seen [2] to approach a 
constant value of E/T, where Es is the symbol energy 
and T is the period of repeat of the pseudo-random noise 
sequence. It can therefore be seen that such a signal will 
give an almost uniform spectrum, which is desired in a 
DS-CDMA implementation. The sequence of output 
symbols from a low-rate orthogonal convolutional 
Hadamard encoder, however, have a periodic nature for

each sequence set of length 2K. Thus the auto-correlation 
properties of orthogonal sequences is extremely poor and 
yields a spectrum with large variations in amplitude, 
which has the direct effect of degrading the performance 
of the decoder to other user noise since the signal sets are 
not independent random processes. To eliminate this 
problem a PN sequence of same rate can be used to 
smooth out the spectrum and randomise the interference 
created by other users as seen in figure 6.

It is clearly evident that the second stage of 
randomisation improves the performance of the cellular 
DS-CDMA system by at least 60%, giving an equivalent 
improvement in BER performance of about 2dB.

3. CONCLUSIO NS

This paper has shown the feasibility of using low-rate 
orthogonal convolutional coding for DS-CDMA 
applications. It has been found that the number of 
simultaneous users per cell is increased by at least 70% 
and there is an additional improvement of 60% when a 
randomiser is used, giving a total improvement of 130%.
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Abstract

An analysis of the performance o f low-rate orthogonal 
convolutional codes is presented in multiple-access 
systems operating under Rayleigh fading and AWGN. 
These results are used to obtain the performance o f a non
coherent orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) design employing LROCC coding in a Rayleigh 
fading environment with interference from “other-user” 
noise and AWGN. Considerable improvement m the 
spectrum efficiency of this new implementation over 
coherent DS-CDMA is found.

1. Introduction

The use o f  direct-sequence code division multiple access 
(DS-CDMA) techniques for mobile communications is 
attracting considerable interest in fixed and mobile 
cellular systems. DS-CDMA techniques appear to be 
especially attractive in digital mobile cellular schemes due 
to their performance in fading channels and their flexible 
use o f bandwidth. Given the difficult multipath channel 
environments for mobile communications and the 
limitations this imposes on obtaining higher data rates, it 
is important to design a system which is both robust and 
reliable.

One spread-spectrum multiplexing technique that is 
currently receiving attention is orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM), which uses multiple 
overlapping orthogonal carriers to transmit the data. This 
technique has been found to give better performance over 
single carrier systems in the mobile radio environment. In 
this paper, a new coding and modulation scheme is 
examined for multiple access applications which can be 
applied to OFDM to provide a signal which is orthogonal 
in both the frequency and time domain and which is 
extremely robust m fading conditions. The method 
adopted is to apply low-rate orthogonal convolutional 
coding, which effectively expands the data by a factor 2K, 
where K is the constraint length of the convolutional 
encoder, and to add OFDM so that N data symbols are 
transmitted in parallel on N orthogonal earners. This 
enables several simultaneous users m the cellular 
structure to be isolated from one another m the time 
domain and through the use of orthogonally spaced 
earners provides isolated data streams in the frequency 
domam. With OFDM, it is possible to separate each low

bit-rate modulated earner by as little as 1/2Ts , where T, is 
the penod of the symbols, and still have no inter-symbol 
interference.

As the presence of multipath fading introduces amplitude and 
phase distortion on the signal it is difficult to track the phase 
information without the use of a pilot tone. Therefore, a non
coherent modulation technique such as differential PSK is 
introduced, where the phase information m the demodulator 
is derived from the previous symbol. As long as the phase 
distortion factor due to multipath is nearly constant or at least 
slowly varying over the symbol duration Ts, a square law 
detector may be used in the non-coherent demodulation 
technique.

In the following sections the benefits o f applying low-rate 
orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC) to orthogonal 
multiple carriers in a multi-access environment will be
considered.

2. Low-Rate Orthogonal Convolutional Codes

The use of low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes as a 
direct replacement for DS-CDMA in multiple access 
applications has been shown to offer considerable benefits [ 1 - 
5]. In this section we consider the performance o f this type of 
encoder m AWGN and L-path Rayleigh fading. Figure 1 
shows a typical LROCC encoder which encodes the serial 
data bit stream m a K bit shift register, where K is the 
constraint length o f the encoder, by providing a set o f 2K 
orthogonal Hadamard sequences for each data bit.

K.btt shift reester

•&— 4
X -  "0

t ' j
________ X  2* 'T

Figure 1. A low-rate orthogonal convolutional encoder

To achieve independent successive symbol set transmissions 
from each user, the data input to the block encoder is 
interleaved. In the next section, the performance of this 
encoder will be examined.

mailto:eepijm@bath.ac.uk
mailto:eesrfo@bath.ac.uk


2 . 1 LR O C C  perform ance in A WGN

To analyse the performance statistics of the low-rate 
decoder in the receiver, the generating function of the 
encoder must be derived from its state diagram, which is 
shown m figure 2.

BU B\V BU’

w ru

Figure 2. S im plified state diagram  of LROCC design

For this state diagram, the generating function is found to 
be [7]:

T ( W , B )  =
B W k { \  -  W7)

(1)

where B denotes a transition m the trelhs diagram caused 
by a data input o f 11’, PC is a weight measurement for each 
branch metric and relates the average energy-per-bit to 
the noise density ratio per distance weight. Also, for the 
coherent AWGN channel:

-  7  2 rw = z (2)

where r is the code rate and Z = exp(-Eb/lo). For other 
channels (such as the Rayleigh fading channel), W follows 
a different statistic, as will be seen later.

In the receiver, to determine the upper bound for the bit- 
error rate of the LROC code for any general class o f  
channel, equation 1 must be differentiated with respect to 
B, and B then set to 1:

dT(W,B)
dB

WK( \ - W ) 2

b=i (\-2W  + WKy
(3)

Figure 3, below, shows the BER performance obtained 
from equation 3 for different values of K.

QCUiffi
y

Eb/lo (dB)

Figure 3. Theoretical BER v. E /l0 for an LROCC 
system in AWGN

2 .2  L R O C C  perform ance in L-path  Rayleigh  
fa d in g

In the receiver, u is assumed that die received signal is 
represented as I and Q signals, and a maximum ratio 
combining technique of equal length as die number of L 
multipath components is employed. The branch metric of die 
typical de-modulated input variables Y ,  and Y q  i s  

determined from the input variable Z = Y p  +  Yq 1 . It is 
assumed diat die received signal comprises o f L components 
from L independent Rayleigh faded padis. The amplitude, A, 
of each independent Rayleigh faded signal is related by the 
probability function, p(A).

2A (-/12/ct: ) p(A) = — e{ 1
cr

(4)

where die chip energy Ec is multiplied by A1 and cr is the 
variance of the fading process. The average clnp energy, Eavg, 
for each padi is derived from the chi-squared probability 
density function m the usual way [6], from which it is found 
that:

F = cr Favg (5)

Thus the average mean-squared signal power is given by A/2 
= J2Eavg , where J  is the number o f symbols per input data 
bit in the shift registers o f the Hadamard encoder. From [7] it 
can be seen that the probability o f a correct signal, Pc(z), and 
the incorrect signal probability, Pfz), is given by:

Pc(z) = zL~'e VujE/i.

P M  =
zL-'e~M
a - i  )i

(6)

where Es is the average symbol energy per path. Therefore,

Es = Eb/ U  (7)

where Eb is the total bit-energy received from all L paths.

The performance of any convolutional code in the maximum- 
likelihood decoding algoridim is determined through 
evaluation of the branch metrics on the correct and mcorrect 
paths through the trellis state diagram. Letting the correct 
branch metrics be denoted as iyi, yz, ... yd) and the incorrect 
branch metrics as (x ,, x2, .... xd ), the probability o f a wrong 
decision being made at the point of path remerging is:

Pd = Prob.
d

X * . X .v , (8)

Since the branch metrics can be treated as random variables 
due to the independence unposed on successive symbol set 
transmissions, the Chemoff bound can be applied to equation 
8. Hence,



ft  < e exp = { 4 ex p (/> (x -y » ]}‘ (9)

where p is a vanablc from Uie exponential function o f tlic 
Chem off bound. To obtain tlic upper-bound on the bit- 
error performance it is necessary to determine the 
minimum value of the expected value of equation 9. It can 
be shown [7] that:

n oo

£ [ e x p ( /7 ( x -y ) ) ]  = J e T P ,(x ) .d x J e " P ^ . d y  
0 0 * (10)

(1 - p)‘ + ')]

where U = (E^Jl /̂L and the minimum value can be seen 
at p = ((7/2)/(1 +(/). Hence,

ft <

1 + u  J
(11)

1 + t/
(l + ( t //2 ))2 

Therefore,

Pd < W* (12)

which is dependent on the prevailing AVft- Typically, diere is 
at least a 6dB degradation in performance.

Next, we seek to obtain a relation between tlic excess E*/ft 
required for the faded system performance compared to the 
AWGN channel, for a given value of signal-to-noise ratio per 
path L. This ratio is obtained as:

ft
2 exp| —  -  2 + V16 M JJ  2

E xcess E b /  1, =  -t.
H

u

2/T J 7exp( 2^7. 1 ~ '

(13)

The results o f equation 13 are displayed graphically in tigure
5.
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Figure S. Excess E t/I0 required for non-coherent 
R ayleigh fading em ploying LRO CC

This value for W is substituted ilirectly into equation 3 to 
give the performance of the LROCC design for a specific 
constraint length, K, in T-path Rayleigh faded channels. 
The performance for L=4 (i.e. a 4 path model) is shown m 
figure 4.

From these results one can obtain an estimate o f the total 
required £*//„ for different values of diversity L. Note that 
values of excessive diversity cause increased performance 
degradation due to the non-coherent combining losses in the
receiver.
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Figure 4. Theoretical BER v. E / l0 for the LROCC  
System  AW GN and L-path Rayleigh fading channels

3. OFDM-LROCC Implementation

A non-coherent multi-earner orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexed system employing orthogonal low-rate 
orthogonal convolutional coding with DPSK modulation is 
shown in figure 6.

User 1

User N u/S

2Nu/sM

User Nu

X ,»

X2» IFFT
&

M odulator

Inter
leaver

- —ft

P
/

XN-1
S

XN ------ >— ♦

It is clear from this graph that there is a degradation in
the bit error rate performance of the LROCC system in Figure 6. M ulti-carrier transm itter im p lem en ta tio n

Rayleigh fading (compared with the non-faded system)



From previous work [8] it has been found dial die 
quivalent order of diversity / /  in an OFDM modulated 

system is related to die spreading ratio in the time domain 
of die symbols before die IFFT, in die modulator. This has 
llie direct elfcct of achieving diversity in the frequency 
domain, hence with a spreadmg ratio of 4 we can achieve 
a diversity o f L -4 . Note also diat in dus paper die system 
employs neither frequency nor time guard-band intervals, 
but die inherent overhead due to guard-band intervals is 
taken mto account in the capacity analysis.

The transmitter depicted in figure 6 groups the data 
signals o f die Nu users mto S blocks, widi each block 
holding a maximum of A-JS users. The data bits from 
each user are spread by a factor of ? w'\ winch results m a 
diversity o f  L'= 2Vu/S in the receiver. Each block can 
transnut M> 1 data bits per OFDM symbol, hence die 
mput to the interleaver consists o f SM chips per block. 
Therefore, the total number of sub-camers in the OFDM 
system will be equal to 2NuSMS.

3.1 System Performance

The OFDM system m figure 6 is analysed for a typical 
DS-CDMA application in the mobile environment. We 
assume a bandwidth o f 1.25 MHz , which provides a chip 
duration of 7'c=0.8|xs. The system is in a fading channel 
with a multipath spread o f 7m=10)is, and we wish to 
communicate with a BER< 1 0 \  Since we are using LROC 
codes, the system can support diversity factors o f L ’ = 4 , 
8 , 16 , 32 , 64 and for a maximum of N„=64 users and 
8 data bits per user per OFDM symbol we need 512 sub- 
carriers. The resulting sub-camer spacing is therefore 
2.441 kHz, hence the chip duration on each sub-carrier is 
7^=409.6 |t s . In order to combat the effects of multipath 
spread, a guard interval of 16ps is considered sufficient. 
At maximum user capacity the bandwidth efficiency is 
then given by:

512
n = 1.25x 425.6

= 0.9624 b /s /H z (14)

In the presence of “other-user” noise we consider the 
Gaussian approximation for the asynchronous case, which 
gives a signal-to-noise ratio per data bit of:

SNR.  ̂ = \ 2{Nu
3-2* E.

(15)

The minimum Eb/I0 for different values of constraint 
length K are obtained from figure 3, and then compared 
with SNRinl , therefore giving the necessary mcrease m 
required Eb/I0 to achieve a BER<10 3. The channel is 
assumed to be at full capacity, Aru=64, and in addition, an 
excess Eb/I0 will be required to combat the effects of 
Rayleigh fading, which is displayed in figure 5. Since the 
equivalent diversity o f the system is given by L ’, different 
values o f constraint length K will give variations m the 
required signal-to-noise ratio for the AWGN channel, 
which also leads to a variation in the excess Ef/I0

required for the faded channel. The total E,Jl0 required for 
different values of constraint length K can be seen in figure 7.
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Figure 7. Total E,/l0 required for L R O C C -O FD M  
system  operating in Rayleigh faded channel

Note, how the optimum performance is achieved for 
constraint length K=5 and values higher than this provide a 
further degradation in performance. This effect is due to the 
losses in non-coherent combining, since too much diversity 
can have a degrading effect on the performance of the 
system.

To compare the performance o f this new OFDM 
implementation with a conventional DS-CDMA/ RAKE 
receiver o f equal diversity L= 16, we consider a coherent DS - 
CDMA system with 15% overhead for synchronisation a id  
channel sounding. Both systems operate in a bandwidth 
allocation of 1.25MHz. The DS-CDMA/RAKE receiver 
yields a maximum achievable spectral efficiency of about
0.22 as L ’- xxj, hence not more than 20 users can be 
supported with adequate link quality. The LROCC-OFDM 
design has worse pertormance for low EJI0 but outperforms 
the RAKE receiver by a considerable amount at high values 
beyond Et/I0 > 13dB.
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Figure 8. Comparison o f spectral efficien cy  o f DS- 
C D M A /R A K E  v. LR O C C -O FD M  design for T’= 16



4. Conclusions
Associated Systems, Conference Proc. Vol.414, pp 17.21
1995.

The use o f  low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes in 
AW GN can yield considerable performance improvement 
over conventional coding strategies through the design  
and structure o f  the code. This has been verified 
theoretically and in simulated results, as shown in 
references [1-5].

Using low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes in non
coherent DS-CDM A applications where the channel is 
impaired by L-path Rayleigh fading can yield improved 
performance as long as the data is interleaved at the bit 
level. The minimum signal-to-noise ratio per bit required 
to achieve the same performance as in an unfaded AWGN  
channel is seen to be at about 6dB. Therefore, for equal 
system complexity, the losses encountered through non
coherent combining degrade any gain achieved through 
diversity, either achieved at the data bit level through K - 
fold interleaving or an increase in the number o f  path 
levels, L.

The implementation o f  LROCC in multi-carrier systems 
w ill g ive improved performance over other conventional 
coding techniques in  partial band interference and fading, 
as the use o f  diversity is increased at an even coarser 
level. The independence between successive branches is 
one w ay o f  achieving this diversity. It has been shown that 
the performance o f  a non-coherent LROCC-OFDM  
system  achieves much higher spectral efficiency than 
coherent DS-CDM A implementations using m axim um  
ratio combining.
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COFDM - AN ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FOR FUTURE-GENERATION MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS?

R F Ormondroyd, J J M axey and E Alsusa

In trod u ction
Future generations o f  m obile radio system s, such as the m obile broadband system  (M B S), w ill be required to 
provide data rates o f  2M b/s and above and it is the dispersive characteristics o f  the m obile radio channel that 
w ill play a key role in detennining the m ost suitable, cost-effective, radio interface solution. T he purpose o f  
this paper is to consider the potential o f  multi-carrier m ultiple-access techniques as a m eans o f  providing a 
versatile high data rate radio interface for both terrestrial and satellite m obile PCS. After describing the two 
main fon n s o f  m ultiple-access multi-carrier system s that have been proposed very recently, the paper w ill 
describe a new  variant o f  m ulti-access multi-carrier system  called LROCC-OFDM .

There is considerable debate concerning die relative merits o f  T D M A  and C DM A as the m ost appropriate 
choice o f  m ultiple access method for future generations o f  digital m obile cellular radio. D irect-sequence  
C D M A  seem s to provide a higher spectral effic iency  in comparison to other conventional m ultiplexing  
m ethods1-3, although this m ay be attributable m ore to the noise-lim ited cellular structure o f  these system s 
rather than to any inherent effic ien cy  o f  the basic direct-sequence spread-spectrum m odulation method. 
H ow ever, D S-C D M A  system s are also often attributed with system s’ benefits w hich m ay be potentially  
greater than pure spectral effic iency . T hese include:

robustness against fading
low  density pow er spectrum - potential for bandsharing 
interference and jam m ing rejection 

• code re-use rather than frequency re-use - improved frequency planning 
soft capacity  
soft hand-off

Certainly, these benefits are achieved individually but once the process gain has been used to achieve a high 
user capacity it cannot be re-used for jam m ing rejection etc., so these benefits cannot be achieved collectively. 
At high data rates over a severely fading channel, other factors m ay be o f  greater significance.

If a traditional T D M A  approach is adopted at high data rates anticipated for M BS, com plex tim e domain 
equalisers based on either a non-recursive linear equaliser or decision feedback equaliser would have to be 
used to combat the intersym bol interference (ISI) resulting from the effect o f  multipath delays in the m obile 
channel. In addition, interleaving and coding would also have to be used to augment the resilience o f  the 
system  to the burst errors in the fading environment. The problem is no less severe if  a C D M A  approach is 
taken because the transm ission bandwidth m ust be extrem ely large to provide adequate process gain to 
achieve the required ce ll capacity. In this case, the bandwidth o f  the signal w ill be considerably wider than 
the coherence bandwidth o f  the m obile radio channel and so channel fading is likely to be h ighly frequency 
selective. Equivalently, this is represented by a channel impulse response with a broad tim e delay spread due 
to multipath propagation and the effects o f  Doppler spread. Consequently, when the channel im pulse  
response is much longer than the sym bol duration, significant intersymbol interference (ISI) occurs and the 
performance o f  the system  is seriously degraded4 .

One o f  the advantages o f  the D S-C D M A  system  is that it can efficiently  implement a R A K E receiver5-6 which  
acts as a matched filter for multipath com bining and effectively provides path diversity. The RAK E receiver 
must continuously estim ate the relative delay o f  each path and there is considerable current research on the 
benefits o f  m aximum ratio com bining (M RC) and equal gain com bining (EGC). T hese m ethods require 
considerable signal processing within the receiver, particularly if  other users' multipath interference has to be
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rejected. A lso, the technique does not handle significant Doppler spread which may be a major problem for 
satellite system s.

To com bat these effects in two high data rate broadcasting applications which are also subject to severe  
multipath fading, digital audio broadcasting7 and terrestrial H D T V 8, coded orthogonal frequency division  
m ultiplexing (C O FD M ) has been proposed.

O F D M /C O F D M  T ech n iq u es
The broad aim o f  O FDM  or COFDM  is to sub-divide the available (non-ideal) channel bandwidth into a 
number o f  narrowband sub-channels such that the performance o f  each sub-channel is alm ost ideal. B y  
m aking the bandwidth o f  each sub-channel sufficiently narrow, the effects o f  ISI becom e negligib le and 
equalisation is unnecessary6. In OFDM  system s, the sym bol rate o f  the serial data is reduced by a factor N  by  
m ultiplexing it into N parallel paths w hich are then modulated onto N  carriers. The key to the spectral 
effic ien cy  o f  O FD M  lies in the w ay in w hich the sym bols are modulated onto the N carriers. Norm ally, it 
w ould be necessary to separate the frequency spacing o f  each carrier with a frequency guard band to prevent 
upper and low er sidebands o f  adjacent carriers from overlapping and producing aliasing. In O FDM /CO FDM  
the carriers are all chosen to be orthogonal so  that w ith an appropriate modulation schem e such as QPSK or 
Q A M  it is possib le for upper and low er 'sidebands' to fully overlap yet still be correctly demodulated. The 
com m on m ethod o f  achieving a large number o f  orthogonal carriers is to use the Fourier transform m ethod9 . 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical OFDM  system  based on the IFFT/FFT transform pair.
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Figure 1 Typical O FDM  system  based on the IFFT/FFT transforms

Frames o f  M  serial (encoded) data are first converted into N' = Mix parallel groups o f  x  data bits w hich are 
m apped into N  com plex value sym bols, X/c, in the modulator corresponding to the signal constellation o f  the 
corresponding sub-carrier. Performing the inverse DFT on these N  com plex values results in N  com plex  
valued Fourier coefficients:

where l / y[N is used for normalisation. T hese coefficients are then parallel to serial converted into a time 
sequence o f  N  com plex coefficients (or two real value time series representing real and imaginary parts o f  the 
com plex Fourier coefficien ts) and these are clocked at the original sym bol rate Ts such that the discrete time 
series {yk } represents sam ples o f  y(t) at intervals o f  t -  nTs/N , where n = 0,1 ...N -1, i.e:

l i  0 < ,  < r ,
v N  k=0

this signal is then used to modulate the carrier. From this it can be seen that the sub-carrier frequencies are: 
f k = k/Ts, k = 0 , 1  N

Furthermore, the baseband sub-carriers are all orthogonal in that: 

j  cos(2  n fs  +  0 ,) • cos(2  jrfjt + 6j)dt = 0 ,  for tej



It is also obvious from the above that the discrete DFT can be used in die receiver to recover the sam ples, X*. 
By increasing the period o f  each frame o f  data, i.e. the period at which the IDFT is carried out, so that it is 
m any tim es longer dian the channel im pulse response, it has been argued that die effects o f  ISI due to 
multipath propagation effects can be significantly reduced This can be achieved by increasing the size o f  the 
IDFT at the cost o f  com putation com plexity and the delay through the system is also increased. H owever, as 
the size o f  the DFT is increased, die sensitivity o f  the receiver to tim ing errors and phase jitter increases. 
N orm ally10 Doppler spread sets the lim it on the closeness to which the sub-carriers are spaced and this 
effectively  places an upper lim it on N and there may still be som e ISI due to long echoes. To counter this, it 
has been suggested in a number o f papers10 diat a time guard band is required at the end o f  each IDFT  
conversion, which may be as large as 25% o f  die sym bol duration. This guard period, or cyclic  extension is 
represented by a zero padding o f  the Fourier coefficien ts which lasts for Tg seconds beyond the normal frame 
period. Although this adds little com plexity io the receiver, it m eans that die efficiency o f  data transm ission is 
significantly degraded, how ever this period can also be used to obtain correct timing to mark the start o f each 
Fourier transformation, which is very critical in m axim ising the system  performance.

V iew ed in the frequency dom ain, because the channel exhibits frequency selective fading not all N data 
sym bols being transmitted in parallel will be corrupted sim ultaneously and the data on the degraded carriers 
can be corrected relatively easily  with appropriate use o f  error correcting codes and interleaving. A number o f  
different coding strategies have been considered, including: block codes, convolutional codes, R eed-Solom on  
codes and Turbo codes.

Clearly, to gain significant benefits from the use o f  COFDM , frequency selective fading is required. In fact, 
Sari et a ll 1 have pointed out, that except for PSK signals, OFDM  does not solve the channel equalisation  
problem but sim ply shifts it from the time domain to the frequency domain. It has been argued, how ever, that 
this is a much easier problem to so lve using the time guard band and a sim ple LM S algorithm one-tap  
equaliser after the DFT to provide frequency equalisation against co-channel interference. M ost OFDM  
im plem entations use this structure, despite the obvious loss in capacity, but more com plex multi-tap equaliser  
structures have been proposed recently1214 to reduce or remove the guard period and hence recover the 
capacity. H ow ever, these multi-tap equaliser system s can be optim ised by the use o f  com bining to form a 
RAK E structure15 where it w ill be seen immediately that the use o f  a RAKE system  after the DFT in the 
OFDM  receiver w ill be very robust against Doppler spread. If Doppler spread is a problem , as it may be for 
satellite based broadband system s, the OFDM /COFDM  approach is very powerful.

OFDM Tx _ | Doppier s p re a d ) ,  /  | \  ! J  I—K.

AWGN

RAKE
com biner -output

Figure 2 Sim plified schematic show ing how a RAKE com biner can be 
used with an OFDM  receiver to combat m ultipath15

M u ltip le  A c c e ss  S y s te m s  B a sed  on  M u lti-C a r r ier  T e c h n iq u e s
Because o f  the success o f  COFDM  in providing a high bit rate service in severe frequency selective fading 
and follow ing the paper o f  C im in i16, who proposed this form o f  signalling for digital m obile radio, there have 
been a number o f  recent proposals17’18 for this and broadly sim ilar multi-carrier 19’20(M C) techniques to be 
applied to m ultiple-access radio schem es.

In the system s proposed to date, multiple access capability is gained using conventional CD M A  techniques 
and each user is given a unique PN code in the usual way. H owever, transmission o f  the users' data is 
achieved in one o f  two ways.

C D M A -O F D M  In the first m ethod, the data modulated spreading sequence is serial-to-parallel 
converted and each chip m odulates a different carrier frequency via die IDFT routine. This im plies that the 
number o f  carriers is equal to the processing gain and each carrier conveys a relatively narrowband wavefonn



rather than a dircct-sequence w avefonn. E ffectively, the FFT has given the resulting signal a PN coded  
structure in the frequency domain. This technique is referred to as CDM A -O FD M , or similar. A typical 
C D M A -O FD M  base-station system  is shown in figure 3. Oilier variants are possible.
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M
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spread-spectrum  
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i*h Mobile Receiver

Figure 3 Sim plified structure o f  the dow n-link o f  a C D M A -O FD M  multiple access schem e

Here, each user’s data is spread, in the usual way and the data modulated chips from each user are 
arithm etically sum m ed (chip synchronously). The resulting non binary values are serial to parallel converted  
and interleaved before being transformed by the IDFT and modulated onto the carrier in the usual way. In the 
receiver, O FD M  dem odulation is accom plished by the DFT. The output o f  the parallel to serial converter is 
represented as a com posite m ulti-user spread-spectrum signal from which any particular user can be 
dem odulated in the usual way using a correlator, digital matched filter or maximum likelihood detector. In the 
above, steps to add and remove time guard bands, or the use o f  a RAK E receiver to reduce ISI and D oppler is 
assum ed. A s with other orthogonal system s, synchronisation o f  the sym bols is essential and im plicit on both  
the dow n-link (w hich is straightforward to arrange) and also on the up-link (which is not so straightforward!).

M u lticarrier  D S -C D M A  In the other method, the total available frequency spectrum o f  the C D M A  
system  is divided into M equi-width frequency bands, where M is the number o f carriers, typically m uch less  
than the process gain and each fr c ^ e n c y  band is used to transmit a 'narrowband' D S-C D M A  signal20. The  
response to frequency selective fading is sim ilar in both cases, but it is claimed that uiis method is easier to 
implem ent. F igure 4  sh o w s  a typ ica l im p lem en ta tion  o f  a m ulti-carrier D S -C D M A  s y s te m 20.
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In this system , the data is split into M parallel streams. Each of these streams is split S ways and 
spread by the same PN sequence and modulated onto S orthogonal carriers, i.e. the sam e data bit is 
transmitted on S carriers. The total number o f carriers in this arrangement is thus M x S.

L R O C C -O F D M
A new method o f  providing m ulti-access operation o f  an OFDM  system  which prom ises to have higher 
ultimate capacity than the C D M A -O FD M  method is to use LROCC-OFDM . The technique replaces the 
conventional pseudo-noise spreading sequences o f  the CDM A part o f  the system by low-rate orthogonal 
convolutional codes (LR O C C )21. The LROCC system  com bines the spreading function with powerful coding  
by the use o f  a low  rate convolutiona code o f  rate 1/N, which is used to spread the data by N tim es. By using 
orthogonal codes based on the Hadamard matrix22'23, large numbers o f  convolutional codes can be obtained, 
and isolation o f  users in a m ulti-access CD M A  scenario is obtained, particularly if additional non-spreading  
PN randomisation is used24. The LROCC-OFDM  transmitter, show n in figure 5, is sim ilar to the C D M A - 
OFDM  system  o f  Figure 2. A feature o f  the system  is that since the convolutional codes are based on radix 2, 
rather than 2 n - 1 o f  the PN spreading codes, the DFT can be performed using the FFT .
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Figure 5a LROCC-OFDM  Transmitter Figure 5b LROCC Encoder

In the receiver, the normal C D M A  demodulator is replaced by m odified form o f  Viterbi soft decision  decoder 
w hich provide a maximum likelihood decision on the decoding o f  the ith user24. Clearly, the performance o f  
the LRO CC-O FDM  system  is very much dependent upon the perfonnance o f  the basic LR O C C -C D M A  
system . Figure 6 provides a com parison o f  a conventional DS CDM A system and the LROCC system  for the 
case o f  a system  in which other-user noise is dominant and there are no channel im perfections.
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In figure 6a the D S-C D M A  system  has a spreading sequence o f  63 chips whilst the LROCC system  uses a 64 
chip Hadamard sequence. Channel imperfections are expected to be handled by the OFDM  part o f  the system  
in a sim ilar w ay to D S-C D M A -O F D M 20. Clearly, LROCC outperforms the comparable D S-C D M A  system , 
and so  it is expected  that the LROCC-OFDM  system w ill provide sim ilar performance im provem ents over  
C D M A -O FD M .
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BSTRACT - This paper investigates the performance 
pnefits o f  applying convolutional coding and interleaving to 
non-coherent DS-CDM A system using OFDM to combat the 
it-error rate degradation suffered in a frequency selective 
ayleigh faded channel. The channel model is typical o f  the 
^obile radio environment with Doppler effects and frequency 
plective Rayleigh fading. The paper also compares the 
erformance o f  the coded OFDM-CDM A system with a 
pnventional single-carrier DS-CDM A system which uses a 
A K E  receiver to combat fading. Finally, a comparison is 
pade between the performance o f  ordinary convolutional 
pdes and low-rate orthogonal convolutional codes (LROCC).
| is found that the LROCC-OFDM system outperforms both 
ie OFDM-CDMA and DS-CDM A RAKE systems quite 
ibstantially when interleaving is used.

I. IN TR O D U C TIO N

Irthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM ) is 
urrently receiving considerable attention because it has been 
>und to give better performance over single carrier systems in 
le frequency selective fading environment o f  the mobile 
nannel. A reason for this is that in OFDM systems, both 
nannel equalisation and detector decisions are effectively  
erformed in the frequency domain, whereas in single-carrier 
vstems the receiver decisions and channel equalisation are 
pade in the time domain. The channel equalisation problem  
pr OFDM designs is not eliminated, but simply shifted into 

ê frequency domain. This allows relatively simple one-tap 
qualisation structures to be employed at the output o f  the FFT 
lgorithm in the receiver and, by using more sophisticated 
qualiser structures, the OFDM system actually enables the 
)oppler spread o f  the channel to be equalised.

Lecently, it has been proposed that CDMA multiplexing 
pchniques should utilise OFDM modulation [1-3] to give  
lultiple access systems similar levels o f  resilience in 
lultipath fading to that provided for broadcast systems such 
5 DAB and terrestrial HDTV. OFDM modulation uses an 
itirely different approach than single carrier systems to 
jiving the inter-symbol interference problem at high data 
ites which is based on sending many low-rate data channels

in parallel to fight the frequency selectivity o f  the channel and 
to combat the distortions due to multipath propagation. To 
improve the detection o f  the wanted signals, either a highly 
efficient coding strategy or a good equaliser can be employed 
in the receiver. Further improvements in performance are 
obtained if  a time guard band (or cyclic extension) [4 ,5 ] is 
used to maintain orthogonality o f  the sub-carriers.

Single carrier direct-sequence code division multiple-access 
(DS-CDM A) techniques provide a number o f  advantages over 
TDMA and FDMA m ethodologies in digital cellular radio 
applications, but are capacity limited by both “other-user” 
noise and the effects o f  severe multipath fading. The RAKE 
receiver attempts to overcom e the multipath problem, but 
further resilience can be achieved by the use o f  a coding and 
interleaving strategy on the data o f  the DS-CDM A system. 
Conventional high rate convolutional codes, such as rate 1/2, 
rate 1/3 etc., can provide the necessary coding gain to give 
improved performance over Rayleigh faded channels, but 
strong interleaving between the data is necessary to make the 
effects o f  fading independent from one sub-channel to 
another. Multi-carrier modulation techniques give greater 
independence between the fading on each sub-channel and it 
is therefore possible to enhance the performance o f  the system  
without requiring too much coding gain. Therefore, the depth 
o f  interleaving does not need be as high as for conventional 
single-carrier DS-CDM A designs.

In this paper, a novel implementation o f  a multiple access 
OFDM system is presented which uses low-rate orthogonal 
convolutional codes (LROCC). This has been shown to offer 
worthwhile performance benefits [6-9]. In this approach, the 
conventional spreading process o f  direct sequence CDMA  
using high-speed PN sequence multiplication is now replaced 
by very low-rate convolutional codes o f  equal spreading ratio. 
This achieves not only diversity but also coding gain, without 
the rate penalty. This has the added advantage o f  providing a 
full coding gain at no cost o f  spectrum efficiency, and enables 
the interleaving depth o f  the modem to be reduced 
considerably.
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II. TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER STRUCTURES III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In the methods proposed to date, each user’s data is spread by 
a unique PN sequence, in the usual way to DS-CDMA. The 
chips are then mapped into complex valued symbols prior to 
being serial/parallel converted into a vector o f N complex 
values. In the base station, each user’s N value vector is 
summed at this point. The resulting vector is then 
orthogonally modulated onto the carrier, usually using the 
IFFT method [10,11]. Interleaving o f the chips can also be 
used with this system.

The LROCC coding method effectively expands the data by a 
factor 2^, where K is the constraint length of the 
convolutional encoder, before being modulated on N=2& 
orthogonal parallel carriers. With perfect synchronisation and 
no multipath, this enables several simultaneous users in the 
cellular structure to be isolated from one another in the time 
domain and through the use o f orthogonally spaced carriers 
provides isolated data streams in the frequency domain. With 
OFDM, it is possible to separate each low bit-rate modulated 
carrier by as little as \/2Ts , where Ts is the period of the 
symbols, and still have no inter-symbol interference. Figs. 1 
and 2 show a more detailed outline o f the proposed transmitter 
and receiver structure.

LROCC
Encoder S/P P/S

p o in t
IFFT

Interleave

Fig. 1 Transm itter design using LROCC coding, 
differential encoding, interleaving and O FDM  modulation

As the presence of multipath fading introduces amplitude and 
phase distortion on the signal, it is difficult to track the phase 
information without the use o f a pilot tone. Therefore, a non
coherent modulation technique such as differential PSK is 
introduced, where the phase information in the demodulator is 
derived from the previous symbol. As long as the phase 
distortion factor due to multipath is nearly constant or at least 
slowly varying over the symbol duration Ts, a square law 
detector may be used for non-coherent demodulation.

Detected bit
S/Ppoint

FFT Carriers

Extract

V .A
De-

interleaver

Fig. 2 R e c e iv e r  d esig n  e m p lo y in g  D P S K  d e m o d u la t io n  on  
ea ch  F F T  o u tp u t

The theoretical performance of LROC codes in Rayleij 
faded channels has been analysed [12,13], As this proci 
involves a maximum likelihood detection scheme, such as 
Viterbi algorithm, it is possible to use conventional theoretii 
performance evaluation techniques for high-rate convolutioi 
codes to obtain an estimate for the upper-bound in Rayleij 
faded channels.

Each data bit of duration Tfy is first encoded in the LROC] 
coder where it is replaced with a corresponding chip sequem 
of length N, each chip having a duration Tc. The rate o f tl 
code is therefore R=l/N, where N=2K and K is the constrai 
length of the convolutional encoder. The chip sequence y(n) 
then converted into a parallel block of N chips ar 
differentially encoded on each arm o f the modulator. Tlj 
input to the interleaver is then given as:

y(n) = y ( n ) y ( n - N ) n>N ( I

Note that the delay term N represents the delay introduce 
through the serial-to-parallel conversion in the transmittl 
block.

This sequence is then interleaved and after the IFFT is give)
as:

N n-.o k=0,l, ... N-l

4 1
i v  n - 0

where At is an arbitrarily chosen interval [11] and,

/„ =
n a /

and tk=kAt

This parallel sequence, including a time band, is tfo 
converted into serial form and transmitted over the channel, 
is assumed that the guard band is sufficiently larger than tl 
channel impulse response. The multipath nature of the fadi: 
channel will induce a phase and amplitude distortion on tl 
original sequence and add AWGN. The DFT o f the chann 
impulse response can be given as a complex channel fadir 
sequence:

h{ri) = p(n)eM"] (4)

where p(n) is the Rayleigh distributed attenuation coefficiei 
and <f>(n) represents the uniformly distributed phase distortion  ̂
The received signal will contain the frequency selective fadq 
wanted signal and an additional AWGN term. The N chips pi 
block are extracted after the time guard band removal an 
then fed into the FFT algorithm, giving:



k =0

= /;(«),v(«) f /i(«)

( 5 )

here p(n) is the complex Gaussian distributed noise term at 
le output of the FFT.

lie sequence g'(n) at the output of the DPSK demodulator is
liven as:

| (n) = g(n) • g*(n-I)
= [h(n)y(n)+p(n)J - [h*(n-l)y*(n-I)+ )+p*(n-IJJ (6)

ut,

\(n) = p(n)ei*(n)
Y(n-l) =p*(n-l)e-j*(n- 0

'herefore,

\ ‘(n) =  p(n)ei*(n) p*(n-l)e~J*(n~Oy(n)y*(n-l)+ 
p(n)p *(n-l)e~J*(n)y  *(n-1) +  

p* (n- l)p(n)ei*(n)y(n) +  

p(n)p*(n-l)

'or the ideal noiseless case p(n)= p(n-l)=0  and,

*’(n) =  p(n)p*(n-l)ej[*(n)~*(n~OJy(n;y*(n-l)
= h(n)h*(n-l)y(n)y*(n-l)

(7)

(8)

(9)

vhere </>(n)-̂ (n-l) is the phase difference. From (9), the mean 
'alue of g ’(n) is independent of the Carrier phase and the 
mtput sequence can be detected correctly. Of course, for non
zero values of p(n) the reliability of detection becomes worse 
is the background noise level increases.

Hie error detection performance of convolutional codes is 
ivaluated by considering the different paths through the 
>articular trellis structure o f the code. The all-zero path is 
:onsidered as the transmitted wanted path, and all other non- 
tero paths merging back to the wanted path are considered as 
he error paths. Therefore, to obtain an error bound on the 
jerformance of the LROCC structure, the generating transfer 
hnction of the convolutional code and its derivative will lead 
o an estimate o f the upper bound on the error probability of 
he code The generating transfer function of the LROCC 
mcoder is given by [12].:

T(W,B) =
BWk{\-W) ( 10)

vhere B denotes a transition in the trellis diagram caused by a 
lata input of ‘ 1 \ W is a weight measurement for each branch

metric and relates the average energy-per-bit to the noise 
density ratio per distance weight. For the AWGN channel:

W = Z-' ( 1 1 )

where r is the code rate and Z = exp(-Ef/No). For other 
channels, such as L-path Rayleigh fading, W follows a 
different statistic, and is given by [12]:

w = l + U
( l  +  ( t / / 2) )  J

( 12)

where L is the number of independently Rayleigh faded paths 
and U is the average signal-to-noise ratio per path.

In the receiver, to determine the upper bound for the bit-error 
rate o f the LROCC code for any general class of channel, 
equation (10) must be differentiated with respect to B, and B 
then set to unity:

dT(W,B)
dB

WK(l-W)2
b= i

(13)

Equation (13) enables the BER performance of LROCC 
designs to be obtained in AWGN and A-path Rayleigh faded 
channels with independent fading on each path, and this is 
shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 LROCC performance in Z,-path Rayleigh 
fading

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The system design shown in Figs. 1 and 2 was simulated over 
a frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel using the LROC 
coding structure with and without an interleaver. The 
interleaver was chosen to be large enough to make successive 
block transmissions independent in the prevailing fading 
environment, therefore enhancing the decoder performance in



high interference and fading levels. In practice, interleaving of 
depth 160 symbols was found to provide independent fading 
for each symbol and for the OFDM design it effectively 
provides interleaving in the frequency domain.

The total bandwidth expansion (spreading factor) was set to 
32 for all simulations (including code rate and PN sequence 
length, where each PN sequence was increased in length by a 
single chip inserted on the end o f the sequence). The Rayleigh 
fading component on each multipath signal in the frequency 
selective channel model was statistically independent for each 
path of the channel with a total mean signal power o f unity. 
The number of distinct Rayleigh faded paths. Z.. at the receiver 
was set to 4 and 7 paths with a Doppler frequency o f  
fd=300Hz, corresponding to a vehicle speed o f 203km/h at a 
carrier frequency o f 1.6GHz. Fig. 4 shows the performance for 
the uncoded and LROCC coded OFDM design. Increasing the 
number o f multipath components in the channel from L- 4 to 
L=1 can be seen to have little effect on the BER performance 
in a frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel, as the 
effective order o f diversity for the OFDM design is very high 
(«32). Since the non-coherent differential equalisation and 
demodulation procedure is effectively carried out in the 
frequency domain, the number of paths that can be resolved in 
the receiver is o f a relatively high order, compared with a 
conventional DS-CDMA RAKE receiver, as seen later.

/
/

-----  — OFDM-Uncoded
(L=4)

................. OFDM-LROCC
(L=4)

-------_ _  n c m i  i o n r r
(L=7)

A
\ \

C

\
\ V._____

0 4 8 12 16 20  24 28 32 36
-’rage Eb/No (dB)

Fig. 4 Encoded OFDM  using Gold codes v. LROCC- 
OFDM  in L-path frequency selective Rayleigh fading

Next, a comparison is drawn between conventional single 
carrier DS-CDMA designs using convolutional coding and 
RAKE receivers. The DS-CDMA RAKE design uses 
conventional convolutional coding o f rate /?=l/2, A>5 to 
encode the data bits together with Gold codes o f length 15 to 
provide additional spreading in the transmitter. It can be seen 
that the OFDM-LROCC implementation shows considerable 
performance improvements at high signal-to-noise ratios 
(Figs. 5 and 6). Note that an increase in the number of 
multipath components in the channel has a much more 
dramatic effect on the BER performance of a DS-CDMA 
RAKE receiver than for OFDM coded designs. This is due to 
the fact that the non-coherent equalisation for the RAKE

receiver is now performed in the time-domain, where t 
effects of Doppler and the high number o f multipa 
components are much more difficult to resolve.

■OFDM-Uncoded
(L=4)

•OFDM-LROCC
(L=4)

RAKE-CC (L=4)i

-6    _
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

average Eb/No (dB)

Fig. 5 Uncoded and coded OFDM  com pared with 
conventional coded RAKE design in 4-path fading
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Fig. 6 LROCC-OFDM  v. single carrier DS-CDM A RAKJ 
receiver em ploying rate R=M2 convolutional coding

The multi-carrier OFDM system was also simulated over ; 
frequency selective Rayleigh faded channel with Dopplj 
offsets of 50Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz. At a carrier frequenti 
of 1.6GHz this would correspond to mobile speeds o f 34km/j 
68km/h, 135km/h and 203km/h, respectively. The BE3 
performance improvement found for a 6-path channel modi 
simulations (shown in Fig. 7) for higher values o f Doppler 
as expected, since the convolutional coding strategy suffe 
more at low speeds than high vehicle speeds. This is due 
the fact that the errors on the channel appear more bursty 
high vehicle speeds and enable the decoder to operate mo 
efficiently. At low vehicle speeds, the fading effects are mo 
clustered and hence strong interleaving would be requird 
between the encoder and decoder.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

(he benefits o f  em ploying coding and interleaving in a non- 
Dherent uplink channel for m obile radio, suffering from 
mltipath and frequency selective R ayleigh fading with 
toppler shift have been compared for OFDM  and conven- 
bnal single-carrier D S-C D M A  designs. The importance o f  
pplying adequate interleaving in frequency selective  
ayleigh  faded channels has been show n. Considerable 
erformance im provem ents have been found with an LROCC  
rategy w hen applied to multi-carrier OFDM  modulation with  
Jequate interleaving to make the multipath fading effects 
idependent on each channel. The LROCC-OFDM  technique 
as been show n to provide considerable resilience to increases 
l the number o f  multipaths representing the channel. A lso, 
trough the use o f  non-coherent differential demodulation on 
ach output o f  the FFT in the OFDM  receiver it is possible to 
;solve som e o f  the frequency selective fading com ponents in 
te frequency domain.
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A B ST R A C T

OFDM DS-CDM A system s using convolutional coding techniques and multi-access 
interference (MAI) cancellation can be implemented effectively on the uplink o f  a 
mobile radio channel as long as the interference statistics are known at the receiver. 
The choice o f  the right equalisation technique is vital to maximise the SNR at the 
input to the detector. The use o f  maximum ratio combining (MRC) after MAI 
cancellation has been found to give good results. In this paper we compare the 
performance o f M AT cancellation using zero-forcing equalisers and MRC with the 
performance o f MAI cancellation using controlled equalisation paired with MRC. It 
is found that there are considerable performance improvements when controlled 
equalisation techniques are used for the initial estimate o f  the interfering user’s data.

IN TR O D U C TIO N

Multi-Carrier OFDM techniques are increasingly gaining a wide interest in the field 
o f  mobile and fixed wireless communication systems using multiple access 
techniques such as DS-CDM A spread spectrum. Recently, a few papers have 
proposed the use o f  OFDM DS-CDM A for the uplink [1] in frequency selective 
faded channels with high interference. OFDM DS-CDM A can provide resilience to 
frequency selective faded channels by transforming high bit-rate data to multiple 
low-rate data streams, multiplexed over a wider bandwidth than the original data. 
This has the advantage o f  enabling the received data streams to appear as flat faded

mailto:eepjjm@bath.ac.uk
mailto:eesrfo@bath.ac.uk


data streams on each sub-carrier, and this enables the equaliser in the receiver to 
demodulate the data more effectively. A number o f  techniques have been proposed 
to combat these fading effects:

•  Frequency- or time domain interleaving •  Equalisation structures
•  Convolutional coding architectures •  MAI cancellation techniques
•  Guard-time interval insertion (successive or parallel)

If the time-delay spread on the channel is large compared to the chip period it 
becomes necessary to make use o f  guard-intervals to reduce the effects o f  inter- 
symbol interference (ISI). N o ISI w ill occur as long as the guard-interval length is 
greater than the maximum delay spread o f  the channel impulse response. Using DS- 
CDM A to spread the original bandwidth o f  the data enables the delay spread o f  the 
channel to be resolved more efficiently. Therefore DS-CDM A techniques can 
provide a robust multiple access schem e when many other users are transmitting 
over the same bandwidth in a faded channel.

Although the time guard-band lim its the effect o f  ISI, there is still a need for channel 
equalisation. OFDM allows equalisation to be performed in the frequency domain at 
the output o f  the receiver FFT and this allows a sim ple one tap equalisation structure 
to be used, with its channel knowledge derived from the FFT o f die channel impulse 
response. This can be measured using pilot channels or midambles inserted between 
the data. A  number o f  techniques using equalisers o f  different com plexity have been 
investigated [e.g. 2,3]. When the receiver has no knowledge o f  either the received  
SNR or the number o f  users using the channel, a relatively sim ple and effective 
equaliser that attempts to restore the orthogonality o f  the sub-channels is controlled  
equalisation. For more sophisticated receiver structures, the MMSE algorithm can 
provide considerable performance improvements. Sub-optimal MMSE algorithms 
can be employed through fixed estimates o f  the number o f  users present in the 
channel. This presents about ld B  loss in performance for the downlink channel.

For reception o f  the wanted data in other-user noise, maximum likelihood detection 
schemes give optimum performance. However, this can only be used i f  the 
spreading sequences o f all users are relatively short since the com plexity increases 
exponentially to the sequence length. The use o f  convolutional coding on the data 
provides BER performance benefits in memoryless and non-memoryless channels, 
yielding a coding gain larger than the bandwidth penalty. In Rayleigh faded 
channels, the coding gain can be further enhanced through strong interleaving in the 
time or frequency domain. For multi-user systems, the interference is dominated by 
“other-user” noise and this becomes the limiting factor on the performance. A  
variety o f  interference cancellation schem es can be used to remove this interference, 
as long as the spreading codes o f  all active users are known at the receiver.

This paper presents a comparison o f  different equalisation strategies used in 
conjunction with MAI cancellation. In particular, we consider zero-forcing 
equalisation, controlled equalisation and maximum ratio combing (MRC).



UPLINK DESIGN

There have been a number o f papers reporting efficient uplink strategies for a 
cellular mobile radio system. The uplink design investigated here is based on a 
service provision o f 32 kb/s for each user, using OFDM modulation and low-rate 
orthogonal convolutional (LROC) coding to provide the necessary spreading and 
coding. It is assumed that a small overhead is needed to provide the basestation with 
an estimate o f  the channel transfer function o f each user. This allows the basestation 
to equalise each user’s data more effectively. A  diagram o f the proposed transmitter 
and receiver is shown in figures 1 and 2. Here it assumed that the wanted user is user 
1, and the interference effects o f  users 2 to L (where L is the total number o f  
simultaneous users) are partially removed through interference cancellation.

User 1

To
Receiver

User L

LRO CC

LRO CC OFDM
(IFFT-N)

OFDM
(IFFT-N)

Figure 1. Sim ulation m odel of tran sm itte r design for all uplink users and the
channel model

Successive interference cancellation schemes are popular for designs that use no 
power control and perform best when all users in the system have geometrically 
distributed received powers. Parallel interference cancellation schemes, on the other 
hand, perform better when all users are assumed to be perfectly power controlled.

User I
VA

E Q (L )

EQ (2)

EQ ( I )

BUFFER

Delect
Decode

Re-Modulale

Detect
Decode

Re-Modulate

Figure 2. Basestation receiver s tru c tu re  to detect user I



In the analysis w e ignore the time index and consider the processing o f a single 
block o f  data bits from user /. Each user transmits a data sequence d-, where / = 1,2 
... L. Each data bit is o f duration 7*, seconds and is consequently coded in a 
convolutional encoder o f rate R=KJM. The input sequence dt o f K  data bits produces 
an output sequence ex o f  length n = [1 ... A/], where each subsequent output symbol 
e,{n) is o f duration Tc=RTb. For LROCC codes the code rate is given as R = l/M , 
where M  defines the spreading ratio o f  the user specific output sequence and is given 
as M =2k. This equates to the bandwidth expansion factor. The encoded sequence 
consisting o f orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes is further multiplied by a 
randomising sequence o f  equal length M , given as c{ = [c j ( I ) , c /2)... c ,^ ] 7, where [.]7 
denotes the transposition o f the matrix. Note that the randomising sequence ct does 
not provide further spreading. The data is modulated as a block, hence for each 
block the input to the interleaver within the OFDM modulator block is given as:

After OFDM modulation and interleaving, the output sequence may be represented 
by the complex vector sequence Vt =  [v}(1), v /2) . ..  Vj(M+A)]T where A is the guard 
interval length. The guard interval forms a cyclic extension to the block sequence 
[1 ...A /] and reduces the effects o f  ISI due to the multipath spread in die fading 
channel. This can only be done effectively i f  the guard interval length is greater than 
the multipath spread length o f  the channel.

The output vector to be transmitted over the channel is represented by com plex 
coefficients at the output o f  the IFFT in the modulator. Since each user 
communicating to the basestation experiences different independent fading statistics, 
the channel coefficients are different for each user. The channel may be described by 
a complex matrix H| (in the frequency domain) o f  size M xM  for each user, affecting  
the subcarriers V| assigned to the transmitted sequence on the transmitter for user /. 
Since a perfect guard-interval length is assumed, the channel matrix Ht is a diagonal 
matrix with diagonal components hn,„. The vector N represents toe complex AW GN  
in the channel. Therefore, the received sequence at the output o f the OFDM  
demodulator, assuming perfect interleaving and guard-band insertion, is given by:

For this analysis w e assume that the channel estimation is perfect. Using the 
complex channel estimates for each user w e equalise the demodulated sequence for 
each user separately and obtain an estimate o f  the interference from other users. This 
is achieved through de-randomising the equalised signal by the user specific code cx 
and performing maximum likelihood detection using the Viterbi algorithm. The 
estimated data sequences o f  all interfering users are re-modulated and re-encoded 
with the appropriate channel estimates and subsequently subtracted from the original

(2)



received sequence. Depending on the level o f  error in the estimation o f the 
interfering user’s data sequences, the bit-error performance o f the wanted user can 
vary drastically.

The initial detection involves equalising structures that try to restore the shape o f the 
signals in order to detect the other users’ interference. The first stage o f detection 
uses either zero forcing or controlled equalisation methods, as discussed in [4], For 
zero-forcing equalisation, the effective coefficients are given as:

1 K n  *
8n n ~ h ~ k  I2

nn  \h nn\

If controlled equalisation is used in the receiver, a rapid deep fade in the channel 
transfer function below a set threshold value w ill cause the receiver to switch to 
phase only equalisation on that particular carrier. The complex equalisation 
coefficient is that given by:

hn.n *

Sn,n | ,  | (4 )

These enable the receiver to obtain an initial estimate o f  the interfering user’s data 
sequences. When the interfering signals have been eliminated from the original 
received signal, it is then important to m axim ise the signal-to-noise ratio in the 
detector. For this reason it is o f  interest to use a combiner such as MRC. The 
com plex equalisation coefficient is given in the frequency domain as:

Sn,n ^n,n
(5)

MRC provides a signal estimate by com bing the maximum signal-to-noise ratio o f  
each faded sub-carrier and performs best on “clean” signals. Therefore this 
combining method is used on the second iteration. This provides an optimal 
equalisation strategy, since the “cleaned” signals are assumed to be relatively free o f  
other-user interference.

S IM U L A T IO N  R E S U L T S

The simulated uplink channel assumes a service provision o f  a 32 kb/s data stream 
for each user. A constraint length o f K=5  provides a spreading ratio o f 32 in the 
LROCC encoder and this is then randomised through the user-specific Gold code c\ 
o f  the same rate. This code provides no further additional spreading, but merely 
serves as a randomising sequence for the LROCC orthogonal code sets [5,6]. The 
number o f  sub-carriers is A/=32 in a bandwidth o f  1.028 MHz, and therefore each 
sub-carrier has a duration o f 31.25ps. The simulated channel is based on the COST 
207 frequency selective Rayleigh faded bad urban (BU) channel model [7], The



Doppler frequency was set to 200Hz and perfect power control is assumed. Figure 3 
shows the BER performance for different numbers of simultaneous users 
communicating with the basestation. The performance without MAI cancellation 
degrades significantly when more than 5 users are present. The use of MAI 
cancellation increases this to at least 10 users, and this is a significant gain in

M A I c a n c e l la t io n  - O F F

M A I c a n c e l la t io n  - O N

10 126 8 14 16 18 200 2 4

Number of Users

Figure 4. Uplink capacity com parison using zero forcing equalisation on the 
first iteration and M R C  on the second detection stage

perform ance. C onversely, at low  user num bers, the BER  for 32  kb/s per user is 
substantially im proved by M A I cancellation. W ithout MAI cancellation it is not 
p ossib le  to ach ieve an acceptable B ER  for any user num bers.

C ontrolled threshold equalisation tries to balance the disadvantages o f  zero forcing  
and phase only equalisation in fading conditions to provide an optimum balance o f  
equalisation. The im pact o f  threshold level on BER is shown in figure 4 using no  
M AI cancellation and 8 sim ultaneous users in the channel.

I 2
I 3
I 4
I 5

I 6
I 7

I 8
080 2 04 0 60

threshold

Figure 3. O ptim um  threshold value for controlled equalisation on initial
detection



T his figure suggests an optim um  threshold value o f  about 0 .6 , and this value was 
subsequently used for the second  type o f  receiver system  that has been sim ulated  
w hich uses a controlled equaliser. The perform ance o f  this receiver is shown tn 
figure 5.
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Figure 5. Uplink capacity com parison  using controlled equalisation  
on the first iteration and M R C  on the second detection stage

Compared with the method that uses the zero-forcing strategy on the initial iteration, 
described earlier, this technique shows a significant performance improvement when 
no MAI cancellation is used in other user noise environments, but a smaller 
performance improvement when MAI cancellation is used. At high user capacities 
(above 8 users typically) the performance gets worse compared with simple one 
stage detection schemes. The reason for this is that when the uplink channel is 
saturated with other user noise, the initial estimates of the first iteration become very 
-.'.stable. This causes the interference estimates of all other interfering users to give 
a “dirty” signal that can a n a l ly  degrade the bit-error rate performance.

The LROCC coding scheme relies primarily on independent errors to yield good 
results and it is therefore important to provide initial good estimates on the first 
iteration of interference estimation in the receiver and to use strong interleaving in 
heavily faded channels. The use of OFDM in frequency selective channels helps to 
further combat the fading effects and effectively provides independent fading on 
each sub-channel. Combing this modulation strategy with LROCC coding provides 
an ultimately robust transmission design for such channels.

C O N C LU SIO N S

The proposed transmitter and receiver design for the uplink channel of a mobile 
communication system in heavy frequency selective Rayleigh fading can be used to



combat the degradation effects through the use o f LROC codes and controlled 
equalisation, providing a capacity gain o f  at least 25% at B E R =10'\ O f course, such 
gains w ill be degraded if  the channel state information contains errors.

The use o f zero forcing equalisers would not lead to a good performance without 
MAI cancellation, but through the use o f  MAI cancellation it is possible to combine 
zero-forcing algorithms with MRC on the final detection stage to give good results.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of broadband OFDM-CDMA multiple-access mobile radio systems can be improved 

significantly using convolutional coding and multi-access interference (MAI) cancellation. However, 

effective MAI cancellation requires knowledge of both the interference statistics and the channel transfer 

functions of all the other-users in the cell with respect to the wanted-user so that effective equalisation can 

be applied in the receiver. In this paper, two OFDM-CDMA systems which make use o f convolutional 

coding and parallel MAI cancellation are presented: one for the uplink and the other for the downlink. 

One of the chief aims of the paper is to show that the choice of equalisation strategy for the MAI 

cancellation receiver is extremely important if the signal to noise ratio at the input to the detector is to be 

maximised It is found that controlled equalisation in conjunction with maximum ratio combining gives 

better performance than zero-forcing equalisation for both the uplink and downlink. However, to achieve 

this improvement the controlled equaliser threshold has to be optimised and it is found that the optimum 

value is not affected by the use of MAI cancellation. Finally, it is found that if the estimates of the 

channel statistics are in error, MAI cancellation can give a worse performance than using no MAI 

cancellatioa

I INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques are now widely accepted as a means of 

providing reliable broadband data transmission over mobile and fixed wireless communication systems 

where time and frequency selective fading are dominant features of the channel transfer function. 

Recently, there have been a number of proposals to extend the use of OFDM modulation to multiple- 

access systems and a variety of techniques have been suggested. These include OFDMA [1] in which 

each user is allocated a number of OFDM sub-channels for the duration of the call and OFDM-CDMA 

[2,3], whereby CDMA multiple access methods are used in conjunction with OFDM modulation. There
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are three main methods of achieving this. One method, proposed by Fazel [2,3], is to spread each user's 

data with a unique CDMA spreading code and to perform OFDM modulation on the CDMA chips. This 

method is commonly referred to as OFDM-CDMA. A second method, proposed by Rondo and Milstein 

[4], transmits a number of CDMA signals on relatively widely spaced separate carriers. The carriers may 

be orthogonal, but this is not essential and this system is usually referred to as multi-carrier CDMA (MC- 

CDMA). In the third system, proposed by Vandendorpe [5], the user data is first transformed using the 

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and the complex IFFT coefficients are then spread using the CDMA 

spreading code. This type of system is usually referred to as multi-tone CDMA.

The use of DS-CDMA techniques with OFDM gives added frequency diversity to each data bit and 

protects the system from deep fades in the frequency response of the channel. Using DS-CDMA to spread 

the original bandwidth of the data enables the delay spread of the channel to be resolved more efficiently. 

Therefore, OFDM-CDMA techniques can provide a robust multiple access scheme when many other 

users are transmitting over the same bandwidth in a faded channel with different user specific codes. In 

the limit, this has the advantage of enabling the received data streams to appear as flat faded data streams 

on each sub-carrier, and subsequently enables the equaliser at the receiver to demodulate the data more 

effectively. A number of techniques, such as (i) frequency- or time-domain interleaving, (ii) convolutional 

coding, (iii) guard-time insertion, (iv) frequency-domain equalisation and (v) MAI cancellation 

techniques (successive or parallel) have been proposed to combat these fading effects.

The system requirements of the uplink and downlink of a cellular radio system are essentially different. 

For the downlink, it is possible to ensure that all the users' signals are time aligned so that orthogonal 

coding and multiplexing achieves optimum performance. On the other hand, without very accurate delay 

management, the uplink effectively operates asynchronously. Consequently, different approaches must be 

used for the uplink and downlink to ensure that the overall system performance is not limited by a poor 

uplink performance. In this paper, the bit error-rate performance of multi-access OFDM systems are 

presented for the uplink and downlink using discrete-time computer simulations. For the downlink, an 

OFDM-CDMA approach is used. This design convolutionally codes and orthogonally spreads the user 

data, then sums all users before modulating them onto N  OFDM sub-carriers. In contrast, the uplink 

simultaneously codes and spreads the user data using a low-rate orthogonal convolutional code (LROCC) 

[6,7] and then OFDM modulates the encoded signal. LROCC coding has been employed because it has 

been found to provide a higher processing gain under asynchronous conditions than convolutional coding 

combined with conventional spreading.



OFDM techniques arc effective in multipath fading where the channel impulse response is significantly 

longer than the symbol period of the data being transmitted. In a conventional single carrier system, the 

impulse response gives rise to significant inter-symbol interference (ISI) that requires extremely complex 

time-domain adaptive equalisation structures. In an OFDM system, the ISI problem is transformed to an 

equivalent inter-carrier interference (ICI) problem, which is generally regarded as being much simpler to 

solve. Viewed in the time-domain, OFDM reduces ISI by transforming the data from a single high-rate 

symbol stream to many low rate symbol streams that are transmitted in parallel on separate sub-carriers. 

Yhe duration of each parallel symbol (which defines the length of the OFDM frame) can be much longer 

than the channel impulse response simply by using many sub-carriers. The limit to the number of sub- 

carriers is set by the allowable frequency spacing between sub-carriers, which is determined by Doppler 

spread and local oscillator stability.

The optimum weights for the equaliser can be obtained either from decision directed methods or directly 

from the FFT of the channel impulse response. These can be measured using pilot channels or mid

ambles inserted between the data. A relatively simple and effective equalisation structure that attempts 

to restore the orthogonality of the sub-carriers is controlled equalisation [8] whereby the receiver has no 

knowledge of the received signal to noise ratio nor the number of users using the channel. A number of 

different equalisation techniques using structures of different complexity have been investigated [2,3]. For 

more sophisticated receiver structures, the MMSE algorithm can provide considerable performance 

improvements compared with conventional equalisers. Sub-optimal MMSE algorithms can be employed 

by using a fixed value for the estimated number of users in the channel. This presents about ldB loss in 

performance for the downlink channel.

One method of countering the effects of the interference of the other co-channel users is to use maximum 

likelihood detection (MLD). These schemes can only be used if the spreading sequences of all users are 

relatively short. However, the complexity increases exponentially with the sequence length. The use of 

coding, nevertheless, provides considerable performance benefits in memoryless and non-memoryless 

channels. In Rayleigh faded channels, the coding gain can be further enhanced through strong interleaving 

in the time- or frequency domain. A variety of sub-optimal interference cancellation schemes can be used 

to remove this interference as long as the spreading codes of all active users are known at the receiver.

Power control methods are invariably used on the uplink of a cellular structure to reduce the interference 

effects from one cell to another and to reduce the near-far effect in the wanted cell. With this in mind, it is 

convenient to use parallel interference cancellation methods rather than successive interference



cancellation, since this requires geometrically distributed powers of different users in the cell, causing 

unnecessary inter-cell interference.

The work presented in this paper focuses on a novel MAI cancellation technique for the downlink and 

uplink of a mobile radio channel. Performance comparisons are shown for zero-forcing equalisation, 

controlled equalisation and maximum ratio combing (MRC) techniques.

n  DOWNLINK MODEM DESIGN

The base station to mobile downlink offers a number of options for the most efficient detection process of 

the wanted-user. Orthogonal CDMA codes give the most robust distance separation in the code domain 

and will inherently give the best performance for time-aligned users in the base station transmitter. The 

introduction of convolutional coding can significantly improve the bit error rate (BER), depending on the 

operating Eb/Na. This improvement is at the cost of bandwidth but, generally, the coding gain is larger 

than the bandwidth penalty. In AWGN channels, orthogonal codes give an optimum performance and no 

further improvements in BER can be gained through MAI cancellation techniques. However, in frequency 

selective faded channels, the performance of the system can be enhanced through parallel interference 

cancellation, which uses a two-stage detection process. This is the situation assumed in this paper.

A Base Station Transmitter

The downlink design is based closely on the system proposed by Fazel [2], shown in figure 1. In this 

system, the base station communicates with L  users simultaneously. Walsh-Hadamard orthogonal codes 

are assumed for the CDMA spreading sequence and all data bits and spreading chips are assumed to be 

time-aligned. In order to shorten the length of the orthogonal spreading sequence of each user, and to 

allow more complex detection algorithms such as MLD to be employed, this transmitter architecture 

groups the L  simultaneous users into D  transmission blocks. Each of these blocks can be viewed as a 

'mini CDMA' base station of only LID users, rather than L users. Within this block, each user, t=l,2..X/D, 

transmits a data sequence, </,e(-l,+l), clocked at a rate, 1/7*, and this is encoded using a convolutional 

encoder of rate R  to produce a sequence of encoded symbols, ft, each of duration TcocrRTb. The encoded 

symbols are then multiplied by the individual, user-specific, orthogonal spreading code, 

Ci=[cl(l),a(2)...c,(L/D)]Te ( -1,+1), where [.]T is the transposed matrix. Note that each block of LID  users 

employs the same set of orthogonal codes as the other (Z)-l) blocks. The overall spreading ratio for each 

data bit is therefore given as, M=L(D.R)'\ Because orthogonal spreading codes have zero cross- 

correlation, the maximum capacity of the base station for all D  blocks is N&=L. The coded and spread data



is summed bit- and chip-synchronously with the othcr-uscrs of the block and then buffered. In the 

analysis below we ignore the time index and consider the processing of a single block of data bits. 

Consequently, the transmission vector, S+ of the spread signals in the buffer of the cf* transmission block 

prior to interleaving and OFDM modulation is given by:

Md
Sd = (1)

i=M (</-l)+l

To give some freedom to the number of sub-carriers that can be generated per data bit, each user can 

transmit Q data bits per OFDM symbol. Each of these are spread by the factor, M. Consequently, the size 

of each summing buffer is Q.M  and the total number of parallel inputs to the interleaver (and hence the 

size of the IFFT which performs the OFDM modulation) for all D  blocks is thus D.Q.M.

After interleaving and OFDM modulation, the output sequence is represented by the complex vector 

sequence V -  [v ;, v2... vDQm^]. This vector contains A additional terms representing the guard interval 

that is inserted between adjacent OFDM frames. The guard interval forms a cyclic extension to the vector 

sequence V, whereby the first A elements of V  are duplicated as the last A elements of V  This reduces 

the effects of ISI due to the multipath spread in the fading channel, and if the guard interval length is 

greater than the multipath spread length of the channel, the OFDM blocks are orthogonal. The output of 

the OFDM modulator may be expressed as:

x (t)  = z '  s '  * z ' S q d j  ■ for -A<t<Tt (2)
q=0d= 0 1=0

where sqeii is the /“* component of S j  of the qA data bit and the orthogonal sub-carrier frequency, f qDM+dM+i 

is given by:

qDM+dM+l
JqDM+dM+l — Jo + j, (3)

where f Q is the lowest sub-carrier frequency and Ts is the symbol duration.

The output vector to be transmitted over the channel is represented by complex coefficients on the output 

of the IFFT in the modulator. Although all the users are orthogonally coded, because of the effect of the 

multipath channel, the wanted-user is corrupted by the other users. In this case, the channel has the same 

effect on the other-user interference as the wanted-user and so effective equalisation plays an important 

part in regaining orthogonality between the users in the received signal at any remote receiver. The 

amplitude and phase characteristics of the channel may be described by a complex matrix, H* of size



M xM  for the </** transmission block. Since a perfect guard-interval length is assumed, the channel matrix 

Hd is a diagonal matrix with diagonal components h„,n.

B Remote Receiver

In the remote receiver of the wanted-user, shown in figure 2, the multi-user OFDM signal is demodulated 

in the usual way using the FFT. As is often the case, we assume that the delay spread of the channel is 

less than the guard interval and that channel statistics can be considered stationary over the OFDM block 

duration, T (i.e. T«\!fdoP where fdoP is the Doppler frequency offset). The received signal is given by:

shift at sub-carrier frequency f q,d,i and n(t) is the additive noise. The received signal of the 

transmission block after OFDM demodulation and can be represented as a vector R d:

where H d is the diagonal matrix representing the Rayleigh fading on the sub-carriers assigned to block d, 

assuming a guard-interval length which removes ISI or ICI. N d represents the complex noise vector at the 

receiver.

Using an estimate of the channel frequency response, frequency domain equalisation is tb»*n carried out 

on all L sub-carriers to reduce the effect of multipath distortion and the syn.l; Ms on the sub-carriers are 

then de-interleaved. After equalisation and de-interleaving, using the equalisation matrix of the first-stage 

equaliser, G /l) ,  the signal before detection is given by:

q=0 d=0 1=0

where hq d l = p q4 ^ q'd'1 is the complex channel fading characteristic with attenuation pqM and phase

j2trtfqDM+dM+l (4)

R d = HJSd + Nd (5)

Rd =Gd (l){H dS d + N d ) 
- G d (l)H  dS d +Gd (l)N d

(6)

This signal is decoded and demodulated using a maximum likelihood detector such as the Viterbi 

algorithm to provide an estimate of the transmitted data bit d \ . The estimated data bit is then re-encoded 

and re-modulated to form an estimate of the interference from the z4h user. This process is carried out for



all (L-1) interfering users. Assuming that the wanted-user is user 1, the estimated interference to user 1 is 

given as:

y '(0 =  Z  I  I  s '„d r e jWqDM+dM+lt for-A<t<Tb (7)
<7=0 d=0 1=0

where s is the estimate of S'd  of the data bit, and,

Md
S'd=  Ze'tCt (8)i=M(d~ 1)+1 

i* 1

where e \  is the estimated encoded output sequence of d\.

Therefore the wanted signal after MAI cancellation is now given by:

z ( t ) = y ( t ) - y ’(t) (9)

This signal is then demodulated and decoded for the wanted-user using the second stage complex

equalisation matrix G /2), where we now use a different equalisation algorithm to detect our wanted-user.

This can be simplified to:

/ ( < ) =  I  Z  f  S',t4 j ) - e J2,f<>DU*M +" fo r -A « < 7 i  (10)
q=0d= 0 1=0

The received signal after OFDM demodulation and MAI cancellation is now given by:

Rd = Gd(2)[Hj(StrS'd)+Nd] (11)

This is then decoded with wanted-user's orthogonal sequence and detected using the Viterbi algorithm. 

Depending on the level of error in the estimation of the interfering user’s data sequences, the bit-error 

performance of the wanted-user can vary drastically. In a channel of high other-user noise levels the BER 

performance will degrade quickly unless sophisticated interference cancellation techniques are employed.

C Equalisation Strategies

In this paper, the channel statistics are assumed to be perfectly known through the use of a pilot tone or a 

mid-amble training sequence. For the first stage of detection, equaliser Gd( 1) uses either zero forcing or 

controlled equalisation methods, as discussed in [2,3,8]. For zero-forcing equalisation, the complex

valued equaliser coefficients are given as:



where hn,„ are the diagonal components of the channel matrix H d. Controlled equalisers perform phase- 

only equalisation if the magnitude of the signal envelope drops below a set threshold value to prevent the 

channel noise being amplified. When the magnitude of the signal envelope is above the threshold, the 

effect of the noise is deemed to be acceptable and full advantage can be taken of zero-forcing 

equalisation. The assigned equalisation coefficients for controlled equalisation are:

h*
g„.„ = “  = 7 ~ 7  for [yOl1 ^  threshold

h n,n I h  I2\ n,n\

h*n.n

(13)

for \y(t)\2 < threshold

These enable the receiver to obtain an initial estimate of the interfering users' data sequences.

Maximum ratio combining (MRC) attempts to maximise the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the multi- 

carrier signal by obtaining the maximum SNR of each faded sub-carrier. MRC removes the phase 

information from the sub-carrier and weights the received signal by the complex conjugate of the channel 

coefficients:

This type of strategy performs best on “clean” signals and is therefore used on the second stage, G /2) 

after MAI cancellation only and provides an optimal combining strategy since the “cleaned” signals are 

assumed to be relatively free of other-user interference.

HI DOWNLINK SIMULATION RESULTS

The bit error rate performance of the downlink was obtained using a discrete-time computer simulation 

written in C. The user data rate was set at 19 kb/ and the convolutional code was of rate R=l/2 and 

constraint length K= 5. The encoded signals were spread using orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard sequences of 

length 16, giving a total bandwidth expansion factor of 32 and a maximum user capacity of 16 users per 

block. The total number of blocks was set to D= 8 and Q= 2 data bits of each user were transmitted per 

OFDM block. The number of sub-carriers is therefore D.Q.M=  512, which results in a total bandwidth of 

1.216 MHz and a sub-carrier spacing of 2.375kHz. The corresponding base station capacity is 16 x 8 

=128 and these were represented in the simulation by randomly generated data bits.



Note that no further spreading is achieved through use of the randomising sequence, c,.

After OFDM modulation and interleaving, the output sequence may be represented by the vector 

sequence V{ = [v* (1 ) , v;(2) ... V i(A /+A )] where A is the guard interval length, as described earlier. The 

output vector to be transmitted over the channel is represented by complex coefficients on the output of 

the IFFT in the modulator.

B. Basestation receiver

The basestation receiver design can be seen in figure 7. Since each user communicating to the base station 

experiences different independent fading statistics, the channel coefficients are different for each user. 

The channel may be described by a complex matrix Hi (in the frequency domain) of size M xM  for each 

user, effecting the sub-carriers Vi assigned to the transmitted sequence on the transmitter for user /. Since 

a perfect guard-interval length is assumed, the channel matrix Hi is a diagonal matrix with diagonal 

components /**„. The vector N  represents the complex AWGN in the channel. Therefore, the received 

sequence at the output of the OFDM demodulator, assuming perfect interleaving and guard-band 

insertion, is given by:

*  =  c, H i + N  (1 5 )
I

The base station receiver obtains information on the complex channel coefficients through the midambles 

inserted between symbol sequences. For the analysis of the uplink, we assume that the channel estimation 

is perfect. Using the complex channel estimates for each user we equalise the demodulated sequence for 

each user separately and obtain an estimate of the interference from other users. This is achieved through 

de-randomising the equalised signal by the user-specific code c, and performing maximum likelihood 

detection using the Viterbi algorithm. The estimated data sequences of all interfering users are re

modulated and re-encoded with the appropriate channel equalisation estimate and these signals are 

subsequently subtracted from the original received sequence. Depending on the level of error in the 

estimation of the interfering user’s data sequences the bit-error performance of the wanted-user can vary 

drastically. In a channel of high other-user noise levels the BER performance will degrade quickly unless 

sophisticated interference cancellation techniques are employed. The equalisation strategies that have 

been used are similar to those used for the downlink case. The first stage equalisers use either zero- 

forcing or controlled equalisation, whereas the second stage equaliser uses MRC.



V SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulated uplink channel assumes a service provision of a 32 kb/s data stream for each user. A 

(constraint length of K=5 provides a spreading ratio of 32 in the LROCC encoder and is then randomised 

tthrough the user-specific Gold code c, of the same rate. This code provides no further additional 

spreading, but merely serves as a randomising sequence for the LROCC orthogonal code sets [6]. The 

inumber of sub-carriers is jV=32 in a bandwidth of 1.028 MHz, and therefore the OFDM block period is 

31.25ps. As for the downlink case, the channel is based on the COST 207 frequency selective Rayleigh 

ifaded bad urban (BU) channel model. The Doppler frequency was set to 200Hz and perfect power control 

iis assumed.

Figure 8 shows the bit-error rate performance for different number of simultaneous users communicating 

with the base-station. The performance without interference cancellation can be seen to quickly degrade 

:significantly when more than 5 users are present. The use of interference cancellation increases this to at 

least 10 users, and this is a significant gain in performance. Conversely, at low user numbers, the BER for 

32 kb/s per user is substantially improved by MAI cancellation. Without MAI cancellation it is not 

Ipossible to achieve an acceptable BER for any user numbers.

A  more efficient equalisation scheme is based on controlled threshold equalisation. The threshold level 

(displayed in figure 9 was estimated for the initial threshold detection strategy using no MAI cancellation 

;and 8 simultaneous users in the channel. Figure 9 suggests an optimum threshold value of about 0.6 that 

was subsequently used for the equalisation structure employed in the Monte-Carlo simulations shown in 

figure 10. This technique shows a significant performance improvement for detection using no MAI 

(cancellation in other-user noise environments but a smaller performance improvement using MAI 

cancellation compared to the zero-forcing strategy on the initial iteration, as shown earlier. At high user 

capacities (above 8 users typically) the performance gets worse compared to simple one stage detection 

:schemes. When the uplink channel is saturated with other-user noise, the initial estimates on the first stage 

of MAI cancellation become very unstable. This causes the interference estimates of all other interfering 

users to give errors that propagate and actually harm the bit-error rate performance.

The LROCC coding scheme relies primarily on independent errors to yield good results and it is therefore 

important to provide initial good estimates on the first iteration of interference estimation in the receiver 

and to use strong interleaving in heavily faded channels. The use of OFDM in frequency selective 

channels helps to further combat the fading effects and effectively provides independent fading on each



sub-channcl. Combing this modulation strategy with LROCC coding provides an ultimately robust 

transmission design for such channels.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An uplink and downlink system design based on OFDM-CDMA have been proposed for a mobile 

communication system in a channel of heavy frequency selective Rayleigh fading. The use of LROCC 

and controlled equalisation with MAI cancellation in the uplink have been shown to provide a capacity 

gain of at least 25% at BER=10'J, and likewise a lOdB gain in EtJN0 in the downlink with rate R= 1/2 

convolutional codes. More realistic performance results with noisy channel estimates have found to 

provide a degradation of at least 6dB on this result, yielding a potential improvement of 4dB.

It has been established further, that the use of zero-forcing equalisers would not lead to a good 

performance without MAI cancellation, but through the use of MAI cancellation it is possible to combine 

zero-forcing algorithms with MRC on the final detection stage to give good results. It has been shown, 

however, that controlled equalisation for the first detection stage, in combination with MRC on the 

second detection stage outperforms the zero-forcing equaliser. This improvement is particularly 

noticeable for the system when MAI cancellation is not used
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